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Optical communication is very much useful in telecommunication systems, data 
processing and networking. It consists of a transmitter that encodes a message into 
an optical signal, a channel that carries the signal to its desired destination, and a 
receiver that reproduces the message from the received optical signal. It presents 
up to date results on communication systems, along with the explanations of their 
relevance, from leading researchers in this field. The chapters cover general concepts of 
optical communication, components, systems, networks, signal processing and MIMO 
systems. In recent years, optical components and other enhanced signal processing 
functions are also considered in depth for optical communications systems. The 
researcher has also concentrated on optical devices, networking, signal processing, 
and MIMO systems and other enhanced functions for optical communication. This 
book is targeted at research, development and design engineers from the teams in 
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Optical communication is very much useful part in our advanced fibre-based 
telecommunication systems, data processing and networking. It consists of a 
transmitter that encodes a message into an optical signal, a channel that carries the 
signal to its desired destination, and a receiver that reproduces the message from the 
received optical signal. It presents up to date results on communication systems, along 
with the explanations of their relevance, from leading researchers in this field. The 
chapters cover general concepts of optical communication, components for optical 
communication, optical communication systems and networks, signal processing and 
MIMO systems. In recent years, optical components and other enhanced signal 
processing functions are also considered in depth for optical communications systems. 
The researcher has also concentrated on optical devices, networking, signal processing, 
and MIMO systems and other enhanced functions for optical communication. This 
book is targeted at research, development and design engineers from the teams in 
manufacturing industry, academia and telecommunication industries. 
This book presents a high level technical overview of the emerging technologies of 
optical communication and networking systems. It is intended as an introduction to 
the field for optical communication and network professionals, such as higher degree 
research students, academics and design engineers. Although it is intended for 
professionals who already have some technical background, it is nevertheless relevant 
to anyone wishing to understand optical communication or networking. 
Figure 1 illustrates a simple schematic diagram of an optical communication system/ 
link. It consist of three separate parts, such as, (i) the transmitter contains a constant 
optical/ light source as laser and a modulator, (ii) the channel or link is an optical fiber 
about 100-kms long that carries the information from the transmitter to the receiver, 
and (iii) the receiver consists of a semiconductor photodetector that detects the 
received signal and an amplifier for the amplification of received signal from the 
channel/link. The optical pulses are created using lasers and transmitted through the 
transmitter via the links/channels and receiving at the receiver side. A list of bits (such 
as, ‘1’s and ‘0’s are as input data signal) are sent into the transmitter in the form of 
data/signal levels (high ‘1’ or low ‘0’), where they control a modulator, which alters the 
power of a light beam produced by a light source or laser. The laser light source 
produces a constant-power light beam, which experiences different amount of 
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attenuation as it passes through the modulator, depending on the bit value is being 
sent. The light emerging from the modulator is a series of optical pulses of high ‘1’ or 
low ‘0’ power levels. These optical pulses travel as far as ~100-kms by total internal 
reflection inside the core of the fiber until they reach at the other end, where they are 
focused onto a light detector (as a semiconductor photodetector that detects the 
received signals). In general, the following Fig. 1 covers all parts/ chapters concept of 
this book. These are: General Concepts, Optical Components, Systems, Networks, 
Signal Processing and MIMO Systems in optical communication.  
 
Figure 1. A simple schematic diagram of an optical communication system/ link, where the 
transmitter contains a constant-power optical/light source as laser and a modulator, the channel/ 
link is an optical fiber about 100-kms, and the receiver consists of a semiconductor photodetector 
and amplifier.  
Organisation of the Book 
The authors with whom I have had the pleasure to collaborate have written chapters 
that report recent developments in optical communication and networking. They 
cover a number of themes, which include the basic concepts of optical communication, 
components for optical communication such as amplifiers, optical communication 
systems and networks, signal processing and MIMO systems for optical 
communication and optical networks design as described above. No book of the 
current length can encompass the full scope of the subject but I am pleased at the 
range of topics that we have been able to include in this book.  
In this book, the chapters have been grouped as part according to the following 
themes: Optical Communication: Part 1, General Concepts; Optical Communication: 
Part 2, Optical Components, such as Amplifiers and Lasers; Optical Communication: 
Part 3, Optical Systems, such as Transmission Systems; Optical Communication: Part 
4, Optical Networks; Optical Communication: Part 5, Signal processing; Optical 
Communication: and Part 6, MIMO systems; Optical Communication. These 
categorisations of parts are not fully perfect because some of the chapters are mixed or 
overlapped i.e., like an inter-disciplinary topic. However, all of the chapter are within 
an easily identifiable subject boundary that is a positive sign of the indicators of 
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New Quantum Cipher  
Optical Communication: Y-00 
K. Harasawa 
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51107 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Introduction of Y-00 (overview of network security) 
Data volume handled by individuals and companies on the internet is significantly 
increasing at present. The dissemination of cloud computing causes a lot of important 
information to flow on networks. And such information is stored in data centers and 
servers. Meanwhile, cyber terrorism and other crimes that aim at such important 
information are also on the increase and their techniques have been advanced. To respond 
to these threats, advanced security measures are implemented in Layer 2 (data link layer) 
and higher layers of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model. However, 
safety measures of Layer 1 (physical layer) that forms a transmission path have not been 
established although Layer 1 is an open area. In such a network broadly two issues exist. 
a. For the security of Layer 2 and higher layers cryptography pursuing mathematical 
complexity is used for decryption calculation. And the basis of safety greatly depends 
on the performance of computer used by a eavesdropper for decryption. (The safety 
deteriorates with the increase in performance of computer.) 
b. Security hole shifts to Layer 1 and Layer 1 becomes relatively vulnerable when the 
safety of Layer 2 and higher layers is strengthened. 
For this reason, physical security measures are required in Layer 1 to improve safety. 
Especially in communication lines requiring high safety, measures for constant monitoring 
through a dedicated optical fiber path of special line route are presented. But such measures 
require very high running costs and therefore can be realized only for special purposes. 
Researches on quantum cryptography for the safety of transmission paths have been made 
all over the world by above-mentioned background [1]. The quantum cryptography 
currently studied mainly in Japan and Europe is normally the Quantum Key Distribution 
© 2012 Har sawa, licensee InTech. This is a p per distributed under the erms of the C eative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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(QKD) system using photon transmission. The mainstream of this system is generally called 
BB84 that was proposed by C.H.Bennett and G.Brassard in 1984 [2]. On the other hand, Y-00 
is a new quantum cipher system published by H.P.Yuen(Professor of Northwestern 
University in US) in 2000 [3]. BB84 uses photon transmission for the QKD system. But Y-00 
is the stream cipher system that uses quantum noise existing in continuous light of a laser 
diode (LD) to directly encrypt data. Y-00, H.P.Yuen and O.Hirota(Professor of Tamagawa 
University in Japan) made theoretical verification for safety in reports exceeding the 
Shannon Limit for cryptography in their respective papers for the final version [4]. 
However, implementation conditions are limited when practical use and dissemination are 
considered with the current optical communication technology. As one of the Y-00 features, 
it has been proved that Y-00 is stronger than the current cipher though the ultimate safety 
(unconditional safety) cannot be achieved by the current technology [5]. Data cannot be 
completely deciphered by a ciphertext only attack in the currently installed equipment [6]. 
Also safety can be ensured by the amount of time up to decryption on the fast correlation 
attack. Y-00 is a physical cipher system and the safety does not depend on calculation 
amount like general mathematical cryptography. It information hidden by physical 
phenomena (quantum effect) must be extracted. No shortcut exists because physical 
working time for extracting this information becomes the basis of safety. Furthermore, the 
amount of time can be ensured. Astronomical time of this amount of time can be realized 
also for the currently installed equipment. 
1.2. Concept of Y-00 
The QKD system that controls photon and transmits data with key information put on a 
single photon can theoretically show the safety effect provided that One-Time-Pad can be 
achieved as described in section 1.1. (The absolute condition required by One Time Pad is 
key distribution that achieves unconditional safety.) To achieve this unconditional safety by 
single-photon transmission, ideal devices and transmission path are necessary. And various 
conditions for implementation are really added. These conditions become a loop hole. 
Therefore that disables absolutely secure key distribution and deteriorates safety level to 
allow  eavesdropping [7,8]. For this reason, the practical use of the QKD system is difficult 
while maintaining safety in the current optical communication system. Adaptability to 
large-capacity optical communication networks handling a great deal of information and 
construction of a new special transmission system at the time of introduction of a security 
system require much costs.Therefore, applications that are available be limited. Realizing a 
system by reducing these limiting conditions as much as possible is also an important task. 
Research and development for Y-00 have been placing the highest priority on the 
application to existing optical communication systems and possibility that made based on 
current optical communication technologies. As a result, the WDM transmission system can 
be shared and no further special infrastructure needs to be constructed. Because Y-00 
effectively uses the existing optical modulation system, it can follow up technology trends of 
normal optical transceiver modules. And it also enables high-speeding, integration, and 
power saving of the equipment.  
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2. Principle and outline of Y-00 
2.1. Y-00 started from two directions (phase modulation and intensity 
modulation) 
As described above, research of Y-00 was started by H.P.Yuen and other people at the 
Northwestern University in the United States. Also research and development on 
implementation are being made at NuCrypt Limited Liability Company (member company 
of Northwestern University) [9-11]. In this research, phase modulation on coherent light is 
used as base and encryption is performed by using phase fluctuation (quantum fluctuation) 
of light. The phase modulation angle of the light becomes multiple value densely. And logic 
“1” and logic “0” (binary) are distinguished in the 180 degree opposite phase combination. 
Only one combination is selected from multiple binary combinations (called bases) for each 
bit from the key information in synchronization with the receiver. The multi-value phase 
information on the same circumference is closely arranged like overlapping by quantum 
fluctuation. Eavesdroppers who have no key information must accurately detect phase 
information. Normal receivers can predict a set of selected base values by using the common 
key information and therefore can distinguish information. Several-thousands of phase 
angle values to be used for modulation are set and Non-Linear Feedback Shift Register 
(NLFSR) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) are used for sorting the base to enhance 
the safety. They use phase modulation for the Y-00 base to apply it to optical space 
transmission and achieve highly secure communication between aircraft and the ground. In 
Japan, O.Hirota of Tamagawa University (in Japan) who had made research together with 
H.P.Yuen started research of Y-00 on the basis of the widely spread intensity modulation of 
light [12]. Implementation is made by Hitachi Information & Communication Engineering , 
Ltd. and its application to existing optical fiber networks is considered [13-18]. 
2.2. Safety of Y-00 
Figure1 shows the idea of theoretical safety of Y-00. Theoretical research on ultimate safety 
of Y-00 is in progress. But if implementation and practicality are considered by present 
technologies, safety is restricted. However, this restriction can ensure nearly ultimate safety 
though it is limited by providing essential conditions (astronomical amount of time) for 
decryption by eavesdroppers through a quantum physical phenomenon. The quantum 
physical phenomenon means quantum noise (quantum fluctuation) which is an absolute 
phenomenon that cannot be removed theoretically. Because this phenomenon is completely 
random, it does not correlate with measured data and the phenomenon cannot be copied. If 
this phenomenon can diffuse the effect over the signal area, completely decipher is 
impossible. But differentiation in receiving conditions between normal receiver and 
eavesdropper is difficult. This will generate trade-off between receiving sensitivity of 
normal receivers and safety. Therefore ultimate safety cannot be pursued with technical 
conditions aimed at practical use. Eavesdroppers still cannot avoid physical phenomena of 
these conditions and acquire correct data. Therefore, direct decryption (cipher text only 
attack) is impossible. Furthermore, eavesdroppers will attempt to seek for data correlation 
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to get the initial key from acquired sample data like fast correlation attack that makes 
exhaustive search. In the exhaustive search, phenomena cannot be copied correctly due to 
effects of physical phenomena. It is disabling parallel processing [19]. Therefore, 
eavesdropper must be stacked in serial to find correlation of data. In addition, the sample 
data volume required for decryption is an order of 1E20~1E30 bytes or more by 
implementing the safety enhancing measures described later. That memory capacity to store 
the sample data are 1E20~1E30 bytes or more and the sample data acquisition time is several 
tens of millions to several hundred millions of years (at 10Gbps transmission) even if effects 
of physical phenomena cannot be diffused over the signal area as described above. This is 
limited and that is considered to be indecipherable safety. Because it does not depend on 
computer’s performance unlike the present cryptography that pursues mathematical 
complexity. 
 
Figure 1. Image of the safety of Y-00 
2.3. Idea of physical safety 
This section mainly describes an example of optical intensity modulation that is generally 
used in optical communication. A semiconductor laser diode used in general optical 
communication uses high-output continuous light (coherent light). The generation 
probability of each photon that forms this coherent light in the phase and optical power 
directions is unstable during measurement due to quantum phenomenon, and the value of 
the probability is not uniquely determined. The distribution of this undefined value is 
handled as a part of shot noise that is generated during the photoelectric conversion in 
optical communication, which is an element that degrades the receiving sensitivity. 
However, effects of other classical noise (including thermal noise of receiving amplifier) 
generated in the receiver become dominant to the receiving sensitivity of optical 
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communication using the normal optical intensity modulation system. Normal receivers of 
the devised optical modulation system in Y-00 can maintain little quantum noise effect as in 
the case of conventional optical communication system. Also Y-00 produces an effect of 
significantly degrading the receiving sensitivity (to an unreceivable level) for 
eavesdroppers. In other words, is established safety by great difference of Signal-to-Noise-
ratio (S/N) between at normal receiver and eavesdropper. In this case, safety will be 
improved by as close as possible to 0.5 the error rate of eavesdroppers. Measured value of 
quantum noise that affects optical communication varies at completely random against the 
phase value and power value of light as described in section 2.2. Therefore, the phase 
modulation system and intensity modulation system used in the existing optical 
communication can be applied to the Y-00 encryption system that uses this quantum noise. 
The following describes basic idea to establish safety. 
1. Multi-value modulation 
The normal optical communication performs a multiple value transfer to increase 
transmission capacity. However in Y-00, only a single bit out of multiplexed values is used 
for transmitting information and other values are dummy information for eavesdroppers. It 
is important for multi-values to establish safety that the quantum noise distribution 
sufficiently overlaps between adjacent levels (both in optical intensity and phase). The 
number of values becomes several thousands or more depending on conditions. 
2. Encryption and decryption 
In the encryption by a transmitter, a combination of binary data (1-bit “1” or “0” level value) 
is selected for each bit of transmit data from multiple signal values created under conditions 
(1) using the initial key by the multi-value selection information. This selected binary 
combination is called base in the same way as phase modulation. The amplitude of this base 
(between two values) determines the receiving sensitivity of normal receivers in the case of 
intensity modulation. Therefore, 1/2 (180 degrees for phase modulation) of the maximum 
signal amplitude is the best value for normal receivers to obtain the optimum receiving 
sensitivity (Figure2). Decryption process of receiver is essential to distinguish the base that 
varies in each bit by the best threshold value at signal reception. The amplitude of “1” and 
“0” levels during reception is estimated based on the multi-value selection information 
generated by the initial key shared with the transmitter and the threshold value is 
momentarily moved to the best point to distinguish “1” level and “0” level of the signal. 
Synchronization of multi-level selection information is critical at this time between the 
transmitter and receiver. This information is changed at random in each bit between 
transmitter and receiver (Figure2) [17,18,20-22]. 
3. Tapping 
People other than those who are engaged in optical communication believe in many cases 
that optical fiber does not be able to tapping unlike electric wires. The principle of optical 
fiber transmission is well known. Light travels in an optical fiber while repeating reflection 
using the refraction of light generated by junction of the core and clad in the optical fiber.  
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Figure 2. Signal basis and quantum noise 
This reflectance varies by bending the optical fiber. If the optical fiber is bent at a sharp 
angle in particular, the refractive index of the core and clad extremely changes. Therefore 
optical signal not be able to total reflection. Part of the optical signal will leak out for that. 
Signal monitoring equipment that uses this principle has been commercialized and used as a 
measuring instrument. Tapping data from optical fibers has become relatively easy at 
present due to the technical advance (including high-speed, high-sensitivity detector and 
low-noise optical amplifier) in optical communication as shown in this example. Measures 
for improving safety to independently protect transmission paths have become imperative 
for background mentioned above (Figure3) [22,23]. 
 
Figure 3. Eavesdropping from optical fiber 
3. Implementation of Y-00 
3.1. Basic configuration 
The Y-00 encryption transmission equipment shares the initial key (Seed Key) between 
transmitter and normal receiver and performs synchronization processing on each side. 
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And it configures a pair of transceivers between transmitter and receiver. Figure4 shows the 
basic configuration of the transmitter of the transceiver. A running key that actually makes 
encryption is generated from the Seed Key shared by the transmitter and receiver. And the 
base information (a pair of combination)  is selected by the running key from multiple 
values. Furthermore, the signal level to be used actually is determined from this base 
information. Input data is converted to a multi-value level by the code modulator and is 
then output from the subsequent electrical/optical (E/O) converter as a Y-00 encryption 
optical signal. Figure5 shows the basic configuration of the receiver of the transceiver. The 
Y-00 encryption optical signal sent from the transmitter is converted to an electrical signal 
(voltage value) by the O/E converter. And base information is created by the Seed Key in the 
same procedure as the transmitter. A threshold value that allows the best reception signal to 
be distinguished is selected from this base information. And a value of 0 or 1 is 
distinguished by the decoder concurrently with the decoding processing to restore the 
previous data. This synchronized work between transmitter and receiver performs all 
processing in each bit of the data transmission rate. 
 
Figure 4. Structure of transmitter of Y-00  
 
Figure 5. Structure of receiver of Y-00 
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3.2. Enhancing safety 
The probability of eavesdropper’s signal level detection error increases with the increase in 
noise distribution range as described about the safety of Y-00 in the previous section. This 
effect makes it difficult to extract the correlation of signal level samples acquired by a 
eavesdropper. Therefore more samples are required. This determines irreducible absolute 
amount of time necessary to obtain the number of samples required for decryption. This 
time is for the safety of the people it is possible to secure almost forever (finite strictly) if it is 
an astronomical value (hundreds of millions of years). Quantum noise contained in coherent 
light is Poisson distribution dependent on the average optical power as is well known. But 
this quantum noise is effective between adjacent multi-value levels but it cannot affect entire 
signal area. For this reason, Y-00 enhances safety using various methods [5,17,18]. This 
quantum noise effect diffusion method is called Randomization. The following introduces 
several typical methods. 
1. Overlap Selection Keying (OSK) 
OSK is a method that allocates logic information (1 or 0) to “High” or “Low” level of light at 
random to make it difficult for eavesdroppers to decipher signal information “1” or “0” even 
if they can detect the reception level [16]. Logic of the signal is randomly allocated to a "1" 
and "0" for each 1bit in order to achieve the OSK. This operation makes it difficult to 
distinguish whether the signal level detected by tapping is positive logic “1” or negative 
logic “0”. This method is the same as general stream cipher, but is different in purpose and 
effect. In the basic Y-00, adjacent signal levels are replaced with bit information “1” and “0” 
alternately. But eavesdroppers can predict the code by focusing on “1” or “0” every other 
level. Therefore, the safety level is equivalent to the case when the number of values 
(number of bases) is reduced to 1/2. To solve this problem, changing bit information on a bit 
basis can maintain degree of difficulty of decryption [12,15,17,24]. 
2. Keyed Deliberate Signal Randomization (KDSR) 
Uniforming the conditional probability of multi-value signal detection in Y-00 is important in 
terms of cryptographic theory. KDSR is used to perform the uniforming [14]. It is a correction 
technology that does not directly enhance safety but spuriously evenly expands the quantum 
noise distribution that is effective for eavesdroppers in detecting the multi-value signal level. 
This method produces effects equivalent to the case where S/N deterioration effect (overlap 
of quantum noise between adjacent multi-value signal levels) of eavesdroppers is diffused to 
a wide area as described in the previous section. Figure6 illustrates this mechanism. 
Y-00 of optical intensity modulation is causing a level detection error by the quantum noise 
distribution overlaps of the adjacent signal level as described in the previous section. It is 
preferable to uniform the entire multi-value signal level. But it degrades the receiving 
sensitivity of normal receivers making communication difficult. KDSR slightly fluctuates the 
selected signal level by shifting a part of multi-value level selections conditions at random to 
solve this problem. Figure 6 (a) shows this state. The k’s true value M is diffused to a range 
of M±2 by diffusion using KDSR in this example. Furthermore, the noise effect can be  
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Figure 6. Mechanism of the spread by the random shifter. 
diffused to a range of M±5 with the effect of quantum noise distribution (b). The quantum 
noise distribution function P(k|l) to the individual signal level k diffused by effects of KDSR 
is evenly arranged, where the l signal level measurement error probability is P(l|i) as the 
effect of quantum noise at this time. At this time, the effect (a) of KDSR is P(k|l). In addition, 
the quantum noise effect on the l that are distributed with the effect of (a) is P(l|i). 
Therefore, the conditional probability P(k|i) of error of true signal level k is shown by the 
following expression. 
      | | |
i
P k i P k l P l i  (1)  
With respect to effects on the receiving sensitivity of normal receivers at that time, the signal 
level degradation PKDS is shown by the following expression. Conditions are described 
below. Also ±n is quantum noise diffusion effect by KDSR, 2M is number of multi-values 











  (2) 
For example, if  2M=4096 and n=±3, the level of effects on normal receivers deteriorates to 
about 1/683 of the signal’s full amplitude power. This effect is slight for normal receivers. 
The following describes KDSR in terms of quantum noise distribution. Figure7 illustrates 
the range of effects of signal level “i” on the adjacent level when KDSR is not applied. The 
quantum noise effect is exerted to the reference level ±2 in this example. For this reason, the 
base selection information error probability is biased and therefore eavesdroppers can 
estimate a part of the base selection information more easily. KDSR is applied to the base 
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selection information that determines base selection as shown in Figure6 to diffuse noise 
effects on multi-value levels as shown in Figure8 to solve this problem. Thus the bias in the 
probability distribution of base selection information error is reduced. And making it very 
difficult to estimate the base selection information [17,25]. 
 
Figure 7. The spread of the noise (KDSR nothing) 
 
Figure 8. The spread of the noise (KDR) 
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3. Irregular mapping 
Bit error positions become uneven due to effects of the quantum noise distribution in the 
basic model. Therefore, fast correlation attack may be enabled if the key length is short in 
the basic array (alternate arrangement of “1” and “0”) of bit information of adjacent multi-
value levels determined by the base information [25]. However, bit error positions must be 
uniform to disable such fast correlation attack. Irregular mapping has been developed in 
order to provide immunity against fast correlation attack even when the short key length 
[26]. This method disables eavesdroppers to decrypt Y-00 cipher except for complete Brute 
Force Attack. Figure9 shows the concept of irregular mapping. Synchronization is 
established between transmitter and receiver. Then bit information is arranged irregularly in 
the mapping of the multi-value level corresponding to the base. Bit error positions are 
evenly diffused because the arrangement of the bit information of adjacent multi-value 
levels is irregular even if the quantum noise distribution effect range is physically the same. 
This effect disables the fast correlation attack that uses non-uniformity of bit error rate for 
decryption when the multi-value signal is returned to bit information [17]. 
 
Figure 9. Irregular mapping 
3.3. Y-00 encryption circuit 
Figure10 shows the configuration of the encryption and modulation circuit that is actually 
mounted in the Y-00 transmitter. Clock is extracted from input plaintext data for self-
synchronization by the Clock Data Recovery (CDR) function. The information for 
synchronization processing and control is added to the original signal in the Y-00 
transmission. Therefore, clock frequency is converted in the FIFO circuit and change the 
data rate. And frame processing is performed by the framer then information required for 
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synchronization is added. OSK processing is added to this signal to generate a main signal 
to be the original signal as described in section 3.1. On the other hand, multi-value level 
selection signal is generated as follows. Running Key is generated from the Seed Key as a 
first. Then a base selection signal to be the original signal is generated using the randomly 
mapped base configuration information. This selection signal generates a multi-level 
selection signal level after processing by KDSR. The multi-value level selection signal that 
is the same as the main signal is weighted by each driver circuit and added to determine 
the multi-value level and generate an encoding signal for encryption of Y-00. The 
operating principle of this final-stage processing is the same as that of the Digital to 
Analog (D/A) converter. By driving the optical external modulator using the Y-00 signal 







Figure 10. The configuration of the coding of the Y-00 transmitter 
3.4. Decoder circuit 
Figure11 shows the configuration of the decoder circuit in the Y-00 receiver. The Seed Key 
information and irregular mapping information are also provided in the receiver as 
common information. The basic circuit configuration of the decoder is the same as the 
encryption circuit of the transmitter. However, the receiver does not perform the decoding 
of KDSR.  Therefore, from the decoder outputs a decoding signal (threshold value selection 
information) of Y-00. The threshold value controller distinguishes the signal on a bit by bit 
to generate a threshold value level with the best level and timing. Optimum adjustment is 
made for the threshold level and timing by the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) amplifier 
and the threshold value controller. Furthermore, the decoder establishes bit synchronization 
and key synchronization for encryption of Y-00 [17,18]. 
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Figure 11. The configuration of the decoding circuit of the Y-00 receiver 
4. Transmission experiment and performance evaluation trial production 
result 
4.1. Basic characteristics 
To verified the adaptability to existing optical communication networks as Y-00 encryption 
equipment. Prototype equipment was produced and evaluated based on the content in 
section 3. The prototype targeted standard specifications of OC-48 (Optical Carrier: SONET 
standard) optical communication as IEEE standard considering practical use. Table1 shows 
evaluation results [17]. The transmission rate of original plaintext data is 2.48832 Gbps 
conforming to OC-48 and the average optical output power is 0 dBm. This is achieved 
transmission distance of 50 km without relay. 
A receiving sensitivity of -15.3 dBm was obtained at a bit error rate (BER) of 1E-12 with a 
transmission rate of 2.48832 Gbps and an average optical output power of 0 dBm. 
 
Item unit result 
data rate Gbps 2.48832 
transmission distance km (w/o amp.) 50 
output optical power dBm (ave.) 0 
number of basis 





Table 1. Major characteristics  
4.2. Transmission experiment 
Low-delay real-time transmission of encrypted uncompressed full-specification High-
Definition-Television (HDTV)  moving picture data was performed using the prototype Y-00 
transmission equipment. Figure12 shows the BER in the back-to-back transmission. The 
minimum receiving sensitivity is -15.3 dBm when BER=1E-12. The average input power of the 
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Y-00 transmission equipment (receiver) is approx -10 dBm and the margin of 5.3 dB. It 
enabling 40 km transmission when considering the optical fiber loss (approx. 0.25 dB/km). 
Figure13 shows the transmission system in the experiment. The transmitter converts the OC-
48 optical signal from 1.5 Gbps moving picture data of signal source by the High Definition 
Serial Digital Interface to Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (HD-SDI/SDH) converter. And then 
encrypts the signal by the Y-00 cipher transmission equipment (transmitter). The encrypted 
optical signal is transmitted through a 40 km single mode fiber (SMF). The receiver decodes 
encryption signal. And then restores the original moving picture data by the HD-SDI/SDH 
converter. The latency of the transmission system shown in Figure13 is approx 500 μs. It is 
achieving secure real-time high-definition moving picture transmission that hardly shows 
visible delay in monitor images before and after transmission. This result has verified that the 
Y-00 cipher transmission equipment is applicable to medical sector and financial system 
networks which require real-time response [27,28]. 
 
Figure 12. Receiver sensitivity of the regular receiver 
 
Figure 13. Real-time HDTV transmission experiment 
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4.3. Field test using a commercial line 
We made a transmission experiment using an existing commercial line optical fiber to obtain 
further prospect of practical use. Figure14 shows the system of the transmission experiment 
that was actually made. The distance of each transmission span is 48 km and the average 
span attenuation is 14.5 dB. We made a transmission experiment of total distance 192 km 
with relay at three location using optical fiber amplifiers (EDFA). Figure15 shows the result 
of receiving sensitivity measured at the reception end. Figure16 shows waveforms of 
encrypted and decoded signals. We verified a receiving sensitivity of -18.4 dBm and -19.4 
dBm respectively at a BER of 1E-12 in 192 km bidirectional transmission. Also we verified 
adaptability to optical amplifier repeater transmission. In addition, we have confirmed that 
the encryption of Y-00 can be applied in Fiber Channel (FC) and Gigabit Ether (GbE). The 
measured latency value of the transmission system was 1.29 ms in total including the delay 
of fiber length. Furthermore, we made WDM transmission experiment multiplexing optical 









Figure 14. 192 km relay Y-00 encrypted transmission through commercial fibers 
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Figure 15. Received optical power sensitivity (192 km) 
 
Figure 16. Y-00 transmission wave pattern 
4.4. Application to 10 Gbps transmission 
This section describes a trial toward large-volume transmission that is the trend of optical 
communication. Y-00 encryption transmission equipment for 10 Gbps transmission based on 
optical intensity modulation has been developed in japan [30,31]. The design concept of this 
equipment is the same as the above-mentioned 2.4 Gbps transmission equipment except that 
dedicated high-speed devices have been developed to realize the equipment. This section 
describes the result of 360 km transmission experiment using optical fibers (for experiment 
laid in Tamagawa University) installed in the field. Figure17 shows the configuration of the 
transmission system. The 360 km transmission path contains nine EDFA for relay at 
intervals of 40 km using standard single mode fibers (SMF). Dispersion values are adjusted 
by the dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) and the tunable dispersion compensator (TDC) 
to set the residual dispersion to +1170 ps/nm. The optical interface conforms to OC-192. The 
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optical output power is -1.7 dBm in the back-to-back transmission and the full-amplitude 
extinction ratio is 2.5 dB. Furthermore, the encryption contains various types of 
randomization for enhance safety. The transmission path is also provided with an optical 
preamplifier and an optical bandpass filter in the receiver to ensure the S/N for normal 
receivers. 
 
Figure 17. 360 km Y-00 transmission system 
Figure18 shows transmission waveforms (eye diagram). They are encrypted waveforms 
with no eye-opening at each transmission distance. Figure 19 shows characteristic of normal 
receiver (back-to-back, 40 km, 60 km and 80 km of non repeater transmittion and optical 
amplifier repeater transmission of 360 km) and the BER of eavesdropper. The minimum 
receiving sensitivity is -12.2 dBm (BER=1E-12) as shown in Figure 19. And the BER of 360-
km transmission is 5.0 × 1E-7. Furthermore, we obtained results that satisfy receiving 
sensitivity -4 dBm at a BER of 5.0 × 1E-5 which is the target specification considering code 
error correction under all conditions. We evaluated adjacent signal detection of multi-value 
signal in the back-to-back transmission to evaluate tapping capability. And obtained a 
satisfactory result of eavesdropper’s BER larger than 0.4. This evaluation has proved that the 
Y-00 transmission equipment is sufficiently applicable to 10 Gbps transmission. Thus we 
could obtain prospects for high-speed transmission [29,30,31]. 
5. Conclusion (future prospects and possibilities) 
Based on the Yuen 2000 protocol (Y-00) theory as the research result of H.P.Yuen and 
O.Hirota, we have developed the Y-00 encryption transmission equipment using quantum 
noise effects and have verified the practicality of the equipment. We verified the safety and 
adaptability to existing systems based on trial production results of the equipment and 
obtained prospects for practical use. The results show the high completeness of the 
equipment. Hitachi Information & Communication Engineering has been engaged in the 
development of prototype equipment and is further improving the reliability of the Y-00 
encryption transmission equipment for the productization (Figure20). Trial production 
results show that the Y-00 system can achieve long-haul, large-capacity, high-speed real- 
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Figure 18. 10 Gbps Y-00 transmission wave form 
 
Figure 19. Bit error rate (10 Gbps) 
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Figure 19. Bit error rate (10 Gbps) 
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time transmission with low latency. Thus application of the Y-00 system to various fields 
can be expected. The Y-00 system is also applicable to uncompressed high-definition 
image transmission in particular, which extends the range of use. Since conventional 
optical communication technologies that are being developed at present can be used 
technically, development trends (such as large capacity, downsizing, and power-saving) 
can be maintained in common. Furthermore, existing optical communication 
infrastructures are available and allowing co-existence and combined use with current 





Figure 20. Y-00 encryption transmission equipment for the productization 
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1. Introduction 
Optical fibers work as one of the most important parts for data transmission medium and 
light-signal processing component in optical communications. Microstructure holey optical 
fibers (MHOFs) from very new advanced technology have attracted considerable attention in 
research communities during recent years for the purpose of enhancing the performance of 
existing optical communication system [1-5]. Basically, the MHOFs can be made of a single 
material, in contrast to all other types of conventional optical fibers, which are normally 
manufactured with two or more materials. Only by properly designing the geometrical 
structures of the MHOF, numerous novel properties, such as single mode operation over the 
entire wavelength range of interest, zero or anomalous group-velocity dispersion, and large 
effective area, can be obtained. Moreover, various combinations of material composition in the 
MHOF may offer more opportunities for new and reliable fiber-optic devices.  
Since the invention of the MHOFs, lots of applications have been explored and realized 
recently. Some of the novel applications include second-harmonic generation with broader 
bandwidth compared to some conventional fibers, polarization-preserving capability with 
elliptical air holes, fiber lasers, nonlinear-optic devices, and even highly sensitive fiber 
sensors. This special optical fiber, which is different from the conventional step-index fiber 
or graded-index fiber, can be fabricated by changing multiple parameters such as the 
diameter of each small air hole, its shape and location coordinates, the spacing between the 
adjacent holes, and the number of air-hole cladding layers. Because of the structural 
uniqueness, the MHOF can be designed to provide small or nearly constant dispersion and 
highly nonlinearity with single-mode operation characteristic over a wide wavelength range 
in optical communications.  
In this chapter, following a brief review about the principle of light-guiding of the 
conventional optical fiber, general features of the MHOF will be introduced in section 3. 
© 2012 Kim, licensee InTech. This is a p per distributed under the erms of the C eative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
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Showing the arrangement method of small-hole cladding on a transverse plane, modelling 
of the MHOF without and with an air core is addressed. For the electromagnetic analysis of 
the proposed microstructures with complicated geometries, the utilizations of a finite 
difference method (FDM) and a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique are 
considered in the investigation of optical guidance properties, such as normalized 
propagation constant, mode field distribution, effective area, and chromatic dispersion. 
Employing the two numerical methods provides cross-verification and additive confidence 
in the accuracy of the results. Based on the FDTD and the FDM techniques, how the 
cladding structure of the HMOF affects optical guidance properties are analyzed in section 
4. Then the investigation is extended to find out the effects of the size and shape of the core 
in the holey fiber on optical propagation properties in section 5.  
2. Principle of optical guidance  
Normally, optical fibers as cylindrical dielectric waveguides consist of core and cladding 
regions with at least two or more materials. Each region can be made of silica glass or other 
transparent materials such as plastic. Although practical optical fibers have several or a few 
layers of cylindrical cladding regions with cross-sectional ring shapes uniform along the 
light-travelling direction, these cladding regions can be functionally combined together and 
represented by the average cladding refractive index. The refractive index difference between 
the core and cladding can provide light confinement and hence guidance of light signal along 
the fiber. Upon travelling through the fiber, the optical signal is both attenuated and 
distorted. These effects impose a limit on how far the signal can travel in a fiber before it 
degrades beyond an acceptable level. The wavelength () of operation is an important 
consideration in fiber-optic communication systems. Practical fiber optic systems operate in a 
wavelength range of 0.8 μm to 1.6 μm, where glass attenuation is low. In particular, the silica 
glass fiber exhibits local minimums in the spectral attenuation curve at 1.3-μm and 1.55-μm 
regions, which are often referred to as the transmission windows. Many commercial fiber-
optic communication systems are designed for operation at these two wavelengths. 
Optical fibers, as any other electromagnetic waveguide, can support discrete modes of 
propagation [6]. Assuming the cladding is just air instead of the multiple cylindrical 
cladding layers with respective material parameters, a simplified step-index optical fiber can 
be considered as shown in Figure 1(a). For more specific values, the simplified step-index 
waveguide has a core radius (a) of 1.0 μm, core refractive index (n1) of 1.45, and cladding 
refractive index of 1.0. Then total internal reflection due to the difference between the core 
refractive index and the average cladding index can contribute to optical light guidance in 
the fiber. Analytical approach to calculate guided light propagation characteristics involves 
the method of separation of variables and the boundary conditions. For circularly cylindrical 
waveguides, the radial dependence of electromagnetic fields is governed by the Bessel 
differential equation, hence the solutions are described in terms of the Bessel and the 
modified Bessel functions. Figure 1(b) compares the effective refractive index (  ) of the 
fundamental mode obtained from the exact analytical solution and a numerical technique. 
The numerical approach will be described in the following section. 
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     (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 1. (a) Simplified step-index optical fiber rod, (b) comparison of normalized propagation 
constants of the fundamental mode in the fiber of (a) 
Based on the analytical and numerical results of the normalized propagation constants, it is 
reasonably found that the dielectric rod waveguide supports the first four modes at λ = 1.3 
μm, which agrees well with the results from the Gloge’s mode chart for this waveguide. 
And transverse electric field distributions, Ex and Ey, can be obtained by using the 
numerical method. Figure 2 illustrates the normalized field distributions of the first two 
modes for the optical rod waveguide at the operating wavelength of 1.3 μm. Here, it is 





              (a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure 2. Normalized field distributions of the first two modes for the optical rod fiber 
Once the electric field distribution has been determined, the effective core area for the 
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where ( , )x yE  is the electric field on a transverse plane. For the optical waveguide of Figure 
1(a), the results of the effective area are 1.7925 m2, 2.0624 m2, and 2.2148 m2 at the 
wavelengths of 0.8 μm, 1.3 μm, and 1.55 μm, respectively.  
3. FDTD and FDM algorithms for the MHOF analysis 
Optical light is electromagnetic wave in nature, and thus its propagation properties are 
governed by the laws of electrodynamics which are collectively known as Maxwell’s 
equations. It is known that guiding of light signals in the MHOF with photonic bandgap 
structures relies on constructive interference effect due to the periodic arrangement of 
identical air holes. On the other hand, when the air holes become random in size, location, 
or both, the phenomenon of total internal reflection takes place and the index difference 
between the core and cladding provides light confinement and hence guidance of light 
along the fiber. Although the propagation characteristics of complicated structures like 
arbitrary MHOFs cannot be calculated easily using analytical methods, there are ways to 
solve electromagnetic problems numerically.  
In this section, two numerical techniques of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and finite 
difference method (FDM) are addressed considering extension to the analysis of holey 
optical fibers with arbitrary air-hole distributions. Each of these techniques has certain 
advantages. Using the FDTD method, the continuous electromagnetic field in a finite 
volume of space is sampled at distinct points in a space lattice and at equally spaced 
sampling points in time. The sampled data at the points are used for numerical calculations 
of allowed modes, without generating spurious mode solutions, in a given waveguide. 
Despite being an effective technique for calculation of propagation constants of guided 
modes, the FDTD method is not well suited for the evaluation of individual mode field 
distributions. This is because the source is an impulse function in the time domain covering 
an infinite spectrum, thus field-distribution solutions are superposition of all possible 
modes. To alleviate this problem with propagation constants available from FDTD, 
individual mode field distributions are obtained using the FDM, which can quickly and 
conveniently provide individual mode field solutions. 
The FDTD has gained considerable popularity in recent years, because this method provides 
robust solutions, based on Maxwell’s equations [8], and can readily accommodate complex-
valued material properties. An arbitrary material object can be approximated by building up 
unit cells for which field component positions are disposed with the desired values of 
permittivity and permeability. Once the geometry of the object is specified in the numerical 
simulation region, source condition is modelled somewhere in the region. Initially, it is 
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assumed that all fields within the calculation domain are identically zero. Then, an incident 
wave is enforced to enter the numerical calculation region. 
Using the MKS system of units, let us first consider Maxwell’s curl equations expressed as: 
 d
dt
   HE    (2) 
 d
dt
  EH    (3) 
where  is the electrical permittivity constant in F/m and  is the magnetic permeability 
constant in H/m. Expanding the curl expressions and equating the like components, the 
system of six coupled partial differential equations are formed for the FDTD analysis of 
electromagnetic wave interactions with general three-dimensional objects. It should be 
noted that the electric and magnetic field components (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, and Hz) are inter-
related. That is, Maxwell’s equations do not directly yield electric and magnetic field values, 
but rather relate the rate of change between electric and magnetic field values. 
Adopting central finite difference approximation for space and time derivatives with 
accuracy to the second order, the following approximations as representative examples in a 
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where i, j, k, and n are integers for x, y, z, and t, respectively, as the space and time 
increments [9].  
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Since optical fibers such as MHOFs generally have no variations along the direction of 
propagation and variations of material properties are limited to the transverse directions as 
shown in Figure 3, the 3D FDTD formulation can be simplified to the compact two 
dimensional (2D) FDTD algorithm [10]. By using phasor notation with the axial propagation 
constant (), the first-order partial derivatives with respect to z are replaced with -jβ, 
because the z-dependence of fields is as exp(-jβz). And two adjacent fields required for the 
first-order derivatives in the discretized space region can be represented by a field at the 
mid point between them. Based on these two facts, the following formulation as an example 
is obtained:  
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  (7) 
The resulting 2D algorithm takes advantage of significant reduction in the required 
computer memory allocation and running time. Thus, for computer-calculation of arbitrary 
waveguides that are uniform along the direction of wave propagation, only modelling of the 
cross sections of waveguides is sufficient. 
Along with this efficient algorithm, infinite media in the 2D space for an arbitrary 
electromagnetic object need to be modelled carefully, because computer memory is limited in 
the calculation region even with advanced current technology. In order to model regions 
extending to infinity, a perfectly matched layer (PML) as a highly effective absorbing boundary 
condition (ABC) is designed at the outer lattice boundary of a calculation domain. Ideally, the 
absorbing medium is only as thick as a few lattice cells, highly absorbing, reflectionless to all 
impinging waves, and effective over the full range of operating wavelengths.  
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Since optical fibers such as MHOFs generally have no variations along the direction of 
propagation and variations of material properties are limited to the transverse directions as 
shown in Figure 3, the 3D FDTD formulation can be simplified to the compact two 
dimensional (2D) FDTD algorithm [10]. By using phasor notation with the axial propagation 
constant (), the first-order partial derivatives with respect to z are replaced with -jβ, 
because the z-dependence of fields is as exp(-jβz). And two adjacent fields required for the 
first-order derivatives in the discretized space region can be represented by a field at the 
mid point between them. Based on these two facts, the following formulation as an example 
is obtained:  
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Similarly to the development of the FDTD algorithm, the FDM formulation can be derived 
from the coupled Maxwell’s equations [8]. For continuous waves in linear and isotropic 
media, combining Eqs (2) and (3) results in the following vectorial wave equation:  
 2 20 0n k  E E    (8) 
where n is the refractive index and k0 is the propagation constant in free space. Many 
waveguiding devices, like optical fibers, can be viewed as z-invariant, or piecewise z-
invariant structures. For those structures, the refractive index n(x,y,z) varies slowly along 
the propagation direction z, which is valid for most photonic guided-wave devices. By using 
the vector identity of   2      , Eq (8) can be written as 
  2 2 20n k     E E E   (9) 
Also with the reasonable assumption of negligible time dependency along the z-axis, the 
FDM formulation as in Eq (9) can be implemented by replacing spatial derivatives with 
finite difference approximations. Here, it is noted that the transverse component of (9) is 
 2 2 20
z





       
 
E E E   (10) 
where the subscript “t” stands for the transverse components. Since the longitudinal 
component may be readily obtained by application of the following zero divergence 
(Gauss’s law) constraint: 
  2 0 ,n  E   (11) 
the transverse components are sufficient to describe the full-vectorial natures of the 
electromagnetic field in an optical waveguide. 
For the initial investigation of guidance properties of MHOFs, the optical fiber shown in 
Figure 3 is computer-analyzed. Generally, the MHOF geometry can be described with two 
parameters, pitch length () and diameter (d), as indicated in Figure 3. Here, the pitch 
length is the distance between centers of two closest air holes with the cylindrical shape. For 
the MHOF of Figure 3, each small air hole has a diameter of 1.4 μm, constituting a hexagon 
with  = 1.7 μm. The glass portion surrounding the six air holes of the yellow regions has a 
refractive index of 1.45. The outer radius (r) of the holey fiber is assumed to be 10 μm. Also, 
the outside region of the MHOF is air. 
Once the cross section of a holey fiber is defined in a proper calculation domain, the FDTD 
simulation can be undertaken with several specified parameters, such as τ in defining a 
Gaussian source, t for stable simulation, the total number (ntot) of time steps for sampling 
data in the time domain, and reasonable values of . Here, in order to avoid numerical 
divergence and ensure stability of the FDTD algorithm, an appropriate Δt needs to be 
selected to satisfy the following stability condition:  
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    
  (12) 
where cM is the maximum wave phase velocity within a given numerical model. 
Summarizing the mechanism behind the FDTD analysis, the computer simulation proceeds 
by the following steps: 
 Choose appropriate parameter values (τ, t, ntot, and ) 
 Data sampling of a field component in the time domain 
 Take the Fourier transform of the time data 
 Get spectral data of a field component  
 Pick mode frequencies associated with the  value 
 Collect  and mode frequency data   
 Make a plot of mode index versus wavelength 
Figure 4 illustrates the characteristic curves, which are obtained from the FDTD calculation, 
for the first three lower-order modes of the MHOF defined in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 4. Effective refractive index versus wavelength for the first three modes in an MHOF with one 
layer of air holes 
The red curve with the star symbols plots the normalized propagation constant for the first 
mode versus wavelength, while the blue and green curves show the normalized 
propagation constants for the second and the third modes, respectively. The results indicate 
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that the HMOF with a single hexagonal air-hole cladding layer supports multimode 
guiding. 
4. Effects of cladding structure on optical guidance properties 
Based on the FDTD and the FDM techniques, important optical guidance properties of the 
fundamental mode, such as normalized propagation constant, chromatic dispersion, field 
distributions, and effective area, have been investigated for the HMOF with different 
structural parameter values. In this section, how the cladding structure of the HMOF affects 
optical guidance properties is first analyzed. Then in the next section, the investigation is 
extended to find out the effects of the core in the holey fiber design on optical propagation 
properties.  
For the case when the MHOF has  = 2.0 μm, d = 1.2 μm, and r = 12.0 μm with three 
hexagonal cladding layers of air holes as in Figure 5, the effective refractive index 
characteristics are computer-calculated by the FDTD analysis approach. Assuming that the 
core index, which is the same as the surrounding medium of the small air holes, is 1.45 and 
the geometry of the MHOF is uniform along the z-axis, Figure 6 shows the results for the 
effective refractive index of the fundamental mode obtained from the FDTD method 
without accounting for the material dispersion (Dmat). In this analysis, a Gaussian pulse 
source, which excites the MHOF at one end, is used with the parameter value of τ = 0.25x10-











  (13) 
where x and y are perpendicular coordinates in the transverse plane on a cross section of the 
holey fiber. In Figure 6, the 3D plot of the source is also shown inset.  
In order to see the effect of the thickness of the dielectric layer surrounding the air holes, the 
outer radius (r) of the holey fiber is reduced from 12 μm to 9 μm. As shown in Figure 6, no 
significant change on the propagation constant occurs. The propagation constants for the 12-
μm and 9-μm radius MHOFs are almost the same except for the longest wavelength. The 
reason is that the field of the fundamental mode is nearly entirely confined to a region of 9-
μm radius, which is about 6 times the operating wavelength of  = 1.55 μm. It should be also 
noted that both of the MHOFs allow only a single mode over the wavelength range from 0.9 
μm to 1.8 μm. 
Now, with the same parameter values ( = 2.0 μm and d = 1.2 μm) as in Figure 5, the MHOF 
is numerically analyzed by changing the number of hexagonal air-hole cladding layers. 
Since it is demonstrated that increasing the outer radius (r) about 6 times larger than the 
operating wavelength doesn’t affect the propagation characteristics significantly, the 
dielectric glass material surrounding the air holes has been assumed to have the enough 
thickness. Here, however, it is assumed that the high-index material of the MHOF is pure 
fused silica (100 mol % SiO2) with refractive index n1, while the low-index region is air. That  
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Figure 5. Transverse structure of the MHOF (The air holes in the fifth layer from the core are linked by 
the dashed line, forming a hexagonal ring.) 
is, in order to account for the material dispersion effect of the glass [7], the wavelength 
dependence of the glass refractive index is directly incorporated in the effective index 















   (14) 
where material constants, Aj and j, for the pure fused silica are given as (A1 = 0.6961663, 1 = 
0.0684043), (A2 = 0.4079426, 2 = 0.1162414), and (A3 = 0.8974794, 3 = 9.8961610). 
Continuing numerical analysis for the optical guidance properties of the step-index rod fiber 
case, chromatic dispersion is calculated using the FDM analysis and compared to the exact 
analytical results. With the effective refractive index results in section 2, the chromatic 








    (15) 
where c is the speed of light in free space [6]. The comparison of the chromatic dispersion 
results is shown in Figure 7(a) for the dielectric rod waveguide. Here, the blue curve is from 
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Figure 6. Normalized propagation constants of 3-layer MHOFs with different radii (Inset: Gaussian 
source for the FDTD analysis) 
that the two results agree well. This provides additive confidence that the FDM analysis can 
accurately predict chromatic dispersion in holey fibers. 
  
                                   (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 7. Dispersion results: (a) for the dielectric rod waveguide of Figure 1(a), (b) for the MHOFs with 
 = 2.0 μm, d = 1.2 μm, and different numbers of air-hole cladding layers 
Again for the MHOF shown in Figure 6, initially, the number of air-hole layers is chosen to 
be 5. The background glass material (n1) is assumed to be pure fused silica with enough 
extension. The blue curve in Figure 7(b) shows the chromatic dispersion as a function of 
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wavelength for the fundamental mode in the MHOF with five hexagonal cladding layers of 
air holes. The cyan (light-blue) curve illustrates the waveguide dispersion for the same holey 
fiber without material dispersion included. Compared with the chromatic dispersion result, 
the waveguide dispersion varies rather gradually from about 78.985 ps/nmkm to 59.537 
ps/nmkm over the wavelength range between 1.0 μm and 1.7 μm. It is noticed that the five-
layer MHOF provides positive chromatic and waveguide dispersions over the same 
wavelength range.  
When the number of hexagonal air-hole cladding layers is changed from 5 to 3, it is noticed 
that the chromatic dispersion curves for the both cases are very close at the shorter 
wavelength range but deviation occurs from 1.2 μm. However, with the increased number 
of air-hole layers to 7, the Dch dispersion changes very close to the case of the five-layer 
MHOF. And adding more air-hole cladding layers like nine or eleven layers does not 
significantly change the chromatic dispersion result from the five-layer holey fiber in the 
operation wavelength of interest for general optical communications. This behaviour is 
reasonably attributed to the fact that when the operating wavelength is shorter, 
electromagnetic fields are more confined to the core region and only the core region has a 
major impact on the optical guidance properties. By comparison, when the operating 
wavelength is longer, fields spread more to the cladding region and the index profile of the 
cladding region has more influence on the effective refractive index. 
Incorporating the material dispersion for the MHOF with five layers of air holes, the field 
solution of the fundamental mode is obtained by using the finite difference technique. For 
instance, Figure 8 illustrates the normalized field pattern for the Ex electric component of 
the MHOF at the operating wavelength of 1.55 μm. Figure 8(a) demonstrates the top view 
with the colorbar scale in the right side and Figure 8(b) does the 3D view. As expected, it is 
observed that most of the energy is confined within the core region. Also for the 
fundamental mode of the MHOF with three, seven or nine cladding layers of air holes, 
about the same field shape is maintained at the same wavelength. 
  
                            (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 8. Normalized field pattern for the Ex electric component of the fundamental mode at  = 1.55 
μm in the MHOF with five layers of air holes and the parameter values of  = 2.0 μm and d = 1.2 μm: (a) 
top view with the colorbar scale; (b) 3D view 
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Furthermore, similarly to the results of optical guidance properties for the normalised 
propagation constant, chromatic dispersion, and field distribution, those for the effective 
core area also tend to change very little when the number of hexagonal air-hole cladding 
layers becomes larger than five. In other words, adding more air-hole layers to the cladding 
beyond a certain point will not significantly affect the propagation constant, dispersion, and, 
in fact, all guidance properties of the MHOF waveguide. 
5. Effects of the central air core on optical guidance properties 
For the MHOF defined with the geometrical parameters of  = 2.0 μm and d = 1.2 μm, and 
five cladding layers of air holes, how the core structure affects optical guidance properties is 
also investigated. By sizing the central air-hole radius (b) as shown in Figure 5, the MHOF 
with an air core is analyzed to obtain its propagation characteristics, based on FDM and 
FDTD methods for the full-vectorial analysis. 
Getting the normalised propagation constant of the given optical fiber and computing its 
second derivative with respect to , dispersion characteristics can be evaluated. Figure 9 
shows chromatic dispersion variations for the MHOF, as the radius of the central air hole is 
sized from 0 μm to 0.4 μm. This result indicates that the dispersion flatness can be achieved 
around 1.3-μm wavelength by designing the MHOF with b = 0.25 μm. Specifically, the 
chromatic dispersion (ps/nmkm) is -0.7724, 0.2635, -0.4532 at wavelengths of 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 
μm, respectively. This near-zero ultra-flattened dispersion is highly desirable in long-haul 
fiber-optic communication systems. 
When the circular hole at the center is changed to the square air hole with the side length (s) 
of 0.4432 μm, which has the area equal to that of the former, the chromatic dispersion versus 
wavelength for the fundamental mode in the MHOF is also depicted as the green dashed 
line with the diamond symbols in Figure 9. As noticed, the chromatic dispersion curves for 
the both cases are close at the shorter wavelength range around 1.0 μm, compared to the gap 
between two curves at the wavelength range around 1.7 μm. 
The effective area for the fundamental mode is also evaluated by using the field 
distribution results, as shown in Figure 10. The red dashed line represents the effective 
area for the MHOF at the operating wavelength of 1.3 μm and the blue solid line at 1.55 
μm, as the radius of the core hole (b) is sized from 0 to 0.6 μm. It is noted that the effective 
core area tends to increase with the size of the central air hole at both the operation 
wavelengths. The reason is that with bigger core hole the electromagnetic fields spread 
further into the cladding region. Thus sizing the core hole provides a decent way to 
control the effective area. Also, notice that the effective areas at the longer wavelength of 
1.55 μm generally result in larger values for each different hole radius, compared to those 
at 1.3 μm. While the effective area is 6.7926 μm2 for the MHOF with s = 0.4432 μm at  = 
1.55 μm, as indicated by the dotted line, those with b = 0.25 μm at  = 1.3 μm and 1.55 μm 
are 6.691 μm2 and 7.145 μm2, respectively. 
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Figure 9. Chromatic and waveguide dispersions for the MHOF with the five layers of air holes, the 
parameter values of  = 2.0 μm and d = 1.2 μm, and different central core air holes 
 
 
Figure 10. Effective area for the fundamental mode versus the radius of the central air hole for the same 
MHOF as given in Figure 9 
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6. Conclusions  
For the investigation of optical guidance properties of MHOFs, two numerical techniques of 
the FDTD and FDM are employed, considering extension to the analysis of holey optical 
fibers with random hole distributions in terms of material, shape, size, or location [11]. In 
this investigation, it is found that the outer radius (r) of the MHOF with  = 2.0 μm, d = 1.2 
μm, and the three hexagonal air-hole cladding layers doesn’t affect the propagation 
characteristics significantly, if its thickness is about 6 times larger than the operating 
wavelength. And the 3-layer MHOF supports only a single mode over the wavelength range 
from 0.9 μm to 1.8 μm, whereas the MHOF with  = 1.7 μm, d = 1.4 μm, and the single 
hexagonal air-hole cladding layer multimode guiding. 
In the case of the MHOF with  = 2.0 μm, d = 1.2 μm, and r = 12.0 μm, the guidance 
characteristics, such as normalized propagation constant, chromatic dispersion, mode field 
distribution, and effective area tend to change very little when the number of hexagonal air-
hole cladding layers becomes larger than five. In other words, adding more hexagonal air-
hole layers to the cladding beyond a certain point will not significantly affect the propagation 
constant, dispersion, and, in fact, all guidance properties of the MHOF waveguide. 
By comparison, the size of the central core air hole has fair effect on the optical guidance 
properties of MHOFs. The MHOF with  = 2.0 μm, d = 1.2 μm, b = 0.25 μm, and the five 
hexagonal cladding layers provides -4.2647 ps/nmkm of chromatic dispersion and 7.145 μm2 of 
effective area at  = 1.55 μm. Similarly, the MHOF with the square air core of the equal area 
shows close results with -15.4055 ps/nmkm of the former and 6.7926 μm2 of the latter. As a 
general guideline, when the operating wavelength is shorter, electromagnetic fields are more 
confined to the core region and only the core region has a major impact on the optical guidance 
properties. Conversely, when the operating wavelength is longer, fields spread more to the 
cladding region and the index profile of the cladding region has more influence on these. 
Even thought the holey optical fibers have complicated geometries, which make the 
electromagnetic analysis difficult, the results in this investigation can be utilized as a general 
guide. And depending on the desired applications, the MHOF with various design 
parameters are expected to be useful for novel developments related to optical 
communication in many areas. 
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1. Introduction
Periodic structure plays important role with its sensitivity for frequency in microwave
communication and optical integrated circuit system [1][2]. Also, in optical fiber
communication[3], such periodic structure is used for supporting optical wave to be guided
in core of the fiber. In such application, a defect in the structure generally works as a cavity
or a waveguide by making use of its high selectivity. However, by lacking periodicity in
the structure with a defect, general mathematical approaches have often difficulties, due
to inconvenience in description of the problem. In such cases, computational simulation
technique for electromagnetic wave propagation and scattering is very important and
effective. By the recent development of computers, it is possible to model a large scale periodic
structure with defect.
In simulation of electromagnetic phenomena, finite difference time domain (FDTD) method
[4] [5] is most widely used. However, in numerical analysis of the wave behavior near
boundary, where the dielectric constant is quite different on each side, a special care is
required. Supposing in lossless dielectric medium, it is well known that wavelength of the
electromagnetic wave changes due to the dielectric constant. Because of this compression
of wavelength in high dielectric constant medium, grid size of space becomes rather coarse
compared with material with lower dielectric constant. Therefore, accuracy of finite difference
approximation deteriorate in most computation with uniform grid size. In numerical analysis
of periodic structure such as photonic crystal(PC), the dielectric constant is generally quite
high compared with its background medium.
A constrained interpolation profile (CIP) method[6][7] is payed much attention because of
its accurate simulation result compared with conventional FDTD method. In this paper,
on scattering problem by a dielectric cylinder with high contrast with its background air,
performance of CIP method is compared with analytical approximated method using Hertz
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potential [8] and conventional FDTD simulation [9]. As a measure of accuracy of CIP and
FDTD simulation, an normalized cross correlation function is defined and compared with it,
by setting analytical approximated result as a reference. Consequently, results of CIP method
showed better correlation than that of FDTD method. As applications of CIP method, analysis
of electromagnetic field propagation in Y-shaped branching waveguide and Mach-Zehnder
interferometer in two dimensional photonic crystal structure were demonstrated. Both of
analysis results showed reasonable behaviour. Especially for asymmetrical Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, the measurement result by microwave model and the numerical result of CIP
corresponded to each other. Complicated output characteristics of asymmetric Mach-Zhender
interferometer was interpreted very well by refering to the electric field profile obtained by
CIP method.
2. Formulation of electromagnetic field propagation by CIP method
Applications of CIP method to a problem of electromagnetic wave scattering is reported in
Ref.[7]. Outline of the CIP method and its application to solve two dimensional Maxwell’s
equation is briefly explained in following subsections, based on the reference.
2.1. CIP method and advection equation
We treat wave propagation with velocity u in isotropic and uniform space. The wave form




± u ∂ f
∂x
= 0, (1)
Eq.(1) is called an advection equation. This equation holds for arbitrary wave function f with
variable x ∓ ut, including electromagnetic wave propagation. This equation means that each
point on the wave form moves to +Δx or −Δx from current point with velocity u after passage
of Δt. This property is important to calculate electromagnetic field both in uniform space and
on boundary.
2.2. Interpolation by cubic polynomial
In CIP method, wave function is approximated by following cubic polynomial,
Fi(x) = ai(x − xi)3 + bi(x − xi)2 + ci(x − xi) + di, (2)
where ai, bi, ci and di are unknown coefficients to be determined by making use of function
value at each discrete point. Suppose that data at discrete points Fi(xi) and Fi(xi−1) are known
with its derivatives dFi(xi)/dx and dFi(xi−1)/dx. Substituting xi and xi−1 into Eq.(2) and its
derivative function, we obtain
Fi(xi) = di = fi, (3)
dFi(xi)
dx
= ci = gi, (4)





2 − 2biΔx + ci = gi−1, (6)
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where xi − xi−1 = Δx is used. According to property of advection Eq.(1), the latest values of
Fn+1i = f
n+1
i and its derivative dF
n+1
i /dx = g
n+1
i are obtained by
f n+1i = aiξ
3 + biξ




2 + 2biξ + g
n
i (8)
where, ξ = −uΔt. By solving Eq.(3) to Eq.(6) with renewal of coefficients ai, bi, ci and di, we
have updated value of the function f and its derivative g at each discrete point from Eq.(7)
and Eq.(8).
2.3. Conversion of Maxwell’s equation into advection equation
Maxwell’s curl equations for electric field vector E and magnetic field vector H in lossless,
isotropic and nonconductive material are given as follows,
∇× H = ε ∂E
∂t
(9)
∇× E = −μ ∂H
∂t
(10)
where ε is permittivity and μ is permeability.
Assuming two dimensional uniform space along with z axis (i.e. ∂/∂z = 0), Maxwell
equations are decomposed into two sets of polarization. We treat E-wave which includes
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where superscripts n and n + 1 denote time step, and W∗ means middle value of EM
components. These equations are converged into the advection equation. For plane wave















By using wave impedance Z =
�
μ/ε and velocity of light c = 1/
√
εμ, above equations can


















































for y-direction. Solving these equation with adequate Δx, Δy, and Δt, it is possible to renew
electromagnetic field at each discrete point. Similarly, three dimensional analysis can be
performed.
3. Numerical examples
3.1. Scattering of plane wave by a dielectric rod with high contrast permittivity to
background
In this section, scattered wave by a dielectric cylinder, which is obtained by CIP and FDTD
method, is compared with analytical approximated solution [8]. Model of a dielectric
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Figure 1. Illustration of the analysis region with coordinate system. A black circle indicates a dielectric
cylinder with dielectric constant εr.
cylinder and the coordinate system is illustrated in Fig.1. Two dimensional analysis region
is 80.0 × 80.0 mm2 and diameter of the cylinder is 20.0 mm. Plane wave of E-polarization with
frequency f = 10.0 GHz is given as continuous incident wave.
In analytical approximated approach, wave function is expanded into summation of Bessel
and Hankel functions as basis function. Electromagnetic field is determined so that boundary
condition on surface of a dielectric cylinder is satisfied. In this demonstration, convergence of
electromagnetic field is confirmed by increasing number of truncation of basis function.
Simulation for the structure was demonstrated by setting Δx = Δz = 0.5mm and Δt = 0.17ps,
both for CIP and FDTD method. As examples of total electric field intensity near a cylinder,
the profiles are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, where relative dielectric constant εr of the cylinder
is chosen to be 25.0, and 36.0, respectively [9]. The background medium is air and its relative
dielectric constant εr = 1.0 is supposed. These high values of ε is needed for constructing
photonic crystal structure, which requires high contrast with respect to the background
medium.











where (xi, yj) is discrete point in analyzing region, Ez,Ana(xi , yj) is Ez field by analytical
approximated solution, Ez,{CIP|FDTD}(xi, yj) is that by CIP and FDTD method, respectively.
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(a) Analytical approximated method
(b) CIP method
(c) FDTD method
Figure 2. Field profile of Ez by (a) analytical approximated solution, (b) CIP method and (c) FDTD
method, respectively, for a case that εr of the cylinder is 25.0.
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(a) Analytical approximated method
(b) CIP method
(c) FDTD method
Figure 2. Field profile of Ez by (a) analytical approximated solution, (b) CIP method and (c) FDTD
method, respectively, for a case that εr of the cylinder is 25.0.
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(a) Analytical approximated method
(b) CIP method
(c) FDTD method
Figure 3. Field profile of Ez by (a) analytical approximated solution, (b) CIP method and (c) FDTD
method, respectively, for εr = 36.0.
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εr 4.0 16.0 25.0 36.0
FDTD(%) 86.55 81.19 83.67 87.73
CIP(%) 98.04 96.69 96.44 98.17
Table 1. Values of normalized cross correlation.
Using Eq.(25), we obtain Table.1. From Table.1, values of normalized cross correlation by CIP
method is always better than that by FDTD method for typical four kinds of relative dielectric
constant εr of the cylinder.
3.2. Y-shaped branch waveguide in two-dimensional photonic crystal with
triangular lattice
In Fig.4, two dimensional scale model of Y-shaped branch waveguide is illustrated. From
port 1, continuous electric field with Gaussian profile along with vertical axis are given.
The electromagnetic field is composed of unique electric field which is oriented to vertical
direction to the paper surface and magnetic fields which are parallel to L0 and W0 axes.
Therefore, the incident wave is E-polalization. Spot size 2w0 of the Gaussian profile
corresponds to waveguide full width
√
3P, where P = 26.5mm is lattice period. Dielectric
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Figure 4. Illustration of scale model of Y-shaped branch waveguide, where L0 = 485.5mm and
W0 = 477.0mm.
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rods have same parameters with previous numerical examples. Example of the total electric
field profile with frequency f = 4.0GHz by CIP method is shown in Fig.5, where parameters
were set as follows; space discretization Δ = 0.5mm, time step Δt = 2.5 × 10−13sec, total cell
numbers 648 × 659, cells on diameter of the cylinder 10, respectively. From the Fig.6, it is
found that incident wave is equally divided by the branch circuit.
Incident Gaussian
continuous wave
Figure 5. Electric field profile of E-polarised wave in Y-shaped branch waveguide.
In Fig.7, maximum electric field profile at output after filtering is shown. Two pairs of rods
were inserted simultaneously in each output waveguide for filtering different frequencies.
Length of the cavity is 2.5P and another one is 3.0P, respectively, where P is lattice period. As
expected, frequencies with half-wavelength-along-waveguide which corresponding to each
cavity length are filtered and obtained in each port.
3.3. Mach-Zehnder interferometer in two dimensional photonic crystal with
triangular lattice
In Fig.8, Mach-Zehnder(MZ) type interferometers are depicted. The structure is situated
in two dimensional photonic crystal with triangular lattice. To investigate interference
at combining point, asymmetrical structure with different arm lengths are compared with
symmetrical one. At first, electric field profile in symmetrical MZ structure is shown in Fig.9
The output characteristics of the asymmetric structure was investigated by experiment using
a model in same microwave frequency range. The measurement results are shown in Fig.10.








































































































































































Figure 7. Electric field profile at output after filtering. Fields with maximum amplitude in each output
port were depicted.
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Symetric MZI Asymetric MZI







Figure 9. Electric field profile in symmetrical MZ structure.







Figure 10. Transmission(S21) and reflection(S11) characteristics of asymmetric MZ interferometer by
experiment.
kp
(a) fin = 3.816[GHz] (b) fin = 4.006[GHz]
(c) fin = 4.196[GHz]








Figure 10. Transmission(S21) and reflection(S11) characteristics of asymmetric MZ interferometer by
experiment.
kp
(a) fin = 3.816[GHz] (b) fin = 4.006[GHz]
(c) fin = 4.196[GHz]
Figure 11. Electric field profile for typical input frequency fin.
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In Fig.10, it is found that the asymmetric MZ interferometer (MZI) shows maximum and
minimum transmission at frequencies 3.816GHz and 4.196GHz, which are indicated by
arrows and dots in the figure. Measurement of symmetrical MZI showed almost flat and
relatively high transmission characteristics over same frequency range, comparing with result
of asymmetrical one. Therefore, simulations by CIP method were demonstrated for these two
frequencies and additional one frequency 4.006GHz as middle level of output.
The electric field profiles by CIP method along with MZI are shown for these three frequencies
in Fig.11. The electric field profile at output port is also indicated in Fig.12. From these figures,
it is found that electric field propagated along with two arms comes to combining point with
relatively small phase difference in Fig.11(a) and (b), while electric field become extinct for
the two fields comes to combining point with out of phase in Fig.11(c) . In Fig.12(c), the
maximum electric field is quite small compared with output with small phase difference in
MZI as shown in Fig.12(a) and (b). From Fig.10 to 12, complicated output characteristics were
qlearly interpreted by numerical results by CIP method. This is because CIP method provides
more precise results of electromagnetic wave scattering compared with FDTD method, as we
saw in subsection 3.1. From these results, it was shown that superiority and significance of the
CIP method for designing photonic crystal structure which is composed of periodic structure












Figure 12. Maximum electric field profile at output port for typical three frequencies.
4. Conclusion
By using CIP method, numerical analysis of scattered electromagnetic field by a dielectric
cylinder was demonstrated. Referring to result of analytical approximated approach, result
of CIP method showed good accuracy in comparison with result by conventional FDTD
method. As examples of designing of photonic crystal structure with high-contrast material
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profile, Y-shaped branch waveguide and Mach-Zehnder interferometer in photonic crystal
structure with triangular lattice were numerically demonstrated. The CIP method showed
reasonable results of branch circuit and the filtering characteristics by using cavity. Also
for Mach-Zehnder interferometer, numerical results of electric field profile by CIP method
implemented experimental result of the structure for typical frequencies.
For example, designing of filtering device for microwave communication or guiding device
for optical fiber communication system, the CIP method is expected to show superior
performance in accuracy compared with conventional FDTD method. Application of CIP
method to design electromagnetic or optical signal processing devices with some defects in
periodic structure can be designed by CIP method.
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1. Introduction 
Today's microelectronics, whose main driving force of development has always been the 
needs in computing devices, has achieved exceptionally great results over the last decade. 
The exponential growth in performance of microelectronic devices, predicted in 1965 by 
Gordon Moore and formulated as an empirical law, was sufficiently accurate for more than 
45 years: the computing power of single-chip microprocessor-based systems increased 
almost by a factor of four every three years. Simultaneously with the improvement of 
parameters of ICs the performance of supercomputers has increased. The performance has 
increased both due to a reduced duration of a cycle and due to pipelining and 
parallelization of computations. Currently, petaflops computers are built on the basis of 105 - 
106 single-chip processors with a clock frequency of 10 GHz. 
At the same time, the analysis of the element base of microelectronics has shown that the 
main obstacle to improve the performance of computer devices is the problem of 
connections, both on the surface of individual substrates, and between them. The area 
occupied by conductors is about 70% of the overall area of a crystal itself in modern VLSI. 
The total length of conductors exceeds the linear dimensions of a crystal by more than a 
thousand times. The energy spent on charging the conductors is 60-70% of all energy losses. 
Placement of the conductors on the surface of a crystal requires significant technical efforts, 
while the limit value of capacitance of a conductor, which is 10-11 F/m., is attainable [1]. On 
schematic level, there is also a problem of RC propagation delay in the connections. And 
consequently, the velocity of signal propagation in ICs is much lower than that of light (5-30 
times) depending on the degree of integration.  
Thus, the main source of increasing the performance of computers at the previous period of 
their evolution, which is concluded in increasing the performance of a single gate and the 
degree of integration, is nearly exhausted. Thus, it can be stated that the clock frequency of 
computers is determined by circuit limitations, rather than by physical and technological ones. 
© 2012 Kost ov et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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No less complicated problems arise while exchanging information between processor chips. 
With an increase in their size the number of inter-chip connections increases as well. And 
this reduces the clock speed by almost an order of magnitude. With decreasing the cycle 
duration, the above-mentioned connections play an increasingly significant role.  
From the stated-above it can be concluded that the solution to the problem of connections 
and thus further improvement of the performance of computer devices can be obtained by 
the following ways: 
 increasing the degree of parallelization of information processing at all levels down to 
elementary operations (a maximum depth of parallelization) and increasing the 
decentralization of functions of storage, control, and data processing, and transition 
from long logical links within the surface of a chip to the local relations between the 
neighboring gates, i.e. by transition to a VLSI with a homogeneous structure; 
 transition from connecting chips placed in a plane to 3D packs of VLSIs from these 
chips and to their vertical interconnections. 
It follows from general physical considerations that a simple way of introducing the "third 
dimension" into the structure of communications is using optical links. Such channels have 
the following advantages: 
 A high degree of parallelism of the information transfer from plane to plane makes 
possible to use highly parallel algorithms for processing (down to elementary 
operations), and thus to create high-performance computing. 
 Capability of optical synchronization allowing delivering a synchronization signal to 
any point of a chip practically without delay, e.g. from one light source outside an IC. 
 Optical communications channels are free from parasitic effects of the mutual influence 
because of the neutrality of photons. With increasing the clock frequencies (especially in 
the gigahertz frequency range), the advantages of optical signals grow as capacitive 
coupling between electronic conductors with increasing frequency grows as well. 
There is always an interest in the use of optics for high-performance computer devices. 
Recently, a special attention of developers of such devices has been drawn to the 
development of a new element base, creation of optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEIC), 
for the organization of inter-IC and inter-processor connections in order to attain high 
throughput and low power consumption [1-4]. 
The optical communication bandwidth over short distances within a few millimeters 
already competes with electric conductors with sufficiently low energy consumption, up to 
1 pJ/bit/m or less. The placement of optical communication channels directly on the chip 
surface can significantly reduce this bandwidth. The reports are already known about the 
first experimental data on providing the density of the bandwidth 37 Gbit/s/mm2 and 
higher by using a switched CMOS pair of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) 
and a CMOS-compatible avalanche photodetector (CMOS-APD) system. The frequency of 
switching light sources VCSEL, electro-optic modulators MQW based on superlattices GaAs 
/ GaAlAs, InGaAsP, etc. as well as that of their corresponding photodetectors has already 
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No less complicated problems arise while exchanging information between processor chips. 
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reached values of 20  50 GHz, which in the short term, can grow up to 70  80 GHz. The 
level of technology of constructing field-programmable smart-pixel arrays and FP-SPA 
systems based on the use of optical channels in free space, is now able to provide the 
exchange of information between the two surfaces at a rate exceeding 10 Tbit/cm2. 
Currently, however, optical communication channels are used only for the information 
transfer problems. Their application directly to the microelectronic structures and in the 
channels of information processing virtually does not evolve. The main reason is that the 
size of components of gates (modulators and light sources) due to the wave nature of the 
optical signal is much larger than that of the active elements of modern microelectronics. 
Entirely optical computers performing massively parallel computations typically contain 
rather large elements: lenses, shadowgrams, spatial light modulators, etc. and cannot be 
created using microelectronics technology. 
At the same time, it may also be noted that with the development of nanophotonics, the 
advent of the light sources and receivers with nanometer dimensions (see, e.g. [5-7]), the 
optical channels could be used not only for the exchange of information between ICs, but 
also for the information processing, with the 3D logic devices. Thus, the construction of 
optoelectronic schemes, whose implementation fits well into the existing technology of 
building semiconductor circuits, is actual. 
The objectives of this paper are: a) to consider the possibility of creating high performance 
and manufacturable multi-layer (3D) chips in which a processing of information and its 
mass exchange between the layers is performed using optical communication channels and 
whose parameters are compatible with those of microelectronic circuits, b) to represent the 
algorithmic and computer tools providing the design and research of simulation models of 
such 3D algorithms and structures with massive parallelism that are oriented to an 
optoelectronic implementation. 
The principles of the gate, where logic signals are represented by the presence or absence of a 
light flux driven by an electric field are described in the paper. The possibility of the physical 
implementation of 3D logic circuits based on such elements is analyzed and its advantages 
are discussed. The methods and means of the algorithmic design of 3D ICs with a 
homogeneous structure for execution of algorithms with fine-grain parallelism are described. 
These tools include a formal model of fine-grained computing, Parallel Substitution 
Algorithm (PSA) and a simulation system (WinALT), which is based on PSA and provides 
the construction of models of devices with a 3D architecture. Features of the system are 
demonstrated by constructing models of 3D optoelectronic matrices for parallel data 
processing. Matrices can be characterized by a high performance, simplicity of cells, 
homogeneity and simplicity of the topology. Simulation models help in acquiring an objective 
view of the complexity and performance of the matrices and confirm the reasonability of the 
transition to 3D VLSI in order to overcome the problem of connections that arises in modern 
2D VLSI. The WinALT system is available in Internet. The expediency of transforming 
WinALT to an online environment for supporting the simulation of 3D computational 
structures with the users' participation in the network (virtual) community is discussed. 
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2. The physical basis of implementation of 3D optical logic circuits 
2.1. Optoelectronic gate 
Let us consider features of constructing a universal gate, which is based on the modulation 
of a light flux by an electric field [8-11], and when only a single transition of energy 
(between light and electric signal), the source of a light flux is shared by many gates. The 
scheme of such a gate is presented in Figure 1. It has the following main components: a light 
modulator LM controlled by the electric field, EC converter of a light signal to an electric 
signal (e.g. a photoelectric transducer), energy storage or a load element LE (capacitance for 
dynamic circuits). The element controls the intensity of the luminous flux transmitted by 
LM, and with the help of the light flux entering the optical input of EC. 
The most optimal physical and technical solution, as follows from [8-11], is obtained when 
the light modulator is electro-optical, the energy converter is photovoltaic and the energy 
storage is electrostatic. Such a decision is mainly due to the consideration of energy. In this 
sense, the use of magneto-optical and acousto-optic light modulators is limited by a high 
energy consumption and by the complexity of the direct energy conversion (photomagnetic 
or photoacoustic). 
 
Figure 1. Flowchart of universal gate 
The state of a gate is determined by the ability of the light modulator to pass a light flux 
coming on its input (state "0" or "1"). This state is unambiguously related to the amount of 
energy stored, which, in turn, is determined by the intensity of the light flux entering the 
energy converter (entrance gate). According to Figure 1 a gate in the dynamic mode 
operates as follows: 
 supply of energy from the energy source (voltage pulse) to LE at the time t0 (operation 
"erasing information"); 
 supply of a light flux on the input of the transmitter PE at the time t0 + Δt (operation 
"information recording"), where Δt is the duration of a cycle; 
 supply of a light flux on the input of LM at the time t0 + 2Δt (operation "read information"). 
Assume that the modulator lets the light flux pass when the amount of energy stored in LE, 
and does not let the light pass otherwise. Let us also assume that when EC receives a light 
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flux composed of the streams X1, X2,..., Xn, such energy in the load element is released. Then 
the light flux on the output of the modulator Y (at the moment of reading) will be the Pierce 
logical function: 
1 2 nY X X X    . 
 
Figure 2. Universal gate with optical connections 
This function forms a complete basis of Boolean functions, so the element proposed can be 
considered universal. 
The electric functional scheme of the gate is shown in Figure 2, where K is the key, V is the 
power supply voltage. The gate implements the Pierce function and it operates by cycles 
according to the following general description. 
cycle 1 - "erasing information", key K is in the position 1, and capacitance C is being charged 
by the source when the photodetector FP is illuminated. 
cycle 2 - "storing" K is in position 2 (see Figure 2, a), the light flux with intensity J1 or J2 
(depending on the level of illumination corresponding to signal "1" or "0", i.e. whether there 
is at least one of Xi not equal to "0") comes to the optical input of the gate (photodetector FP). 
According to the level of illumination the capacitance C is discharged with the time 
constants RTC, or RCC, and the RTC >> RCC, where RT is dark resistance of FP, and RC is its 
resistance under illumination. 
cycle 3 - "reading", key K is in position 2 (see Figure 2, b) and the light signal passes to the 
optical input of the modulator. The light flux corresponding to "0" light is obtained from the 
output if signal "1" arrived at the input in the second cycle. And vice versa, signal "1" with a 
high intensity of light is on the output of LM if there was signal "0" in the previous cycle. 
The storage time of information received by the element is proportional to the value of 
RTC. However, we can create a dynamic memory by inclusion of two gates so that the 
output of one of them be connected to the input of another and vice versa, as shown in 
Figure 3. Its storage time is limited only by the time of maintaining the voltage on the 
power supply. 
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Figure 3. A dynamic memory cell 
When constructing digital devices based on these optical gates the interlayer connections are 
implemented by placing pairs of "modulator - photodetector" in different layers-planes so 
that the optical output light modulator of one gate is geometrically aligned with the 
photodetector optical input of another gate. 
2.2. A sample of constructing a dynamic memory cell 
Such a cell is intended for storing information in the electric form on capacitors and 
transferring information between cells by pulsed optical signals, while a direct transfer of 
charge does not take place. The scheme of the cell is depicted in Figure 3. 
Assume that a bit of information (e.g. "0") is written in the upper gate 1. The switch K1 was 
shot to pin 2 and PD1 was closed in order to do so. 
Cycle 1. "Erasing" of information in lower gate 2 by charging the capacitance C2 under lit PD2 
and the switch K2 shot to pin 1 of the power source with voltage V. 
Cycle 2. The reading of information from element 1 by the light signal Ird1. The switches K1 
and K2 are in position 2. The output signal from LM1 is the input writing signal for element 
2. 
Cycle 3. The "erasing" of information in element 1. The switch K1 is in position 1 and the 
capacitance C1 is connected to the power source with voltage V and is charging. 
Cycle 4. The reading of information from element 2 by the light signal Ird2. The switches K1 
and K2 are in position 2. The output signal from LM2 is the input writing signal for element 1. 
The information in a cell is represented by a pair of light signals ("0", "1") or by voltages 
taken from pins of capacitances. It can be kept as long as needed as a result of iterative 
repetition of cycles 1-4. If "1" was written to a cell in the initial state, it would have kept a 
couple of "1", "0". 
Similarly, other schemes of optical elements can be built to implement the basic logic 
functions: repeater, inverter, AND, NOT-AND, OR, NOT-OR, sum by modulo 2, 
implication. The analysis of transfer characteristics for such elements is presented in [10]. 
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The described principle of implementation of inter-layer communications allows creating 
functionally flexible devices by replacing electric logical communications by the optical ones 
and by using 3D structures of gates. A computational device would contain a minimum 
number of elements and electric connections if the following rules of its creation are 
followed: parallel electric circuits are used to supply power to elements and parallel logical 
links are done using optical channels. 
An illustration of the functionality of a logic gate with optical connections is presented in 
[10, 11] using samples constructing 1D and 2D shift registers, switch and matrix processor 
for parallel image processing. The processor consists of a control block and a program 
controlled cellular automaton. The control block stores a program and fetches its 
instructions. The cellular automaton performs information storage and processing [11]. A 
cell in cellular automaton transforms information by changing its own state and those states 
of its neighbors. Any transformation is represented as a sequence of elementary 
transformations. Each elementary transformation is defined by the contents of a command 
that comes to a cell from the control unit. The transformation of information in a cellular 
automaton is performed simultaneously by all cells. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the functioning of the 
described devices (primarily the matrix processor), the specific features of their design and 
comparison with microelectronic devices, capable of performing similar functions. 
1. A cell of matrix processor contains significantly less elementary components (estimated 
by two orders of magnitude) as compared to conventional chip with similar functional 
capabilities. 
2. The total number of cycles spent on execution of logical operations required for image 
processing is also smaller, at least by a factor of N (where N is the number of lines in the 
image). The time of the complete image processing does not depend on its size. 
In particular, a very small number of clock cycles is required to execute such operations 
as selection of a contour image, noise filtering, noise filtering with masking, extension 
of lines, etc., which are quite complex for electronic circuits. And the number of cycles 
remains unchanged when image dimensions increase. 
3. The area occupied by the connections is 7 - 8% of the total area of a substrate, as shown by 
the analysis made. The described devices have a higher volume density of placement of 
elements, the reliability of connections, noise immunity, and ultimate manufacturability. 
In addition, the design of an optical VLSI is considerably simpler, since there is no need to 
take a complex configuration of interconnections into consideration. 
A breadboard construction of a cell of optic dynamic memory is created in order to 
demonstrate the possibility of practical implementation of optoelectronic gates [11]. It 
consists of two optoelectronic logic gates. Lithium niobate crystals are used as optoelectronic 
modulators. 
The study of the dynamic memory model has made possible to draw the following 
conclusions: 
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 transfer of information from one element to another can be done without loss of 
information an unlimited number of times; 
 the use of threshold photodetectors allows reducing of the operating voltage and of 
energy required for switching a gate down to acceptable levels for microelectronic 
implementation. 
3. The Cellular technology constructing 3D logical structures 
Efforts to create optoelectronic circuits have given impetus to the development of 
algorithmic and software tools that aid in solution of the problem of design and study of 3D 
(multilayer) digital structures, focused on the use of optical interlayer connections. 
These tools map a primordial parallel algorithm of a problem solution onto an architecture 
with a massive spatial-temporal parallelism. The orientation to constructing structures of 
models that consist of huge sets of rather simple and homogenous computing devices (cells), 
mainly with local links, and placed in a 3D space is their basic property.  
The considered tools include: 
 a formal model of fine-grain (cellular) computations, which is called the Algorithm of 
Parallel Substitutions (PSA) and which serves as the basis of a method for synthesis of 
parallel architectures; 
 a simulation system of parallel computational processes, which is used for the 
construction, debugging of models of 3D logical structures as well as for the extraction 
of the characteristics from these models. 
A detailed description of the cellular technology is given in [11]. 
3.1. PSA: A generalized model of fine-grain computations 
Conceptually PSA unites in itself a substitutional character of Markov's algorithm [12] and 
spatial parallelism of a cellular automaton [13] basing on an associative mechanism of 
application of operations, which is common to both of them. PSA represents a "true 
parallelism" of computations, when all the allowable operations are executed at each step for 
all the available data. The main idea of PSA is concluded in the following three statements: 
 The processed information is presented in the form of a cellular array, which is a set of 
cells. Each cell is data (a bit, a character, a number, etc.) with its name (its "location" 
within array, which is an element of a set of names M) in the array. A set of data 
belongs to a certain finite alphabet A. 
 The algorithm is defined by a set of parallel substitutions. They have left-hand and 
right-hand sides (left and right parts). The expression in the left part generates cellular 
arrays, one for each cell name in the processed cellular array. If processed arrays 
contain one or more such arrays, then the substitution is applicable. Its execution means 
that a certain "base" part of the found array generated by its right part is replaced by 
array generated by its left part for the same cell name. Its execution means that a certain 
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"base" part of the found array is replaced by the array generated by the right part of the 
parallel substitution for the same cell name. 
 The process of computations is iterative. At each iteration, all the substitutions 
applicable to the processed cellular array are executed. The computation is over when 
no substitutions applicable to the array obtained at the previous iteration were found. 
This array is the result of work of PSA. 
Executing the substitution in the form of replacement of one cellular array by another 
permits representation of such replacement as replacement of one spatial image by another. 
This is rather essential for a visual construction of computer-aided model of optoelectronic 
logical structure and visual representation of computational process of such a model, which 
is distributed in time and space. 
A formal description of PSA is presented in [14]. Let us demonstrate the idea of PSA by a 
simple example. Let us consider PSS  for adding many non-negative binary numbers as a 
sample. 
Let A = {0, l}, M = N2, N = {0, 1, 2, ...}. A transformed cellular array is a 2D rectangular table 
whose cells are numbered according to left coordinate system (i is abscissa, j is ordinata). 
The name of cell m is a pair of values i, j. The digits of numbers are kept in the strings of the 
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The left part of the substitution is to the left of the arrow, while its right part is to the right of 
the arrow. Shift functions are written in angle brackets in the definitions of substitutions . 
These functions set the location of cells of the left and right parts of a substitution as related 
to each other. A cell description is confined in parentheses. Cell states are shown to the left 
of commas. The "base" parts of the left parts of substitutions are at the left of asterisks. When 
particular values of the pair i, j are substituted into the shift functions, the cellular arrays 
associated with this name are obtained. 
The description of substitutions allows their geometric representation depicted in Figure 4, 
a. In this case, the left and right parts of commands are defined by templates, and the search 
of occurrences of the left parts of substitutions is done by shifting their templates above cells 
of the table along axes. One step of transformation of the source table containing numbers 9, 
15, 5 is presented in Figure 4, b. After carrying out four steps the result is placed in the top 
string, while the rest of them contain zeros. 
The expressive capabilities of PSA augment if an alphabet A is extended by introduction of 
variable and functional symbols. An alphabet A serves as a domain for variables symbols and 
as a range for functional symbols. In the case of graphic representation of substitutions,  
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Figure 4. Cellular adder: a – graphic representation of PSA commands, b – one step of execution of 
algorithm 
variable symbols can be written into cells of templates of the left part of substitution, while 
the functional symbols can be in the cells of the right part. Such a substitution is called 
functional substitution. When an alteration of a state is performed for a cell located in the 
processed array under a template cell of the right part of a certain command containing a 
functional symbol, it is not specific data from the template cell, but a result of evaluation of a 
certain function that is written into this cell. The states of cells in the processed array that are 
below the cells of a template of the left part can be arguments of such functions. Using the 
functional substitutions helps: a) in reducing PSA notation to a considerably more concise 
form in theoretical issues, b) in practical issues to represent rather complicated devices such 
as ALU by a single cell. 
3.2. A simulation system of 3D digital structures 
3.2.1. Overview of the system 
A physical and technical rationale for the construction of multilayer optoelectronic 
structures is given In Section 2. Evidently the construction of real 3D structures requires a 
large amount of work associated in the first place with selection of an optimal kind of 
structure from the standpoint of technical parameters among a big number of possible 
variants. A manual solution of such a task is virtually impossible. Thus, a computer-aided 
tool must be available for the research and development of models of 3D structures. Such an 
instrument was built and it is called WinALT [15]. The user's interface of the system 
coincides with the standard user's interface in Windows applications. A simulation model is 
represented by a project that contains a number of sub-windows. Each sub-window can 
hold graphic or text objects of a model. Creation and editing of graphic objects are carried 
out by means of toolbars, menus and dialog windows. The system is freely distributed. 
System's site [16] contains a section "installation", which includes manuals on installation, 
uninstallation and system's distributive package. An open architecture of the system enables 
the user to participate in extension of the system functionality. 
3.2.2. Adequacy of the system language to the problem domain 
The WinALT was developed simultaneously with computer-aided models of parallel 
algorithms and structures under their strong influence. This influence has manifested itself in 
the WinALT system by a wide employment of visualization tools both for supporting the 
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construction of parallel algorithm descriptions (graphic representation of objects 
corresponding to cellular arrays, the left and right parts of substitutions) and for their 
simulation (capability to view the dynamics of application of each substitution). What is 
more, a special attention was given to the development of tools that provide the visualization 
of 3D (multilayer) objects and that allow viewing the transformation of cell states in any layer 
of a 3D cellular array. This is due to the orientation of the development of computer-aided 
models to fine-grain architectures that are promising for the implementation in the form of 
multilayer VLSI. The simulation language contains three parts. 
The first part of the language is designed to describe parallel computations in the form of 
parallel substitutions. It is fully based on PSA. 
The objective of the second part of the language is the description of sequential 
computations. This part is essentially based on Pascal. It provides statements for the 
description of simulation program structure, control operators, assignment operator and 
subroutine call by name or by reference. These statements can be used in a model program 
for the description of sequential control when needed. These means can be used in a model 
program for the description of sequential control, when it is needed, for the definition of 
functions that describe cell states and, also, for the construction of such service functions 
within a model program as menu definition, graph drawing or initial data input. 
The third part of the language provides importing libraries into a model program. These are 
dll libraries written in C/C++ and embedded into the simulation system. This helps in 
enriching the functionality of simulation tools to suit the user. 
Let us describe the first and the third parts in greater detail. 
The Description of the Parallel Part of Simulation Language. This part has a clear division into 
graphic and analytical subparts. Graphic objects are cellular arrays and templates. An image 
of an object is composed of color cells located along horizontal and vertical axes and, also, 
along the axis that goes from the user to the screen. The origin in the template is called its 
center. 
A color is used to visualize a cell's state. Its state can belong to any cell's data type supported 
by the library of data formats (see below). A name can be assigned to a cell in addition to a 
typed value as an additional property. It has to be unique within the scope of one cellular 
object. This makes possible to implement functional substitutions in WinALT. There is a 
special neutral void state of a cell (depicted by a diagonal cross on a color background). 
A parallel substitution in WinALT simulation language is set by a bunch of operators in-at-
do. The names of cellular arrays and templates can be used as parameters in these operators. 
In the case of one-block structure of a device (a single cellular array), a parallel substitution is 
described as follows. The parameter of in operator is the name of a processed cellular array. 
A name of template of the left part of substitution is a parameter in at operator, while that of 
its right part is a parameter in do operator. The execution of substitution is done in two 
phases. During the first one, the center of a template of the left part is moved along the axes 
in a processed cellular array, and all its occurrences in this array are marked accurate to the 
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empty cells. At the second phase, the states of cells of the processed cellular array in all these 
occurrences are replaced by the states of cells from the template of the right part also accurate 
to the empty cells. Taking multi-block structure of the device into consideration means the 
following. The parameter in operator in is a list of names of cellular arrays placed in brackets 
and separated by commas. The lists in operators at and do are arranged similarly, but instead 
of names of cellular arrays the names of templates are used in them. Combining patterns in the 
list means that the movement of patterns in the images of their corresponding cellular arrays is 
coordinated by substitution of the same set of coordinates into the centers of all the templates 
of the operators at and do. The coordinates of cells of the cellular array that is in the head of 
the list in operator form these sets. Such substitutions are called vector substitutions and allow 
describing parallel transformations of information in compositions of cellular arrays. 
A bunch of operators in-at-do and a description of a function serve as an analog of 
functional substitution. Operator at contains the names of templates, in which some cells are 
named. A function uses these names as input and output variables. The name of a function 
is used as a parameter in operator do. A functional substitution can also be a vector one. 
A synchroblock exhaust-end (or shortly ex-end) is the main structure for definition of an 
algorithm of a device operation. This block implements an iterative procedure of PSA 
application for the composite operators describing parallel substitutions that it contains. In 
addition, there are two more kinds of synchroblocks that were introduced: clock – end (cl – 
end) and change – end (ch – end). The first one executes its substitutions a number of times 
specified as its parameter. The second one executes its body only once. 
Remark. The combination of parallel and sequential parts of the language is attained by the 
possibility to use operators from the sequential part in synchroblocks. Let us also note that 
nested synchroblocks can be in WinALT simulation language. The described capabilities 
allow constructing any parallel-sequential compositions of synchronous transformations of 
cellular arrays. 
Model program. The structure of a model program is quite conventional. It consists of a list 
of libraries imported to a program (using operators use, import and include), declarations 
of constants, variables and cellular objects, procedures, functions and the main operator 
block. The main operator block is placed in operator begin-end brackets and contains 
operators of the first and second parts of the language. A program may include comments, 
which can be placed in braces. A project can contain any number of simulation programs. 
They are capable of interacting with each other if necessary. 
The third part of the language is based upon a set of WinALT libraries. The functionality of 
the system is extended by means of external modules. These modules are represented by 
Windows dll files. These external modules contain the interface functions that are used in 
versatile simulation models. The external modules form several groups that are called 
libraries. Some of them are briefly described below. 
The library of data formats eliminates limitations of a data type that can be represented by cells 
in a cellular array. The library contains modules for representations of cellular arrays with 
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integer cells (int8, int16, int32, uint8, uint16, uint32), bit cells (bit), float cells (float) and 
others. Some external formats are supported by the modules of library, such as bmp raster 
graphics format. The assignment of default type for a cellular object means that any of its 
cells can have any of the above-mentioned formats. The latter can be used for the 
representation of heterogeneous cellular objects. In GUI, the type of a cellular object can be 
selected in a combo box within the dialog window of the new object creation. 
The library of language functions provides the ability to use such functions in simulation 
programs as functions of object management (creation, deletion, modification or size 
alteration), GUI functions (construction of dialog windows and data input based upon 
them), mathematical functions (sin, cos, atan, cosh, log, j0), console I/O functions (WriteLn, 
ReadLn), file I/O functions (fopen, fgets, fread, feof, …) and miscellaneous functions such 
as max, min, null, typeof, StringLength, Time. Operator use activates the modules of this 
library in a simulation program. A typical module of this library is a dll written in C or C++.  
The library of visual modes provides a customizable visualization of a cellular array and its 
cells. A cell state can be visualized e.g. by color, a directed arrow or by a number or by their 
certain combination. A 3D cellular array can be shown as a deck of layers or as layers 
unrolled in a line or in a grid. 
New external modules can be added to any of these libraries. Such modules can be created, 
for example, using Microsoft Visual Studio. Their source texts can be either borrowed from a 
provided sample, written from the scratch, or taken from an existing library of functions 
(e.g. ANSI C runtime library). 
3.3. Constructing simulation models of a family of optoelectronic matrices in 
WinALT 
3.3.1. Mapping digital schemes onto a customizable cellular automaton 
The cellular automaton with Margolus (further CA) neighborhood [13], in which setting 
cells for execution of a certain set of elementary transformations of information, serves as a 
logical basis for the construction of a family of optoelectronic matrices. The CA is a double 
layer automaton. Its first layer functions in the same way as the Margolus automaton, being 
a rectangular matrix of cells. Let us split the matrix to blocks of 2x2 cells. Let us call it E-
partition. Let us split the matrix again to blocks that are shifted as related to the blocks of E-
partition by one cell along the vertical and horizontal axes. Let us call it O-partition. Each 
cell of the first layer can be in one of the three states: "white", "gray" or "black". Let us call 
this layer informational. The layer under the informational one is called control layer. Its E-
partition coincides with that of the informational layer. This layer keeps the table of settings 
the control layer of CA. The size of a cell in the table coincides with that of a block. The CA 
is shown in figures as a sweep of two layers in a plane. The informational layer is on the left 
side and the control layer is on the right side. The blocks of E-partition are limited by solid 
lines. The blocks of O-partition are limited by dashed lines. An elementary transformation of 
information performed in the informational layer is a parallel substitution. Its left and right 
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parts are matrices with 2x2 cells. These matrices are composed of white, gray and black cells. 
The elementary transformations performed in a CA are enumerated. Setting a CA consists in 
writing numbers of those elementary transformations that can be performed in the block of 
informational layer above a cell into that cell. Digital (combinatory) schemes of different 
kinds (adder, multiplier, etc.) can be implemented by setting a CA. A source combinatory 
scheme is initially transformed in a way that any of its gates has no more than two inputs 
and two outputs. All the cells of the informational layer are white in its initial state. The 
picture of a scheme to be imitated in CA, which is made by gray cells in informational layer 
of CA is called image of digital scheme. The signals transformed in a digital scheme are 
depicted by black cells in its image. The states of cells in each block of the information layer 
of a CA form a certain picture called image of a block. 
The graphic images of commands of parallel substitutions are depicted in Figure 5, a. A 
number of a command is shown above an arrow. The transformations of information in 
Margolus cellular automata are performed by alternating E- and O-partitions [13]. The 
alternation of partitions is substituted by alternation of two groups of shifts of the image of 
simulated scheme as related to the fixed control layer in a CA. A group of shifts set into 
correspondence with E-partition is called E-group. A group of shifts set into correspondence 
with O-partition is called O-group. The introduction of a setting for CA allows reducing the 
number of parallel substitution commands that are executed by a single block to two. The 
command, whose number is specified first in a cell of the settings table of the control layer, 
can be executed when E-group is active, while the command, whose number is listed 
second, can be executed when O-group is active. A command is executed if its left part 
coincides with the image of a block in the informational layer. The execution of a command 
sets its right part as the image of a block. 
Possible variants of signal transmission in the image of a digital scheme (horizontal and 
diagonal transmissions, branching and crossing of signals) and the indications to the 
functional elements (AND gate is denoted by the sign '&', OR gate is denoted by '1', addition 
by modulo 2 is denoted by '=1', half-adder" is depicted at end) are shown in Figure 5, b. 
When E-group of shifts is active, the commands are executed for the source disposition of 
the image of a digital scheme, then for the image shifted by one row of blocks from E-
partition up as related to the source image, and then one row of blocks down as related to 
the source image. The shifts are introduced in order to provide the execution of 
commands imitating the operation of gates and crossing of signals transmission channels 
in the image of a digital scheme. When O-group of shifts is turned on, commands are 
executed for the image obtained by shifting the source one by one row down and one 
column to the left. 
The horizontal transmission of a signal is simulated by commands 1, 2. The diagonal 
transmission is performed by commands 3, 4. The signal branching is done by 5, 6 and 
signal crossing - by 8, 10, 15. The operation of AND gate is simulated by the two sets of 
commands: 9, 16, 17 and 12, 16, 17, because the result on the output of the gate can be 
recorded either in the right top cell or in the right bottom cell. of the block. Similarly, the 
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simulation of OR gate is done by commands 7, 8, 9 and 10, 11, 12 and the simulation of 
addition - by modulo two is done by commands 7, 8, 18 and 10, 11, 18. A block of E-partition 
that does not contain white cells can simulate a gate operation not only with one output, but 
also with two outputs. Thus, the operation of half-adder is simulated by commands 7, 8, 12. 
The capability to simulate digital schemes with two inputs and two outputs allows 
performing both the signal transfer, e.g. by one of the diagonals, and a logical 
transformation of this signal and another signal. For example, a signal transition from the 
right bottom cell into the right top cell of a block along with performing AND operation 
with signals from the left column of cells in the block with writing the result to the right 
bottom cell of the block is simulated by commands 8, 15, 16. 
  
Figure 5. Graphic representation of parallel substitution commands, a - images of commands, b - 
symbols of signals and functional elements 
Let us demonstrate an image of a full adder in CA as a simple sample of what was stated 
above. It is presented in Figure 6. 
Let us comment on this figure. The numbers of commands listed in Figure 5, a are used in 
the settings table. An image of a digital scheme with mnemonic specification of the 
functions of its composing blocks except those imitating the transfer of signals under O-
partition is given in Figure 6, c in addition to the image in Figure 6, a, b. A sign of operation 
or an arrow in the image of scheme denotes a cell where result of transformation or data 
transfer is placed. Such a representation is rather easy to grasp and is introduced solely for 
the purpose of the reader's convenience. This helps in comparing a combinatory scheme and 
its image without the table of settings. 
Usually, the signal transfers will be omitted when using such a kind of representation of a 
digital scheme unless that hampers the perception of the image of a scheme. Let us describe 
the resulting image of a digital scheme. Each of blocks (2, 2) and (3, 3) corresponds to a half-
adder, which is a composition of AND gates and of addition by modulo two. Blocks (4, 2) 
correspond to OR gate. 
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Figure 6. Full adder: a - a combinatory scheme, b - an image of scheme, c - a correspondence of blocks, 
d - the settings table 
Some or all of the gray cells in the first column of CA have to be altered to black ones in 
order to introduce input signals to a full adder. 
A more complicated and realistic sample is presented in Figure 7. The following heuristic 
criteria are selected for the estimation of quality of a particular mapping. A mapping is 
optimal if there is at least one such chain from the inputs of a scheme to its outputs, that is 
composed only of blocks that imitate gates connected with other by corner cells. The image 
of an eight-bit pyramidal adder [17] transformed into a scheme, in which each gate has two 
inputs and one or two outputs is presented in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. A pyramidal adder: a - the combinatory scheme of a four-bit adder, b - a concise image of 
eight-bit adder scheme 
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The image of a four-bit adder, which scheme is depicted in Figure 7, a, is a source fragment 
for its construction. The images of four-bit adders are contoured by a bold line in Figure 7, b. 
The rest of the scheme image provides daisy chaining of the selected images of adders. The 
image of an adder presented in Figure 8, b meets the heuristic criteria. The proposed way of 
constructing an image of a digital scheme with a specified bit width by connecting its 
homogeneous fragments of smaller bit width, for each of which the best image is already 
found, can be used for other kinds of schemes as well. 
 
Figure 8. A project window of simulation model of CA that implements an eight-bit adder 
From a logic standpoint, a fine-grain structure (a micro-pipeline) is implemented by setting 
a CA up. This structure simulates a simultaneous operation of many copies of the same 
digital scheme. Each copy (let us call it a virtual digital scheme) performs a transformation 
of its own data set. A stage of a micro-pipeline forms a vertical column of blocks in E-
partition of matrix. Each stage is a "cut" of image of a virtual scheme in a certain phase of 
transformation of the relevant information. This feature of matrix makes possible to obtain 
new results in each cycle. A cycle of micro-pipeline operation includes transformation and 
transfer of data from one stage to another. It means that a cycle includes an execution of the 
both groups of shifts. A model is constructed in WinALT in order to evaluate the correctness 
of an eight-bit adder implemented as CA. 
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3.3.2. CA simulation model implementing eight-bit adder 
The screenshot of a window of this project is presented in Figure 8. This window contains 
sheets with all the graphic objects of the model. 
The sweep of a double layer cellular array byte::CellStruct is presented at sheet Model.3do. 
The upper layer containing the image of an eight-bit adder is presented at the left. The 
bottom layer is shown at the right. It contains a computer-aided representation of the 
settings table of an adder. The division of array layers into blocks is done by setting the cells 
of the bottom layer with both even coordinates into a state dedicated for this purpose. The 
numbers of substitution commands are represented by color in the settings table. The 
numbers of commands are distributed by the block cells as follows: the right and left top 
cells of block keep the numbers of the first and second commands respectively. The rest of 
cellular arrays shown in this window are auxiliary. Array inp keeps a set of input data. The 
columns of array inp are written in each cycle to the leftmost column of the informational 
layer of array byte::CellStruct using the array c_in and become the values of outputs of an 
adder. Similarly, the results of computations from the very right column of the 
informational layer of array byte::CellStruct are transferred to array out that stores the 
results of pipeline computations. Double layer templates are presented in sheet Rules.3do. 
The templates named ati and doi are put in correspondence with the left and right sides of 
substitution command with the number i. The upper layer of template ati coincides with the 
left part of the substitution number i, while that of template doi coincides with the right part 
of that substitution. The left upper cell of the bottom layer of template ati contains number i 
of substitution command. The number is represented by a color. A color of the left bottom 
cell of the same layer coincides with that of those cells in the bottom layer of array 
byte::CellStruct, which provides its partition into blocks. All the other cells of the both 
templates are empty (diagonally crossed). The templates used in substitution commands of 
the procedure imitating clocking of CA are presented in sheet Shifts.3do. A cycle of a model 
execution is divided into the four stages. At each of them parallel substitution commands 
kept in the settings table are executed: 
 above the source image at the first stage; 
 above the image shifted two cells up from the source one at the second stage; 
 above the image shifted two cells down from the source one at the third stage; 
 above the image shifted one cell down and one cell right from the source at the fourth 
stage (the command interleaving is done in the settings table during this stage: odd and 
even columns are swapped). 
The operation of gates of a scheme is simulated at the first three stages of cycle. The data 
transfer between gates is simulated at the fourth stage. The cellular image and the settings 
table return to the initial ("unshifted") state at the end of a cycle. 
Let us briefly present main procedures of simulation program. The description of parallel 
substitution commands is kept in procedure mainProc, while the shifts performed at the 
each stage of a cycle are defined in procedure shiftImage. The body of procedure mainProc 
contains operator in with parameter byte::CellStruct and eighteen bunches of at-do 
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operators. The parameters of operators at and do in the i-th bunch are the templates named 
ati and doi respectively. The shifts of image of the digital scheme with respect to settings 
layer and the interleaving of substitution commands is done in procedure ShiftImage by 
vector functional substitutions. Cellular arrays byte::CellStruct and Count listed in round 
brackets in the first operator in form a composition, which has the following meaning. The 
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The cells of informational layer of CA have three states. But the basic gate is binary. Thus, a 
transition must be done to binary encoding of the states of matrix S. For example, an 
encoding of white, gray and black cells presented in Figure 9 can be chosen. 
 
Figure 9. Binary encoding of CA states 
A white cell denotes a memory cell containing one, an opened modulator or an opened 
photodetector. A black cell denotes a memory cell containing zero, a closed modulator or a 
closed photodetector. 
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Let us commence the construction of matrix S using its second layer that contains an image 
of a digital scheme in a binary encoding. An image of each block in CA informational layer 
is composed of modulator states. Memory cells control the states of modulators (opened, 
closed). Assume that each cell has two outputs. Modulators are connected to both of them. 
Let us consider that each memory cell has two inputs, each of which is connected to a 
photodetector. Let us also assume that the signals from the inputs of a cell appear at its 
output with a fixed delay. A line of cells is composed of such elements. The first and second 
cells are modulators. The third cell is a memory cell. The fourth and fifth cells are 
photodetectors. A memory cell operates in two phases. If it contains one at the first phase 
(the phase of comparison), it opens the first modulator and closes the second one. And 
otherwise, it closes the first modulator and opens the second one. At the second phase 
(phase of recording) if the fourth photodetector is opened, and the fifth one is closed, one is 
written to memory cell. Otherwise, memory cell resets to zero. 
 
Figure 10. Binary encoding of cell states in the second layer of optoelectronic matrix 
An image of the second layer of matrix S when it is ready for the phase of comparison is 
obtained by replacing each cell in the information layer of CA by a group of cells according 
to the substitution rules in Figure 10. Thus, a block of optoelectronic matrix of size 10 4  
cells composed of four lines is put in correspondence to each block of the informational 
layer of CA. 
Remark. Gray cells are also used in the transition to binary encoding, but they denote "void", 
absence of any hardware. 
Let us perform a partition into blocks that have the same sizes and placement as in the rest 
of matrix layers. 
Let us construct the first layer of matrix S. Unlike lines of cells form the second layer, the cell 
number four contains a memory cell and the fifth cell is gray. A memory cell is connected to 
modulators just as the memory cell occupying the third cell. The basis for setup of the first 
layer is the settings table of the control layer of CA. The setting of layer starts with encoding 
of its E-partition, i.e. the cells in columns 3 and 8 of the layer are set in such a way that the 
image formed by the states of modulators would coincide with the left part of that 
command, whose number is written first in the cell with exactly the same placement in the 
settings table of CA. The encoding for O-partition is embedded into the encoding of the 
layer that was just obtained. For this purpose binary codes set into correspondence to white, 
gray and black cells of the left part of the second command are written into the fourth 
column just as it is done for the cells of the third column in Figure 10. 
The third layer of the matrix is constructed as follows. Black cells of a single block in the 
columns 1, 2, 6, 7 denote closed photodetectors. Black cells in the columns 4, 5, 9, 10 denote 
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closed modulators. The rest of columns are empty. They are composed of gray cells. Pairs of 
photodetectors in rows 1, 2 and 3, 4 of the columns 1, 2 and 6, 7 are connected by OR scheme 
(parallel). Then all the OR schemes formed by pairs of photodetectors are connected 
sequentially forming AND scheme. A parallel assembly of all modulators of a block is 
connected as its load. The scheme obtained in the third layer allows to detect the situation 
when the images of blocks coded by the states of modulators located in the first and second 
layer one below another coincide, and in the case of full coincidence to prepare a 
substitution of the image of block of the second layer by the right part of command kept in 
the fourth layer. 
The construction of the fourth layer can be done in two stages. First, a layer that is exactly 
the same as the first one for the right parts of commands is built. Then the columns in each 
block are transposed in the following order: 5, 4, 3, 1, 2, 10, 9, 8, 6, 7. 
A fragment of matrix S presented in Figure 11 illustrates the procedure described above. 
The fragment is built for such a block of CA, whose settings table has a cell that contains the 
numbers of substitution commands 7, 4. The fragment is in such a state when E-shift is done 
and it appeared that the image of the block in the informational layer of CA coincides with 
the image of left part of substitution command number 7. A polarized light comes 
perpendicularly to the first and last layers of the matrix, respectively, from above and from 
below. The phase of comparison of images of blocks in the layers 1 and 2 of matrix S and 
detection of their coincidence is shown in Figure 11, a. The modulators in columns 4, 5 and 
9, 10 are opened. The phase of writing new states of memory cells of the second layer using 
photodetectors connected to their inputs is depicted in Figure 11, b. 
 
Figure 11. A fragment of the matrix S: a - detection of matching images, b - the phase of setting of new 
cell states in the second layer. 
After a certain fixed delay, memory cells of the second layer set new states for modulators 
on their outputs. A fixed delay can be implemented, for example, by division of a memory 
cell into two elements: main and buffer. Modulators are connected to the outputs of the 
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main buffer. Photodetectors are connected to the inputs of a buffer element. One cycle of 
state transition from a buffer element to a main one serves as a delay. Then the next shift of 
the image of a digital scheme is performed and the phase of comparison of image blocks can 
be done again. 
It can be stated that CA turns into a simple homogeneous optoelectronic matrix S. It is a 
device that consists of four layers, which contain microscopic passive sources of light 
(optoelectronic modulators) and light detectors, forming a regular flat structure. The control 
of light sources and detectors is performed using electronic memory cells. Memory cells form 
a 2D shift register in order to provide setup of memory cells for storing the image of a scheme 
and alternation of commands. The obtained matrix is reconfigurable. It can be setup to 
imitate any combinatory scheme. The logical operations in the matrix (a comparison of the 
two codes and writing a code to memory) are preformed optically and their corresponding 
electronic gates simply do not exist. The proposed matrix has high performance. Indeed, after 
the pipeline has entered in the steady state, each next result is produced on the outputs of the 
matrix in each cycle. 
3.3.4. The family of optoelectronic matrices 
Matrix S can serve as a basis for the construction of a family of similar matrices. Let us 
outline the possible ways of their construction. The circuitry of matrices may have rather 
different implementations. For example, one can construct a matrix of static memory 
elements (as in the previous section), but it is also possible to construct a matrix with 
dynamic memory elements. Another way of binary encoding of white, gray and black cells 
can be chosen. However, we consider more profound transformations of the original matrix. 
And here the following options are available. 
The first way. A number of layers can be reduced to two in a matrix. Let us first note that 
the need to alternate substitution commands in the control layer is induced by the necessity 
to execute commands in O-shifts. A modification of CA is proposed in [18] that eliminates 
the group of O-shifts and as a result the need to alternate commands in the settings layer. 
Let us select such a CA as a basis for the construction of a new optoelectronic matrix S1. The 
selection of such CA means that the memory cells in columns 4 and 2 can be erased in the 
lines of blocks of the first and fourth layers along with their modulators and photodetectors. 
Let us introduce an additional limitation. Let us consider that a CA is setup once and only 
for implementation of a single digital scheme. Selecting a constant setting leads to the fact 
that there is no need to change the state of modulators in the first and fourth layers of the 
matrix S in the process of its operation. In its turn, this means that the memory cell can be 
removed, an open modulator can be replaced by a transparent plate, and a closed one by a 
dark plate. But then the first and fourth layers of the matrix S can be removed and the 
modulators in the second and third layers under dark plates can be masked or removed 
from the substrate. The execution of such a procedure can be demonstrated in greater details 
using masks in substitution command 1 (Figure 5) taken as a sample. A set of masks is 
presented in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Masks: a - of a white cell, b - of a gray cell, c - of a black cell, d - the left part of substitution 
command 1, e - the right part of the same command 
Masks d and e are built using masks a, b, c. Mask d is superimposed on those blocks of the 
second layer, which are assigned to execute command 1. The modulators under gray cells 
are removed. Other elements of a block under white cells remain intact. Mask e is applied to 
such blocks of the third layer, that are located under similar blocks of the second layer, and 
the same kind of actions is performed. As a result a computer simulation model that 
implements a full adder for such a matrix was built.  
 
Figure 13. Computer image of a two layer optoelectronic matrix 
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A certain step of computations performed in a double layer matrix is presented in Figure 13. 
The obtained model is rather realistic. All the optical and electronic components are shown 
in Figure 13. By analyzing the screenshot, one can easily draw a conclusion that the first 
layer of matrix is composed of logically isolated shift registers. Each of their digits has 
optical inputs and outputs. The second layer composed of isolated single comparison 
schemes. This way can be considered as one with the minimum fraction of electronic 
components in the matrix. The double layer matrix and its simulation are presented in 
details in [18]. 
However, it is clear that when considering a practical implementation of optoelectronic 
devices, one has to take into account the achievements of modern microelectronics, where 
the actual geometric dimensions of the transistors (approximately 30 nm) have become 
significantly smaller than the sources of light, which can not be less than 0.3 microns due to 
the physical limitations. They become a weak element in terms of achieving high-density 
packaging of elements in a chip. Therefore, when constructing such a family of matrices, it is 
useful to consider the maximum use of electronic components. "Optical" components keep 
only their main function, which is a three-dimensional organization of the logical 
connections and processing of cellular (logical) information. The electronic components are 
then used to perform simpler operations that support a computational process, such as the 
shift and storage of information, including settings, etc. 
The second way. One can augment the electronic part of the hardware of matrix S and turn 
it into the matrix S2 with extended capabilities. Suppose that there are k (k > 1) four layer 
matrices and each i-th matrix is set to perform operation Oi. Assume that the sizes of the 
matrices and the location of inputs and outputs of simulated digital circuits are coordinated. 
Some of the considerations on how that can be obtained can be found in [19]. Let us combine 
all the electronic components of all these matrices in order to superpose them in a four layer 
matrix. It can be done the following way. A set of k memory cells is placed in layers 1, 2, 3 of 
the matrix instead of a single memory cell. Let us combine ki cells into a 2D shift register set 
for execution of operation Oi. A decoder (named D1) is placed near each set of memory cells 
in the first and fourth layers. Similarly, two decoders are placed in the second layer (one D1 
and one that is different from D1 is named D2). Decoder D1 has one group of outputs and 
two groups of inputs. The states of outputs can be 0 and 1. They are connected to 
modulators of layer the just the same way as the outputs of memory cells in the source 
matrix S. The first group of inputs of decoder D1 is for control. The codes of operations Oi (i 
= 1, …, k) come to it. The second group of inputs has k pairs of inputs. The pair of outputs of 
the i-th memory cell of a set is connected to the i-th pair of inputs. If an operation code Oi 
comes to the control input of a decoder, the states of the i-th pair of the second input group 
are sent to the outputs of decoder D1. Decoder D2 is also controlled by operation codes. But 
its input group has two inputs, and it output group has k pairs of outputs. The inputs are 
connected to the outputs of photodetectors of the second layer the same way as the inputs of 
memory cells in the source matrix S. The i-th pair of outputs of decode D2 is connected to 
the inputs of the i-th memory cell of a set. If an operation code Oi came to the control input 
of decoder D2, the states of inputs are sent to the outputs of i-th pair of decoder D2. Each set 
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of input data has to be accompanied by an operation code for such a matrix so as to specify 
what has to be done with these data. The transfer of operation codes from one micro-
pipeline tier to another and their delivery to the decoders of the destination tier must be 
implemented. These actions can be performed for example by using additional shift 
registers that have to be inserted in the first, second and third layers of the matrix S2. As a 
result a matrix is built, in which one can change the image of a digital scheme and its setup 
table dynamically. That means that k different digital schemes can reside simultaneously in 
such a matrix. Thus from a logical standpoint the matrix is dynamically reconfigurable in 
the process of computations done by its pipeline. Matrix S2 has undoubted advantages in 
comparison with matrices S, S1. The delays of its pipeline are virtually eliminated, because 
its control device would always "find" a data set and an operation to perform and deliver 
those to the inputs of matrix S2. 
The list of matrices is not limited by the samples presented above. Let us briefly outline 
some more possible ways of constructing new modifications of matrices. For example, a 
dynamically reconfigurable matrix can be built on the basis of a two layer matrix. In order to 
make it reconfigurable, one has to introduce electronic masking control first of all. Then an 
additional hardware is to be added just as it was shown in the previous section. A group of 
E-shifts of a digital image can be eliminated in all the proposed matrices by increasing the 
vertical sizes of blocks that are compared in layers at least by a factor of three. This 
technique helps in shortening the duration of a micro-pipeline cycle. An assessment of 
creating vertical assemblies built, for example, on the basis of two-layer matrices, seems to 
be rather interesting. Double-layer matrices are interleaved with layers of light sources in 
such kind of assemblies. 
And finally, let us mark one more important advantage of optoelectronic configurable 
matrices. Their application replaces the design (logical and physical) and production of 
digital circuitry by a programming of an already existing matrix. Indeed, in order to get a 
digital circuit in a matrix, one need only to write specially selected long vectors to its layers, 
using the shift registers, which are formed by memory elements of the matrix layers. 
4. Conclusion 
Two most pressing problems appeared in constructing computing systems: 1) an increase in 
the number and length of the connections inside 2D ICs, 2) a massive parallelization of 
computations. 
Using a 3D (multilayer) IC structure is proposed in this chapter in order to solve these 
problems. Each of the layers, forming such an IC, has a homogeneous cell structure. A data 
exchange between these cells is performed by the means of local electronic (intralayer) and 
parallel optical (interlayer) communication channels. Data exchange between layers is 
combined with their processing. Cellular 3D ICs are oriented to computations with fine 
grain parallelism. 
The physical and computing aspects of creating such ICs were considered. 
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The physical aspects include constructing an optoelectronic gate that allows combining 
single-layer ICs in the two-layer structures and an experimental test of its operability. The 
assessment of potential of project of a customized device, a matrix processor for the image 
processing from the standpoint of its performance and of its manufacturability permits to 
draw the following conclusions about the prospects of the chosen direction of constructing 
optoelectronic circuits. 
Despite the fact that the size of one of the components (light modulator) of the 
optoelectronic logic gate is much larger than the active components of the modern 
microelectronics because of the wave nature of the optical signal, the performance and 
manufacturability of specialized devices of this type can greatly exceed similar 
characteristics of a purely electronic device. This is due to the fact that the number of 
elementary components in an optoelectronic device is significantly less than that in a purely 
electronic device with the same functionality. Reducing the number of components results 
from a local structure of logical connections and from the unidirectional light propagation 
(in electronic conductors a required direction of motion of the electrons is obtained by using 
a set of gates). There are virtually no intersections in optical conductors. This greatly 
facilitates the design of ICs and lets them be cheaper, more reliable and easily 
manufacturable. High throughput between layers by the means of optical channels gives a 
hope that an essentially greater performance could be reachable in comparison with purely 
electronic schemes. 
Computer aspects of the work are devoted to the foundations of the algorithmic design of 
3D ICs based on the formal model of fine-grain parallel computing, Parallel Substitution 
Algorithm, and to WinALT simulation system, presented in [15, 16]. A family of 
optoelectronic matrices was developed using WinALT. Comparison of two graphic images 
in all matrices, which is a main logical operation, is carried out optically exactly the same 
way as in devices built on the basis of optoelectronic gate. The functions of information 
storage are carried out electrically. High homogeneity, simplicity of topology and a low 
complexity of cells are the features of the matrix. A wide range of matrices was built. They 
vary by a number of layers, by functionality and by ratio of optical and electronic 
components. The proposed matrices can serve as an ALU basis in a general purpose CPU. 
The selection of a particular choice depends primarily on the kind of physical parameters, 
on which a designer can be oriented to, and on the kind of operations that a matrix has to 
perform. And this requires interaction between experts in different domains: physics, 
algorithm, programming, etc. The above suggests the following conclusions about the 
directions in which algorithmic design tools are to be developed. 
The system's site must evolve into a fully functional online resource providing the ability to 
create a network (virtual) team consisting of specialists in different domains, and let them 
actively participate in a joint development of a 3D IC using the Internet. 
The mapping of only one version of a fine-grain structure, a reconfigurable CA, to an 
optoelectronic structure is presented in the paper. There are many fine-grain structures and 
algorithms for different purposes, which may be of interest for optoelectronic implementation. 
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characteristics of a purely electronic device. This is due to the fact that the number of 
elementary components in an optoelectronic device is significantly less than that in a purely 
electronic device with the same functionality. Reducing the number of components results 
from a local structure of logical connections and from the unidirectional light propagation 
(in electronic conductors a required direction of motion of the electrons is obtained by using 
a set of gates). There are virtually no intersections in optical conductors. This greatly 
facilitates the design of ICs and lets them be cheaper, more reliable and easily 
manufacturable. High throughput between layers by the means of optical channels gives a 
hope that an essentially greater performance could be reachable in comparison with purely 
electronic schemes. 
Computer aspects of the work are devoted to the foundations of the algorithmic design of 
3D ICs based on the formal model of fine-grain parallel computing, Parallel Substitution 
Algorithm, and to WinALT simulation system, presented in [15, 16]. A family of 
optoelectronic matrices was developed using WinALT. Comparison of two graphic images 
in all matrices, which is a main logical operation, is carried out optically exactly the same 
way as in devices built on the basis of optoelectronic gate. The functions of information 
storage are carried out electrically. High homogeneity, simplicity of topology and a low 
complexity of cells are the features of the matrix. A wide range of matrices was built. They 
vary by a number of layers, by functionality and by ratio of optical and electronic 
components. The proposed matrices can serve as an ALU basis in a general purpose CPU. 
The selection of a particular choice depends primarily on the kind of physical parameters, 
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algorithm, programming, etc. The above suggests the following conclusions about the 
directions in which algorithmic design tools are to be developed. 
The system's site must evolve into a fully functional online resource providing the ability to 
create a network (virtual) team consisting of specialists in different domains, and let them 
actively participate in a joint development of a 3D IC using the Internet. 
The mapping of only one version of a fine-grain structure, a reconfigurable CA, to an 
optoelectronic structure is presented in the paper. There are many fine-grain structures and 
algorithms for different purposes, which may be of interest for optoelectronic implementation. 
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It is advisable to perform a constant replenishment of the collection of simulation models on 
the system's site both by its developers and by users. Also a collection of simulation models 
of optoelectronic implementations of fine grain structures and algorithms must be created. 
Let us also note the need to constantly replenish the system by new modules that extend its 
functionality with the emergence of new kinds of fine-grain structures and algorithms. 
Constructing realistic optoelectronic structures requires constructing simulation models 
with huge amount of data and computations. It is expedient to launch such models on 
supercomputers. Thus, a WinALT subsystem must be developed for parallel execution of 
these models on clusters and supercomputers. 
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1. Introduction 
The application of four-wave mixing (FWM) in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) has 
been widely demonstrated to all-optical devices, such as wavelength converters (Vahala et 
al., 1996; Nesset et al., 1998), optical samplers (Kawaguchi & Inoue, 1998), optical 
multiplexers/ demultiplexers (Kawanishi et al., 1997; Uchiyama et al., 1998; Tomkos et al., 
1999; Buxens et al., 2000; Set et al., 1998), and optical phase conjugators (Dijaili et al., 1990; 
Kikuchi & Matsumura, 1998; Marcenac et al., 1998; Corchia et al., 1999; Tatham et al., 1993; 
Ducellier et al., 1996), which are expected to be used in future optical communication 
systems. Kikuchi & Matsumura have demonstrated the transmission of 2-ps optical pulses at 
1.55 μm over 40 km of standard fiber by employing midspan optical phase conjugation in 
SOAs (Kikuchi & Matsumura, 1998). An ideal phase conjugator must reverse the chirp of 
optical pulses while maintaining the pulse waveform. Kikuchi & Matsumura (Kikuchi & 
Matsumura, 1998) have shown that the second-order dispersion is entirely compensated by 
the optical phase-conjugation obtained using SOAs with a continuous wave (cw) input 
pump wave. All-optical demultiplexing (DEMUX), based on FWM in SOAs, was also 
demonstrated. When a single pulse of a time-multiplexed signal train (as probe pulses) and 
a pump pulse are injected simultaneously into an SOA, the gain and refractive index in the 
SOA are modulated, and an FWM signal pulse is created by the modulations. Thus, we can 
obtain a demultiplexed signal as the FWM signal by Das et al., (Das et al., 2000). All-optical 
DEMUX has been experimentally demonstrated up to 200 Gbit/s by Kawanishi et al., 
(Kawanishi et al., 1997). Many research reports have been published recently on the 
theoretical investigaton of the characteristics of FWM for short optical pulses in SOAs. Tang 
and Shore (Tang & Shore, 1999) theoretically examined the dynamical chirping of mixing 
pulses and showed that all mixing pulses have negative pulse chirp except in the far edges 
of trailing pulses, indicating that pulse spectra are primarily red-shifted. The demultiplexed 
signals obtained as FWM signals may still have optical phase-conjugate characteristics, 
© 2012 Das et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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although they may include waveform distortion and additional chirp. If the demultiplexed 
signal obtained as the FWM signal has optical phase-conjugate characteristics, the 
demultiplexed signal can be compressed using a dispersive medium. However, such optical 
phase-conjugate characteristics of FWM signals have not yet been reported to the best of 
author’s knowledge. Another advantage of FWM with short duration optical pump pulses is 
the high conversion efficiency. In conventional systems, the FWM conversion efficiency in 
an SOA is limited due to gain saturation. However, high FWM conversion efficiency can be 
achieved with short duration optical pump and probe pulses as it is possible to reduce gain 
saturation and hence increase FWM conversion efficiency in an SOA by applying strong 
pump intensity (Shtaif & Eisenstein, 1995; Shtaif et al., 1995; Kawaguchi & Inoue, 1996a; 
Kawaguchi & Inoue, 1996b).  
In this chapter, we present the detail numerical simulation results of optical phase-conjugate 
characteristics of picosecond FWM signal pulses generated in SOAs using the FD-BMP (Das et 
al., 2000; Razaghi et al., 2009). These simulations are based on the nonlinear propagation 
equation considering the group velocity dispersion, self-phase modulation (SPM), and two-
photon absorption (TPA), with the dependencies on the carrier depletion (CD), carrier heating 
(CH), spectral-hole burning (SHB), and their dispersions, including the recovery times in SOAs 
(Hong et al., 1996). The main purpose of our simulations is to provide answers to the following 
questions: 1) how is the nature of the optical phase-conjugate maintained for a short FWM 
signal pulse? 2) how does the chirp observed in the FWM signals affect the nature of the 
optical phase-conjugate? For this reason, we have analyzed the system in which the Fourier 
transform-limited Gaussian optical pulse is linearly chirped by transmission through a fiber 
(Fiber I) and then injected into an SOA as a probe pulse, together with a pump pulse that has a 
1 ~ 10 ps pulsewidth. The FWM signal is generated by the mixing of the pump pulse and the 
probe pulse, and is selected by an optical narrow band-pass filter. The FWM signal is then 
transmitted through another fiber (Fiber II) that has the same group velocity dispersion (GVD) 
as Fiber I and an appropriate length. The simulations are based on the nonlinear propagation 
equation considering the GVD, SPM, and TPA, with dependencies on CD, CH, SHB, and 
dispersion of those properties (Das et al., 2000; Hong et al., 1996).  
The FD-BPM is useful to obtain the propagation characteristics of single pulse or milti-
pulses using the modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNLSE) (Hong et al., 1996 & 
Das et al., 2000), simply by changing only the combination of input optical pulses. These are: 
(1) single pulse propagation (Das et al., 2008), (2) FWM characteristics using two input 
pulses (Das et al., 2000), (3) optical DENUX using several input pulses (Das et al., 2001), (4) 
optical phase-conjugation using two input pulses with chirp (Das et al., 2001) and (5) 
optimum time-delayed FWM characteristics between the two input pump and probe pulses 
(Das et al., 2007).  
2. Analytical model 
In this section, we briefly discuss the important nonlinear effects in SOAs, mathematical 
formulation of modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNLSE), finite-difference beam 
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propagation method (FD-BPM) that is used in the simulation, and nonlinear propagation 
characteristics of solitary optical pulses in SOAs.  
2.1. Important nonlinear effects in SOAs 
There are several types of “nonlinear effects” occurs in SOAs. Among them, the important 
four types of “nonlinear effects” are shown in Fig. 1. These are namely: (i) spectral hole-
burning (SHB), (ii) carrier heating (CH), (iii) carrier depletion (CD) and (iv) two-photon 
absorption (TPA).  
 
Figure 1. The important nonlinear effects in SOAs: (i) spectral hole-burning (SHB) with a life time of 
less than 100 fs (i.e., < 100 fs), (ii) carrier heating (CH) with a life time of ~ 1 ps, (iii) carrier depletion 
(CD) with a life time is ~ 1 ns and (iv) two-photon absorption (TPA).  
Figure 1 shows the time-development of the population density in the conduction band after 
excitation (Das, 2000). The arrow (pump) shown in Fig. 1 is the excitation laser energy. 
When the life time is less than 100 fs (i.e., < 100 fs), the SHB effect is dominant. The SHB 
occurs when a narrow-band strong pump beam excites the SOA, which has an 
inhomogeneous broadening. The SHB arises due to the finite value of intraband carrier-
carrier scattering time (~ 50 – 100 fs), which sets the time scale on which a quasi-equilibrium 
Fermi distribution is established among the carriers in a band. After the life time ~ 1 ps, the 
SHB effect is relaxed and the CH effect becomes dominant. The process tends to increase the 
temperature of the carriers beyond the lattice’s temperature. The main causes of heating the 
carriers are (1) the stimulated emission, since it involves the removal of “cold” carriers close 
to the band edge and (2) the free-carrier absorption, which transfers carriers to high energies 
within the bands. The “hot”-carriers relax to the lattice temperature through the emission of 
optical phonons with a relaxation time of ~ 0.5 – 1 ps. The effect of CD remains for about 1 
ns. The stimulated electron-hole recombination depletes the carriers, thus reducing the 
optical gain. The band-to-band relaxation also causes CD, with a relaxation time of ~ 0.2 – 1 
ns. For ultrashort optical pumping, the TPA effect also becomes important. An atom makes 
a transition from its ground state to the excited state by the simultaneous absorption of two 
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modeling/ simulation and the mathematical formulation of modified nonlinear Schrödinger 
equation (MNLSE).  
2.2. Mathematical Formulation of Modified Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation 
(MNLSE) 
In this subsection, we will briefly explain the theoretical analysis of short optical pulses 
propagation in SOAs. We start from Maxwell’s equations (Agrawal, 1995; Yariv, 1991; 
Sauter, 1996) and reach the propagation equation of short optical pulses in SOAs, which are 
governed by the wave equation (Agrawal & Olsson, 1989) in the frequency domain.  
 2 22( , , , ) ( , , , ) 0
rE x y z E x y z
c
εω ωω+ =∇  (1) 
where, ( , , , )E x y z ω  is the electromagnetic field of the pulse in the frequency domain, c is the 
velocity of light in vacuum and rε  is the nonlinear dielectric constant which is dependent 
on the electric field in a complex form. By slowly varying the envelope approximation and 
integrating the transverse dimensions we arrive at the pulse propagation equation in SOAs 
(Agrawal & Olsson, 1989; Dienes et al., 1996).  
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where, ( , )V zω  is the Fourier-transform of ( , )V t z  representing pulse envelope, ( )mχ ω  is 
the background (mode and material) susceptibility, ( )χ ω  is the complex susceptibility 
which represents the contribution of the active medium, N is the effective population 
density, 0β  is the propagation constant. The quantity Γ represents the overlap/ confinement 
factor of the transverse field distribution of the signal with the active region as defined in 
(Agrawal & Olsson, 1989).  
Using mathematical manipulations (Sauter, 1996; Dienes et al., 1996), including the real part 
of the instantaneous nonlinear Kerr effect as a single nonlinear index n2 and by adding the 
TPA term we obtain the MNLSE for the phenomenological model of semiconductor laser 
and amplifiers (Hong et al., 1996). The following MNLSE (Hong et al., 1996; Das et al., 2000) 
is used for the simulation of FWM characteristics and optical phase-conjugation 
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 (3) 
Here, we introduce the frame of local time τ (=t - z/ gv ), which propagates with a group 
velocity gv  at the center frequency of an optical pulse. A slowly varying envelope 
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approximation is used in (3), where the temporal variation of the complex envelope function 
is very slow compared with the cycle of the optical field. In (3), ( , )V zτ  is the time domain 
complex envelope function of an optical pulse, 2( , )V zτ  represents the corresponding 
optical pulse power, and 2β  is the GVD. γ is the linear loss, 2pγ  is the TPA coefficient, 2b  (=
0 2nω /cA) is the instantaneous SPM term due to the instantaneous nonlinear Kerr effect 
2 0,n ω  (= 2π 0f ) is the center angular frequency of the pulse, c is the velocity of light in 
vacuum, A (= wd/Γ) is the effective area (d and w are the thickness and width of the active 
region, respectively and Γ is the confinement factor) of the active region.  
The saturation of the gain due to the CD is given by (Hong et al., 1996) 
 2/0
1( ) exp ( )ssN
s
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where, ( )Ng τ  is the saturated gain due to CD, 0g  is the linear gain, Ws is the saturation 
energy, sτ  is the carrier lifetime.  
The SHB function f(τ) is given by (Hong et al., 1996) 
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where, f(τ) is the SHB function, shbP  is the SHB saturation power, shbτ  is the SHB relaxation 
time, and Nα  and Tα  are the line width enhancement factor associated with the gain 
changes due to the CD and CH.  
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where, ( )Tg τΔ  is the resulting gain change due to the CH and TPA, u(s) is the unit step 
function, chτ  is the CH relaxation time, 1h  is the contribution of stimulated emission and 
free-carrier absorption to the CH gain reduction and 2h  is the contribution of TPA.  
The dynamically varying slope and curvature of the gain plays a shaping role for pulses in 
the sub-picosecond range. The first and second order differential net (saturated) gain terms 
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where, 1A  and 2A  are the slope and curvature of the linear gain at 0ω , respectively, while 1B  
and 2B  are constants describing changes in 1A  and 2A  with saturation, as given in (7) and (8).  
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in order to simulate this equation by the FD-BPM (Das et al., 2000). In simulation, the 
parameter of bulk SOAs (AlGaAs/GaAs, double heterostructure) with a wavelength of 0.86 
μm (Hong et al., 1996) is used and the SOA length is 350 μm. The input pulse shape is sech2 
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pump pulsewidth. The SOA length is 350 μm. The input pulsewidths are 0.2 ps, 0.5 ps, and 1 ps 
respectively, and a pulse energy of 1 pJ.  
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characteristics of short optical pulses. Figure 2(a) shows the gain spectra given by a second-
order Taylor expansion about the pump pulse center frequency 0ω  with derivatives of g(τ, 
ω) by (7) and (8) (Das et al., 2000). In Fig. 2(a), the solid line represents an unsaturated gain 
spectrum (length: 0 μm), the dotted line represents a saturated gain spectrum at the center 
position of the SOA (length: 175 μm), and the dashed–dotted line represents a saturated gain 
spectrum at the output end of the SOA (length: 350 μm), when the pump pulsewidth is 1 ps 
and input energy is 1 pJ. These gain spectra were calculated using (1), because, the 
waveforms of optical pulses depend on the propagation distance (i.e., the SOA length). The 
spectra of these pulses were obtained by Fourier transformation. The “local” gains at the 
center frequency at z = 0, 175, and 350 μm were obtained from the changes in the pulse 
intensities at the center frequency at around those positions (Das et al., 2001). The gain at the 
center frequency in the gain spectrum was approximated by the second-order Taylor 
expression series. As the pulse propagates in the SOA, the pulse intensity increases due to 
the gain of the SOA. The increase in pulse intensity reduces the gain, and the center 
frequency of the gain shifts to lower frequencies. The pump frequency is set to near the gain 
peak, and linear gain 0g  is 92 cm-1 at 0ω . The probe frequency is set -3 THz from for the 
calculations of FWM characteristics as described below, and the linear gain 0g  is -42 cm-1 at 
this frequency. Although the probe frequency lies outside the gain bandwidth, we selected a 
detuning of 3 THz in this simulation because the FWM signal must be spectrally separated 
from the output of the SOA. As will be shown later, even for this large degree of detuning, the 
FWM signal pulse and the pump pulse spectrally overlap when the pulsewidths become short 
(<0.5 ps) (Das et al., 2001). The gain bandwidth is about the same as the measured value for an 
AlGaAs/GaAs bulk SOA (Seki et al., 1981). If an InGaAsP/InP bulk SOA is used we can expect 
much wider gain bandwidth (Leuthold et al., 2000). With a decrease in the carrier density, the 
gain decreases and the peak position is shifted to a lower frequency because of the band-filling 
effect. Figure 2(b) shows the saturated gain versus input pump pulse energy characteristics of 
the SOA. When the input pump pulsewidth decreases then the small signal gain decreases due 
to the spectral limit of the gain bandwidth. For the case, when the input pump pulsewidth is 
short (very narrow, such as 200 fs or lower), the gain saturates at small input pulse energy 
(Das et al., 2000). This is due to the CH and SHB with the fast response.  
Initially, the MNLSE was used by (Hong et al., 1996) for the analysis of “solitary pulse” 
propagation in an SOA. We used the same MNLSE for the simulation of FWM and optical 
phase-conjugation characteristics in SOA using the FD-BPM. Here, we have introduced a 
complex envelope function V(τ, 0) at the input side of the SOA for taking into account the 
two (pump and probe) or more (multi-pump or prove) pulses.  
2.3. Finite-Difference Beam Propagation Method (FD-BPM) 
To solve a boundary value problem using the finite-differences method, every derivative 
term appearing in the equation, as well as in the boundary conditions, is replaced by the 
central differences approximation. Central differences are usually preferred because they 
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lead to an excellent accuracy (Conte & Boor, 1980). In the modeling, we used the finite-
differences (central differences) to solve the MNLSE for this analysis.  
Usually, the fast Fourier transformation beam propagation method (FFT-BPM) (Okamoto, 
1992; Brigham, 1988) is used for the analysis of the optical pulse propagation in optical fibers 
by the successive iterations of the Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier 
transformation. In the FFT-BPM, the linear propagation term (GVD term) and phase 
compensation terms (other than GVD, 1st and 2nd order gain spectrum terms) are separated 
in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the individual consideration of the time and 
frequency domain for the optical pulse propagation. However, in our model, equation (3) 
includes the dynamic gain change terms, i.e., the 1st and 2nd order gain spectrum terms 
which are the last two terms of the right-side in equation (3). Therefore, it is not possible to 
separate equation (3) into the linear propagation term and phase compensation term and it 
is quite difficult to calculate equation (3) using the FFT-BPM. For this reason, we used the 
FD-BPM (Chung & Dagli, 1990; Conte & Boor, 1980; Das et al., 2000; Razagi et al., 2009). If we 
replace the time derivative terms of equation (3) by the below central-difference 
approximation, equation (11), and integrate equation (3) with the small propagation step Δz, 
we obtain the tridiagonal simultaneous matrix equation (12) 
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where, τΔ  is the sampling time and n  is the number of sampling. If we know ( )kV z ,  
( 1, 2, 3, ..........,k n= ) at the position z , we can calculate ( )kV z z+ Δ  at the position of z z+ Δ  
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which is the propagation of a step zΔ  from position z , by using equation (12). It is not 
possible to directly calculate equation (12) because it is necessary to calculate the left-side 
terms ( )ka z z+ Δ , ( )kb z z+ Δ , and ( )kc z z+ Δ  of equation (12) from the unknown ( )kV z z+ Δ . 
Therefore, we initially defined ( ) ( )k ka z z a z+ Δ ≡ , ( ) ( )k kb z z b z+ Δ ≡ , and ( ) ( )k kc z z c z+ Δ ≡  
and obtained (0)( )kV z z+ Δ , as the zero-th order approximation of ( )kV z z+ Δ  by using 
equation (12). We then substituted (0)( )kV z z+ Δ  in equation (12) and obtained 
(1)( )kV z z+ Δ  
as the first order approximation of ( )kV z z+ Δ  and finally obtained the accurate simulation 
results by the iteration as used in (Brigham, 1988; Chung & Dagli, 1990; Das et al., 2000; 
Razagi et al., 2009). 
 
Figure 3. A simple schematic diagram of FD-BPM in the time domain, where, ( / )gt z vτ = −  is the 
local time, which propagates with the group velocity gv  at the center frequency of an optical pulse and 
Δτ is the sampling time, and z is the propagation direction and Δz is the propagation step.  
Figure 3 shows a simple schematic diagram of the FD-BPM in time domain. Here, 
( / )gt z vτ = −  is the local time, which propagates with the group velocity gv  at the center 
frequency of an optical pulse and Δτ is the sampling time. z is the propagation direction and 
Δz is the propagation step. With this procedure, we used up to 3-rd time iteration for more 
accuracy of the simulations.  
The FD-BPM (Conte & Boor, 1980; Chung & Dagli, 1990; Das et al., 2000; Razagi et al., 2009a 
& 2009b) is used for the simulation of several important characteristics, namely, (1) single 
pulse propagation in SOAs (Das et al., 2008; Razaghi et al., 2009a & 2009b), (2) two input 
pulses propagating in SOAs (Das et al., 2000; Connelly et al., 2008), (3) Optical DEMUX 
characteristics of multi-probe or pump input pulses based on FWM in SOAs (Das et al., 
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et al., 2001), and (5) FWM conversion efficiency with optimum time-delays between the 
input pump and probe pulses (Das et al., 2007).  
2.4. Nonlinear pulse propagation model in SOAs 
Nonlinear optical pulse propagation in SOAs has drawn considerable attention due to its 
potential applications in optical communication systems, such as a wavelength converter 
based on FWM and switching. The advantages of using SOAs include the amplification of 
small (weak) optical pulses and the realization of high efficient FWM characteristics.  
For the analysis of optical pulse propagation in SOAs using the FD-BPM in conjunction with 
the MNLSE, where several parameters are taken into account, namely, the group velocity 
dispersion, SPM, and TPA, as well as the dependencies on the CD, CH, SHB and their 
dispersions, including the recovery times in an SOA (Hong et al., 1996). We also considered 
the gain spectrum (as shown in Fig. 2). The gain in an SOA was dynamically changed 
depending on values used for the carrier density and carrier temperature in the propagation 
equation (i.e., MNLSE).  
Initially, (Hong et al., 1996) used the MNLSE for the simulation of optical pulse propagation 
in an SOA by FFT-BPM (Okamoto, 1992; Brigham, 1988) but the dynamic gain terms were 
changing with time. The FD-BPM is capable to simulate the optical pulse propagation taking 
into consideration the dynamic gain terms in SOAs (Das et al., 2000 & 2007; Razaghi et al., 
2009a & 2009b; Aghajanpour et al., 2009). We used the modified MNLSE for nonlinear 
optical pulse propagation in SOAs by the FD-BPM (Chung & Dagli, 1990; Conte & Boor, 
1980). We used the FD-BPM for the simulation of optical phase-conjugation characteristics of 
picosecond FWM signal pulses in SOAs.  
 
Figure 4. A simple schematic diagram for the simulation of nonlinear single pulse propagation in SOA. 
Here, 
2( ,0)V τ  is the input (z = 0) pulse intensity and 2( , )V zτ  is the output pulse intensity (after 
propagating a distance z) of SOA.  
Figure 4 illustrates a simple model for the simulation of nonlinear optical pulse propagation 
in an SOA. An optical pulse is injected into the input side of the SOA (z = 0). Here, τ  is the 
local time, 2( ,0)V τ  is the intensity (power) of input pulse (z = 0) and 2( , )V zτ  is the 
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SOA. We used this model to simulate the FWM and optical phase-conjugation 
characteristics in SOAs. 
3. FWM characteristics between optical pulses in SOAs 
In this section, we will discuss the FWM characteristics between optical pulses in SOAs. 
When two optical pulses with different central frequencies fp (pump) and fq (probe) are 
injected simultaneously into the SOA, an FWM signal is generated at the output of the SOA 
at a frequency of 2fp - fq (as shown in Fig. 5). For the analysis (simulation) of FWM 
characteristics, the total input pump and probe pulse, Vin(τ), is given by the following 
equation 
 ( ) ( ) ( )exp( 2 )in p qV V V i fτ τ τ π τ= + − Δ  (16) 
where, ( )pV τ  and ( )qV τ  are the complex envelope functions of the input pump and probe 
pulses respectively, ( / )gt z vτ = −  is the local time that propagates with group velocity gv  
at the center frequency of an optical pulse, fΔ  is the detuning frequency between the input 
pump and probe pulses and expressed as p qf f fΔ = − . Using the complex envelope function 
of (16), we solved the MNLSE and obtained the combined spectrum of the amplified pump, 
probe and the generated FWM signal at the output of SOA.  
For the simulations, we used the parameters of a bulk SOA (AlGaAs/GaAs, double 
heterostructure) at a wavelength of 0.86 μm. The parameters are listed in Table 1 (Hong et 
al., 1996; Das et al., 2000). The length of the SOA was assumed to be 350 μm. All the results 
were obtained for a propagation step Δz of 5 μm. We confirmed that for any step size less 
than 5 μm the simulation results were almost identical (i.e., independent of the step size).  
 
Figure 5. A simple schematic diagram for the simulation of FWM characteristics between pump and 
probe pulses in SOAs. The input pump and probe pulses with the center frequency of pf  and qf  are 
injected into the SOA. The pump and probe pulse detuning is fΔ . The FWM signal is generated at the 
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Name of the Parameters Symbols Values Units 
Length of SOA L 350 μm 
Effective area A 5 μm2 
Center frequency of the pulse f0 349 THz 
Linear gain  g0 92  cm-1 
Group velocity dispersion  β2 0.05 ps2 cm-1 
Saturation energy Ws 80 pJ 
Linewidth enhancement factor due to the CD αN 3.1  
Linewidth enhancement factor due to the CH αT 2.0  
The contribution of stimulated emission and FCA to the 
CH gain reduction  
h1 0.13 cm-1pJ-1 
The contribution of TPA h2 126 fs cm-1pJ-2 
Carrier lifetime  τs  200  ps  
CH relaxation time  τch 700 fs 
SHB relaxation time  τshb  60  fs 
SHB saturation power Pshb  28.3  W  
Linear loss  γ 11.5 cm-1 
Instantaneous nonlinear Kerr effect n2  -0.70 cm2 TW-1 
TPA coefficient  γ2p 1.1 cm-1 W-1 
Parameters describing second-order Taylor expansion 









fs μm-1  
fs 
fs2 μm-1  
fs2 
Table 1. Simulation parameters of a bulk SOA (AlGaAs/GaAs, double heterostructure) (Hong et al., 
1996; Das et al., 2000).  
For the simulation of optical phase-conjugate characteristics in SOAs, we used the above 
model (Fig. 5). Fig. 5 shows a simple schematic diagram illustrating the simulation of the 
FWM characteristics in an SOA between short optical pulses. In SOA, the FWM signal is 
generated by mixing between the input pump and probe pulses, whose frequency appears 
at the symmetry position of the probe pulse with respect to the pump. For our simulation 
(as shown in Fig. 7), we have selected the detuning frequency between the input pump and 
probe pulses to +3 THz. The generated FWM signal is filtered using an optical narrow 
bandpass filter from the optical output spectrum containing the pump and probe signal. 
Here, the pass-band of the filter is set to be from +2 THz to +4 THz, i.e., a bandwidth of 2 
THz is used. The shape of the pass-band was assumed to be rectangular.  
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4. Optical phase-conjugation of picosecond FWM signals in SOAs  
4.1. Chirp of FWM signal pulses for Fourier transform-limited input pulses 
In this sub-section, first, we obtain the frequency shift characteristics of FWM signal pulses 
for Fourier transform-limited input pulses. Fig. 6(a) shows the normalized output power of 
the pump, probe and FWM signal pulses. Fig. 6(b) shows the center frequency shifts of these 
pulses. Here, the input pump and probe pulses are Fourier transform limited (non-chirped) 
Gaussian pulses with a pulsewidth of 2 ps (full width at half maximum: FWHM). The pum-
probe detuning is +3 THz. The input pump and probe pulse energy levels are 1 pJ and 0.1 
pJ, respectively. The solid, dotted, and dotted-broken curves represent the pulse waveforms 
of the pump, probe, and generated FWM signal pulses, respectively. We have obtained 
these output waveforms by the method that have reported by Das et al., (Das et al., 2000). 
The output waveforms of the pump and probe pulses are close to the input waveforms. 
However, the peak position of the pump pulse is slightly shifted toward the leading edge 
due to the gain saturation of teh SOA (Shtaif & Eisenstein, 1995; Das et al., 2000). This is 
because the pulses have a larger gain at the leading edge than at the trailing edge. The 
pulsewidth of the FWM signal becomes narrower than that of the pump and probe pulses, 
because the FWM signal intensity is proportional to 2
p q
I I , were pI  is the pump pulse 
intensity and qI  is the probe pulse intensity (Das et al., 2000).  
The frequency shift characteristics of the pump, probe, and FWM signal pulses are shown in 
Fig. 6(b). The frequency shift of the FWM signal pulse is plotted for output power, which is 
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shifted toward the higher frequency side. Therefore, the center frequency of the FWM signal 
pulse is shifted by about –35 GHz.  
 
Figure 6. Normalized output power (a) and frequency shift (b) of the pump, probe, and generated 
FWM signal pulses. Input pump and probe pulses are Fourier transform-limited Gaussian shape with a 
pulsewidth of 2 ps (FWHM), detuning of the input pump and probe pulse is +3 THz. The input pump 
and probe energy levels are 1 pJ and 0.1 pJ, respectively.  
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together with a pump pulse. The FWM signal is generated by the mixing of the probe pulse 
and the pump pulse, and selected by an optical narrow band-pass filter. The FWM signal is 
then transmitted through another fiber (Fiber II) that has the same GVD as Fiber I and is an 
appropriate length.  
 
 
Figure 7. A simple schematic diagram for the simulation of optical phase-conjugate characteristics of 
picosecond FWM signal pulses in SOAs. Fourier transform-limited Gaussian optical pulse is linearly-
chirped by transmitting through a fiber (Fiber I) and injected into the SOA as the probe pulse together 
with a pump pulse. The FWM signal is generated by the mixing of the chirped-probe pulse and the 
pump pulse, and it is selected by an optical narrow band-pass filter. Then, the FWM signal is 
transmitted through the fiber (Fiber II) with the same GVD value as Fiber I and the appropriate fiber 
length.  
We have assumed that the input probe pulse is the Fourier transform-limited Gaussian 
pulse with a pulsewidth of 1 ps (FWHM). Therefore, the incident field is given by Agrawal 
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where, 0T  is the half-width at the 1 e -intensity (power) point and 0.60056 ps in this case. 
The input probe pulse energy is chosen to be 0.1 pJ. This unchirped Gaussian pulse has 
propagated through the fiber (length fZ ) from position A to position B in Fig. 7 and is 
chirped by the second-order GVD of the fiber, and the duration of the pulse is broadened. 
The spectrum of the broadened pulse at position B is calculated using the following 
equation (Agrawal, 1995; Das et al., 2001) 
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where, (0, )E ω  is the Fourier transform of the incident field given by equation (17) at fZ  = 0 
(at position A of Fig. 7), 2 ( )qf fω π= − , qf  is the center frequency of the probe pulse, and 
2 fβ  is the second-order GVD of the fiber. Equation (18) shows that GVD changes the phase 
of each spectral component of the pulse by an amount that depends on the frequency and 
the propagation distance. Even though such phase changes do not affect the pulse spectrum, 
they can modify the pulse shape. Taking the inverse Fourier transform of the Eq. (18), the 
broadened pulse can be calculated at position B of Fig. 7 using the following equation 
(Agrawal, 1995; Das et al., 2001): 
2
2
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2 2f f f
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A Gaussian pulse preserves its shape on propagation, yet its width increases and becomes 
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where the dispersion length 20 2D fL T β= . The input probe pulse is chirped by the Fiber I 
with 2 22f f f DZ Lβ β=  = –0.72135 ps2 and is broadened to approximately 2.2 ps.  
The FWM signal generated by the chirped probe pulse is expressed by Eq. (18) and the 
Fourier transform-limited Gaussian pump pulses, is obtained from the output facet of a 350 
μm length SOA. The detuning between the input pump and the probe pulses is set at 3 THz. 
The FWM signal is obtained by taking the spectral component between +2 THz and +4 THz 
(i.e., the bandwidth of the optical filter is 2 THz).  
Figure 8 shows the waveforms and the frequency shift of the FWM signal at the output end 
of the SOA, shown as position C in Fig. 7 together with those of the input probe pulse. The 
input probe pulse is a chirped Gaussian pulse with a pulsewidth of 2.2 ps (FWHM), as 
described above, and with an energy of 0.1 pJ. The input pump pulses are the Fourier 
transform-limited Gaussian pulses with pulsewidths of 1 ps, 2 ps, 3 ps, and 10 ps. The 
pulsewidth of the FWM signal is increased in step with the increase in the pump 
pulsewidth. The peak positions of the FWM signals are slightly shifted toward the leading 
edge due to the gain spectrum of the SOA. As shown in Fig. 8(b) later, the frequency of the 
probe pulse is linearly chirped from higher frequencies to lower frequencies. As the probe 
pulse frequency is set to the low frequency side of the SOA gain spectrum, the probe pulse 
has a larger gain at its leading edge. The center frequency shift of the FWM signal pulses at 
the output end of the SOA for different input pump pulsewidths is shown in Fig. 8(b), 
demonstrating the frequency shift of the chirped probe pulse at the input side of the SOA.  
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Figure 8. Waveforms and frequency shift of the generated FWM signal at the output end of the SOA 
shown as the position C in Fig. 7 together with those of the input probe pulse.  
We have defined zero frequency shift to be that at 0 ps. If the SOA acts as an ideal optical 
phase conjugator, the frequency shift of the FWM signal should be symmetrical with that of 
the input probe pulse. The frequency shift of the FWM signal is plotted for output power, 
which is greater than 1% of the FWM peak power. For the input pump pulsewidth of 10 ps, 
the frequency shift of the FWM signal is very similar to the symmetrical shape of the input 
probe. With a decrease in the input pump pulsewidth, the symmetry breaks due to a change 
in the refractive index of the SOA, as caused by the pump pulse. For a 1 ps pump 
pulsewidth, the symmetry is strongly degraded. In the model, we have taken into account 
carrier depletion, CH, SHB, and the instantaneous nonlinear Kerr effect, as the origins of 
nonlinear refractive index changes. For the case of a 1 ps pump pulse, the anomalous 
frequency shift at the leading edge of the pump pulse primarily originates from the Kerr 
effect. By contrast, all mechanisms contribute to the frequency shift at the trailing edge. As a 
result of this simulation, we found that the phase-conjugate characteristics are almost 
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Figure 9. Spectra and phase in the frequency domain of the FWM signal at the output end of the SOA 
shown as the position C in Fig. 7 together with those of the probe input pulse. 
The spectra and phase of the generated FWM signal in the frequency domain at the 
output end of the SOA shown as the position C in Fig. 7, together with the spectra and 
phase of the input probe pulse, as shown in Fig. 9. Although the center frequency of the 
probe pulse is at –3 THz, the spectrum and the phase of the input probe pulse are plotted 
at +3 THz to aid for comparison with the FWM signal pulse. We assumed a Fourier 
transform-limited Gaussian pulse as the input of the fiber, and so the power spectrum 
does not change during the propagation in the fiber. Therefore, the input probe spectrum 
is the same as the input pulse to the fiber. The phase of the probe pulse in the frequency 
domain should vary according to ( )2qf f−  against the frequency f . Here, qf  is the center 
frequency of the probe pulse. The results shown in Fig. 9 are in complete agreement with 
the above considerations. The peak frequencies of the FWM spectra are shifted to the 
lower frequency side of the frequency spectra. These shifts are mainly due to the SPM 
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FWM spectra at the output of the SOA is shown in Fig. 9(b). If the SOA acts as an ideal 
optical phase conjugator, the phase of the FWM spectra should be symmetrical with that 
of the input probe pulse spectrum. From the figure, the phase of the FWM signal for a 
pump pulsewidth of 10 ps is almost symmetrical to the phase of the input probe pulse. 
With a decrease in the input pump pulsewidth, this symmetry decreases. This tendency is 
the same as that found for time domain (see Fig. 9(a)).  
 
Figure 10. FWM signal pulsewidth versus the 2 f fZβ  value characteristics at position D in Fig. 7.  
The chirped pulse can be easily compressed using the phase-conjugate characteristics of the 
FWM signal pulse and the second-order GVD of a fiber. Figure 10 shows the pulsewidth of 
the FWM signal versus the 2 f fZβ  value characteristics at position D in Fig. 7. For a 10 ps 
pump pulse, the SOA acts as a nearly ideal phase conjugator within the confines of 
reversing the chirp of optical pulses. The pulsewidth of the output pulse becomes the 
shortest, 1.03 ps, at 2 f fZβ  = –0.70 ps2 (Dijaili et al., 1990; Kikuchi & Matsumura, 1998), 
which is slightly smaller (~3%) than the assumed 2 f fZβ of the input fiber we assumed. The 
shortest pulsewidth compresses to 1 ps, which is equal to the input pulsewidth of the 
Fourier transform-limited probe pulse. This result confirms that the SOA acts as a nearly 
ideal phase conjugator (i.e., reverse chirp) when the input pump pulsewidth is relatively 
long (10 ps). When the input pump pulsewidth becomes shorter, the 2 f fZβ  value for 
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wider than the input pulsewidth of 1 ps. For example, for a 3 ps pump pulse, the shortest 
pulsewidth is ~1.1 ps which is obtained at 2 f fZβ  = –0.45 ps2. This result can be understood 
as follows: The FWM process acts as both a temporal and a spectral window depending on 
the pulsewidth and the spectral width of the pulses. By the FWM characteristics described in 
III-A, the pulsewidth of the FWM signal becomes shorter than the chirped probe pulse. 
Therefore, only a part of the phase information is copied to the FWM signal. For a 1 ps 
pump pulse, the temporal window effect is enhanced. In addition, the pump pulse loses 
phase information due to the optical nonlinear effect that is induced by their strong pulse 
peak intensity, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the FWM signal pulsewidth becomes less than 
1 ps at = 0 and the shortest FWM signal pulsewidth was obtained for 2 f fZβ  = –0.07 ps2.  
 
Figure 11. Normalized FWM signal waveforms having minimum pulsewidth (a) and the frequency 
shift (b) at position D in Fig. 7 after the pulse compression by the fiber. This figure also shows those of 
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Figure 11 shows the normalized FWM signal waveforms with minimum pulsewidth (a), and 
the frequency shift (b) at the position D in Fig. 7 after the pulse compression by the same 
fiber. The normalized waveform of the input pulse at position A in Fig. 7 is also shown, 
corresponds to the case where the SOA acts as an ideal phase conjugator. The normalized 
waveforms of the FWM signal pulse for various pump pulsewidths are shown in the figure. 
Although all the FWM signal pulses are compressed to ~ 1 ps when the values of 2 f fZβ  is 
optimized, the FWM signal waveform is close to that of the ideal phase conjugator for the 
longer pump pulse of 10 ps. The frequency shift of the FWM signals after fiber dispersion 
compensation shows that for the longer pump pulse of 10 ps, the frequency shift becomes 
nearly zero, which indicates that chirp becomes nearly zero. This suggests that the 
compressed FWM signal almost becomes a transform-limited pulse. For the pump 
pulsewidth of 1 ps, the phase of the FWM signal was significantly distorted.  
 
Figure 12. Spectra and phase in the frequency domain of the FWM signal pulse at the output end of the 
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The spectra and phase in the frequency domain of the FWM signal pulse at the output end 
of the dispersion compensation fiber, shown as the position D in Fig. 7, are shown in Fig. 12 
with the spectra and phase for the ideal case. For the 10 ps pump pulsewidth, the spectrum 
is almost identical to the ideal case except for the center frequency. The red shift of the 
center frequency originates from the gain spectrum of the SOAs. For the shorter pump pulse 
of 1 ps, the spectral width increased because the pulsewidth of the FWM signal becomes 
short, as shown in Fig. 11(a). From the figure, the output signal phase becomes nearly 
constant when the input pump pulsewidth is 10 ps. As a result of this simulation (modeling 
results), we can conclude that pump pulses longer than 10 ps are needed in order to obtain 
nearly ideal optical phase-conjugate characteristics for the ~2.2 ps chirped pulse.  
5. Conclusion 
We have presented a detail numerical analysis of optical phase-conjugate characteristics of 
the FWM signal pulses generated in SOAs using the FD-BPM. We have shown that the input 
pump pulsewidth is an important factor in determining the optical phase-conjugate 
characteristics of the FWM signal pulse. If we use relatively long input pump pulses, nearly 
ideal phase-conjugate characteristics, within the confines of reversing the chirp of optical 
pulses, can be obtained even for very short optical probe pulses. From the simulated 
example, it has been clarified that the nearly ideal phase-conjugate characteristics are 
obtained for ~2.2 ps chirped probe pulses using a 10 ps pump pulse. When the pulsewidth 
of pump pulse decreases, the minimum compressed pulsewidth is obtained using the fiber 
with a smaller 2 f fZβ  than that of the input fiber. For much shorter pump pulses such as 1 
ps, short FWM signals can be obtained via the gating characteristics of the FWM. However, 
only a part of the phase information is copied to the FWM signal, and the phase information 
is lost due to the nonlinear effect. Thus, the pulsewidth is not compressed by propagation 
through a dispersive medium.  
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1. Introduction 
Strong optical injection locking of semiconductor lasers can give an output of chaotic 
behavior which makes them an attractive transmitter for high speed secure optical 
communication. Data secure and high transmission rates are the most demanded issues in 
communication network. Optical injection, chaos synchronization of semiconductor lasers 
had been studied theoretically and experimentally for a decade [1,2], due their durability 
and very vast progressing technology. The effects of optical injection locking mainly have 
two aspects: one is to improve the characteristics of the slave and the other is to synchronize 
the master and the slave. In the former, the locking is able to improve the properties of the 
slave laser such as a single wavelength emission, high side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), 
and narrow linewidth. While in the latter, the synchronization of the master and slave in a 
wavelength, phase and chaos state had led the injection locking to broad applications in the 
coherent communications. Other improvements of the semiconductor laser by optical 
injection locking had been reported, these improvements include, increasing modulation 
bandwidth and reducing chirp [3,4], a high gain of 20-dB with small signal modulation 
below resonance frequency [5]. Bistability had been reported when a two color Fabry-Perot 
laser was subjected to optical injection in both modes and could be the basis for an all 
optical memory element with switching times below 500 ps [6]. The generalized 
synchronization of chaos based on phenomenon of injection locking characteristics of 
semiconductor laser and signal amplification in nonlinear systems is an application for 
secure data transmissions and communications [6,8]. 
In order to determine in which conditions (optical power, wavelength of the injected signal) 
the Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD) is locked, it is essential to map the operating regimes on 
a chart defined by the two parameters, injected power and detuning which corresponds to 
the difference between the wavelengths of the injected signal and the one of a specific mode 
© 2012 Azawe, licensee InTech. This is a p per distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attributi  License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by 3.0), which permits unrestricted us ,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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of FP-LD that is submitted to optical injection, it is so-called injection map, which is well 
known for a single-mode laser [9,10]. 
The maximum available modulation frequency of the laser is in the vicinity of the relaxation 
oscillation frequency. Optical injection can enhance the relaxation oscillation frequency of 
the slave laser, and hence the bandwidth. So we would expect higher-speed transmitter for 
optical communication. On the other hand, a laser with controlled chaos could be obtained. 
The bandwidth-enhancement of the semiconductor laser by optical injection as well as a 
chaotic transmitter is the major objective. 
This chapter will focus on the improvements of semiconductor lasers by the optical injection 
locking regimes and its applications for secure optical communication networks. The 
injection locked semiconductor laser, utilizing such applications, noise properties are of vital 
importance especially, the relative intensity noise (RIN). The aspects of noise influence on 
the dynamical operation of the laser with injection locking will be emphasized. The 
deployment of such a high bandwidth and chaotic carrier transmitter will be feasible 
without extra protection afforded by other means.  
2. Basic concepts of injection locking 
Rate equations of the injection locking are given below. Optical injection eventually 
introduces an extra degree of freedom, and due to the low facet reflectivity of the 
semiconductor, and perturbation from outside will alter the gain of the laser and may 
induce nonlinear dynamics. As a point of view, this nonlinear dynamics may be a candidate 
to chaotic system. The illustration of optical injection is shown in figure 1. A master laser, 
optically isolated from the slave laser, will inject its single-frequency output into the active 
region of the slave laser. This optical injection has a variety of effects on the operating 
characteristics of the slave laser that will be discussed here. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of optical injection. 
The optical injection when it has to be in the locking range, the master and slave lasers have 
to be precisely identical and have the same oscillation frequencies. The frequency detuning 
must be within several GHz [11]. Once the appropriate conditions of frequency detuning 
and the optical injection strength have been achieved, a synchronization state of the two 
lasers is reached. Optical injection locking will be reached under these conditions, i.e., when 
the slave laser is forced to oscillate at the injected signal frequency from the master laser and 
is locked to its phase. 
The operating principles of semiconductor laser are similar to those of any other laser 
system, except the linewidth enhancement factor, which arises because the real refractive 
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index in the active laser medium varies with changing carrier density. The injected carrier-
induced refractive index change is associated with the change in the gain, the differential 
gain. This factor plays an important role in the optical injection regimes of semiconductor 
lasers. Strong optical injection is usually used in the rate equations so that the impact of the 
noise and the spontaneous emission rate coupled to the lasing mode are negligible [12].  
The rate equations of strong optical injection locking are [13]: 
  (1) 
  (2)  
   (3) 
where  is the angular optical frequency (carrier dependent) of the slave laser,  is 
of the injected signal,  is the injected signal power,  is the carrier dependent gain, 
 is the carrier lifetime,  is the linewidth enhancement factor,  is the injection current, 
and  is the phase difference between the injected and the free-running laser 
fields.  
The frequency detuning between the master and slave lasers is defined as  
The injection ratio is defined as the ratio of optical powers of the master and free-running 
slave laser inside the slave laser cavity  .  
The static state of the slave laser can be found from solving the steady solutions in the above 
equations by setting the time derivatives to zero and this will lead to the state of locking 
frequency within the master-slave frequency detuning. This static locking range is: 
   (4) 
Equation (4) gives the locking range of the slave laser and is increased with the injection 
ratio and is also inversely proportional to the slave laser cavity round-trip time . The 
locking frequencies depend strongly on the linewidth enhancement factor. Figure 2 shows 
the locking range of the slave laser. Asymmetric locking range is obvious from the graph. 
This can be interpreted as; the locking properties depend on the gain profile of the salve 
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carrier density dependent, and refractive index also depends on carrier density the in the 
active region which results in this asymmetry in the locking curve.    
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Figure 2. Locking characteristics of the slave laser showing the stable (locking) and unlocking regions 
for two values of linewidth enhancement factor. 
3. Bandwidth enhancement by injection locking 
The bandwidth of semiconductor laser is limited by the relaxation oscillation frequency. 
When a small-signal transient response is applied to rate equations of semiconductor laser 
as a step increment in the injection current and solved analytically, we will observe that the 
photon and electron numbers approach asymptotically to a new steady-state after an 
evanescent oscillation frequency (called relaxation) and with high damping factor. The 
relaxation oscillation frequency depends on the laser structure and the operation conditions. 
Any expression of the relaxation oscillation will show that it depends on the differential 
gain and the volume density of the injection current, as well as the photon lifetime. We will 
show the power dependence of the relaxation oscillations and the dependence on 
differential gain, while neglecting the gain saturation (intensity dependence) for simplicity 
in this monograph.  
The frequency response of the intensity modulation of the laser describes the transfer of the 
modulation from current to optical power output. Figure 3 shows the frequency response of 
the semiconductor laser with and without strong optical injection. The response is flat in the 
low-frequency region and with a peak in the vicinity of the relaxation oscillation frequency. 
The response shows a rapid decrease for frequencies above the relaxation frequency. This 
means that the maximum frequency response of the laser when directly modulated is 
limited by the relaxation oscillation frequency.  
Strong optical injection, as shown in figure 3, will shift the relaxation oscillation (RO) 
frequency (cutoff frequency) of the semiconductor to higher values depending on the 
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operating conditions of the laser. This shift due to optical injection is effective for enhancing 
the modulation characteristics of semiconductor lasers. The shift is more obvious when 
plotted as a function of injection strength, as in figure 4. The laser was biased above 
threshold at 1.6 Jth and frequency detuning was of -7.962 GHz. The cutoff frequency can be 
said to be proportional to the injection strength, and hence modulation response of the laser 
can be enhanced due to strong optical injection [16].  
 
Figure 3. Modulation response of free-running semiconductor laser and with injection-locked laser at 
different bias currents . Frequency detuning was -7.962 GHz. 
Modulation response of the semiconductor laser as being dependent on both the operating 
conditions and optical injection is illustrated in figure 5. As can be seen from the graph, the 
shift of RO to a higher frequencies with increasing the injection strength. The strength of RO 
resonance plays a crucial role in harmonic distortions. It follows that the lasers of having a 
high RO would result in large harmonic distortions. The resonance peaks can be explained 
as a result of frequency domain manifestation of the time domain of the optical field of the 
laser. The fall-off in the modulation response is due to a combination of the intrinsic laser 
response and the effects due to parasitic elements in the device. 
The theory of modulation characteristics of strongly injected semiconductor laser will be 
stated. Modulation of semiconductor laser had been studied since the invention of this laser 
and the approach was using the rate equation with noise free and with periodic injection 
current. Steady-state solutions of the rate equations can be found for constant injection rate. 
Small fluctuations (first-order perturbations) terms were then added to steady-state as given 
below. Modulation response when evaluated can be a treated as a direct measure of the rate 
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at which information can be transmitted (primarily baseband). Modulation bandwidth at 
any biasing current or optical power is an important for optical communication systems. 
 
 
Figure 4. Cutoff frequency dependence on the injection strength of the injection locked semiconductor 
laser. The solid line is the best fit of the numerical results. 
 
Figure 5. Modulation response of injection locked semiconductor laser as a function of injection 
strength and modulation frequency. The slave laser was detuned at -7.962 GHz 
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Single mode rate equations of free-running laser can be regarded as either as a model for 
purely single-mode operation or as an approximate model for the dynamics of the total 
photon number. The carrier number N and photon number P can be written as: 
( ) .dN t injected carrier spont emission stimulated emission
dt
    
( ) ( ) .dP t Gain loss spont term coupled to lasing mode
dt
    
Now, the two above equations will read as: 
  (5) 
  (6)            
where the gain G (N, P) can be expressed, assuming linear gain dependence on the carriers, as: 
  (7) 
where  is the linear gain,  is the differential gain at No , and the factor 
 accounts for nonlinear gain saturation. The gain saturation becomes important at high 
photon numbers. The factor  is called the gain suppression coefficient. 
 is the fraction of spontaneous emission coupled to the lasing mode. The steady-state 
equations can be found by setting d
dt
 equal to zero. 
First-order perturbation is written as: 
   ,  (8)  
     ,  (9) 
Assuming the gain is a function of the carriers  and photons , and can be 
approximated by Taylor expansion around the bias as: 
  (10) 
where is the differential gain, and is the saturation gain. 
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Substituting Eqs.(8), (9), and (10) into the rate equations (5) & (6) and omitting the small 
quantities of the second and higher order terms, a differential equations result as: 
  0 1p N
p









   (12) 
Eliminating from the above equations we get an equation for the modulation in the 
photon number as: 
   (13) 
where the  is the damping factor and  is the  resonance frequency given as: 
   (14) 
This resonance frequency is for free-running semiconductor laser, i.e., without optical 
injection. The modulation response can be found from Eqs. (7) and (8) by assuming an 
exponential solution for both and as , with is the modulation 
frequency. The response is written as: 
   (15) 
Now, the resonance frequency and frequency response of semiconductor laser with strong 
optical injection will be presented. 
To estimate the modulation response of optically injected semiconductor laser, the rate 
equations have to be solved again with strong optical injection, a resonance frequency with 
optical injection formula can be derived as [16]: 
  (16) 
where is the resonance frequency with optical injection, and  is the is phase difference 
between the slave laser and the master laser. 
With given theoretical analysis above, the transfer function for optically injected laser was 
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the highest enhanced resonance frequency can be achieved by optical injection and this 
found to be more than five times increased as compared to experimental results [17]. The 
bandwidth accordingly will be increased due to this increase in the frequency response of 
the slave laser. This enhancement in the bandwidth is dependent on the optical injection 
parameters and when the slave laser is operated in the stable locking region. Modulation 
enhancements characteristics of strongly injected slave laser are mainly due to the shift in 
the resonance frequency have to be understudied thoroughly. The theory of 
semiconductor laser, as a matter of fact, always simplify the arguments and make 
assumptions in order to make the an analytical solutions available. Numerical simulations 
for the laser nowadays can be found in easy used packages in the market. We have 
analyzed the response of semiconductor laser based on the rate equations and solved 
numerically. The change in the photon number due to optical injection is not the only 
source of increasing bandwidth but also the competition between the frequency of 
dominant mode of the slave laser and the frequency shift induced by strong optical 
injection. This bandwidth enhanced of slave laser is ultimately a candidate source for 
optical communications, not due to its enhanced bandwidth but also to its chaotic output 
as secure transmitter.  
4. Chaos by injection locking 
The chaotic behavior of the slave laser under strong optical injection will be given in terms 
of the important parameters of locking regimes which are the frequency detuning and 
injection ratio. The optical chaos have been observed, as we will see later, and developed 
through period-doubling, i.e., route-to-chaos. The analysis will show that the chaotic 
behavior is dependent on the injection strength and frequency detuning. The bandwidth of 
semiconductor laser will be verified and enhanced by optical injection. The bandwidth of 
such chaotic laser transmitter is enhanced roughly three times by optical injection compared 
with the bandwidth when there is no optical injection [14]. Chaotic dynamics and period 
doubling were observed experimentally in the VCSELs lately [15], in addition to edge 
emitting lasers. 
The differential rate equations (1)-(3) were subjected to numerical solutions using 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with strong optical injection and the chaotic output 
of the slave laser is shown in figure 6. This output was originated from period-doubling 
route-to-chaos. This chaotic behavior is optical injection locking parameters dependent, 
i.e., injection strength, and frequency detuning. This is illustrated in the following 
diagram. 
Figure 7 shows the chaotic dynamics of the slave laser under strong optical injection, with 
the same parameters as in the previous figure. The chaos is a phenomenon of the generic 
properties of the extra degree of freedom introduced by the optical injection in rate 
equations. The scenario of period doubling route-to-chaos was initiated by excitability of the 
chaotic attractor. This attractor triggers the system in deterministic sequence reaching the 
chaos. This observation of bifurcation in the laser power output (the response system) 
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related to the stimulus (the drive) when coupled, synchronization is established. The ability 
of such synchronizing system offers the opportunity as a chaotic transmitter in optical 
communications. Any further increase in the injection strength will eventually be an 
extreme output of chaotic dynamics.  
 
Figure 6. Time series of chaotic photon number of the slave laser at detuning (--7.962 GHz), linewidth 
enhancement factor ( =3), and injection strength (-22 dB). 
 
Figure 7. Phase portraits of chaotic output of the slave laser as a function of injection strength. 

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Injection strength plays a great role in the chaotic behavior of the slave laser through period-
doubling route-to-chaos. This chaotic dynamics, when explained by nonlinear bifurcation 
theory, is established as the relaxation oscillations (RO) become undamped via Hopf 
bifurcations. This bifurcations originating from the undamped RO for Fabry-Perot lasers, while 
the enhanced RO damping of quantum dot lasers results in the removal of these chaotic regions 
[18]. Period doubling in the above figure has predicted the dependence on the injection 
parameters. Recently, the origin of such periodicity was explained as the beating between two 
wavelengths, namely, the injected wavelength and the cavity resonance wavelength [19]. 
The above theoretical results and predictions of chaotic dynamics agree well with the 
experiments on a qualitative level [20]. Many theoretical and experimental studies revealed 
the necessity in viewing the dynamics from a broad perspective [21-25].  
5. Frequency chirping 
Frequency chirping in semiconductor lasers can be suppressed by strong optical injection 
and hopefully this laser could have better modulation characteristics than free-running 
laser. As the carrier density increases, resulting from the current injection into the active 
region will change the refractive index of the region and generate the frequency chirping. 
This phenomenon can have a considerable limitations on the modulation of semiconductor 
laser at high bit rate. An important figure-of-merit for chirp is the chirp-to -power ratio 
(CPR), which is defined as the ratio of lasing frequency deviation to power deviation [26], 
and is defined as [27]: 
  (17) 
Where 
   (18) 
  (19) 
with is the phase of the intracavity laser field relative to the injection field. This equation 
provides with the fact that CPR is dependent entirely on the modulation response and the 
phase. The stated above equations of the injection-locked semiconductor explains the chirp 
suppression or reduction and its dependence on injection parameters, with this arguments it 
can optimize the performance of the laser.  
Chirp-to-power ratio of injection locked semiconductor at locking range of stable operation 
and as a function of modulated frequency is shown in figure 8, three different injection 
strength were taken and for two values of linewidth enhancement factor (α). This factor has 
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modulation, since this factor plays great role in the refractive change with injected carriers. 
This influence can be realized from the relation stated in Eq. (17).  
The frequency chirping when considered in the output power of the slave laser, the 
detuning was assumed to be constant, but it is dependent on the optical input power, hence 
the CPR has to take into account this dependent. Also, the laser cavity frequency , is 
carrier dependent. So the effects of variations in frequency detuning, and laser cavity 
frequency have to be included in the CPR. 
Frequency chirping had been decreased with increasing injection strength and with lowered 
value of linewidth enhancement factor. The simulation reveals the dramatic influence of 
injection locking on the frequency chirping characteristics. Dynamical properties have been 
found, experimentally lately [28], to depend on the injection strength through the evolution 
of the optical and electrical spectral distribution. Substantial reduction in frequency chirping 
was observed in the direct modulation injection-locked laser, and this reduction was much 
more pronounced at low modulation frequency in experiment [29].  
 
Figure 8. Frequency chirping characteristics of injection locked semiconductor showing its dependence 
on injection strength and linewidth enhancement factor. 
6. Relative intensity noise 
The relative intensity noise (RIN), intrinsic noise inherited in the device due to spontaneous 
emission noise, is of major importance for optical communication systems, whereas low RIN 
is needed to achieve high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is observed that RIN shows a peak 
near the relaxation oscillation frequency and this would be related to the bandwidth of the 
laser [30]. If the injection locked slave laser could show a suppression in the spectrum of the 
( )o N
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RIN near the resonance and more damping due to the increase of injection strength, more 
enhancement in bandwidth will be realized. Experimentally has verified the enhancement 
bandwidth of sampled grating distributed Bragg reflector laser (SG-DBR), lower of intensity 
noise and higher resonance frequency due to strong optical injection [31]. The dependence 
of RIN on both bias current and detuning have been studied [32].  
The fluctuations in the power spectrum  can be defined as:  
  (20) 
This, by normalization with , would give the relative intensity noise spectrum: 
  (21) 
The relative intensity noise spectrum, RIN, for free-running laser and with strong optical 
injection is shown in figure 9. With injection locking, the noise peak was shifted to a higher 
frequency.   
 
Figure 9. Relative intensity noise spectrum of free-running semiconductor laser and injection-locked for 
two different injection strengths. 
When injection locking was increased from -18 dB to -14.4 dB, the noise peak was shifted 
form 10 GHz to at least 13 GHz. Hence, injection locking can enhance the bandwidth of 
optical communication systems. Also, a reduction 14 dB/Hz in RIN had occurred when 
injection strength was increased at the mentioned values above.  
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Figure 10. The influence of gain saturation coefficient on the RIN spectrum of semiconductor laser. 
To illustrate how gain saturation coefficient can alter the RIN spectrum of the slave laser, figure 
10 shows this effect. When the gain saturation coefficient was increased, it is noticed that the RIN 
spectrum at the resonance peak was suppressed and this can be interpreted as damping due to 
the gain saturation coefficient. We would expect that the strong injection locking phenomenon 
may give extra damping of RIN peak in addition to the gain saturation coefficient. This has to be 
verified experimentally. So, both the methods will exhibit large significant RIN suppression, and 
meet the demands for higher bit rates and longer optical communication network. 
7. Conclusions 
This chapter, as I intend to, gave a brief description and theory of strong optical injection and its 
influence on the characteristics of the slave laser. Secure optical communications can be verified 
by such operation of the laser. Modulation bandwidth enhancement has been found by 
numerical simulation of the rate equations. The enhancement was found to be dependent on the 
injection parameters, frequency detuning and injection strength. Period doubling and relaxation 
oscillation frequency are the physical mechanisms of bandwidth enhancement by injection 
locking. Substantial reduction in frequency chirping, and a suppression of 14 dB/Hz in the RIN 
were observed in the direct modulation injection-locked laser. These characteristics of such a 
laser are the demands for high bit rate and longer optical communication network. Chaotic 
dynamics of the slave laser is the challenging candidate for secure optical systems.  
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1. Introduction 
Currently, several companies are involved in the transport of radiofrequency (RF) or 
microwave signals radio over fiber links (RoF). RoF links are considered a promising 
technique in providing broadband wireless access services in the emerging optical-wireless 
networks. The modulation scheme which decides the way to generate the optical millimeter-
wave signal is a key technique in this optical-wireless access network architecture [1–3]. The 
simplest RoF system consists of a Central Site (CS) and a Remote Site (RS) connected by an 
optical fiber link or network. The frequencies of the radio signals distributed by RoF systems 
span a wide range (usually in the GHz region) and the applications for such systems range 
from in-building distribution of wireless signals (for example in shopping malls and 
tunnels), wireline interconnections between base stations and microcellular antennas, 
antenna remoting for various commercial (wing-tip antennas in aircraft) and military radar 
systems and broadcasting of cable television signals in both hybrid fiber coax (HFC) and 
triplexer based fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) systems [4]. On the other hand a traditional RF 
photonic link operating at 1550 nm consists of a directly modulated DFB laser diode, a 
length of fiber optic as transmission medium, and a photo-detector (PD) [5]. The fiber 
chromatic dispersion intrinsically occurring in standard 1550 nm single-mode fibers (SMFs) 
is one of the main drawbacks that limit the transmission distance and operation bandwidth 
of such RF fiber-optic systems. However if low dispersion fiber is used in conjunction with 
an appropriate choice of the laser operating parameters the system becomes quasi linear [6]. 
DFB lasers are the proper light sources for these applications because of their single 
longitudinal mode, with side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) in the order of 40 dB, and 
stable operation with a narrow spectral width. However, the characteristic relaxation 
oscillations peak in the laser intensity which produce sidebands on both sides of the main 
laser line, impose a limiting factor on the proximity of two channels in a communication 
system. Besides these characteristics, limit the high frequency response of semiconductor 
lasers and the sensitivity in low frequency applications. In order for an optical analog 
© 2012 García Juárez et al., licensee InTech. T is is a paper distribut d under the te ms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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transmission of GHz-range signal to be successful in RoF systems, it is necessary to have a 
good DFB laser without their inherently serious problem of the modulation distortion 
caused by several factors: spatial-hole burning (SHB), leakage current, nonlinear interaction 
of carriers and photons, gain compression, nonlinear I-V characteristics in a p-n 
heterojunction, and power dependent absorption and including relaxation oscillations 
frequencies. However, recently the authors have demonstrated in reference [7] that when a 
DFB laser biased in the low laser threshold current region, relaxation oscillation frequencies 
in the laser intensity appear. These frequencies were seen as sidebands on both sides of the 
main laser line when the optical spectrum was analyzed with a spectrum analyzer. This 
result allowed the generation of microwave signals on C band using direct detection 
method. In addition with the proposed experimental setup in [7], the authors also 
demonstrate an analog NTSC TV signal transmitted and satisfactorily received in a short 
distance wireline communication system by using relaxation oscillation frequency as an 
information carrier. The proposed microwave photonic link architecture used to transmit 
simultaneously a TV signal at 4 and 5 GHz and over 30 km of standard optical fiber is 
shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Experimental setup for transmitting a TV signal by using relaxation oscillation frequency as 
information carrier. 
The procedure proposed here starts with the use of two DFB laser diodes emitting at  
1550 nm and operating in the low laser threshold current region. When the generated 
emissions in both lasers are detected by a fast photo-detector using direct detection method, 
two relaxation oscillation frequencies are obtained. These frequencies acting as information 
carriers are mixed with TV signals. The signal obtained in the output of the mixer is printed 
on an optical carrier as an intensity modulation using a MZ-IM. The intensity-modulated 
optical carrier is then transmitted over 30 km of optical fiber. At the end of the link, a 
photodiode is used to convert the intensity modulation back to the relaxation oscillation 
frequencies mixed with TV signals. After that, TV signals are recovered satisfactorily. 
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In this chapter we start with a brief introduction of microwave photonics. In this first section 
we describe some schemes for photonic generation of microwave signals with applications 
in radio-over-fiber systems. After that, in the second section, a detailed theoretical 
description of the relaxation oscillation frequency in DFB lasers is presented. Moreover, the 
term photodetection is commonly used here, and we take advantage to introduce the 
operation principle of direct detection method. In this same section we describe a 
microwave photonic link by using external modulation. Next, we briefly discuss some 
passive components suitable for microwave photonics, the main one being optical fiber, but 
also many of the microwave photonic systems reported in the literature using standard 
single-mode fiber and associated components such as optical isolators, polarization rotator, 
polarization control, and optical couplers. In order to show a potential application in the 
field of communication systems of relaxation oscillation frequencies, it is necessary to report 
in the last section of this chapter the simultaneous multiplexed transmission of an analog TV 
signal of 67.25 MHz (TV channel 4) over a photonic link of 30 Km of optical fiber by using 
two microwave signals at 4 and 5 GHz of our microwave photonic link architecture, giving a 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance of an analog photonic link. Finally our conclusion to 
this chapter is provided. 
2. Microwave photonics 
Microwave photonics is an interdisciplinary area that studies the interaction between 
microwave and optical signals, for applications such as broadband wireless access networks, 
sensor networks, radar, satellite communications, instrumentation, and warfare systems. In 
the past few years, there has been an increase effort in researching new microwave 
photonics techniques for different applications. The major functions of microwave photonic 
systems include photonic generation, processing, control and distribution of microwave and 
millimeter-wave (mm-wave) signals. Many research findings have been reported in the last 
few years. In general, the topics covered by microwave photonics include photonic 
generation of microwave and mm-wave signals, photonic processing of microwave and 
mm-wave signals, optically controlled phased array antennas, radio-over-fiber systems, and 
photonic analog-to-digital conversion. In this section we will emphasize the study of 
schemes for photonic generation of microwave signals with applications to radio-over-fiber 
systems. 
2.1. Photonic generation of microwave signals 
Research into the generation of microwave signals using photonic techniques for various 
applications such as fiber-radio wireless access networks [8] and phase array antennas [9] 
has been increasing recently. Techniques which have been proposed and demonstrated 
include harmonic generation using a MZ-IM [10], heterodyne mixing of two continuous-
wave (CW) lasers [11] and resonant enhancement in a monolithic mode-locked laser [12]. 
Among all these previously reported methods, a favored technique is to use optical 
heterodyning between two lasing wavelengths whose frequencies are separated by the 
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desired microwave frequency. Optical heterodyning also has the advantage over other 
generation techniques of generating high RF power, though optical sources with narrow 
linewidth or feedback loops are required during operation [13]. The following section 
includes descriptions of the most common techniques to generate microwave signals using 
the optical heterodyning method, including optical injection locking (OIL) of laser diodes 
[14], external modulation technique [15], dual-mode semiconductor laser sources [16] as 
well as using the optical phase locked loop (OPLL) configuration [17].  
2.1.1. Optical heterodyning  
The basic principle for generating microwave carriers based on the optical heterodyne 
technique represents a physical process called optical beating or frequency beating. A PD 
acting as an optical mixer allow us to obtain a photo-current, which results from the 
difference between two optical sources emitting at frequencies 1  and 2 , where 
1 2 1 2,     . This process is possible when both optical fields are overlapped with 
common polarization, illuminating a PD of responsivity R ; the resulting photo-current is 
given by [18]. 
  1 2 1 2 1 2 1 22 cos ( ) ( )i R P P P P t             (1) 
where 1P  and 2P are the powers and correspond to DC terms, 1  and 2  are the phases of 
the two sources incident on the PD. The term  1 2 1 2 1 22 cos ( ) ( )P P t      , usually 
called intermediate frequency (IF), represents the microwave carrier generated. Figure 2 
shows the experimental setup used for generating microwave signals.  
 
Figure 2. Optical heterodyning for generating microwave signals. 
In this experiment two laser diodes emitting at different wavelengths are used. One of them 
is tunable and can be tuned over the C band with a channel spacing of 25 GHz, and the 
other is a fiber coupled DFB laser source with a central wavelength at 1550 nm. For the 
generation of the microwave signals, the outputs of both lasers are coupled to optical 
isolators to avoid a feedback into the lasers and consequential instabilities to the system. A 
pair of polarization controllers is used to minimize the angle between the polarization 
directions of both optical sources. Thus, the polarization of the light issued from each optical 
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source is matched and therefore, there is no degradation of the power levels in the 
microwave signals generated in the PD. The output of each controller is launched to a 3 dB 
coupler to combine both optical spectrums. After that, an optical output signal is received by 
a fast PD. The resulting photo-current from the PD corresponds to the microwave beat 
signal which is analyzed with an Electrical Spectrum Analyzer (ESA). The other optical 
output resulting from an optical coupler is applied to an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) 
for monitoring the wavelength of the two beams. DFB laser sources provide the ability to 
control not only the output optical power of the fiber coupled laser diode, but also the 
precise the temperature at which the laser is operating. Both controls can be used to tune the 
fiber coupled laser diode to an optimum operating point, providing a stable output. In this 
way, we can observe that the wavelength of the DFB laser is shifting by varying its 
temperature with a scale of 1ºC. Consequently, the beat signal frequency is continuously 
tuned in the bandwidth of the fast PD. Figure 3 illustrates the spectrums of three microwave 
signals generated with optical heterodyne technique. The generated signals are located at 
2.4, 4.9 and 9.5 GHz when the temperature of the DFB laser was tuned at different values of 
temperatures. The frequency difference from both lasers can be expressed by [19] 
 
  22 1
2




    

       (2) 
where 1  and 2  are the wavelengths of the two beams, respectively, and  is the 
difference between the two wavelengths. 
 
Figure 3. Microwave spectrums continuously tuned from 0 to 10 GHz. 
Advantages 
Using optical heterodyning, very high frequencies can be generated, limited only by the 
bandwidth of the photo-detector [20]. Furthermore, heterodyning yields high-detected 
power (higher link gain) and higher carrier-to-noise ration (CNR). This is so because all the 
optical powers of the two optical fields contribute to the power of the generated microwave 
signal. 
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Disadvantages 
Beating two optical waves from two free-running laser diodes would lead to a microwave or 
mm-wave signal with high phase noise since the phases of the two optical waves are not 
correlated. They would also be transferred to the generated microwave or mm-wave signal as 
shown in Eq. (1). Therefore, the generated RF signal is very sensitive to phase noise. Since 
semiconductor lasers are prone to phase noise, extra measures to minimize the noise have to be 
taken. Techniques used to reduce phase noise sensitivity, OIL and OPLL, are discussed below. 
2.1.2. Optical Injection Locking (OIL) 
To generate a high-quality microwave or mm-wave signal, the phase terms of the two 
optical waves used for heterodyning must be highly correlated. The phase coherence of two 
laser diodes can be realized by using optical injection locking [21].  
 
Figure 4. Optical Injection Locking. 
Figure 4 shows an optical injection locking system that consists of one master laser and two 
slave lasers. As can be seen, RF reference is applied to the master laser. Due to frequency 
modulation (FM) at the master laser, an optical carrier and different orders of optical 
sidebands are generated at the output of the master laser. The signal at the output of the 
master laser is then injected into the two slave lasers. The two slave lasers are selected such 
that their free-running wavelengths are close to two sidebands, that is to say, the +2nd-order 
and -2nd-order sidebands in Figure 4. Therefore, the wavelengths of the two slave lasers are 
locked to the +2nd-order and -2nd-order sidebands, optical injection locking is thus achieved 
[21]. Since the two wavelengths from the two slave lasers are phase correlated, the beating of 
the two wavelengths at a PD would generate a beat note with low phase noise. In addition, 
depending on the design, the frequency of the beat note is equal to an integer multiple of the 
frequency of the RF reference applied to the master laser. 
Advantages 
One advantage of using OIL is that cheaper broad-linewidth lasers can still be used to 
generate stable narrow electrical linewidth signals. Secondly, OIL exhibits good phase 
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noise suppression. Thirdly, because the slave laser locks on to a sub-harmonic of its 
resonance frequency, low frequency reference signals are used. OIL is simpler and easier to 
achieve. 
Disadvantages 
The major disadvantage of OIL is that it has a small frequency detuning range. Optimum 
phase noise suppression occurs only at one point of slave laser detuning relative to the free-
running frequency. 
2.1.3. Optical Phase Locked-Loops (OPLL) 
Another approach to achieving phase coherence between two optical waves is to use an 
OPLL, in which the phase of one laser is actively locked to that of a second laser by an 
OPLL, as shown in Figure 5. This technique has been explored extensively in the past few 
years [22-24]. To achieve effective phase locking, the two lasers should be selected to have 
narrow linewidths and therefore have phase fluctuations only at low frequencies, which 
significantly eases the requirement for a very short feedback loop.  
 
Figure 5. Schematic of an Optical Phase-Locked Loop. 
As shown in Figure 5, a beat note is generated at the output of the photo-detector. The phase 
of the beat note is compared with that of an RF reference from a microwave generator at a 
mixer followed by a low-pass loop filter. The module in the dotted box is an electrical phase 
detector, with the output voltage being proportional to the phase difference between the 
beat note and the RF reference, which is an error voltage that is fed back to control the phase 
of one of the laser sources by changing the laser cavity length or the injection current. With a 
proper feedback loop gain and response time, the relative phase fluctuations between the 
two lasers are significantly reduced and the phase of the beat note is locked to the RF 
reference. 
Advantages 
Because OPLL techniques track small phase variations they are capable of producing high 
quality RF signals with narrow linewidth. OPLLs also have good temperature tracking 
capabilities. In addition, OPLLs exhibit a wide locking range.  
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Disadvantages 
The major drawback of OPLLs is that they require far more complex laser structures such as 
3-contact DFBs. This requirement is a direct consequence of the fact that to track the 
frequency perturbations of the master laser, the tuning rate of the slave laser must be 
sufficiently high. This also implies that sufficient feedback bandwidth must be available. 
The required feedback bandwidth is determined by the summed laser linewidth, the 
requirements for loop stability, and phase noise requirements placed on the optical 
microwave signal by the system in which the OPLL is to be applied. A wide feedback 
bandwidth is necessary if semiconductor lasers are used, because they have a large amount 
of phase noise. In order to achieve the wide feedback bandwidth, the loop-propagation 
delay must be small. 
2.1.4. Microwave generation based on external modulation 
In addition to the techniques using optical injection locking and OPLL, high-quality 
microwave signals can also be generated based on external modulation [25–27]. A method to 
generate a mm-wave signal using an external optical modulation technique was first 
proposed in 1992 [25]. A frequency-doubled electrical signal was optically generated by 
biasing the MZ-IM to suppress the even-order optical sidebands ( 2 f method ). A 36 GHz 
mm-wave signal was generated when the MZ-IM was driven by an 18 GHz microwave 
signal. Such a system was employed for a remote delivery of video services [26]. In 1994, 
another method was proposed to generate a frequency-quadrupled electrical signal ( 4 f  
method). Instead of biasing the MZ-IM to suppress the even-order optical sidebands, the 
method in [10] was based on the quadratic response of an optical intensity modulator. The 
optical carrier and the first and third-order optical sidebands were suppressed by adjusting 
the drive signal level. A 60 GHz millimeter-wave signal was generated when a 15 GHz drive 
signal was applied to the MZ-IM.  
 
Figure 6. Microwave signal generation based on external modulation. 
Figure 6 shows a system to generate a continuously tunable mm-wave signal based on 
external modulation using a MZ-IM and a wavelength-fixed optical filter [28]. The 
significance of the technique is that no tunable optical filter is required, which significantly 
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bandwidth is necessary if semiconductor lasers are used, because they have a large amount 
of phase noise. In order to achieve the wide feedback bandwidth, the loop-propagation 
delay must be small. 
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mm-wave signal was generated when the MZ-IM was driven by an 18 GHz microwave 
signal. Such a system was employed for a remote delivery of video services [26]. In 1994, 
another method was proposed to generate a frequency-quadrupled electrical signal ( 4 f  
method). Instead of biasing the MZ-IM to suppress the even-order optical sidebands, the 
method in [10] was based on the quadratic response of an optical intensity modulator. The 
optical carrier and the first and third-order optical sidebands were suppressed by adjusting 
the drive signal level. A 60 GHz millimeter-wave signal was generated when a 15 GHz drive 
signal was applied to the MZ-IM.  
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simplifies the system implementation. As can be seen from Figure 6, the system consists of a 
MZ-IM that is biased at the maximum transmission point of the transfer function to 
suppress the odd-order optical sidebands. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) serving as a 
wavelength-fixed notch filter is then used to filter out the optical carrier. A stable, low-phase 
noise mm-wave signal that has four times the frequency of the RF drive signal is generated 
at the output of the PD. 
Advantages of the 2f and 4f methods 
Both the 2f and 4f methods rely on optical heterodyning. Therefore, they are capable of 
generating high frequency mm-waves. Since the same laser generates both optical fields, the 
phase noise is highly correlated resulting in very narrow linewidth mm-waves. In fact, the 
performance of these methods in terms of phase noise is comparable to the OPLL system. A 
key advantage of these approaches in [26,27] is that an optical modulator with a maximum 
operating frequency of 15 GHz can generate a millimeter-wave signal up to 60 GHz. 
Disadvantage of the 2f and 4f methods 
The main disadvantage of these techniques is that both approaches use optical filters to 
select the two optical sidebands. Another disadvantage is that in order to generate tunable 
mm-wave signals, a tunable optical filter must be used. These two disadvantages 
significantly increase the complexity and the cost of the system. 
2.1.5. Microwave generation using a dual-wavelength laser 
Microwave signals can also be generated using a dual wavelength laser source with the two 
wavelengths separated at a desired frequency [29]. It is different from the techniques of 
optical injection locking and the OPLL because, the two wavelengths from a dual 
wavelength laser source are not locked in phase. However, due to the fact that the two 
wavelengths are generated inside same cavity, the phase correlation between the two 
wavelengths is better than that using two free-running laser sources. To ensure that the two 
wavelengths are in single-longitudinal mode, a dual-band filter with ultra-narrow 
passbands must be used, thus, limiting the number of longitudinal modes to one in each 
passband. In the experimental demonstration [29], the ultra-narrow dual-band filter was a 
dual-wavelength ultra-narrow transmission band FBG with two ultra-narrow transmission 
bands, which was designed and fabricated based on the equivalent phase-shift (EPS) 
technique [30]. 
Advantages 
The advantage of using a dual-wavelength laser source to generate a microwave or mm-
wave signal is that the system is simpler with no need for a microwave reference source, 
which can significantly reduce the system cost. Due to the fact that the two wavelengths are 
generated from the same cavity, the phase correlation between the two wavelengths is better 
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than that using two free-running laser sources. The spectral width of the generated 
microwave signals is as small as 80 kHz with frequency stability better than 1 MHz in the 
free-running mode at room temperature. 
Disadvantages 
Due to the fact that three dual-wavelength ultranarrow transmission-bands can be 
incorporated into the laser cavity by using this technique, then microwave signals 
continuously tuned can not be generated. 
3. Relaxation oscillation frequency 
The relaxation oscillation frequency is the frequency of the quasi-sinusoidal oscillations 
around the steady state output power amplitude that occur during the disturbance of a 
continuously operating laser. Such oscillations are characterized by exponential damping. 
The phenomenon of relaxation oscillations has an effect on the performance of an 
unmodulated laser as well, by producing sidebands in the field fluctuation spectrum. They 
may be found directly from a small-signal measurement. Figure 7 illustrates the typical 
standard setup which is used for characterization of laser diodes. We assume that the laser 
diode is excited by an AC current source with amplitude 1I  and electrical frequency  , 
biased at the constant current 0I  by means of a bias-tee. The modulated laser output is 
coupled into an optical fiber and then into a semiconductor PIN diode, biased through a 
simple bias network. The detected signal is fed into a spectrum analyzer. 
 
Figure 7. Typical experimental setup for measurement of relaxation oscillation frequencies of laser 
diodes. 
3.1. Analysis of relaxation oscillation frequency  
The employed physical model for analyzing the harmonic power can be explained by 
considering the small signal modulation analysis where the total electric current injected 
into the laser diode is given by: 
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If photon and electron densities inside the active region of a semiconductor laser are 
denoted, respectively, by PN  and EN , then expanding PN  and EN  as a Fourier series we 
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where PnN  and EnN  are the corresponding expansion coefficients of the photon and 
electron densities, respectively. On the other hand, the well-known rate equations for a 
single mode laser diode are [31] 
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here i  is the efficiency coefficient; e  is the carrier lifetime; a  is the differential gain; trN  is 
the threshold electron density;   is the cavity confinement factor; gV  is the cavity volume; 
and p  is the photon lifetime. In order to obtain information related with harmonic contents 
in optical output power of a laser diode, it is necessary to start our approach by substituting 
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From DC Analysis (n = 0), however, we have: 
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The first harmonic of the photon density is generated directly by the first harmonic of the 
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Higher harmonics are found from recursive equations which in the general case for an 
arbitrary integer, 1k  , may be written as: 
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Hence, the kth  harmonic of the photon density may be calculated once all the lower 
harmonics of photon and electron densities are known. If we define kM  as the parameter 
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The frequency, RO , at which the amplitude of the power harmonic content reaches its 
maximum is called the Relaxation Resonant Frequency. From Eqs. (12) and (13), the primary 


































  , where m  is the mirror loss time, pV  represents the cavity volume 
and hv  is the energy per photon, then by using this last equation we can obtain the optical 
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This expression clearly has two poles at: 
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which are located in the first and second quadrants of the complex  plane. We now notice 
that the real part of the denominator of Eq. (22) becomes zero at the frequency: 
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   holds, we conclude that the 
magnitude of Eq. (22) also reaches a maximum when RO  . Hence, the denominator 
becomes purely imaginary, and the primary power harmonic content reaches its resonance 
mode. The optimum modulation frequency is the resonant frequency, which is determined 
from the bias current. Therefore, the optimal operation point for modulation where the 
power of the primary harmonic reaches its maximum must lie on the curve obtained from 
the following [34]. 
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From the laser rate equations it is clear that the relaxation oscillation frequency should be 
proportional to the square root of the difference of the injection current and the threshold 
current. Thus, from Eq. (25) we can see that there is a linear relationship between relaxation 
oscillation frequency and the square root of the difference between the injection current and 
the threshold current. On the other hand, when the laser current density is lightly increased 
above its threshold value, the laser output power may be written as [35]. 
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4. Operation principle of direct detection 
When a laser is biased in the threshold current region as shown in Figure 8, the laser 
intensity presents oscillations know as relaxation frequencies and can be seen as sidebands 
on both sides of the main laser line. In this case the electric field emitted by the laser diode 
can be represented as a directly modulated optical signal. After passing through an optical 
fiber, the optical field incident on the PD can be expressed as [36, 37] 
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Where of  is the optical frequency of the main laser line, and both o ROf f  and o ROf f  
represent optical sidebands. This method of detecting optical fields as shown in Figure 8 is 
called direct detection. 
 
Figure 8. Direct detection to generate relaxation oscillation frequency when laser is operated in low 
threshold region. 
The photo-detector responds to the power in the total field that it collects. The photo-current 
generated in the detector is proportional to the squared magnitude of the field and it is 
given by [38] 
 2( ) ( ) ( )i t E t P t     (28) 
where ( )P t  is the optical power and   is the detector responsivity given by [38] 
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Where (0 1)    is the detector quantum efficiency, the parameters q  and h  are 
electronic charge (1.6021 x 10-19 C) and photon energy ( h  = 6.6256 x 10-34 J, c  ) 
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Notice that there are many terms in the detected signal expression where the PD cannot 
follow currents that are varying at 2 of , 2 o ROf f , 2 o ROf f , 2 2o ROf f  and 2 2o ROf f  
so these currents average to zero. The average current from the PD will consist of four 
terms. 
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The photo-current generated at the PD is found in a similar way as 
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The first two terms correspond to DC photo-currents and contain no information, but they 
do contribute to the shot noise of the signal detected. The next two terms correspond to the 
signal information which contains the relaxation oscillation frequency ROf  and its harmonic 
located at 2 ROf . 
5. Microwave photonic link by using external modulation 
The photonic link described in this section is shown in Figure 9. The optical source  
is a continuous-wave DFB laser, followed by an EDFA. Amplified light is launched  
into the MZ-IM. Microwave modulation is imposed on the optical carrier through the MZ-
IM.  
 
Figure 9. Microwave photonic link. 
The modulated signal passes through optical fiber and is then incident upon the 
photodetector. Photodetector output can be connected to a microwave spectrum analyzer to 
observe gain, noise figure, and distortion of the microwave signal obtained at the end of the 
link. 
For a modulator with half-wave voltage of Vπ , signal voltage V , input power Pin, and 
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This expression can be examined in more detail by separating the signal voltage into a DC 
bias, Vb, and a modulation voltage, Vm. 
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This expression can be examined in more detail by separating the signal voltage into a DC 
bias, Vb, and a modulation voltage, Vm. 
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Using a trigonometric identity for the sum of cosines, the output power can be rewritten as: 
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 (35) 
Typically, the DC bias point of the MZ-IM is chosen to bring the modulator into quadrature. 
This is accomplished by operating at Vb = Vπ /2. At this bias voltage, the transfer curve is 
linear and even order harmonics are suppressed.  
Deviation from the quadrature bias point can be described by an angle . 
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At  = 0, Vb = Vπ /2 and the modulator is in quadrature. This corresponds to the typical linear 
transmission regime for an electro-optic modulator. The quadrature output power from the 
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For single applications, the DC bias point of the MZ-IM can be shifted away from the 
quadrature point. Even-order distortion is increased, but these terms lie outside the 
frequency range of interest. As the bias point is shifted, shot noise falls linearly with 
transmission and RIN is reduced quadratically. However, the link gain is only reduced 
at the rate of sin2 . For links dominated by RIN, shifting the bias point toward the 
transmission null reduces the link noise figure. This improvement continues until the 
shot noise limit is reached. Consider a MZ-IM biased near  = 90º. This corresponds to 
an operating regime with reduced output power. For simplicity, let  = 90º − δ so that  
 = 0º corresponds to the quadrature operating point and δ = 0º corresponds to the 
transmission null. These operating regimes and angles are summarized graphically in 
Figure 10.  
By substituting δ for π/2 − , the modulator output power can be written as [40] 
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The first bracketed term represents continuous wave output power. The second term 
contains even-order harmonic components. The third term contains the linear signal of 
interest as well as odd-order harmonic components. Note that for δ = 90º, Pout = PQ as 
expected. For δ << 1, the output power can be approximated by using a Taylor series 
expansion to replace sin δ with δ and cos δ with 1- δ2/2. 
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 (40) 
The harmonic components can be identified by assuming small signal operation with 
πVm/Vπ  << 1. For the cosine function, the Taylor series expansion can be truncated after the 
first term. This truncation is justified by operating the modulator over a single octave so that 
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 (42) 
From this expression, it can be seen that the DC term decreases more rapidly than the 
modulation term for a given increase in δ. By shifting the DC bias point away from 
quadrature, carrier suppression can be achieved. This can create a double sideband 
suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) modulation format. 
 
Figure 10. Quadrature and bias-shifted operating regimes. 
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The first bracketed term represents continuous wave output power. The second term 
contains even-order harmonic components. The third term contains the linear signal of 
interest as well as odd-order harmonic components. Note that for δ = 90º, Pout = PQ as 
expected. For δ << 1, the output power can be approximated by using a Taylor series 
expansion to replace sin δ with δ and cos δ with 1- δ2/2. 
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πVm/Vπ  << 1. For the cosine function, the Taylor series expansion can be truncated after the 
first term. This truncation is justified by operating the modulator over a single octave so that 
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From this expression, it can be seen that the DC term decreases more rapidly than the 
modulation term for a given increase in δ. By shifting the DC bias point away from 
quadrature, carrier suppression can be achieved. This can create a double sideband 
suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) modulation format. 
 
Figure 10. Quadrature and bias-shifted operating regimes. 
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6. Passive components for microwave photonics 
This section presents an overview of the passive components for microwave photonics such 
as optical fiber, optical isolator, polarization control and optical fiber couplers. 
6.1. Optical fiber 
The optical fibers used in analog photonic links have a very simple structure. They consist of 
two sections: the glass core and the cladding layer as shown in Figure 11. The core is a 
cylindrical structure, and the cladding is a cylinder without a core. Core and cladding have 
different refractive indices, with the core having a refractive index, n1, which is slightly higher 
than that of the cladding, n2. This difference in refractive indices enables the fiber to guide the 
light. Because of this guiding property, the fiber is also referred to as an “optical waveguide.” 
Besides these two sections there is also a further layer known as the secondary cladding that 
does not participate in the propagation but gives the fiber a minimum level of protection. 
 
Figure 11. Typical optical fiber (a) cross section, (b) longitudinal cross section. 
The basics of light propagation can be discussed with the use of geometric optics. The basic 
law of light guidance is Snell’s law as shown in Figure 12(a). Consider two dielectric media 
with different refractive indices and with n1 > n2 and that are in perfect contact. At the 
interface between the two dielectrics, the incident and refracted rays satisfy Snell’s law of 
refraction and can be written by 
 1 1 2 2sin sinn n   (43) 
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In addition to the refracted ray there is a small amount of reflected light in the medium with 
refractive index 1n . Because 2 1n n  then always 2 1  . As the angle of the incident ray 
increases there is an angle at which the refracted ray emerges parallel to the interface 
between the two dielectrics as shown in Figure 12(b). This angle is known as the critical 
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 
 (44) 
For a ray to be launched into the fiber and propagated, it must arrive at the interface 
between the two media (with different refractive indices) at an angle that is at minimum 
equal to cr it . Figure 13 illustrates the geometry for the derivation of the acceptance angle. 
To satisfy the condition for total internal reflection, the ray arriving at the interface between 
the fiber and outside medium, like air, must have an angle of incidence less than acc , 
otherwise the internal angle will not satisfy the condition for total reflection, and the energy 
of the ray will be lost in the cladding. From Snell’s law at the interface we obtain 
 211o sinnsinn   (45) 
 
Figure 13. Geometry for the derivation of the acceptance angle. 
From the right triangle ABC in Figure 13, the angle 22    . Substituting 2 into Eq. (45), 
we obtain  
 1 1sin coson n   (46) 
In the limit as the incident angle, 1  approaches acc , the internal angle approaches the 
critical angle for total reflection, cr it . Then, by introducing the trigonometric relation 
2 2sin cos 1    into Eq. (46), we obtain 
    
1 22
1 2 1 22 2 22
1 1 1 1 1 2
1
sin cos 1 sin 1o
n
n n n n n n
n
  
              
 (47) 
This equation defines the angle within which the fiber can accept and propagate light and is 
known as the “Numerical Aperture” (NA).  
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  1 22 21 2sino accNA n n n    (48) 
This equation states that for all angles of incident where the inequality 10 acc    is 
satisfied, the incident ray will propagate within the fiber. The parameter NA expresses the 
propensity of the fiber to accept and propagate light within the solid cone defined by an 
angle, 2 acc . The equation for the NA can be also expressed in terms of the fractional change 
in the index of refraction of core and cladding  . This refractive index difference is given by 
 
2 2
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112
n n n n
nn
 
    (49) 
With these simplifications the NA can now be written as 
  1 21 2NA n   (50) 
6.1.1. Attenuation in fiber 
Attenuation in optical fiber leads to a reduction of the signal power as the signal propagates 
over some distance. When determining the maximum distance that a signal can propagate 
for a given transmitter power and receiver sensitivity, one must consider attenuation. Let 
( )P L  be the power of the optical pulse at distance L km from the transmitter and fib er  be 
the attenuation constant of the fiber (in dB/km). Attenuation is characterized by [41] 
 10( ) 10 (0)fiber LR TP L P

  (51) 
Where (0)TP  is the optical power at the transmitter and the received optical power for a link 
length of L km, is ( )RP L . The maximum distance between the transmitter and the receiver 
depends more heavily on the constant fib er  than on the optical power launched by the 








  (52) 
6.2. Optical isolator 
An isolator inside an optical fiber link allows the propagation of the light in only one 
direction (from left to right as is indicated in Figure 14), with minimum loss, avoiding 
reflected light in sense inverse. Depending on the design, the reflected optical signal has an 
attenuation value of 40 to 70 dB [42]. 
 
Figure 14. Scheme and flux of signals across an optical isolator. 
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This device is characterized by two parameters: the insertion losses (L), and the isolation 
relationship (I), both expressed in dB. These parameters are related by the optical power at 
the input and the output of the device, the optical fields in their two ports, and their 
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(55) 
In an ideal isolator, insertion losses are L = 0 dB, and the isolation relationship is I   . 
Generally, optical isolators are placed at the output of the optical sources in order to avoid 
reflections of light from returning back to the source avoiding in this way instabilities. 
Furthermore, isolators are used by the Doped Fiber Amplifiers with the aim of avoiding an 
oscillating behavior. Figure 15 illustrates a basic diagram of an optical isolator and is used to 
explain the basic operation of this device [43]. Light propagating from left to right is linearly 
polarized by means of a vertical polarizer "A" placed at the input port of the isolator. Then 
the polarization plane of the light is rotated 45° by means of a polarization rotator. Finally, 
the light is transmitted through a linear polarizer "B" whose axis forms an angle of 45° in 
relation to the axis of the polarizer "A". The reflecting signal (light propagating from right to 
left), is linearly polarized into the polarizer "B" 45° with respect to the axis of the polarizer 
"A". Subsequently, a rotation of the plane of linear polarization at 45° is made, and by 
consequence at the input of the polarizer "A," its polarization plane forms an angle of 90° 
(orthogonal) with its axis of polarization. By consequence, the light is blocked. 
 
Figure 15. Principle of operation of an optical isolator. 
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Figure 15. Principle of operation of an optical isolator. 
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6.3. Polarization rotator 
A polarization rotator rotates the polarization plane of an optical field linearly polarized at 
its input at an angle   [43]. If the input signal is an optical field linearly polarized forming 












The output signal is an optical field linearly polarized forming an angle 2 , and by 











where: 2 1    . 
6.4. Polarization control 
A polarization control changes the polarization state of the light. Currently in the systems, 
the polarization controls can be inserted in the arms of an optical signal or in the arms of a 
signal of an optical local oscillator in order to maintain or to match the polarization state of 
both signals. Figure 16 shows a scheme corresponding to a polarization control. Basically, 
this scheme is composed of a monomode optical fiber crossing three plates. The optical fiber 
(from left to right in the figure) is rolled in a circular way one time in the first plate, 2 times 
in the second plate, and finally 1 time in the third plate. 
 
Figure 16. Polarization Control. 
For a particular wavelength and an appropriate diameter of the plates, phase changes are 
introduced in the incident optical field due to the stress applied to the optical fiber, and by 
consequence, a birefringence is induced. The birefringence degree is function of the material 
of which the optical fiber, the plate diameter, and the cladding diameter of the optical fiber 
is composed, and it is defined as [44] 
 2( / )n a r R   (58) 
where α is a parameter related to the fiber material, r is the cladding diameter, and R is the 
plate diameter defined 
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 28 /R ar   (59) 
When an optical field is propagated by the fiber control, this field will suffer a phase change 
of 90° at the output of the first plate, and by consequence this plate has a similar behavior  
as a retarder plate of /4 [44]. The second plate acts as a retarder plate of /2 because at  
the output the optical field has a phase change of 180° This phase change can be expressed 
as [44]. 
 (2 / ) 2n R       (60) 
Taking into account this effect and assuming that the incident optical field has an elliptical 
polarization state, the first retarder plate /4 changes this polarization state to a lineal 
polarization state. The second retarder plate /2 rotates the polarization state toward a 
specific direction. Finally, the third plate /4 changes the linear polarization into a desired 
polarization state. 
6.5. Optical fiber couplers 
The optical system communications requires devices capable of coupling light from one 
fiber or various fibers to others. Typically, this coupling of light has been achieved by using 
beam splitters fabricated on bulk devices. However, for the case of guided signal 
transmission this task can be achieved by using couplers [45]. A coupler is a passive device 
capable of distributing energy from M input guides to N output guides [45]. In this sense, 
two technologies have been developed to fabricate couplers. One of these is based on optical 
fibers whereas the other is based on bulk optics, however the principles of operation are 
similar in both cases. Currently, the coupler most commonly used in optical system 
communications is the directional coupler 2x2. Figure 17 illustrates a scheme of this type of 
coupler. 
 
Figure 17. Scheme of an optical coupler 2x2. 
From this figure, it is clearly appreciable that this is a 4-port device. In technology of optical 
fibers, this device can be of two types: (a) Evanescent field [46, 47], and (b) Modal 
interference. In the first case, the evanescent mode corresponding to the fundamental mode 
of a guide is used to excite the apparition and propagation of the fundamental mode in 
another guide producing a controllable energy. In the second case, a common bimodal zone 
to both guides is generated obtaining in this way the transfer of energy by means of a 
controlled interference between the modes that are being propagated in this zone. The 
coupler of evanescent field is generated by placing two guides very near between them as is 
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illustrated in Figure 18(a). The evanescent field of the fundamental mode in one of the two 
guides is introduced and excites the apparition of the fundamental mode in the other guide 
whose evanescent field excites and causes a transfer of energy to the first guide. This process 
is produced in a continuous way generating a periodic signal exchange between the two 
guides [45]. 
 
Figure 18. Transfer of energy in an evanescent field coupler (a). Diagram of a coupler based on a 
bimodal zone (b). 
For the coupler based on modal interference, see Figure 18(b), the coupling zone is 
constituted by a common region of dimensions larger than the input and output of the 
guides allowing in this way the propagation of two modes (bimodal guide). The coupling 
energy between both produces the propagation of energy from one guide to another 
[45].The analysis for these types of devices uses the coupling equations. There are two 
coupled modes that correspond to the fundamental modes of each guide. If 1( )a z  and 2( )a z  
are the amplitudes corresponding to the fields of the fundamental modes of Guides 1 and 2, 
and 1  and 2  are the propagation constants (not necessarily equal), then the coupling 
equations between modes are for this case 
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For the case of guides without losses, and taking into account the conservation principle of 
energy, *12 21K K , where 21K jc . The constant c is the coupling coefficient given as 
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     (62) 
where   is the angular frequency (rad/sec), P is the power, o  is the permittivity in the free 
space, 2n is the index refraction corresponding to the cladding of both fibers, ( , )n x y  is the 
transversal variation of the index refraction corresponding to the zone where the guides are 
very near between them, and 1( , )
tE x y  and 2( , )
tE x y  are the transversal profiles 
corresponding to the fundamental modes for the Guides 1 and 2, respectively. To solve Eq. 
(61), it is necessary to use the parameter 1 2( ) / 2    . This parameter indicates the 
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difference between the guides that composes the coupler. The solution of (61) provides the 
values of the amplitudes of the electric field in any point z  for both guides 1( )a z  and 2( )a z  
in function of the values of the amplitudes of electric fields to its input 1(0)a  and 2(0)a . The 
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 is a common factor, and so it is not necessary to be 
considered in subsequent calculations. In practice, optical fiber couplers are made using similar 
fibers, for this reason 1 2     and 0  . Consequently, the matrix relationship (63) is 
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 (66) 
Since the coupling constant k  is generally variable with wavelength, the characteristics of the 
coupler may vary with the operating frequency. However, this effect can be utilized to create 
optical filters, multiplexers and wavelength demultiplexers [45]. The energy transfer process 
can easily be evaluated assuming that at the input of the coupler there is only signal in Guide 
1, this is, 2(0) 0a  . From equation (65) it is possible to obtain the optical power in each guide 
for each value of z: 
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 (67) 
A special case is when 1 / 2k  . In this case, the optical power in the input guide is divided 
equally between the two output guides of the coupler. The device is then called a 3 dB 
coupler. 
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A special case is when 1 / 2k  . In this case, the optical power in the input guide is divided 
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Until now, the description of the coupler has been made on the assumption that it behaves 
ideally, this is, without considering losses. In practice this is not real, and from experimental 
as well as commercial points of view, it is necessary to define a set of parameters that allows 
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 (69) 
This parameter provides the relationship between the total power at the input and the 












This parameter indicates the fraction of input power that the coupler returns in the form of 












This parameter indicates the level of losses introduced by the coupler considering that the 
signal propagation is through a given configuration of the input port and the output port. 
7. Experimental results 
According to the theoretical descriptions explained in this chapter, we have assembled in 
the laboratory the proposed experimental setup shown in Figure 1. For the stage where 
relaxation oscillation frequencies were measured, we used two fiber-coupled DFB laser 
sources (Thorlabs, model S3FC1550) with a central wavelength of 1550 nm, a threshold 
current of 8 mA and a differential responsivity of 0.25 mW/mA. An optical isolator OI was 
connected to each DFB laser to avoid instabilities from feedback into the lasers, and an 
optical coupler was used to split the optical beam. In order to increase the power level of the 
microwave signal, it was necessary to connect an EDFA in one of the ports of the optical 
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coupler. After that, the amplified optical signal was launched to fast photodetector PD1 
(MITEQ model DR-125G-A) which has a typical optical-to-electrical transfer gain (V/W) of 
1900, and –3 dB bandwidth of 12.5 GHz. In order to measure the optical spectrum of the 
DFB laser, it was necessary to connect the other port of optical coupler to an OSA Anritsu 
model MS9710C. On the other hand, the obtained photo-current by photo-detector was 
measured by using an ESA, Agilent model E4407B.  
 
Figure 19. Measured spectrums: (a) showing relaxation oscillation frequencies, (b) microwave signal by 
using direct detection. 
 
Figure 20. Microwave signal continuously tuned. (a) between 4 and 5 GHz, (b) between 4.5 and 5.5 
GHz. 
As can be seen from Figure 19(a), the optical spectrum of one of the lasers (DFB 1) exhibits 
sidebands on both sides of the main laser line as a result of it being biased in the threshold 
current region. In this case, its optical power was emitted at 1.15 mW at a temperature of 
23.5º C. According to Eq. (26), the injection current was approximately at 12.6 mA. With 
these operation data, a microwave signal was obtained on C band by using direct detection, 
as shown in Figure 19(b). This spectrum shows a microwave signal located at 4.17 GHz and 
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coupler. After that, the amplified optical signal was launched to fast photodetector PD1 
(MITEQ model DR-125G-A) which has a typical optical-to-electrical transfer gain (V/W) of 
1900, and –3 dB bandwidth of 12.5 GHz. In order to measure the optical spectrum of the 
DFB laser, it was necessary to connect the other port of optical coupler to an OSA Anritsu 
model MS9710C. On the other hand, the obtained photo-current by photo-detector was 
measured by using an ESA, Agilent model E4407B.  
 
Figure 19. Measured spectrums: (a) showing relaxation oscillation frequencies, (b) microwave signal by 
using direct detection. 
 
Figure 20. Microwave signal continuously tuned. (a) between 4 and 5 GHz, (b) between 4.5 and 5.5 
GHz. 
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results were found with the DFB 2 laser when it was operated in the low laser threshold 
current region. Because of its linear relationship between relaxation oscillation frequency 
and the square root of the difference between the injection current and the threshold current 
as defined in Eq. (25), and since the optical power of each DFB laser can be tuned by using a 
power controller system which modifies the injection current through a laser diode 
correspondingly, we obtained several microwave signals located between 4 and 5 GHz for 
DFB 1 when it was tuned between 0.7 mW and 0.8 mW at a temperature of 25º C, as can be 
seen in Figure 20(a). Microwave signal were obtained between 4.5 and 5.5 GHz, when the 
optical power of DFB 2 was tuned between 0.9 mW and 1 mW with a temperature of 26º C 
as can be seen in figure 20(b).  
To show a potential application in the field of communication systems of relaxation 
oscillation frequencies, we report herein the simultaneous multiplexed transmission of an 
analog TV signal of 67.25 MHz (TV channel 4) over a photonic link of 30 Km of optical fiber 
by using two microwave signals at 4 and 5 GHz. From the experimental setup illustrated in 
Figure 1, it can be seen that the obtained relaxation oscillation frequencies from the PD1 
were mixed with a TV signal by using an electrical frequency mixer (Mini-Circuits, model 
ZX05-U72MH-s+). Then the obtained modulated signal as shown in Figure 21(a), was 
amplified and transmitted through a photonic link of 30 Km of optical fiber. Such 
microwave sub-carriers were applied to an electro-optic modulator which imprints the 
electric signal on the laser emission. The intensity-modulated optical signal of DFB 3 laser 
was then transmitted through the optical channel. After that, in the receiver, the transmitted 
information was photo-detected. The spectrum of the multiplexed microwave signal after 
photodetection is shown in Figure 21(b). The output electrical spectrums in Figure 21 clearly 
show the multiplexed microwave sub-carriers. The spectral separation is approximately 1 
GHz. According to the experimental setup shown in Figure 1, the photo-detected signal is 
amplified, filtered and synchronously down-converted to recuperate the analog TV signal of 
67.25 MHz. The resulting power spectral density was displayed in an electrical spectrum 
analyzer, where it was analyzed to measure the power level of recovered information. 
 
Figure 21. Modulated relaxation oscillation frequencies with a TV signal. (a) applied to electro-optic 
modulator, (b) after photodetection. 
(a) (b)
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Figure 22. TV signals at 67.25 MHz, (a) transmitted (b) recovered. 
Figure 22(a) shows the frequency spectrum of an analog NTSC TV signal at the input of the 
transmitter located at 67.25 MHz (before being applied to a frequency mixer). In Figure 22(b), 
we can see the obtained analog NTSC TV signal at the output of the receiver when the local 
oscillator was synchronized at 4 GHz. The analog information was successfully transmitted 
from the transmitter to the receiver, and the received signal was satisfactorily reproduced at the 
receiver without noticeable degradation compared the original NTSC TV signal. Before 
experimentally quantifying the parameter of SNR for both cases (TV transmitted and recovered 
in the proposed photonic link), it is essential to give an analysis of noise in terms of SNR. 
7.1. SNR performance of an analog photonic link  
To reconstruct a signal at the receiver faithfully, the noise power must be small compared to 
the signal level. In other words, the SNR is a figure of merit in characterizing a receiver 
circuit. There are three dominant noise sources on the optical receiver side of an analog 
photonic link: thermal noise, shot noise, and received relative intensity noise (RIN). The RIN 
are the fluctuations of the laser intensity caused by random spontaneous light emissions. In 
a PD, noise can be attributed primarily to two factors. The shot noise, also known as 
quantum noise, originates from the statistical nature of photon-to-electron conversion. 
Thermal noise, on the other hand, is an intrinsic property of any electrical circuit that is 
connected to the PD.  
7.1.1. Shot noise 
Photon-to-electron conversion is fundamentally a quantum mechanical process. When a 
photon is absorbed, a pair of electron-holes is generated. Therefore, the photo-generated 
current is not truly continuous but has a discrete nature. It fluctuates around some average 
value as a result of the discrete charge of the carriers that contribute to it. Because of the 
random nature of the current fluctuations, the noise current must be characterized in a 
statistical manner. It is common to describe the noise current by its mean square value. For a 
PIN detector, the mean square value of the shot noise is [48]. 
(a) (b)
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 2 2s PqI B   (72) 
where PI  is the photo-current, q is the electron charge, and B is the bandwidth within 
which the noise is being measured. Eq. (72) implies that shot noise has a constant spectral 
density, an assumption that holds for all frequencies of interest. Normally, B is set by the 
bandwidth of the receiver. This shows that one way to minimize the effects of shot noise is 
to keep the bandwidth of circuit as narrow as possible. The current flowing through a PIN 
diode is not just photo-generated. Any reverse bias junction has a leakage current.  
For photo-detectors, the leakage current is called dark current DI , because it exists even 
when there is no optical power. As a result, the mean square value of the total shot noise  
is given by 
  2 2s P Dq I I B    (73) 
7.1.2. Thermal noise 
Shot noise is a consequence of the quantum nature of light detection. Therefore, it is a 
fundamental property of the photo-detector and sets a maximum limit on the value of SNR. 
In such a case, the SNR is said to be quantumly limited. In reality, however, there are other 
sources of noise almost always present. Chief among these is thermal noise, also known as 
Johnson noise, associated with the electric circuits connected to the detector. The source of 
this noise is the thermal motion of electrons in the load resistor LR . The mean squared of 






   (74) 
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and B is bandwidth. Like 
shot noise, thermal noise has a constant spectral density. This is another reason to keep the 
bandwidth of a receiver as low as possible, i.e., just sufficient to pass the signals of interest. 
7.1.3. Relative intensity noise 
Any real laser has a certain amount of noise due to spontaneous emission. As a result both 
the amplitude and the phase are randomly varying in any real laser, then the wave front a 
DFB laser source may be represented by its electric field as 
    1( ) 1 ( ) exp 2 ( )o oE t E V t j t t   

 (75) 
where ( )V t  and ( )t  represent the amplitude and phase of the noise, respectively. If the 
field expressed in Eq. (75) is detected by a photo-detector with responsivity  , the 
resulting current is given by [49]  
  22o )t(V1EI   (76) 
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Typically, the amplitude noise, ( )V t , is very small so that Eq (76) can be rewritten as 
  )t(V21EI 2o   (77) 
The noise term 2 ( )V t  represents the RIN; it describes the laser power fluctuations. The 
power spectral density of the RIN is denoted by  ; it has the units of 1/Hz. The quantity 
log10 is known as the RIN. 
 10 log ,R IN    dB/Hz (78) 
The typical values of RIN for a DFB laser are better than -155 dB/Hz. The power spectrum of 
the RIN is not flat, hence it is not a white noise source. In an analog photonic link, we use a 
photodiode to detect the optical power from the M-Z modulator. Thus, RIN can be 




























  (79) 
From Eq. (79), we obtain the received mean square current RIN noise of the receiver as: 
 BIRINi 2D
2
RIND   (80) 
Comparatively, 2RINDi  is proportional to 
2
DI , whereas the shot noise is linearly proportional 
to DI . Therefore, the RIN noise will tend to be the dominant noise, when the laser average 
power is increasing. 
7.1.4. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
Once we have characterized the noise level at the input of a receiver, it is possible to analyze 
the SNR. The SNR is an important parameter because it determines the performance of a 
receiver. In analog receivers, SNR is the main figure of merit and characterizes the quality of 
the analog link. Assuming that all of the noise sources described previously are 






























  (81) 
From Eq. (81), RP  is the received optical power at the end of the optical link. On the other 
hand, according to the Figure 9 and Eq. (42), and considering that the modulated optical 
power at the output of MZ-IM is propagated through an optical fiber of length L, the RP can 
be written by / 1010 fiber LR ou tP P

 . Here fiber  is the optical fiber loss, and L is the 
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transmission distance of the optical fiber. In that case if we consider that πVm/Vπ  << 1 then 
Eq (81), can be rewritten as 





















               
       
 (82) 
This equation provides several insights into the SNR behavior of a receiver. Notice that as 
expected, increasing the optical power Pin increases the SNR. On the other hand, increasing 
the bandwidth of the receiver, B, reduces the SNR. The denominator of Eq. (82) shows the 
contribution of thermal noise, shot noise and RIN to SNR. An interesting point is that as LR  
increases, the effects of thermal noise decrease. In a practical circuit, however, LR  cannot be 
increased too much because it will reduce the bias headroom of the photo-detector. 
7.1.5. Experimental (SNR) 
In order to measure the quality of the received signal, it was necessary to experimentally 
quantify the parameter of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for both cases (TV transmitted and 
recovered in the photonic link).  
 
Figure 23. TV signals at 67.25 MHz in order to measure experimentally the SNR parameter, (a) 
transmitted (b) recovered. 
As can be seen from figure 23(a), the SNR measured in a bandwidth of 6 MHz was of  
52.67 dB. On the other hand the SNR measured in the receiver was of 46.5 dB as shown in 
figure 23(b). Notice that the SNR measured in the receiver was degraded by 6.17 dB due to 
the optical fiber loss and it could be improved substantially with the addition of another 
stage of electrical amplification at the end of the link. However, values of SNR > 45 dB 
(a) (b)
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ensure a good quality of images [51]. The differential gain and differential phase were not 
measured in this chapter. Nevertheless we have experimentally demonstrated that the 
generated microwave signal (relaxation oscillation frequency) by using direct detection can 
be used as information carriers in a multiplexed transmission system based in an analog 
photonic link and we have used a TV signal of test to verify it. 
8. Conclusions 
In this chapter we have described optical components used in the proposed experimental 
setup, as well as, we have experimentally demonstrated that two DFB lasers biased in the low 
laser threshold current region showed relaxation oscillation frequencies in the laser intensity. 
These frequencies were seen as sidebands on both sides of the main laser line when the 
optical spectrum was analyzed with a spectrum analyzer. This result allowed the generation 
of microwave signals on C band by using the operation principle of direct detection. Along 
with the proposed experimental setup in this work, an analog NTSC TV signal was 
simultaneously transmitted in an analog photonic link by using relaxation oscillation 
frequency as information carriers located at 4 and 5 GHz. The TV signal was received 
satisfactorily when the local oscillators were synchronized in the receiver. For our proposed 
experimental setup to be recovered the transmitted information successfully, it was necessary 
to have additional amplifiers which adapt the power levels, improving the quality of the 
signals. The results obtained in this work ensure that as an interesting alternative, several 
modulation schemes can be used for transmitting not only analog information but also digital 
information by using relaxation oscillation frequencies as information carriers. The proposed 
experimental setup described here can generate continually tuned microwaves. In addition, 
we can use this feature to transmit several TV signals using frequency division multiplexing 
schemes (FDM) and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) techniques, not only point to 
point but also by using bidirectional systems, exploiting the use of mature microwave signal 
processing techniques, where multiple signals are multiplexed in the microwave domain and 
transmitted by a single optical carrier when subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) schemes are 
proposed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first published work on the employ of 
relaxation oscillation frequencies as information carriers for transmitting analog TV signals 
on a long distance photonic link. In addition, as an alternative of analog photonic links, our 
proposal shows outstanding performance. 
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1. Introduction
In the past three decades, the demand for high-speed communications has increased
dramatically, while fiber optical communications has been applied in the majority of data
transmission networks. Optical fiber has advantages over existing copper wire in long
distance and high demand applications. The ever increasing need for higher bandwidth and
higher speed optical data and communications transmission is driving the development of
100 gigabit per second (Gbit/s) communication links. However, infrastructure development
within cities is relatively difficult and time-consuming, and fiber-optic systems are complex
and expensive. Due to these difficulties, fiber-optic communication systems have primarily
been installed in long-distance applications, where they can be used to their full transmission
capacity, offsetting the increased cost.
The original free-space optical (FSO) communications white paper by Dr. Erhard Kube,
"Information transmission by light beams through the atmosphere," was published in
German in Nachrichtentechnik, June 1968. New advances in FSO technologies have led to a
recent rebirth of optical broadband access as an attractive alternative for ultra high-speed
networking. This can push forward the seamless development of the promising all-optical
networks. In dense urban areas or places where optical fiber infrastructure does not exist,
FSO communication systems have been shown to be a viable alternative [1]. Lower costs,
larger license-free bandwidths, better information security, greater link flexibility, and a
reduced time-to-market are all significant benefits of FSO communication systems [1]-[3]. FSO
communications is a promising candidate to satisfy the new communication requirements due
to its ability to transmit information at extremely high data rates using compact, low-mass
terminals, while avoiding interference problems.
FSO communications, also known as the wireless optical communications, transmits optical
signals through free-space. It requires line-of-sight (LOS) transmission, which means the
transmitter and receiver at both networking locations must see each other. Whereas existing
optical fiber is a predictable medium, FSO communications can suffer from cloud coverage
©2012 Niu et al., licensee InTech. This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0),which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.
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and harsh weather conditions leading to atmospheric effects which degrade the designed
system availability and performance. Rain, snow, sleet, fog, etc. are limiting factors which
can affect the transmission of laser beams through the atmospheric channels.
There are three primary atmospheric factors that can affect optical beam propagation:
absorbtion, scattering, and refractive-index fluctuations (i.e., optical turbulence). Absorption
and scattering are often grouped together under the topic of extinction, defined as the
reduction or attenuation in the amount of radiation transmitting through the atmosphere.
They are both deterministic effects that are fairly well-known and can be predicted by
software packages such as FASCODE [4] or MODTRAN [5]. Nonetheless, optical turbulence
is generally considered as the most serious optical effect on a propagating beam through
atmospheric channels. In this chapter, we will focus on terrestrial coherent FSO systems in
the presence of atmospheric turbulence.
1.1. Preliminaries on coherent free-space optical communications
Coherent fiber optical communications attracted considerable attention in the late 1980s for
its ability to approach the theoretical receiver sensitivity limit. Similarly, FSO systems have
great potential on improving channel usage when implemented with coherent detection [6].
One scheme of coherent FSO detection is called homodyne detection, where the receiver
demodulates the optical signal directly to the baseband because the local oscillator laser
frequency is synchronized to the optical signal carrier frequency. However, it can be unstable
to perform optical synchronization in practice. As a result, heterodyne detection was
introduced to simplify the receiver design and make coherent FSO systems more applicable.
In heterodyne detection, the optical signal is first converted to an electrical signal with an
intermediate frequency. Then a phase noise compensation scheme is used to track the phase
noise of the IF signal. The received signals in coherent FSO systems can be made to be limited
only by the shot noise of the incident optical power (given a sufficiently large local oscillator
beam power). Furthermore, the extraction of phase information with these processes allows
for a greater variety of modulation formats in comparison to irradiance-dependent detection
schemes such as irradiance modulation with direct detection (IM/DD). The advantages of
coherent FSO systems with phase noise compensation over IM/DD systems are excellent
background noise rejection [7], higher sensitivity, and improved spectral efficiency (at the
cost of higher system complexity). Note that the implementation and tradeoff of coherent
FSO systems are beyond the scope of this chapter. More details can be found in [8]–[10].
Unlike coherent radio frequency (RF) communication links, coherent FSO systems utilize
local oscillator and signal optical fields together with optical/electrical synchronization for
the signal recovery.
An optical wave propagating through the atmosphere will experience irradiance fluctuations,
also referred to as scintillation or turbulence-induced fading. Scintillation is caused by
random fluctuations of refractive index due to temperature, pressure, and wind variations
along the optical propagation path of the channel in the atmosphere. Theoretical and
experimental studies generally center around the scintillation index, which is defined as the
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where the quantity I is the instantaneous optical irradiance and E[·] denotes the expectation
operation.
In weak turbulence regimes (when the scintillation index is less than unity), the scintillation









where C2n stands for the index of refraction structure parameter in m
−2/3, k = 2π/λw is the
optical wave number (λw denotes the wavelength), and Lt is the transmission path length
between the transmitter and receiver. In (2), C2n is an altitude-dependent variable, and the





(h × 10−5)10e h1000 + 2.7e −h1500 × 10−6 + Ace −h1000 (3)
where v is the root-mean-square wind speed in meters per second, h is the altitude in
meters, and Ac is a nominal value of C2n at the ground. Typically, the value of C
2
n varies
from approximately 10−17m−2/3 for weak turbulence conditions to 10−13m−2/3 for strong
turbulence conditions (with 10−15m−2/3 as a typical average value) [13].
When the optical turbulence strength extends to moderate-to-strong irradiance fluctuation
regimes (when the scintillation index is greater than unity) by increasing C2n and/or path
length Lt, the scintillation index for a plane wave and that for a spherical wave are,








































The performance of FSO communication systems can be significantly degraded by
turbulence-induced scintillation. To be more specific, scintillation can lead to power loss at
the photodetector and random fluctuations of the received signal below a predetermined
detection threshold. The reliability of such FSO systems can be predicted by introducing
mathematical models for the probability density function (PDF) of the instantaneous fading
irradiance of the optical signal.
For the past several decades, the scientific community has investigated statistical models
of turbulence-induced scintillation in FSO communications through the atmosphere. Of
the turbulence-induced scintillation models introduced so far, the most commonly accepted
models are the log-normal turbulence model (typically describing irradiance fluctuations in
weak turbulence conditions), K-distributed turbulence model (typically describing irradiance
fluctuations in strong turbulence conditions), and Gamma-Gamma turbulence model
(providing a description of much wider irradiance fluctuation ranges across the weak to
strong turbulence regimes). In the rest of this chapter, turbulence-induced scintillation is
referred as (atmospheric) turbulence for simplicity unless stated otherwise.
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This chapter is structured as follows. We first introduce the concept of coherent FSO
communication and conduct a detailed literature review in the rest of Section 1. Section 2
will describe the system model of a coherent FSO link over atmospheric turbulence channels.
We will analyze the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the coherent FSO receiver and derive its
expression in Section 2.1. A generalized atmospheric turbulence model and its characteristics
will be presented in Section 2.2. In Section 3.1, we will present exact error rates for binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK) using a moment generating function approach and a characteristic
function approach. Furthermore, we will present asymptotic error rate analyses in Section
3.2 to offer further insights into system performance behavior in large SNR regimes. We
will analyze outage probability in Section 3.3. Diversity techniques such as maximum
ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain combining (EGC) will be employed to mitigate the
turbulence effects in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively, and a performance comparison
using numerical case studies will be presented in Section 4.3. We will also study the error
rate performance degradation caused by phase noise compensation error in Section 5. When
the standard deviation of the phase noise compensation error is large, we propose differential
PSK (DPSK) as an effective alternative to BPSK in Section 5.3, as DPSK does not require the
estimation of optical carrier phase. In Section 6, we summarize and conclude our important
findings for coherent FSO systems and suggest further research topics on coherent FSO
communications.
1.2. Literature review
FSO communications can be a key building block for future wide-area wireless data networks
[14], [15] and can have great potential for applications in fourth-generation (4G) wireless
systems [16]. Such systems are currently being deployed and will encompass a number of
complementary access technologies with higher channel capacities, multiple antennas, and
Gbit/s data rates [16]. Since the wireless optical transmission links are over the atmosphere,
the laser beam propagating through turbulent channels is affected by scintillation and phase
aberration, which can impair the system performance significantly.
In order to evaluate the system performance, an accurate model of turbulence is needed in
error rate studies. In early studies of FSO communications, the log-normal distribution was
used as the turbulence model [6], [17]–[22]. Although the log-normal distribution is one of
the most widely used turbulence models, this PDF is only applicable for weak turbulence
conditions. It was shown in [23]–[26] that the K-distributed turbulence model provides
good agreement with experimental data in a variety of FSO experiments involving radiation
scattered by strong turbulence. In a recent series of papers on scintillation theory [11], [27],
Andrews et al. introduced the modified Rytov theory and the Gamma-Gamma PDF was
proposed as a tractable mathematical model for a wide range of atmospheric turbulence
levels. Other statistical models in the FSO literature to describe atmospheric turbulence are
the log-normal Rician, Rayleigh and I − K models [28], [29], [44].
The performance of IM/DD FSO systems for different turbulence models has been well
studied in the literature. Zhu and Kahn studied the employment of maximum likelihood
sequence detection (MLSD) for IM/DD FSO links [21]. They further studied the pairwise
error probability of coded FSO links assuming the turbulence to be log-normal distributed
[22]. In [30], Uysal et al. studied the pairwise error probability of on-off keying (OOK) with
temporally correlated K-distributed turbulence. Since FSO communications requires LOS
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links, pointing errors can affect the FSO system performance if the detector aperture size is
finite (non-negligible compared to the beam spot size). In [31], Farid and Hranilovic presented
an FSO channel model which models the fading due to log-normal/Gamma-Gamma
atmospheric turbulence and pointing errors by considering beam width, pointing error
variance and detector size. A closed-form expression of fading PDF, including the combined
effects of K-distributed turbulence and pointing errors as well as the bit-error rate (BER)
expression for OOK were obtained by Sandalidis et al. in terms of the Meijer’s G-function
[32]. Sandalidis et al. further studied the BER performance of the same links but considered
the misalignment (pointing errors) effects [32]. Later, Uysal extended their discussion
of pairwise error probability for coded OOK FSO links to the cases with independent
Gamma-Gamma turbulence [33]. Riediger et al. investigated a multiple symbol detection
decision metric for OOK in both log-normal and Gamma-Gamma turbulence [34]. The
results in these papers demonstrate that the performance of a single branch FSO link severely
suffers from atmospheric turbulence and is far from satisfying the typical BER requirements
for communication applications with practical SNRs. This necessitates the deployment of
powerful fading-mitigation techniques.
In the existing literature on FSO communications, two techniques have been proposed to
mitigate the degrading effects of atmospheric turbulence: error control coding in conjunction
with interleaving [30], [33], and maximum likelihood sequence detection with the knowledge
of joint temporal statistics of the turbulence [21]. However, both approaches come with some
practical limitations. The first one requires large-size interleavers whereas the latter suffers
from high computational complexity [20].
FSO systems using diversity reception can achieve significant performance improvements
by mitigating the atmospheric channel turbulence. The use of spatial diversity was first
proposed for FSO systems by Ibrahim and Ibrahim [43]. EGC and optimal combining have
been shown to enhance the link outage performance with independent log-normal turbulence
by Lee and Chan [17]. BERs of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) FSO systems with
both independent and correlated log-normal turbulence was studied by Navidpour et al.
[20]. In [21], a symbol-by-symbol maximum likelihood detector with spatial diversity in
correlated log-normal turbulence was studied by Zhu and Kahn. In [37] and [38], Wilson
et al. investigated MIMO FSO links employing pulse-position modulation (PPM) and Q-ary
PPM with both Rayleigh and log-normal turbulence-induced fading. In a recent work, Tsiftsis
et al. studied the K turbulence FSO link performance for an IM/DD system with OOK
using optimal combining, EGC, and selection combining [40]. BER solutions that require
multi-dimensional integrations were presented, and approximate BER expressions were also
given using the Gaussian quadrature rule and an error function approximation based on the
trapezoidal rule. Bayaki et al. studied MIMO IM/DD FSO links over the Gamma-Gamma
turbulence and demonstrated a significant performance improvement by exploiting both
transmitter and receiver diversity [41]. In a recent work, Abou-Rjeily and Slim studied
the system performance for Q-ary PPM FSO systems with cooperative diversity (parallel
multi-hop) over both Rayleigh and log-normal turbulence channels [42].
It is known that the best signal modulation format for IM/DD FSO systems is OOK, and the
existing literature on IM/DD FSO mostly considers OOK modulation. However, to minimize
the error rate, the OOK receiver requires the knowledge of the turbulence state in order to
choose an optimum threshold. This implies the need for an adaptive decision threshold,
which may be difficult to implement in a practical FSO system and is subject to channel
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estimation errors. As a result, practical FSO systems typically adopt a fixed threshold to
reduce the complexity. Such systems will utilize large transmit powers to overcome the impact
of atmospheric turbulence. This leads to costly operation. In [48], Li et al. theoretically showed
that a fixed threshold for IM/DD systems with OOK modulation will lead to suboptimal
system performance. It is pointed out that the BER of OOK modulation is determined by
both the turbulence level and the fixed threshold, and, therefore, can not be made arbitrarily
small in the presence of atmospheric turbulence even when the SNR is asymptotically large.
PPM modulation has been proposed as an error-floor-free alternative to the OOK modulation
[37]–[39]. However, PPM modulation needs a complex transceiver design because of the tight
synchronization requirements, and it also suffers from a poor bandwidth efficiency.
Coherent FSO communication is an attractive alternative to FSO communication systems
using direct detection. It offers an improved frequency/spatial selectivity, higher spectral
efficiency, better background noise rejection and increased detector sensitivity (compared to
direct detection) while eliminating the need of the adaptive threshold in the IM/DD OOK
systems. The main feature of coherent FSO systems is that the receiver of a coherent FSO
system is limited only by local oscillator induced quantum noise when the power of the local
oscillator (as will be discussed in Section 2.1) is sufficiently high. This is a significant difference
from the intensity modulated FSO systems, for which background and thermal noise are the
dominant factors affecting the error rate performance. Some comprehensive references to
early work in this coherent FSO area can be found in [6] and [36]. Recently, a comparison
study was carried out by Lee and Chan [18] and showed performance improvement of
coherent detection over IM/DD detection in a log-normal environment. They compared the
IM/DD and coherent FSO systems with their corresponding best modulation schemes and
demonstrated theoretically that coherent FSO systems can lead to lower error rates. It was
also found that coherent detection can provide additional outage probability improvement
over direct detection [19].
With the benefits of coherent FSO in mind, exact BER expressions have been developed
for DPSK over K-distributed turbulence [45]. As an extension to the work done in [45],
Tsiftsis evaluated the BER performance of coherent FSO with DPSK in Gamma-Gamma
distributed turbulence [46]. In both theses works, however, a detailed system model and
receiver SNR analysis for coherent FSO communication links were not presented. More
recently, a heterodyne FSO system with pointing errors was studied by Sandalidis et al. for
Gamma-Gamma turbulence channels [47]. In [47], closed-form fading statistics expressions
that take into account both the turbulence and pointing error effects were derived in terms of
the Meijer’s G-function, and the BER expressions of DPSK for such cases were also developed.
A statistical model was developed in [49] considering spatial phase noise with log-normal
turbulence and analyzed for capacity evaluation [50], [51]. In [52] and [53], the error rate
performance of coherent FSO systems with MRC, EGC, and selection diversity reception in
strong turbulence regions was studied. Spatial diversity techniques have been shown to be
effective in mitigating the atmospheric turbulence-induced fading. Recently, Belmonte and
Kahn studied the performance of a coherent FSO link with a large effective aperture achieved
by signal combining from multiple aperture arrays where a Gamma distribution is used to
model irradiance fluctuations [54]. Aghajanzadeh and Uysal adopted the receiver model in
[50] and studied the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff and the finite-SNR diversity gain for a
single-input multiple-output coherent WOC system [55]. Later, they extended the work in
[55] to a decode-and-forward multi-hop FSO relay link [56], which was shown to have an
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impressive power saving over the multi-hop IM/DD system in log-normal turbulence via
numerical studies. A recent experiment carried out by Lange et al. has demonstrated a 142 km
terrestrial coherent FSO link using a homodyne BPSK scheme successfully with a data rate of
5.625 Gbit/s [57].
2. Coherent free-space optical system model
In this section, we present some background knowledge concerning wireless optical channels
and the coherent FSO system model. We first address the fading characteristics of wireless
propagation environments. We then introduce some basic concepts and the composition of
a coherent FSO system, as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, we point out some technical challenges
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a typical coherent FSO system through an atmospheric turbulence channel.
2.1. Coherent free-space optical receiver
The main idea behind coherent optical systems lies in the mixing of the optical signal
coherently with a continuous-wave local oscillator beam before it strikes the photodetector.
By employing an optical local oscillator as well as a beamsplitter, we introduce a coherent
FSO system for BPSK modulation in turbulence channels. The system model developed here
gives a general idea on how coherent FSO systems are operated in turbulence channels.
In general optical communication systems, the current ie(t) at the output of photodetector is
comprised of multiple components [35], [58]
ie(t) = ip(t) + ib + id + ne(t) =
ηq
hν
[Pin(t) + Pb] + id + ne(t) (6)
where the photocurrent ip(t) represents the electrical photocurrent converted from the
photodetector, ib is the undesired background noise, id is the dark current (which is
independent of the signal irradiance), ne(t) is the total noise in a receiver circuit, Pin(t) is the
received optical power, Pb is the background noise power and R = ηq/(hν) is the responsivity
defined in [59]. The total noise variance can be expressed as σ2tot = σ
2 + σ2T , where σ
2 and
σ2T denote the variance of shot noise and thermal noise, respectively. Since σ
2 and σ2T are
independent of each other, we consider them separately. The variance σ2 of the shot noise is
given by [59]
σ2 = 2q[ip(t) + ib + id]Δ f = 2q(RPin(t) + ib + id)Δ f (7)
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where q is the electronic charge, and Δ f is the noise equivalent bandwidth (NEB) of the





where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and RL is the load
resistance. In thermal noise dominant FSO systems, it can be readily seen that the total noise
variance σ2tot
.
= σ2T is independent of the incident optical power. In shot noise dominant FSO
systems, the total noise variance σ2tot
.
= σ2 is dependent on the incident optical power on the
photodetector.
Since the ambient noise power is much stronger than the signal power in the free-space
channel, shot noise due to ambient light and/or thermal noise is dominant in many IM/DD or
subcarrier intensity modulated FSO systems. With the aid of a sufficiently large local oscillator
power in a coherent FSO system, however, (local oscillator induced) shot noise can be made
to be dominant, and the noise variance depends on the incident mixed optical irradiance.
Thus, in a coherent FSO communication system, using the fact that the photocurrent from the
receiver is the product of the responsivity R and incident optical power, we write the detected
photocurrent from Fig. 1 as [53]
i(t) = idc + iac(t) + n(t) (9)
where






Pin(t)PLO cos(ωIFt + φm) (11)
represent the DC and AC terms at the receiver, respectively, and n(t) is a zero-mean AWGN
process due to shot noise. In (11), φm denotes the encoded phase information. In practice, an
FSO system can be employed with PLO�Pin(t), and the DC term in (10) can be approximated
by the dominant term RPLO. For the same reason, photocurrent due to thermal noise and the
dark current are negligible compared to RPLO. The variance of the shot noise process n(t) is
therefore found as [35]
σ2n(t) = 2qRPLOΔ f . (12)
The SNR of an optical receiver is ultimately defined as the ratio of the time-averaged AC
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For coherent synchronous detection with M-ary constant amplitude modulation, we have
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Let us define Es to be the symbol energy of the M-ary constellation. Using the relationship
that the optical power is the product of optical signal irradiance and photodetector area A, we







I = EsCI (15)
where ηe denotes the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, h is Planck’s constant, ν denotes
the frequency of the received optical signal, and C = ηe A/(hνΔ f ) is a multiplicative constant
for a given FSO system. Note that the instantaneous SNR is independent of the local oscillator
power PLO.
2.2. Terrestrial free-space optical channels
The random variation in signal irradiance resulting from atmospheric turbulence is a major
source of system performance degradation in FSO communication systems. To address and
mitigate such link performance degradation caused by turbulence channels, researchers have
studied wireless optical channels extensively and proposed different channel models [14]-[22].
The turbulence effects, which are mainly due to the fluctuation of the refractive index, can be
categorized by the range of scintillation index indicating the strength of turbulence-induced
fading. In this section, we will briefly describe log-normal, K, Gamma-Gamma and negative
exponential turbulence models.
2.2.1. Log-normal turbulence
When the optical channel is considered as a clear-sky atmospheric turbulence channel with
several hundred meters propagation distance, the optical turbulence can be modeled as
log-normal distribution. The corresponding weak turbulence range of scintillation index
for log-normal is less than unity. Thus, although a log-normal model can be valid for
longer propagation distances, the condition σ2si < 1 limits the log-normal model with longer
propagation distances to be only used for a small index of refraction structure constant C2n [45].
This can be clearly observed from (2), which describes the relationship between scintillation
index (i.e., Rytov variance) and propagation distance under weak turbulence conditions.
For weak turbulence conditions, Parry [24], Phillips and Andrews [25] independently
suggested a log-normal PDF to model the irradiance, which is the power density of the optical













, I > 0. (16)
If we let λ = − 12 σ2si, the mean irradiance can be normalized to be E[I] = exp(λ + σ2si/2) =
e0 = 1. The nth moment of the log-normal PDF is
E[In] = exp[nλ + n2σ2si/2]. (17)
When turbulence levels increase further, the negative exponential distribution can be applied
as a limiting distribution for the irradiance fluctuation. This limiting distribution can only
provide sufficient accuracy when the system goes into the deep saturation regime [28].
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2.2.2. K-distributed turbulence
One of the widely accepted models under the strong turbulence regime is the K-distributed
turbulence model. In the 1970s, Jakeman et al. introduced this turbulence model for a
non-Rayleigh sea echo. They have shown that the K distribution arises from the limiting
form when the average number of multi-path fluctuations becomes large in the random
sinusoid model [60]. Then Phillips and Andrews proved the validity of this K distribution
by experiments in the strong turbulence regime [24], [25]. The K-distribution is an accurate
model of turbulence if moderate propagation distances are encountered (about 1km) or the
scintillation index [11] is confined to the range (2, 3) [45].















, I ≥ 0 (18)
where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function, Kx(·) is the modified Bessel function of the second
kind of order x, η2 is the mean irradiance of the optical signal, α is a channel parameter related
to the effective number of discrete time scatterers and/or scintillation index. The nth moment






In [11], Andrews et al. proposed the modified Rytov theory which defines the optical field as
a function of perturbations due to large-scale and small-scale atmospheric effects. This leads

















, α > 0, β > 0, I ≥ 0 (20)
where I0 denotes the mean irradiance, α and β represent, respectively, the effective number
of large-scale and small-scale cells of the scattering process. Note that by setting the shape
parameter β = 1, the Gamma-Gamma distribution will degenerate to the K-distribution. The
Gamma-Gamma turbulence model is desirable for both weak and strong turbulence scenarios,
because this model can provide a good fit to such experimental measurements of irradiance
[27]. Therefore, the key advantage of using the Gamma-Gamma turbulence model is that it
covers a wide-range of turbulence conditions.
The nth moment of the Gamma-Gamma PDF is found as
E[In] =







It can be shown that the channel parameters α and β are determined through the Rytov
variance σ2R defined in (2) [12], so that they are not arbitrarily chosen. The relationship α > β
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It can be shown that the channel parameters α and β are determined through the Rytov
variance σ2R defined in (2) [12], so that they are not arbitrarily chosen. The relationship α > β
holds in most FSO scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, though the reverse relationship
































Figure 2. The relationship of the Gamma-Gamma turbulence channel parameters α and β with the Rytov
variance σ2R for a finite inner scale l0 = RF/2 where RF is the radius of the first fresnel zone.
β > α may appear in weak turbulence regimes when the inner-scale l0 is non-negligible.

































where χ2 = 0.5C2nk
7/6L11/6t and d = (kD
2
a /4Lt)
1/2, and where Da denotes the diameter of the
receiver collecting lens aperture.
2.2.4. Negative exponential turbulence
The negative exponential distribution is considered to be a limiting turbulence model case
for describing irradiance fluctuations in the deep saturation regime. In negative exponential
turbulence environments, the irradiance is modeled as a negative exponential RV having a
PDF [44]
fNE(I) = λ exp (−λI) , I ≥ 0 (24)



































Figure 3. The relationship of Gamma-Gamma turbulence channel parameters α and β as a function of
the Rytov variance σ2R with negligible inner scale, i.e., l0 −→ 0.






The negative exponential model can be considered to be a special case of the K-distributed
model. The K-distribution approaches the negative exponential distribution when the channel
parameter α approaches ∞, i.e., irradiance fluctuations approach the deep saturation regime.
3. System performance analysis over a single free-space optical link
In this section, we present error rate results on coherent FSO communications in general
Gamma-Gamma turbulence channels (weak-to-strong regimes). The average error rate of FSO




Pe(I) f (I)dI (26)
where Pe(I) denotes the conditional symbol error probability and f (I) is the PDF of the
received optical irradiance. To facilitate the system analyses, we study the statistics of the
Gamma-Gamma distribution related to the instantaneous SNR.
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esI f (I)dI = E[esI ]. (27)
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where 1F1(·, ·; ·) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. We comment that by
replacing s with jω in (28) one can readily obtain the characteristic function (CHF) of the
irradiance I.
3.1. Error rate analysis













dθ, x > 0 (29)





























Closed-form SER and BER expressions can then be obtained from (30) and (31) via a series
expansion approach. Substituting (20) and a series expansion of the modified Bessel function









Γ(p − ν + 1)p! −
(x/2)2p+ν
Γ(p + ν + 1)p!
�
, ν /∈ Z, |x| < ∞ (32)
into (26) and using integral identities [63, Eq. 3.621(1), Eq. 8.384(4)], we can express the SER
for MPSK modulated coherent FSO systems as
Pe, MPSK =






















(αβ)p+βΓ(α − β)Γ(β − α + 1)
Γ(α)Γ(β)Γ(p − α + β + 1)p! . (34)

































where 2F1(·, ·; ·; ·) denotes the Gaussian hypergeometric function [63, Eq. 9.100]. Again,
substituting (32) into (26) and using [63, Eq. 3.478(1), Eq. 3.621(1), Eq. 8.384(1), Eq. 8.384(4)],
one can similarly obtain the closed-form average BER for BPSK coherent FSO systems as
Pe, BPSK =

































tx−1(1 − t)y−1dt, �{x} > 0,�{y} > 0. (37)
Note that the condition (α − β) /∈ Z holds for most values of σ2R, i.e., most terrestrial FSO
senecios, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. If needed, we can change the difference between α
and β via varying σ2R by a small constant � to approximate the scenario when (α − β) ∈ Z
(corresponding to a specific σ2R value).
The error rates of coherent MPSK systems are shown for both weak (α = 3.0, β = 2.7) and
strong (α = 2.3, β = 1.1) turbulence channels in Fig. 4. As the modulation index M increases,
it is clearly seen that the error rate degrades due to the symbol power constraints.
3.2. Asymptotic performance analysis
The asymptotic approach is a powerful method since the asymptotic solutions can often be
used to reveal important insights of the target system behavior in large SNR regimes. For the
Gamma-Gamma turbulence model, we have α > β in most scenarios. Therefore, without
losing of generality, we assume α > β in asymptotic studies. We observe from (33) and
(36) that the term (0.5γ)−α decreases faster than the term (0.5γ)−β as γ increases for given p
values. Consequently, when γ increases, the SER of MPSK modulation in large SNR regimes
for coherent FSO systems over the Gamma-Gamma channel can be approximated by
PMPSKe, asym =
a0(α, β)B(α − β, 1 − α + β)Γ(β)ϕ(β, M)
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Figure 4. SER comparison of coherent MPSK optical communication over weakly (α = 3.0, β = 2.7) and
strongly (α = 2.3, β = 1.1) turbulent Gamma-Gamma channels.















From (38) and (39), we conclude that the diversity order for MPSK coherent FSO systems is
equal to the smaller channel parameter, i.e., β = min{α, β}, in the Gamma-Gamma turbulence.
3.3. Outage probability analysis
Outage probability is an important criterion for digital wireless communication networks. The
outage probability for a given FSO link is defined as




where Pr(·) denotes the probability of a event, Λ is a predefined outage threshold, and fγ(γ)
is the PDF of the instantaneous SNR. Thus, substituting the relationship γ = γI and (32) into
(40), one obtains the outage probability for coherent FSO systems as
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4. System performance analysis of multichannel coherent free-space
optical links
In this section, we present unified error rate studies for MRC and EGC for coherent FSO
systems using an MGF approach. In a multichannel coherent FSO link, the average error













where Mγmc(·) denotes the MGF of the multichannel combiner output instantaneous SNR. We
will use (42) in the error performance study of multichannel coherent FSO systems. Here we
will only mention the BER expressions for the most commonly used BPSK modulation.
4.1. Analysis with maximum ratio combining


















where Il denotes the optical signal irradiance at the lth branch. Substituting (32) into (27), we










ap(β, α)Γ(p + α)(−s)−(p+α)
)
. (44)
With the help of a binomial expansion, the MGF of the summed RV ∑Ll=1 Il , i.e., M∑Ll=1 Il (s) =
[MI(s)]L, in terms of power series can be expressed as










[Γ(p + β)ap(α, β)](L−q) ∗ [Γ(p + α)ap(β, α)](q)(−s)−p−Lβ−q(α−β)
(45)
where ∗ denotes the convolution operator and [ap(α, β)Γ(p + β)](n) denotes ap(α, β)Γ(p +
β) convolved n − 1 times with itself. When n={0,1}, we have [ap(α, β)Γ(p + β)](1) =
ap(α, β)Γ(p + β) and [ap(α, β)Γ(p + β)](0) = 1. For such an L-branch MRC coherent FSO
system, making use of (32), (42) and Laplace transforms, we can obtain the closed-form
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With the help of a binomial expansion, the MGF of the summed RV ∑Ll=1 Il , i.e., M∑Ll=1 Il (s) =
[MI(s)]L, in terms of power series can be expressed as
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system, making use of (32), (42) and Laplace transforms, we can obtain the closed-form
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Figure 5. Block diagram of a coherent EGC FSO system through an atmospheric turbulence channel.
4.2. Analysis with equal gain combining
For coherent FSO systems using EGC, based on the block diagram given in Fig. 5, the






















Based on the coherent EGC combiner SNR expression in (47), we derive the MGF of this
summed RV X = ∑Ll=1
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I and power series expansion of the modified
Bessel function of the second kind, we obtain the MGF of
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Γ[2p + 2(L − q)β + 2qα] x
2p+2(L−q)β+2qα (50)
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Γ[2(p + (L − q)β + qα)] y
p+(L−q)β+qα−1. (51)
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−[p+(L−q)β+qα].
(52)
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Figure 6 plots and compares the error rates of coherent MRC and EGC systems with L receiver
branches. As shown in Fig. 6, coherent MRC systems outperform EGC systems for L >
1. As the average SNR increases, the benefits from diversity reception of coherent systems
are increasingly clear. It is notable that EGC has a close error performance compared to the
optimal MRC systems. Therefore, EGC can be a preferable choice in designing a coherent
FSO system as it provides a comparable performance to MRC and can be implemented with
reduced cost, as EGC does not require the estimation of instantaneous irradiance fluctuations.
4.3. Truncation error analysis with a coherent diversity receiver
Up to this point, the presented error rate results are given in terms of power series. For
practical calculation, we need to eliminate the infinite terms in the obtained series solutions.
In this subsection, we present detailed truncation error studies for coherent FSO systems with
diversity. Due to space limitations, we will study the error rate solution truncation error only
in the MRC case for illustration purposes. Truncation error studies for other cases can be
readily carried out.
We define the truncation error caused by eliminating the infinite terms after the first J + 1
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Figure 6. BER comparison of coherent BPSK optical communication with MRC and EGC in strongly
turbulent Gamma-Gamma channels.




















ηp(α, β, L, q) =22[p+Lβ+q(α−β)]
Γ2(p + Lβ + q(α − β) + 12 )
Γ(2p + 2Lβ + 2q(α − β) + 1) [Γ(p + β)ap(α, β)]
(L−q)







Making use of a Taylor series expansion by multiplying xJ+1 to both sides as
xJ+1
1
1 − x = x
J+1(1 + x + x2 + · · ·+ xn + · · · ), |x| < 1 (57)










max{ηp(α, β, L, q)}L!
(L − q)!q! (58)
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(L − q)!q! . (59)
Let us consider the first term in the infinite summation in (55). We note that the term
ηp(α, β, L, q) in (56) approaches zero when p (and/or γ) approaches infinity. This implies
that the value of ηp(α, β, L, q) deceases as the value of J increases. Therefore, it is apparent
that ηp(α, β, L, q) is bounded as the value of p increases. This validates our upper bound for
the truncation error.
More importantly, we observe that the truncation error upper bound decreases approximately
on the order of γ−(J+1). This suggests an increasing accuracy of the error rate solution along
with an increasing of average SNR, which is desired in a practical FSO link performance
estimation.
5. Coherent free-space optical systems with phase noise impacts
It should be mentioned that phase noise, which can impair the error rate performance of
coherent FSO systems, is assumed to be fully compensated in our previous studies in Section
3 and Section 4. The effects of spatial phase noise and atmospheric turbulence on coherent
FSO systems performance have been considered together for the first time in [49]. Belmonte
and Kahn studied the performance of coherent FSO links using modal phase compensation
in log-normal turbulence channels [49]-[51]. In [64], the spectrum and SNR efficiencies of
a variety of modulation methods were compared for coherent FSO communication through
the log-normal turbulent channels. As shown in [49] and [64], phase distortion becomes an
important performance limiting factor for the coherent system besides the turbulence-induced
fading.
5.1. A revised coherent free-space optical receiver model
Here we present a revised coherent receiver model to facilitate the analysis with phase
noise impacts. We consider FSO applications where a phase-locked loop (PLL) phase noise
compensation mechanism is implemented at the receiver for the Gamma-Gamma turbulence
channels. The optical power incident on the lth photodetector can be rewritten as [65]
Pl(t) = Ps,l + PLO + 2
√
Ps,lPLOg(t) cos(ωIFt + φs + φn,l), l = 1, 2, ..., L (60)
where Ps,l is the instantaneous incident optical signal power on the beamsplitter at the lth
branch, PLO denotes the local oscillator power which is assumed to be the same for all
branches, φs is the encoded phase information, φn,l denotes the phase noise for the lth branch,
and ωIF = ω0 − ωLO is the intermediate frequency, where ω0 and ωLO denote the carrier
frequency and local oscillator frequency, respectively. In (60), g(t) represents the signal pulse,
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T , 0 ≤ t ≤ T
0, elsewhere
(61)
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where T denotes the symbol duration. In obtaining (60), we have assumed that the received
optical beam and the local oscillator beam are mixed in perfect spatial coherence over a
sufficiently small photodetector area. Thus, the effect of spatial phase variation is negligible,
while the temporal phase variation is considered in the ensuing analysis. The incident optical
power results in the photocurrent
il(t) = RPl(t) = idc,l + iac,l(t) + nl(t), l = 1, 2, ..., L (62)
where we have




Ps,lPLOg(t) cos(ωIFt + φs + φn,l), l = 1, 2, ..., L (64)
representing, respectively, the DC and AC terms at the receiver, and nl(t) is an AWGN process
with equal variance σ2 for all branches. In practice, an FSO system is operated in the regime
PLO�Ps,l, and the DC term in (62) can be approximated by the dominant term RPLO. The
variance of the shot noise process nl(t) can then be expressed by [59]
σ2 = 2qRPLOΔ f . (65)
Note that the DC term can be removed easily using an appropriate bandpass filter.
5.2. Impacts of imperfect phase noise compensation
In this section, we study the impact of phase estimation error on system performance for a
coherent FSO link. We first derive the demodulator output decision statistics in the presence
of phase noise compensation error. If we let ξ l  2R
√
Ps,lPLO, we can express the AC current
as
iac,l(t) = ξl g(t)
[
cos φs cos(ωIFt + φn,l)− sin φs sin(ωIFt + φn,l)
]
. (66)
Two real filters are then used to implement the complex filtering in the down-conversion













ξl g(t)[cos φs cos(ωIFt + φn,l)− sin φs sin(ωIFt + φn,l)]
}
sin(ωIFt). (68)
After passing through a lowpass filter, we obtain the equivalent baseband signal ĩac,l(t). With
the relationship Ps,l = AIl where Il denotes the lth optical signal irradiance incident on the
beamsplitter, the equivalent baseband signal of il(t) can be found as







jφs ejφn,l + ñl(t), l = 1, 2, ..., L (69)
where ñl(t) is the complex-envelope of the real white Gaussian noise process with power
spectral density (PSD) 4qRPLOu(ω + ωIF) with u(·) denoting the unit step function.
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jφn,l ejφs + ñl , l = 1, 2, ..., L (70)
where ñl is a zero mean complex Gaussian RV, and its real and imaginary parts are Gaussian
RVs with equal variance σ2. The receiver removes the random phase noise in the optical links
on all diversity branches by multiplying the received signals with the complex conjugate of

























jφs + ν (71)
where φ̂n,l is the estimation of φn,l at the lth branch, Δφl = φn,l − φ̂n,l denotes the phase noise
compensation error, ν = ∑Ll=1 e
−jφ̂n,l ñl is the complex noise term at the output of the combiner.
The real and imaginary parts of the noise term ν are Gaussian RVs with equal variance Lσ2.
We assume that the phase noise estimations are derived from an unmodulated carrier using a
first-order PLL and only Gaussian noise is present in the PLL circuit. In this case, the PDF of











) , |Δφ| ≤ π (72)
where σΔφ denotes the standard deviation of the phase noise compensation error Δφl for
l = 1, · · · , L. We note that σΔφ is the standard deviation of Δφl as long as the loop SNR is
large [66], which is true for practical communication links. We assume that Δφ1, Δφ2, · · · , ΔφL
are independent and identical distributed (i.i.d.) RVs and the irradiance Il is independent of
Δφl . In a typical FSO link, the turbulence has little change over the duration of hundreds of
consecutive information bits, and the phase noise varies slowly compared to the high data
rates in FSO systems. Therefore, βl can be assumed to be a constant over the duration.
Since BPSK is assumed here, one finally obtains the demodulator decision variable by taking





















Il cos Δφl , and νR = �{ν} is a real valued zero-mean Gaussian
noise RV with variance σ2νR = Lσ
2. Based on the decision variable at the output of the
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Of great importance to the on-going investigation is the fact that the SNR in (73) is related to√
Il and cos Δφl , but it is independent of the local oscillator power.
Without loss of generality, we assume φs = 0. From the expression of the decision variable in
(73), we now derive the average BER for EGC with phase noise compensation error through a
CHF approach. We define the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the decision variable
as
FD(ξ|φs = 0) = Pr{D < ξ|φs = 0}. (74)
The average BER can, thus, be written as Pe = FD(0|φs = 0) when (74) is evaluated at ξ = 0.
To find FD(·|φs = 0), we write the conditional CHF of D as




ΦSl (ω) = ΦνR(ω)[ΦS1(ω)]
L (75)
for i.i.d. RVs Sl’s (l = 1, · · · , L), where ΦSl (ω) is the CHF of Sl for l = 1, 2, · · · , L, and
ΦνR(ω) = exp(−Lσ2ω2/2) is the CHF of the Gaussian RV νR. The CHF of S1 conditioned on








Averaging (76) over Δφ1 gives the CHF of S1 as ΦS1 (ω) = EΔφ1 [Φz(ω
√
2APLOR cos Δφ1)].
Then, the CHF of D can be found as





The CDF FD(ξ|φs = 0) can be calculated through the Gil-Pelaez formula



















Substituting (77) into (79) gives the BER expression for EGC reception with phase noise
compensation error. Two integrations are required to evaluate the BER performance of an
L-branch EGC system using (77)-(79). In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the impact of phase noise is
presented for L = 2 and L = 3 EGC FSO systems, respectively. As shown, the system will
not suffer a considerable performance loss when a relatively small phase noise compensation
error appears in an FSO link.
5.3. Differential phase-shift keying for coherent free-space optical systems
Since phase noise levels from laser sources and from atmospheric turbulence channel are
time variant, the phase tracking device may be subject to carrier phase estimation error.
This can lead to system performance losses and may reduce the diversity order. In this
section, we present an efficient technique using DPSK for coherent FSO communications over
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Figure 7. Error performance of a two-branch EGC coherent FSO system through an atmospheric
turbulence channel with imperfect phase noise compensation.
atmospheric turbulence channels, which does not require estimation of the phase noise. DPSK
modulation is used instead of coherent PSK for diversity reception since there is no need to
estimate the phase noise.
Here, we consider a coherent FSO system employing postdetection EGC to mitigate amplitude
fading as it is more suitable for differential coherent detection. Its receiver block diagram is
shown in Fig. 9. The proposed FSO system is set up with L-branch wireless optical links
through Gamma-Gamma turbulence. From (69) the received complex envelope at the lth
branch in the kth bit interval can be written as







jφs,k ejφn,l + ñk,l(t) (80)
where φs,k = φs,k−1 + Δφs,k is the differentially coded phase. Here, Δφs,k ∈ {0, π} denotes the
differential carrier phase, and the encoded phase differences are assumed to be equally likely
transmitted. Due to the high data rate (on the order of Gbit/s), one can assume a "frozen
atmosphere" model [45], where the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence remain constant
over at least two successive symbol intervals. At the same branch, the signal in the (k − 1)th
bit interval can, therefore, be obtained as








The shot noise processes ñk,l(t) and ñk−1,l(t) are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random processes
with power spectral density 4qRPLOu(ω + ωIF). In postdetection EGC reception, we can











jφs,k ejφn,l + μk,l (81)
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Figure 8. Error performance of a three-branch EGC coherent FSO system through an atmospheric












jφs,k−1ejφn,l + μk−1,l (82)
respectively. Here, μk,l and μk−1,l are filtered complex-valued zero mean Gaussian RVs with
equal variance σ2 = 2qRPLOΔ f for both the real and imaginary parts. Hence, for simplicity
we drop the subscript l for the noise terms. Without loss of generality, we normalize the




























jφs,k−1ejφn,l + μ̃k−1 (84)
where μ̃k and μ̃k−1 are i.i.d. Gaussian RVs with unity variance. Therefore, the decision
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Figure 9. Block diagram of a coherent FSO system adopting postdetection EGC through an atmospheric
turbulence channel.
where Ũl = �{Ṽ∗k−1,lṼk,l}. With [66, Eq. (B.5)], the CHF of Ũl conditioned on Il can be found
as











With the help of [63, Eq. 6.643(3)], averaging (86) over Il gives the CHF of Ũl










where MI(·) is given by (28) or (44). For i.i.d. Gamma-Gamma turbulence, we can express the
CHF of D̃ as











With the Gil-Pelaez formula, we can obtain the average BER for DPSK with postdetection EGC
as
















which can be used in the BER calculation for coherent DPSK systems with (28) or (45). Figure
10 and Fig. 11 show the error performance of postdetection EGC employing DPSK in weak
and strong turbulence conditions, respectively.
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Figure 10. Error performance of a multi-branch postdetection EGC coherent FSO system through a
strong turbulence channel with α = 2.2, β = 1.7.
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Figure 11. Error performance of a multi-branch postdetection EGC coherent FSO system through a
weak turbulence channel with α = 6.2, β = 6.6.
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Figure 12. Performance comparison of two-branch EGC BPSK and postdetection DPSK FSO systems
through a strong atmospheric turbulence channel with imperfect phase noise compensation.
To further illustrate the usefulness of the proposed postdetection DPSK FSO system in the
presence of phase noise, we compare its error performance with that of the coherent EGC
system with different standard deviations of phase noise compensation errors. As shown
in Fig. 12, the proposed DPSK system is robust to the optical phase noise variations and
can outperform the coherent PSK system where large phase noise compensation errors are
present.
6. Concluding remarks and future research directions
In this chapter, we performed case studies on coherent systems for terrestrial FSO applications.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of spatial diversity techniques in mitigating atmospheric
turbulence effects. Important diversity reception techniques, MRC and EGC, were studied,
and we showed that the EGC systems can provide comparable error performance to the
optimal MRC FSO systems. We compared coherent PSK using EGC to DPSK using
postdetection EGC when phase noise compensation error is present. It was found that
the coherent PSK based system outperforms the DPSK based system when phase noise
compensation error is small. However, it was also demonstrated that the DPSK is an excellent
alternative to coherent PSK with EGC in terrestrial coherent diversity FSO communication
systems where large phase noise compensation errors exist. These results can be useful in
coherent FSO system design and performance evaluation. The rest of this section outlines
some directions of future research on coherent FSO systems.
For practical reasons, real-time estimation of the instantaneous SNR may be difficult or
expensive. Therefore, a more practical selection based combining can be proposed for
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For practical reasons, real-time estimation of the instantaneous SNR may be difficult or
expensive. Therefore, a more practical selection based combining can be proposed for
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coherent FSO systems. Traditional selection combining systems must choose the branch with
the largest instantaneous SNR at high operational rates. To gain the benefits of reduced
complexity for selection combining, without introducing the practical challenges of maximum
branch selection, signal-plus-noise (S+N) selects the largest S+N power from the multiple
receiver branches. A theoretical error rate analysis as well as asymptotic analysis for S+N
selection combining systems will be worthwhile to investigate to demonstrate benefits from
this simplified combining scheme. Furthermore, the use of multiple optical beams to transmit
information provides additional degrees of freedom to improve the optical channel liability
and/or capacity. However, unlike direct detection FSO systems, the presence of phase noise
will prevent multiple beams from ideal electric field mixing at the coherent receiver. To
overcome this problem, the desired performance improvements can be obtained by 1. using
space-time type codes; 2. implementing polarized beam transmission/reception (by applying
different states of polarization to either the optical signal or carrier); 3. using wavelength
multiplexing for coherent FSO systems. Specifically, for subcarrier intensity modulation and
IM/DD FSO systems, Alamouti type space time coding (STC) does not offer advantages over
the repetition coding. A coherent FSO system with Alamouti type STC can be of interest
to study for performance comparison between different coding schemes. As an attribute
of the coherent FSO technique, coherent FSO data information can also be carried through
the polarization state of the electric field. Polarization multiplexing coherent FSO system
can therefore be used to increase the data rate per wavelength. In addition, quantifying
system performance loss due to phase noise distortion is of interest and of importance for
coherent FSO links. One can study the synchronous processing with coherent PSK and
differential processing with DPSK respectively for a variety of turbulence channels with a
proper assumption of phase noise model (for instance, a zero mean Gaussian distribution).
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1. Introduction 
The broadband communication environment becomes the essential social infrastructure 
when we perform a social activity. Above all, the optical fiber network was the main artery 
which supported a communications infrastructure, and various technology developments 
have been performed to take in traffic to increase rapidly [Cochennec 2002][ITU-T 2001][ 
ITU-T 2011]. On the other hand, wireless communication technology is essential element 
technology to realize ubiquitous communication environment. And new generation service 
development by new technology is beginning in the fields of mobile communication and 
broadcast [Lee 2007]. In addition, the research and development of ultra-high speed 
photonic network [Ben 2006][Zhang 2005][Kitayama 2005] performing the information 
transmission from the edge of the network to the edge in an optical domain is pushed 
forward, but an application of the radio technology to raise the flexibility in photonic 
network is an important problem, and advancement of optical wireless technology having 
possibility is expected [Kim 1999][Bouchet 1999]. However, it becomes further ultra-high 
speed/huge-capacity of the optical wireless and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 
limitation factor of the flexibility corresponding to various transmission methods because 
the current optical wireless system performs from optical to electrical (O/E) conversion of a 
transmitting and receiving part respectively. Therefore the realization of the optical wireless 
method that is not dependent on in ultra-high speed/huge-capacity and the interface (a 
protocol) of the device is enabled more than before if we can connect optical fiber to optical 
wireless as optical signal without performing O/E conversion, and it is expected that it can 
be it with the effective means of flexible photonic network construction. It is anticipated that 
compact optical antennas with an advanced fine optical tracking system will be used for the 
ultra-fast free space optical communication system in the next generation. Such laser 
© 2012 Takahashi, licensee InTech. This is a p per distributed under the terms of the C eative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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communication systems will be used not only for the space communications [Kaliski 
1999][Borocom 2005][Koyama 2004] but also the terrestrial long-distance photonic network. 
In this paper, we discuss demand specifications of optical antennas considering phenomena 
such as the scintillation which occurs by atmospheric turbulence. And then we explain 
optics design and the design results to satisfy demand specifications. We also mention the 
fine tracking mechanism using the fine pointing mirror (FPM) and the feedback of the 
signal’s incident angle detection by the quadrant detector (QD) for the antenna. The 
influences of fluctuation of laser beam angle-of-arrival (AOA) are reduced effectively. We 
mention the following research studies of the two optical wireless communication systems 
such as next generation free-space optical communication (NG-FSO) system and radio on 
FSO (RoFSO) system. 
2. Transition of the Free Space Optical Communication systems 
The various concepts and architectures of Free Space Optical Communication (FSO) systems 
are illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows a conventional FSO system [Infrared][ Free-
Space]. Since it uses as a transmission media the difference wavelength as an optical fiber, it 
includes optical and electrical conversion between an optical fiber side and the free-space 
side. Furthermore, it is necessary to prepare a different interface which performs individual 
modulation and demodulation, coding, etc. for every communications service. Figure 1(b) 
shows the concept of a NG-FSO system [Takahashi 2008][Matsumoto 2008][Kazaura 2007]. 
In seamless connection of free-space and fiber systems an optical beam is emitted directly 
from a single mode fiber (SMF) termination to free-space using a new concept FSO antenna. 
Loss of the optical signal power caused by space transmission can be compensated using a 
fiber amplifier using the same wavelength band of 1550 nm as an optical fiber network 
[Khaleghi 1996][ Luo 1998]. In this method the need to convert the optical signal from 
electrical to optical formats or vice versa for transmitting or receiving through space is 
eliminated. Figure 1(c) shows the concept of a Radio on Free Space Optical communication 
(RoFSO) system for realizing application in radio service combining with Radio on Fiber 
(RoF) technology [Al-Raweshidy 2002][ Hai 2006]. Main advantage and goal of RoFSO 
systems is they can be used to quickly and effectively provide heterogeneous wireless 
service [Komaki 2003][Tsukamoto 2006] for example WiFi (IEEE 802.11) ,WiMAX (IEEE 
802.16), cellular based 3G signals etc, simultaneously.  
However, the challenge in NG-FSO system design is making seamless connection of free 
space propagated beam to the SMF. The optical signal which has been propagated through 
free-space is reduced by the optical elements like lens etc. in the antenna and focused to the 
core of SMF. The optical beam transmitted through the free-space is influenced by various 
weather conditions, such as attenuation by rain, fog, snow etc., and by atmospheric 
absorption. Furthermore, the beam experiences atmospheric turbulence as it propagates 
through free-space, as well as vibrations of the device at the installation site and beam 
distortion occurrence. The consequence of these effects is the fluctuation of the beam AOA 
which in turn leads to significant variation in the power of the light focused into the SMF. 
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electrical to optical formats or vice versa for transmitting or receiving through space is 
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(RoF) technology [Al-Raweshidy 2002][ Hai 2006]. Main advantage and goal of RoFSO 
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However, the challenge in NG-FSO system design is making seamless connection of free 
space propagated beam to the SMF. The optical signal which has been propagated through 
free-space is reduced by the optical elements like lens etc. in the antenna and focused to the 
core of SMF. The optical beam transmitted through the free-space is influenced by various 
weather conditions, such as attenuation by rain, fog, snow etc., and by atmospheric 
absorption. Furthermore, the beam experiences atmospheric turbulence as it propagates 
through free-space, as well as vibrations of the device at the installation site and beam 
distortion occurrence. The consequence of these effects is the fluctuation of the beam AOA 
which in turn leads to significant variation in the power of the light focused into the SMF. 
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Although AOA is not a problem for conventional FSO system thanks to a large area of the 
photo detector, it is a problem for NG-FSO because of little margin between the arrival beam 
and SMF. It is therefore difficult to maintain a stable link performance. 
 
Figure 1. The concept of various FSO systems,  
(a) conventional, (b) NG-FSO and (c) RoFSO 
3. Laser beam propagation in atmosphere 
When laser beam propagates in the atmosphere [Tatarskii 1971][Dayton 1992][ Hufnagel 
1974][Friend 1967][Andrew 1998], its phase is fluctuated by the scatter of cloud, fog and 
rain, also by the change of local refractive index of the atmosphere. The fluctuation is varied 
depending on medium, and it becomes the largest when its size is similar to the size of light, 
also the medium constant changes spatially and temporally at random. When refractive 
index slowly and continuously changes due to atmospheric turbulence, the forward 
scattering dominates because the scale of fluctuation is larger than the wave length. In this 
case, it is possible to ignore the fluctuation of plane of polarization, but the fluctuation of 
phase/angle of arrival and the amplitude and the scintillation should be taken into 
consideration. On the other hand, when the medium is distributed discretely such as cloud, 
fog and rain and so on, the refractive index changes drastically. Therefore, the equivalent 
damping which occurs due to absorbing/scattering of particles and the influence against 
polarization property by multiple scattering with multiple particles should be considered. 
Modified von Karman spectrum density function is used not to overflow an integral value 
in theoretical analyses [Andrew 1995]: 
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0l  is the inner scale, 0L is the outer scale. Based on the actual measurements of the change of 
2
nC  (refractive index structure constant) in high altitude, Hufnagel-Valley model (H-V5/7 
model) parameterized by the scaling factors of wind speed in upper layer of the atmosphere 
and the size of the fluctuation of the atmosphere are used: 
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Herein, h  represents the height of atmosphere (m), v  represents the wind velocity in upper 
layer of atmosphere (m/s), A  is the scaling factor which represents the fluctuation of the 
earth’s surface (m-2/3). In H-V day model, the scaling factors are v = 21 m/s and A = 1.7×10-14 
m-2/3. This is equivalent to looking up the sky from the earth’s surface, and the coherence 
length of the fluctuation of the atmosphere is 0r  = 5 cm. We firstly consider the averaged 
influence of fluctuation which also means the extensity of beam and degradation of the 
strength of the central part. We use H-V model to represent the fluctuation of the refractive 
index of the atmosphere. And we calculate the averaged intensity of light of the receiving 
point when the Gaussian beam is transmitted from the earth to the sky (uplink). If the 
atmosphere is not disturbed and it is possible to apply Rytov approximation to the wave 
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Therefore, the anticipated value of the received beam profile still remains Gaussian 
distribution, and the variant is given by the effective beam radius as follows:  
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system and the receiving system, 0h  is the height between the earth’s surface and the 
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transmitting system, ξ  is zenith angle and ( )0 cosH h L ξ= +  is the height of the receiving 
system in the sky. Also, W is the radius without the fluctuation of the atmosphere, and it is 
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On the other hand, regarding the downlink, the following values are substituted into the 
equation (3). 
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With the above-mentioned formulas, we will discuss in the next section with the demand of 
optical specifications of the optical antenna available for NG-FSO system and RoFSO 
system. 
4. Fine tracking technology 
The challenge in all-optical connection of FSO and SMF systems is not only to design an 
effective beam tracking and optical antenna alignment technique, but also an efficient 
method for focusing the light into the SMF at the receiver. Active tracking is required to 
maintain alignment of the received optical signal to the SMF. To achieve stable beam spot 
position control as well as compensate for beam AOA fluctuation caused by atmospheric 
turbulence we adopted a small size two axis galvanometer type mirror drive mechanism. 
This mirror device called fine pointing mirror (FPM) is shown in figure 2. The tracking 
system constitutes the feedback system which considers the direction of the optic axis of a 
received optical system which changes the arrival directions of beacon light with an input 
and inclination of FPM as an output. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a tracking servo 
system. Although the actual servo system consists of two horizontal independent axes this  
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Figure 2. Photograph of FPM  
 
Figure 3. Block diagram of the fine tracking servo system 
 
Figure 4. Frequency characteristics of closed loop feedback system. (a) Amplitude (b) Phase 
figure shows only one axis. The position of the received beam is determined by calculation 
the position of the beacon spot on the four elements of the QD. This signal serves as an input 
of an analog proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller. The transfer characteristic of 
FPM is carrying out the response of a typical secondary system (azimuth (Az) axis is 100 Hz 
and elevation (El) axis of resonance frequency is 80 Hz at the weak oscillating system of 
dumping), and the PID controller by progress and delay compensation is designed so that a 
control zone may become the largest in consideration of this characteristic and the 
nonlinearity of a tracking sensor. As a result, the control zone of the closed loop response 
has attained the performance of about 2 kHz. In the case of a feedback system, disturbance 
suppression performance is proportional to a closed loop zone. Therefore, this tracking 
system shows that tracking control more highly efficient a single figure than the 
conventional tracking system which was an about 100 Hz control zone was realizable. 
Disturbance is poured in from the integration input of Figure 4, and the result of having 
measured the tracking response which appears in a mirror drive output about Az axis is 
shown in Figure 5. A vertical axis is the amount of suppression of disturbance amplitude. 
The characteristic is the same also about El axis. On the frequency of 100 Hz or less, it turns 
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Figure 5. Turbulence suppression characteristics of feedback system 
5. Research and development on NG-FSO system 
5.1. The basic concept of the NG-FSO 
In research and development of the NG-FSO system, we developed a compact optical 
antenna suitable for optical communication between satellite in space and deployment in 
stratospheric platform [Arimoto 2003][Katsuo 2005]. Because of the limitation in payload 
and equipment size in such usage, a lightweight optical antenna was required designed 
using off-axis free-form optics without the obscuration [Takahashi 2006]. In general, a 
Galileo type optical system, composed of a convex lens and a concave lens, is used to 
convert input/output diameter of laser beam in an optical antenna. However, when using 
such kind of refractive optical system it is difficult to suppress reflection of each surface of 
lenses in a wide wavelength range, so measurement errors as a result of ghost and/or flare 
can arise. In addition, since this system is accompanied with a chromatic aberration, 
adjustment of the focal length based on a wavelength is necessary. Therefore, a reflection 
based optical system which does not have a chromatic aberration is suitable for an optical 
system that is incorporated into a highly precise optical antenna. Although there are many 
cases that a Cassegrain type configuration is used for beam expander of reflecting mirror 
system, it is not suitable for the optics of the antenna of this purpose because of an 
obscuration in the beam center caused by secondary mirror. We abandoned the constitution 
on co-axial optical system and devised off-axial reflection optical system instead. In case of 
optical wireless communication on ground or between ground and space, the fluctuation of 
arrival beam angle is caused by the atmospheric turbulence. Therefore, if comatic aberration 
of the optical antenna is large, beam expander causes peculiar aberrations according to an 
incident angle of laser beam. Because rotational asymmetric aberration (shown in Figure 
6(b)) by the decentering of the optical element occurs as well as radial aberration such as the 
comatic aberration, in the case of an off-axial optical system, all those aberration becomes 
able to be compensated by using free-form surface for all mirrors. The free-form surface 
[Takahashi 2011] is curved surface defined in XY polynomial such as equation 13.  
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In one aspect, free-form surface becomes able to have positive and negative power (Figure 
6(a)). Furthermore, the curvature of the tangential direction can be different from azimuth 
direction. 
 
Figure 6. A free-form surface and Asymmetrical aberrations 
5.2. Consideration of the optical specifications 
The average expansion and fluctuation of light intensity of the laser beam at 1.550 μm 
wavelength with the atmospheric turbulence are calculated by using the expressions of 
Section 3 stated above. In this calculation, the transmission beam is Gaussian beam which 
have beam divergence of diffractive limit, the difference in altitude between the two stations 
(low altitude stratospheric platform experiment [Katsuo 2005] condition) is 4 km, zenith 
angle is 60 degree, the transmission distance of the beam is 8 km maximum, and the 
pointing errors is 0 μradian. When the transmission beam radius is 40 mm, the free space 
loss is approximately 1 dB. So that if the optical antenna achieves an output transmission of 
around 100 mW and the receiver sensitivity of -20 dB, we can expect a margin of 40 dB and 
it is possible to communicate under thin cloud or fog conditions. The relation between the 
beam radius at the transmitter (W0) and the average beam expansion at receiver point is 
shown in Figure 7. The mean intensity fluctuation of the received beam under similar 
conditions is shown in Figure 8. According to these results, the radius of received beam is 
varied slightly and the expansion rate of the radius of received beam is constant when the 
radius of transmit beam is more than 60 mm. Moreover, the larger the transmission beam 
diameter is, the smaller the amount of the decrease of center strength of the received beam, 
and the free space transmission loss is less than 5 dB for a transmit beam diameter of uplink 
70 mm or downlink 50 mm or more. Assuming Cn2 is 1.7×10-14 (H/V model), we calculated 
the fluctuation of the received light intensity (scintillation index) by varying the transmitted 
beam radius. The result is shown in figure 9. 
The change is small in weak fluctuation case and there is no big received optical power 
changes for propagation distance of ~4 km with laser beam transmit and receive aperture 
diameter of 10~100 mm therefore an optical antenna having this range of aperture beam 
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transmission is possible. Because this fluctuation is significantly small and in the region of 
weak fluctuation and there is not large fluctuation of intensity of the received beam, the 
optical antenna which has such diameter of aperture transmits the optical beam have the 
possibility. The calculation result of receive light intensity fluctuation when the transmit 
beam radius is set at 20 mm and pointing error is 1 μradian are shown in figure 10. On the 
assumption that the inoperable rate is 10-7, it is necessary to consider the fading margins 
which are 3.6 dB for the uplink and 5.3 dB for the downlink. From these calculations, it is 
desirable for the pointing error to be around 1 μradian in consideration of fading when a 
diffraction limited Gaussian beam is transmitted.  
The pointing error of the FPM used for the fine tracking of the NG-FSO system in this 
research is estimated to be approximately 20 μradian. The angular magnification of the 
optical antenna is 20, and the tracking accuracy in the system can expect the improvement of 
the atmosphere fluctuation to become 1.0 μradian in a calculation. Considering the above 
outlined analytical results, the target specifications of the optical system are as follows: 
1. Optical antenna aperture diameter is 40 mm  
2. Angular magnification is 20 
3. Coupling efficiency with SMF on axis is around -1 dB 
4. Resolution is diffraction limit of field angle ±0.2 degrees (less than wave aberration 
λ/10) 
 
Figure 7. Rx beam radius versus Tx beam radius 
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Figure 9. Scintillation index depend on Tx beam radius 
 
Figure 10. Probability of fading level  
5.3. Result of optical design 
In order to conduct an optical system without obscuration, having less deterioration of 
wavefront accuracy when the incident beam angle varies, we designed an optimum optical 
system comprising off-axial free form surface triple mirror which have enlargement/reduction 
rate of 20 times. Optical layout of triple mirror is shown in figure 7. Fundamental power 
placement in an optical design is a primary concave mirror plus a secondary convex mirror. 
With this optical configuration, a primary image is formed whose spherical and coma 
aberrations are compensated, and by using a collimator mirror which is arranged after the 
primary image a beam of parallel rays of light is producing. We set the paraxial focal length of 
the primary mirror and the secondary mirror at f1=230 mm, the collimator mirror at f2=11.8 
mm, and the angular magnification of the triple mirror at approximately 20. Moreover, we 
have decentered aberrations, such as axial comatic aberration and axial astigmatism caused by 
tilt and decentered of both reflective surfaces, compensated by the three pieces of free-form 
mirror. A figure of constitution of the prototype of the optical antenna module which had a 
QD feedback type built-in fine tracking system by a microminiaturized fine pointing mirror 
(FPM) is shown in figure 11, the photograph is shown in figure 12, and the photograph is 
shown in figure 13. Based on the design result, the calculations of coupling efficiency when an 
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Figure 11. Optical layout of an optical antenna with off-axial free form optics. 
 
Figure 12. Appearance of prototype of optical antenna module  
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Figure 14. Coupling efficiency depend on internal field of view  
5.4. Experimental set up of NG-FSO system 
The test beds were put on two campuses of the Waseda University campus area situated in 
Shinjuku Ward, Tokyo city [Kazaura 2007][Kazaura 2006]. Figure 11 shows a map view of 
where the FSO systems are deployed. Two antennas were set on the rooftop of a 10 floor 
building (figure 15) and the corresponding antennas on the rooftop of a 9 floor building 
with a link spanning 1 km between the transceivers on the top of those two buildings. The 
antenna shown on the right in figure 16 is the antenna under experiment while the antenna 
on the left is used for scintillation and optical power attenuation measurement. They are 
both connected to data acquisition system placed in the experiment setup room which 
records all the data as shown in figure 17. The FSO beam propagation path travels over low 
rising residential, office or campus buildings, thus transmitted beam will experience higher 
probability of scintillation from ground heating and heating from these buildings. The 
experimental antennas use a 980 nm beacon for alignment and 1550 nm wavelength for 
communication. A charge coupled device (CCD) camera is used for initial alignment 
purposes which is done manually adjusting thimble screws located at the base of the 
antenna. Repeated adjustments are made on both sides until the light is centered on both 
CCD cameras (see TV monitor in figure16). Fine alignment of the antennas is achieved by 
using a QD which gets a feedback of the maximum received power from the inbuilt data 
acquisition system. The 1550 nm transmission beam was driven by an erbium doped fiber 
amplifier (EDFA) capable of outputting 100 mW total power. The experimental antenna can 
be controlled from a remote location by a serial computer interface to send control 
information that is used for remote alignment. For the scintillation and optical power 
attenuation measurement antennas, a serial computer interface provides the beam output 
power and receives signal strength information and other information. 
The basic configuration of our experimental setup for the developed FSO system by all-
optical connection of free-space and SMF is show in Figure 18. Because the signal light is 
fiber coupled at both ends, booster/post EDFA and other measurement and data collection 
devices can be conveniently placed inside the building. The fibers are run to the respective 
rooftops and then coupled directly to the antenna as shown in Figure 16. Separation of 
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Figure 15. A map view of the 1km test between Waseda University Nishi-Waseda campus and Okubo 
campus 
 
Figure 16. Optical antennas on the rooftop of building 14 in Nishi-Waseda  
(pseudo random bit sequence) from bit error rate tester (BERT) is changed into a light signal 
by an E/O converter, and after being amplified with a booster EDFA, it is sent to the optical 
antenna of the rooftop. At the other end after the optical signal received with the optical 
antenna is removed in amplification by post-EDFA and a light filter removes noise, it is 
changed into an electric signal by an O/E converter, and becomes a receiving bit sequence in 
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a clock data recovery circuit, and calculation of the bit error is carried out by BERT. The light 
signal which branched by 3 dB-coupler on the way is used for the monitor of receiving 
intensity, or other measurement. In a WDM experiment, the wavelength of each signal is 
made to fit the ITU grid (100 GHz channel spacing), and multi/de-multiplex is performed 
using a DWDM multi/de-multiplex device. Moreover, a weather monitor device and 
another optical antenna are installed in the rooftop and weather condition (visibility, 
precipitation and temperature) and link line condition (scintillation and optical power 
attenuation) are measured simultaneously. 
 
Figure 17. Photograph of experimental hardware setup 
 
Figure 18. Experimental FSO communication system setup 
5.5. Result and analysis 
First, in order to evaluate the all-optical connection FSO system characteristic, the result of 
the 10 Gbps single wavelength light signal transmission experiment [Arimoto 2007] which is 
not achievable with conventional FSO system is shown in Figure 19. The bit error rate (BER) 
is measured by accumulated at 1 minute interval is shown in the figure. The data encoded 
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optical signal, is amplified by 100 mW booster EDFA shown in Figure 18. The minimum 
receiving sensitivity of the optical receiver used in this experiment is -37 dBm. Stable 
transmission with few errors has been achieved over 12 hours. Figure 20 shows the eye 
patterns measured continuously for 5 minutes at this time. Although the fluctuation of the 
amplitude direction becomes large when compared with the eye patterns before 
transmission, it seems that there are very few increases in a time jitter (horizontal axis), and 
high-speed transmission is possible. In addition, the error sometimes shown in Figure 19 
could be burst error produced by the momentary fall of received light intensity of several 
milliseconds or less, and this influence can hardly be observed on TCP/IP which is 
commonly used. An experiment using two optical wavelengths and connection to a Giga-bit  
Ethernet circuit and a 2.5 Gbps test signal was conducted. Optical and electrical signal 
conversion were performed by the media converter, and the Ethernet circuit performed 
huge size file transfer of between PCs connected through a switch, and has calculated the 
throughput from transfer time. In addition, it is connection by 100 Mbps between the switch 
and PC. Figure 21 shows the measurement result of the throughput of the file transfer 
performed for every minute and BER accumulated per minute. The minimum receiving 
sensitivity is -34 dBm which is almost same as the optical receiving module currently used 
for the media converter and the optical receiver currently used for BER measurement. 
Although errors sometime appeared in BER measurement, there is almost no change of a 
throughput almost similar result as in wired network. Since the great portion of error is 
short-time burst error, the throughput is hardly affected. Moreover, to the experimental 
result of BER and Ethernet, change considered to be mutual interference among other light 
signals cannot be found out at all, but has realized stable WDM transmission to it.  
 
Figure 19. BER measurement result for 10 Gbps transmission over 1 km distance. 
From these results, we demonstrated the next-generation FSO system using all-optical 
connection technology realized 10 Gbps transmission and also possible to apply WDM 
transmission which were not able to be realized in the conventional FSO system, and 
showed that the capability near an optical fiber could be offered. However in presence of 
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the fall in the received signal power. In order to realize stable communication even under 
strong atmospheric turbulence more improvement in is needed is required in the tracking 
system performance. Moreover, it is important to clarify the link design technique about the 
application distance of atmospheric turbulence and a FSO system.  
 
Figure 20. 10 Gbps transmission test eye pattern. (a) Before transmission (b) After 1 km transmission 
5.6. Conclusions of the NG-FSO system 
The next-generation optical wireless communication system offered seamless connection of 
free space and fiber system. The transceiver incorporates a FPM for high-speed beam 
tracking and control function, therefore, having the capability to mitigate the effects of 
atmospheric turbulence on the transmitted optical beam. The FSO system performance was 
verified and error free transmission over an extended period of time was demonstrated. The 
system performance expressed in terms of BER performance was also evaluated and 
showed to be consistently above acceptable levels. Stable performance after increasing the 
system bandwidth using WDM technology was also attained. 
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6. Research and development on RoFSO system 
6.1. Description of RoFSO system 
Examination of a RoFSO system which expands RoF technology to a free-space using all-
optical connection technology is shown. RoF technologies [Al-Raweshidy 2002][Hai 2006] 
can realize a cost effective universal platforms for future ubiquitous wireless services. 
Furthermore, RoF networks can be extended to virtual radio free-space network with layer 1 
routing realized [Komaki 2003][Tsukamoto 2005]. By using RoF, architecture for radio access 
zones easily employs micro or pico cellular systems. However, the optical fiber as an 
infrastructure is needed for a RoF network. We aim at quick and effective provide of 
heterogeneous wireless services for not only urban area but rural area, that has a little or no 
infrastructure for broadband services by the system with which developed next-generation 
FSO and a RoF system were united. 
 
Figure 22. Outline of RoFSO system setup  
We developed the RoFSO antenna which is improved the optical antenna, and installed in 
the same experimental field [Kazaura 2009][ Kim 2009][Tsukamoto 2008]. Moreover, RF 
interface which represents the RoF system, and optical interface which performs multi/de-
multiplex and amplification of the optical signal carrying the various services developed for 
an experiment as indoor equipment. A new optical antenna of 80 mm of the main aperture 
aimed at better tracking accuracy by feeding back the influence of the atmospheric 
fluctuation which signal light receives itself by diverting and using a part of signal light for 
fine tracking. RF interface unit consists of a RoF module which performs the electro/optical 
conversion of RF signal corresponding to the planned service (3G cellular, WLAN 11g/a, 
DBV-T), and its control circuit. Each light signal transmitted is matched with the ITU grid 
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multiplex device, EDFA (booster/post) and optical circulator for separation of 
transmit/receive signal. A figure showing the whole system just described is depicted in 
Figure 22. In this experiment, signal generators and analyzers for evaluating the 
transmission quality of various services are connected to RF interface unit.  
6.2. Consideration of optical antenna specification  
The average expansion and fluctuation of light intensity of the laser beam at 1.550 μm 
wavelength with the atmospheric turbulence are calculated by using the above expressions 
(Section 3). The relation between the beam radius at the transmitter and the average beam 
expansion at receiver point is shown in Figure 23.  
 
Figure 23. Rx beam radius versus Tx beam radius  
 
Figure 24. Scintillation index depend on Tx beam radius 
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According to these results, the radius of received beam is varied slightly and the expansion 
rate of the radius of received beam is constant when the radius of transmit beam is more 
than 20 mm. Moreover, the larger the transmission beam diameter is, the smaller the 
amount of the decrease of center strength of the received beam, and the free space 
transmission loss is less than 5 dB for a transmit beam diameter of 40 mm or more. We 
calculated the fluctuation of the received light intensity (scintillation index) by varying the 
transmitted beam radius. The result is shown in figure 24. The change is small in weak 
fluctuation case and there is no big received optical power changes for propagation distance 
of 1~2 km with laser beam transmit and receive aperture diameter of 10~100 mm therefore 
an optical antenna having this range of aperture beam transmission is possible. Figure 25 
shows the cumulative probability distribution when the transmit beam radius is set at 40 
mm and pointing error is 5 μradian. We found that the fluctuation of receiving optical 
intensity is ± 3 dB at 10 % and ± 8 dB at 0.001%. In other words, it is necessary to consider 
fading margins that are 9.6 dB for the uplink and 9.2 dB for the downlink if inoperable ratio 
is 10-7.  
In addition, the previous NG-FSO system, the beam for fine tracking systems was a beacon 
light which was different from the signal light. In that case, the propagation path of the 
beacon light signal and signal beam is not exactly consistent therefore the atmospheric 
fluctuation behavior is also not similar. Especially, in the case of the data rate is high, such 
tendency is significantly. Therefore, it was not possible to get enough fine tracking 
characteristics. That is why in the new system for fine tracking the signal light is used for 
detection of angle of arrival by utilizing beam splitter.  
Based on these calculations, if a diffraction-limited Gaussian beam is transmitted, it is 
desirable for the pointing error to be less than 5 μradian considering fading. The pointing 
error of the FPM used for the fine tracking of the RoFSO system is approximately 20 μradian 
and the angular magnification of the optical antenna is 40. The tracking accuracy of the 
entire system can be calculated by the division of those two values and it is 0.5 μradian. 
Thus, it is possible to expect the improvement of the atmosphere fluctuation. 
6.3. Results of optical design 
A constitution of the prototype of the optical antenna module [Takahashi 2008] which had a 
QD feedback type built-in fine tracking system by a micro-miniaturized fine pointing mirror 
with the part of SMF coupling components is shown in figure 26, the photograph of SMF 
coupling part and tracking system is shown in figure 27 and the photograph of entire 
prototype optical system is shown in figure 28. Based on this design, results of the 
calculation of coupling efficiency and spot diagram when an ideal lens is deployed in the 
radiation side are shown in figure 29. The on-axis SMF coupling loss is -1.02 dB with less the 
-5 dB loss for up to full size field angle 25 μradian. Optical performance for on-axis and off-
axis of the designed optical system is summarized in table 1. It is observed that it is possible 
to obtain almost twice image formation efficiency of the diffraction limit of the design 
requirement for field angle ±0.5 degrees. 
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Figure 26. Optical layout of the antenna of RoFSO system  
 
Figure 27. Photograph of SMF coupling part and tracking system  
 
Figure 28. Photograph of entire optical antenna of prototype RoFSO system  
To evaluate real performance in the trial product; the coupling efficiency that measured in 
experiment system deploy a coupling lens after an object lens and a collimator, and to be 
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Figure 29. RoFSO antenna optical performance (a) Coupling efficiency (b) Spot diagram  
Field angle (deg) 0  0.5  1.0  
Spot diameter (μm) 2.7  2.9  6.2 
Wave aberration (λ) 0.0037 0.0094 0.0327 
Coupling efficiency (dB) -1.02  - - 
Table 1. Optical performance of the RoFSO optical antenna in design condition 
6.4. Evaluation of prototype RoFSO system  
6.4.1. Experimental evaluation setup 
We installed the developed RoFSO system at a same place of NG-FSO system in Waseda 
University and performed experiments [Kazaura 2009] [Kim 2009] [Tsukamoto 2008] 
[Takahashi 2008]. Photographs showing the devices setup on the rooftop as well as the 
various measurement devices setup in the laboratory is depicted in Figure 30(a) and 30(b) 
respectively. Three FSO antennas are placed on the rooftop of one building as shown in 
Figure 30(a), which include the DWDM RoFSO antenna under investigation and two other 
conventional antennas used for measuring and quantifying the deployment environment 
characteristics for example atmospheric turbulence induced scintillation. 
6.4.2. Basic performance 
As a result, the system’s stability and tracking properties satisfied the design requirements 
(tracking response is more than 2 kHz, turbulence suppression characteristics of this 
feedback system are more than suppression ability 20 dB in frequency less than 100 Hz with 
Cn2 < 1.7×10-14), and we confirmed that the system can transmit WDM with sufficient 
performance regarding not only error-free transmission of digital signals but also RF signal 
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when the fine tracking of antenna is set OFF or ON, and the average of turbulence Cn2 is 
2×10-14. If the fine tracking is set OFF, the fluctuation of receiving optical intensity largely 
and frequently decays because it is not possible to control arrival angle, also because 
location of beam spot of SMF consistently fluctuates. In addition, the mean of receiving 
optical intensity is low because it is not possible to control location of light focus accurately. 
On the other hand, the fine tracking of antenna is set to ON, the entire fluctuation decreases 
and the mean of receiving optical intensity is improved. Figure 32 shows the receiving 
optical spectrum when four of wireless service signals are transmitted with 1 km distance 
and WDM transmission using this RoFSO. It can be found that each service signal is clearly 
separated and is transmitted without mutual interaction. 
 
 
Figure 30.  RoFSO system experimental device (a) rooftop setup and (b) devices setup in the laboratory 
 
 
Figure 31. Optical intensity fluctuation characteristics of received beam with tracking OFF (upper) and 
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Figure 32. Optical spectrum of four wireless service signals using WDM RoFSO system  
6.4.3. W-CDMA (Cellarer phone) 
In W-CDMA system, the downlink signal transmitted by the base station is designed to 
fulfill the specifications set in 3GPP standard [3FPP 2002]. The spectral properties of the 
signal are measured by he adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) which is considered to be 
a more stringent quality metric parameter, and is defined as the ratio of the amount of 
leakage power in an adjacent channel to the total transmitted power in the main channel. 
The 3GPP specifies one main channel and two adjacent channels. The standard requires the 
ACLR to be better than 45 dB at 5 MHz offset and 50 dB at 10 MHz offset. In our 
experimental setup, we use a signal generator to generate a test signal (W-CDMA Test 
Model 1) with a signal power of -20 dBm which is transmitted over the RoFSO link and at 
the receiver side a digital mobile radio transmission tester is used to measure and record the 
quality of the W-CDMA signal. Figure 33(a) shows a received W-CDMA signal ACLR 
spectrum after transmission over the 1 km RoFSO link. It is observed that the signals’ 
spectral properties shown on Figure 33(a) satisfy the 3GPP specified values of ACLR at the 5 
MHz and 10 MHz offsets. 
The variation of the measured received optical power and the W-CDMA signal ACLR 
characteristics is shown in Figure 33(b). Two cases are considered i.e. first case is back-to-
back (B-to-B) measurement using the RoF modules, signal generator and analyzer and an 
optical attenuator for incrementing the attenuation to represent channel losses and in the 
offsets. The B-to-B actual transmission over the RoFSO system measurements shows 
almost similar characteristics and the minimum optical received power to satisfy the 
prescribed 3GPP value at 5 MHz at 10 MHz offsets is about -15 dBm. Using a post EDFA 
the required received optical power can be even as low as -25 dBm and -20 dBm and still 
satisfy the 3GPP specification for W-CDMA signal transmission at 5 MHz and 10 MHz 
offsets respectively. 
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Figure 33. (a) Received W-CDMA signal ACLR spectrum and (b) variations of ACLR and optical 
received power  
6.4.4. Wireless LAN 
In another example the RoFSO system is evaluated by transmitting a WLAN IEEE802.11 
based signal. In this experiment, an IEEE802.11g compliant waveform is generated by a 
vector signal generator at -24 dBm which is applied to the RoF module in the RF interface 
unit. After transmission through the RoFSO link a spectrum analyzer is utilized to measure 
and analyze the quality of the received WLAN signal. A pass/fail judgment of the spectrum 
mask as defined in the IEEE specification 802.11a/b/g is used. As a test signal, IEEE802.11g 
waveform at 2.4 GHz with 54 Mbps 64QAM is used. Figure 34(a) depicts a WLAN signal 
with spectrum mask in this case. A constellation graph of the WLAN signal modulation 
analysis is shown in Figure 34(b).  
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The recorded RMS of Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) value is within the acceptable 
tolerance for WLAN signal transition. The result of continuous measurement of the 
spectral mask test collected over two days is shown in Figure 35. The mask pattern 
Pass/Fall judgment is measured per second and recorded. This result is accumulated for 
every 1 minute, and the passed number is plotted in the figure. Moreover, in order to 
evaluate the variation with respect to the condition of the propagation path, the 
metrological data such as visibility and rain rate data which is simultaneously collected is 
plotted. 
 
Figure 35. Mask test pass counts per 1 min. vs. weather condition 
The measurement data depicted in the figure represent a fine weather condition before noon 
on the first day which later turned cloudy. On the second day it rained. The drop in 
visibility because of rain is significant around 8:00am on the second day. Because of the rain 
there is an increase in attenuation in the propagation path, so the received optical signal 
power falls therefore increasing the rate of the spectrum mask test failure. It can be observed 
in the figure that on the first day, there is an increase of spectrum mask failure rate around 
noon, this is due to the effect of atmospheric turbulence. 
6.4.5. ISDB-T (Digital TV) 
Digital terrestrial television broadcasting, referred to as Integrated Service Digital 
Broadcasting – Terrestrial (ISDB-T) in Japan, is designed to provide reliable high-quality 
video, sound and data broadcasting not only for fixed receivers but also for mobile 
receivers. The system is designed to provide flexibility, expandability and interoperability 
for multimedia broadcast. The ISDB-T system uses the UHF band at frequencies between 
470 MHz and 770 MHz, giving a total bandwidth of 300 MHz. The bandwidth is divided 
into 50 channels named from 13 to 62. Each channel is further divided into 13 OFDM 
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audio and data) and the remainder can be allocated as one 12-segment for high definition 
television (HDTV) programs [DiBEG]. In this setup, channel 32 is used for ISDB-T signal 
transmission. A vector signal generator (Anritsu MG3700A) is used to output simple BER 
data and video waveforms for ISDB-T transmission evaluation. In this example, two 
signals are set simultaneously with the following waveform patterns (a) 
ISDBT_16QAM_1_2 (A-Layer: 1seg, 16QAM and B-Layer: 12seg, 64QAM) and (b) 
ISDBT_2layer_Movie, both at -20 dBm with a 6 MHz frequency offset. The combined signal 
at -17 dBm is fed into the RoF module. The optical modulation index (OMI) for each 
channel (at -20 dBm input) is 10%. The signal is subsequently transmitted over the RoFSO 
link. At the receiving site a digital broadcasting signal analyzer (Anritsu MS8901A) is used 
to measure the quality of the received ISDB-T signal. A received signal spectrum showing 
the two transmitted ISDB-T signals is depicted in Figure 36(a). A modulation error ratio 
(MER) quality metric parameter used to evaluate the modulation signal quality of the 
digital terrestrial television broadcasting signal directly and quantitatively is measured and 
analyzed. An example of modulation analysis constellation for the digital terrestrial 
broadcasting signal made of A-Layer 16QAM and B-Layer 64QAM is shown in Figure 36(b) 
and 36 (c) respectively which were captured when the recorded average received optical 
power was -5.92 dBm and -5.88 dBm respectively (i.e. the monitor output measured power 
adjusted for the respective RF signal). The constellation is very useful for analyzing the 
condition of the received signal by monitoring the modulation symbol movement. In 
Figure 36(b) and 36(c) the received signals exhibit little signal distortion (in terms of 
amplitude or frequency fluctuations) and the signal deterioration is minimal thus 
confirming the suitability of the RoFSO system for ISDB-T signal transmission conforming 
to the specified standard [ARIB]. In this example the measurement was made in the 
evening after 20:00 hrs considered to be weak atmospheric turbulence conditions. The 
ISDB-T signal transmission using the RoFSO system is also evaluated using a BER quality 
metric parameter. Figure 37 shows the BER measurement and the mean received optical 
power characteristics for one-segment (1seg) and 12-segment transmission collected over a 
24 hour period on 11 December 2008. Increased bit errors are observed at around midday 
because of increase in the atmospheric turbulence which affects the received optical power. 
The variation of the measured mean received optical power can be correlated with the BER 
in this case. For 1seg transmission (A-Layer) the BER characteristics shows satisfactory 
performance with most values being below the error correction limit (2×10-4) demonstrating 
the suitability of the RoFSO system for ISDB-T 1seg transmission. Unfortunately, 
occasionally the automatic gain control (AGC) is inadequate in the case for 12-segment 
HDTV (B-Layer) transmission. As an example the ISDB-T transmitted video captured 
screen shots for 1seg and 12-segment are shown in Figure 38(a) and 38(b) respectively. The 
1seg video quality was consistently clear and continuous without any stoppages. However, 
the 12-segment video is clear and continuous only in the absence of atmospheric 
turbulence or other effects which contribute to the deterioration of the transmitted RoFSO 
signal quality.  
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Figure 36. ISDB-T signal transmission experiment (a) received ISDB-T signal spectrum and modulation 




Figure 37. Digital terrestrial television broadcasting BER and received optical power characteristics 
  (a)    (b)          (c) 
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Figure 38. ISDB-T captured video screen shots (a) A-Layer 1seg and (b) B-Layer 12-segment 
6.5. Conclusions of the RoFSO system 
Simultaneous transmission of different kinds of wireless services using a newly developed 
RoFSO system has been presented. As the result, we have been presented that an all-optical 
connection FSO system could treat not only digital signal transmission but RF signal on a 
par with an optical fiber. And it is shown that the new generation optical wireless optical 
communication technology has a possibility of uniting radio environment and cable 
environment also with a service level, and the thing expectable as a solution of a 
heterogeneous network is shown. 
7. Conclusions 
We have described the concept and technology for the next-generation optical wireless 
communication systems. We explained the optics design method and the design results of 
the optical antennas considering laser propagation phenomena such as the scintillation and 
arrival beam angle fluctuation which occurs by atmospheric turbulence. We also mentioned 
the fine tracking mechanism using the FPM for the optical antennas. The FSO system 
incorporating high speed and highly precise tracking mechanism in which the influence of 
angle of arrival change is compensated succeed in maintaining free-space to SMF stably. A 
free-space optical communication system using specially designed compact antenna for 
easy, cost effective means of constructing a robust and reliable high-speed link for next 
generation optical wireless communication system was developed and investigated. The 
actual proof experiment using the developed NG-FSO system shows that this system 
enabled offer of a link equivalent to the fiber independent of the bit rate or a transmission 
protocol. Furthermore, we tried to unite this system with a RoF system and also enabled 
offer of various wireless services further. RoFSO system which expands RoF technology to a 
free-space using all-optical connection technology also shows the possibility of RF signal 
transmission through the field experiment. As these results, a next-generation optical 
wireless communication system using all-optical connection technology shows a possibility 
 (a) (b)
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of becoming an effective solution of extension of a next-generation optical fiber system and 
heterogeneous wireless service. 
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1. Introduction 
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology for fiber optic transmission 
systems has been developed and introduced in order to make use of approximately 60 
THz bandwidth that is offered by silica optical fibers “in [1,3]”. In recent years total 
information carrying capacity of transmission systems was increased for the account of 
channels number, channel spacing and per channel bit rates. However in this case must 
take into the account total amount of optical power coupled into a fiber. Coupled power 
increase resulting in additional transmission impairments caused by nonlinear optical 
effects (NOE) and its combination with linear distortion mechanisms “in [4,6]”. 
Generally it leads to distorted transmission in some channels of fiber optic transmission 
system (FOTS) or even to complete failure of system’s channels. It means that 
informative signals cannot be detected on the other end of the fiber with a required error 
probability. This reduces system’s total carrying capacity and channel’s data throughput. 
Consequently, another system’s total transmission capacity increment solution must be 
found out. 
Currently one of the most intensively studied system’s total transmission capacity increment 
solutions is the increasing of system’s channel spectral efficiency “in references [7,11]”. 
Actually it is more efficient utilization of available bandwidth. It means that more 
informative bits are transmitted using one hertz from available frequency band. It ensures 
that a smaller number of channels must be used to transmit the same amount of informative 
bits. Channel’s spectral efficiency can be increased in three different ways. The first one, the 
reduction of used system’s channel spacing “in [2]”. This means that a larger number of 
transmission channels can be allocated in available frequency band. The second one, the 
increase of per channel bit rate maintaining previously used channel spacing values for 
separation of transmission channels “in [10]”. And finally the third one is the combination of 
pervious two ways. 
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Obviously that it is easier to achieve a larger channel’s spectral efficiency if for optical signal 
modulation and coding some of novel modulation formats are used. This novel (or 
advanced) modulation formats provide narrower optical signals spectrum or multilevel 
encoding schemes that ensure more bits per one symbol than it is in traditional modulation 
formats, for example, on – off keying (OOK) with non – return to zero (NRZ) encoding 
format (NRZ – OOK) “in reference[10]”. Maximal spectral efficiency, which can be obtained 
with traditional OOK modulation formats, is about 0.4 bit/s/Hz “in [2]”. “It has been 
reported in ref. [7,8]” that using such novel modulation formats as quadrature amplitude 
modulation (16 – QAM particularly) and orthogonal frequency – division 
multiplexing(OFDM) together with polarization division multiplexing (PDM) technique it 
can be achieved SE larger than 6 bit/s/Hz and even reaches 7 bit/s/Hz. 
Study object of this chapter is optimal mixed WDM system configuration that provides 
lowest in system’s channels detected signals BER values. This developed mixed WDM 
system’s model is offered for the future design of backbone optical networks and can be 
considered under the concept of next generation optical network (NGON). Chosen optical 
signal modulations formats and per channel bit rates, according to authors’ thoughts, are the 
most appropriate and probable at this moment. It was concluded after careful evaluation of 
current state of optical telecommunication networks, their possible and the most likely 
development strategy and trends in the future.  
2. Necessity of mixed WDM transmission system  
With the explosive growth in demand for capacity in national, regional, and metropolitan 
optical networks, high spectral efficiency wavelength division multiplexing transmission 
becomes essential. Current WDM optical transport systems are primarily based on 10 Gbit/s 
channels that are modulated with on – off – keying on a 50 GHz channel grid. Capacity 
upgrade of these systems calls for 40 Gbit/s wavelength channels to be carried in the same 
system “in [5,9]”. To achieve this, several technical challenges need to be resolved.  
2.1. Basic principle of WDM 
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a technology used to combine or retrieve two 
or more optical signals of different optical center wavelengths in a fiber. It allows fiber 
capacity to be expanded in the frequency domain from one channel to more than 100 
channels. This is accomplished by first converting standard, non – WDM optical signals to 
signals with unique WDM wavelengths that correspond to the available channel center 
wavelengths in the WDM multiplexer and demultiplexer. Typically, this is done by 
replacing non – WDM transceivers with the proper WDM channel transceivers. WDM 
channels are defined and labeled by their center wavelength or frequency and channel 
spacing. The WDM channel wavelength assignment is an industry standard defined in ITU 
– T documentation. Then the different WDM signal wavelengths are combined into one 
fiber by the WDM multiplexer. In the fiber, the individual signals propagate with little 
interaction assuming low signal power. For high powers, interchannel interaction can occur. 
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Once the signals reach the fiber link end, the WDM demultiplexer separates the signals by 
their wavelengths, back to individual fibers that are connected to their respective equipment 
receivers. Optical receivers have a broad reception spectrum, which includes all of C (1530-
1565 nm) band. Many receivers can also receive signals with wavelengths down to O (1260-
1360) band “in [11]”.  
The process of combining and separating the different wavelengths in the fiber is the basis 
of WDM technology. As a rough analogy, a WDM demultiplexer can be thought of as a 
prism separating different colors of light from the incident white light ray. Each color of 
light can represent a unique WDM signal. The white light is the aggregate of all colors of 
light and represents all the WDM signals propagating in the fiber. It should be noted that 
WDM wavelength and WDM channel have different meanings. WDM wavelength refers to 
the center wavelength of an optical signal or a WDM channel. WDM channel refers to an 
optical signal communications path that is defined by a center wavelength and a spectral 
pass band. It can be full duplex, half duplex, or simplex. Most telecommunication systems 
require full duplex communication channels. All full duplex fiber communication channels 
require two optical signals, one in each direction, to work properly. For a two fiber full 
duplex WDM system, the two laser signals (one at both ends of the fiber link on different 
fibers) are assigned the same wavelength, which is referred to as the channel assignment. 
However, in cases where only one fiber is used for full duplex communications, both lasers 
will have different wavelength assignments and therefore communication channel uses two 
WDM channels. Typically, most WDM systems will use two fibers for a WDM link. 
Therefore, the WDM wavelength assignment is the same for both lasers for that channel and 
is referred to as the channel assignment. 
The heart of any WDM system is the basic WDM (also referred to as passive WDM). The 
basic WDM only consist of optical filters without any electronics. Therefore, it is completely 
passive and highly reliable. The filters are designed to pass a selected light spectral range, 
referred to as a channel, with low loss and reject or reflect all other spectrum. A combination 
of these filters results in a multichannel WDM multiplexer or demultiplexer. At the transmit 
end, the multiplexer combines the unique wavelengths from each channel port into one 
common fiber and at the receive end the demultiplexer coupler separates the combined 
signals from the common fiber to their respective channel ports. For some systems, the 
multiplexer and demultiplexer units are the same and are interchangeable (universal units) 
“in [11]”. 
In recent years the dramatic increase of demand for transmission capacity is observed and to 
secure an appropriate quality of service (QoS) level telecommunications services providers 
must constantly and continuously develop their transmission systems in use “in references 
[4,12]”. Currently, as a study object of many scientific works have been chosen and focused 
directly on the fibre total transmission capacity increases, and this can happen in a three 
different ways. The first one, the existing 10 Gbit/s Dense WDM system upgrade, but in fact it 
is the substitution of existing system with 40 Gbit/s DWDM system or faster, because the only 
10 Gbit/s system components, which can be used in new 40 Gbit/s system, are fibre, boosters 
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and some external modulated lasers, but all transmitter and receiver electrical parts with 
bandpass filters must be changed to a new one. The second one, channels compaction by 
location them closer to each other using smaller channel spacing between them, in that way 
increasing the number of channel in available transmission frequency spectrum “in [2,15]”. In 
this case, the total transmission capacity increment is achieved only because of increasing the 
number of channels, as the individual transmission rate in each channel remains unchanged. 
And the third way, total transmission capacity increment, using channel compaction with 
simultaneous increment of individual channel’s transmission bit rate. 
It is clear, that none of the proposed fibre’s transmission capacity increment solution can be 
realized immediately, but it requires a certain amount of time and work, as any solution 
should be implemented gradually in several stages to avoid unnecessary problems. 
2.2. Application of optical modulation formats  
Since the introduction of the first optical transmission systems, capacities have steadily 
increased and the cost per transmitted bit has gradually decreased. The core of the global 
telecommunication network consists today of wavelength division multiplexed optical 
transmission systems. WDM is for these systems the technology of choice as it allows for a 
high spectral efficiency, i.e. the transmitted capacity per unit bandwidth. Commercial WDM 
systems generally use up to 80 wavelength channels with 50 GHz channel spacing and a bit 
rate of 10 Gbit/s or sometimes 40 Gbit/s per wavelength channel. This translates into a 
spectral efficiency between 0.2 and 0.8 bit/s/Hz. However, to cope with the forecasted 
increase in data traffic it will be necessary to develop next – generation transmission systems 
with even higher capacities. These transmission systems are expected to have a 40 Gbit/s or 
more bit rate per wavelength channel, with a spectral efficiency of between 0.8 and 2.0 
bit/s/Hz. At the same time, such systems should be robust, i.e. provide a tolerance towards 
transmission impairments similar to currently deployed systems “in [9]”. 
Traditionally, optical transmission systems have used amplitude modulation. However, for 
the next generation of transmission systems this is not a suitable choice. They normally 
require too large channel spacing, have a high optical – signal – to – noise ratio (OSNR) 
requirement and generate significant nonlinear impairments. Current state-of-the-art 
transmission systems therefore often use differential phase shift keying (DPSK). Compared 
to amplitude modulation, DPSK generates less nonlinear impairments and has a lower 
OSNR requirement. However, due to the high symbol rate (e.g. 40-Gbaud) the robustness 
against the most significant linear transmission impairments, i.e. chromatic dispersion and 
polarization – mode dispersion (PMD) is still small. Tunable optical dispersion 
compensators can be used to improve the chromatic dispersion tolerance and PMD 
impairments are generally avoided through fiber selection. But optical compensation and 
fiber selection are generally not suitable for cost-sensitive applications “in references 
[17,18]”. Another potential candidate to reduce the symbol rate is polarization multiplexing 
(POLMUX). This doubles the number of bits per symbol by transmitting independent 
information in each of the two orthogonal polarizations of an optical fiber “in [5]”.  
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Our issue in a mixed system solution is offered as a part of common transmission system 
development, during the transition from traditional use of NRZ – OOK modulation format 
to alternative modulation formats, such as NRZ – DPSK and 2 – POLSK. Such hybrid 
solution can be topical in the case of combination or even in the case of different 
transmission systems merger, which results in the necessity to make a different modulated 
optical signal transmission over a single optical bus. As well as, such a need may occur in 
the future, switching traffic from a variety of WDM systems with the help of reconfigurable 
optical add – drop multiplexers (ROADM) and transmitting it further over common fibre to 
its destination or to the next ROADM “in [9]”. The shift towards alternative optical signal 
modulation formats is necessary, because one of the major problem need to be overcome, in 
order to increase the total transmission capacity of core networks and a single fibre, are the 
reduction of transmission impairments and signal modulation format capability to resist 
against such impairments.  
In high density WDM (HDWDM) systems with a large fibre span length between two 
optical amplifiers, signal form distortion causes such effects as linear chromatic dispersion, 
polarization mode dispersion, fibre non – linear effects or thereof combinations. In WDM 
system channel spacing reduction limiting factor is interchannel crosstalk, which originate 
due to optical fibre nonlinearities, such as crossphase modulation (XPM), selfphase 
modulation (SPM) and four – wave mixing (FWM) “in [13]”. In order to reduce the impact 
of those effects, various optical modulation formats are increasingly being studied and 
offered, which could serve as an alternative to currently used traditional on – off keying. In 
this way manipulated signals are significantly distorted at high speed and high spectral 
density transmission conditions “in [14]”. 
3. Measurement technique and accuracy 
This research is based on powerful and accepted mathematical simulation software OptSim. 
It solves complex differential nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) using split-step 
Fourier method (SSFM). This equation describes optical signal propagation over the fiber 
and can be written as Eq. (1) “in [19]”: 
�
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where A(t, z) is complex optical field; z is fiber length, [km]; �� is linear attenuation 
coefficient of an optical fiber, [km-1]; �� is the second order parameter of chromatic 
dispersion, [ps2/nm]; �� is the third order parameter of chromatic dispersion, [ps3/nm]; � is 
nonlinear coefficient, [W-1.km-1]; t is time, [s]. NLSE takes into the account linear and 
nonlinear affects and they influence to optical signal distortions. The principle of split-step 
method is better illustrated by (1), which can be written as follows “in [19]”: 
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�� is linear operator responsible for linear effects such as dispersion and attenuation “in [19]”: 









�� is nonlinear operator, which takes into account Kerr and other nonlinear effects (NOEs) 
“in [19]”: 
 �� � � ∙ � ∙ |�|� ∙ �   (4) 
In general split-step method is based on assumption that linear and nonlinear effects affect 
optical signals independently. This statement can be considered as true if we assume that all 
fiber length z is being divided into sufficiently small spans Δz, and only then these linear 
and nonlinear effects by turns are taken into account for each ��� segment. 
There are two basic algorithms for realization of SSFM: time domain split step (TDSS) and 
frequency domain split step (FDSS). These two algorithms differ only with an approach that 
is being used for calculation of linear operator ��. While in both cases nonlinear operator �� is 
being calculated in time domain “in [19]”. 
Operator �� is being fully characterized by its impulse response h(t) and it is mathematically 
correct to calculate its influence to A(t, z) optical field using products of mathematical 
convolution. In TDSS case it can be written as follows “in [19]”: 
 ����� � ���� � ���� � ∑ ��������� ∙ ��� � ��   (5) 
This algorithm calculates this convolution in time domain and precisely obtains time delay 
values between signals with different wavelength. In OptSim software this TDSS algorithm is 
realized using finite impulse reaction (FIR) filters. This sophisticated technique provides 
complete control of an overall mistake that may occur during all process of calculating. By 
contrast FDSS calculates �� in frequency domain but firstly for this algorithm is necessary to 
calculate fast Fourier transformation (FFT) from A[n] signal samples and from h(t) impulse 
reaction. Then it is necessary to use invers FFT (FFT-1) to convert obtained data array to time 
sample domain. FDSS algorithm can be mathematically described using following equation “in 
[19]”: 
��� ��� � ���� � ���� � 
 � ��������������������������  (6) 
As one can see, then in this case circular convolution is used for obtaining signal sample 
array ��� ���. This array may contain fewer samples than it is necessary to obtain actual 
convolution products—����� sample array. Hence this algorithm is easier to implement than 
TDSS and it requires less computation time and resources but serious errors may occur 
during calculation “in [19]”. 
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Eq. (2) can be solved assuming that �� and �� operators are independent and fiber span Δz 
length is small enough (5-100 m depending on the simulation accuracy requirements). Then 
optical signal after propagation over Δz span can be described in the following manner “in 
[15]”: 
 ���� � � ��� ≅ e�� ���� � ��� � e�� ��� � �� �� ��� � �
��
� ��� � e����
��
� � ��� � ���� ��  (7) 
For the evaluation of system performance will be used such parameter as Q-factor and 
BER value. Q = 7.03 (16.94 dB) corresponds to the commonly used reference for BER of 
10-12. 
Q factor uncertainty range (see Fig. 1) and BER confidence interval magnitude depends on 
the total number of simulated bits Ntotal “in [15]”: 
 dev��∗� � �� ≅ ���� �����, (8) 
where Q is Q-factor value that can be calculated using following Eq. (9) “in references [2, 
15]”: 
 Q � |�����|����� , (9) 
where μ1,0 and σ1,0 are the mean and the standard deviation of the received signal, when a 
logical “1” and “0” is transmitted, and π ≈ 3.14 “in references [3, 15]”. 
 ��� � �� � e��� �
�
√�� (10) 
Using Eq. (8) Q-factor uncertainty range can be expressed as “in [15]”: 




As one can see from Fig. 1 Q-factor uncertainty range for 1,024 simulated bits that is used in 
our schemes is equal to 0.77 dB. 
Q-factor and BER value 95% (�����) confidence intervals for 16.94 dB nominal value can be 
obtained using Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) assuming that we are dealing with Gaussian distribution. 
For 1024 of simulated bits these intervals are: 
 Q������.������ ∈ �16.55; 17.31�, [dB]  (12) 
 ��� 1��������������� ∈ ��1�.�7;�11.��� (13) 
As an example we will give BER 95 % confidence interval as a function from the number of 
simulated bits for 10-12 nominal. This value will be used as reference for transmission 
channel with 10 Gbit/s per channel bitrate (see Fig. 1). 
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As one can see, when simulating 1,024 bits at BER = 10-12, the confidence interval magnitude 
is less than ±1 order. It points to the conclusion that OptSim simulation software allows 
obtaining sufficiently accurate preliminary results and there is no point to increase the total 
number of simulated bits, because obtained results accuracy does not improve sufficiently.  
 
Figure 1. Q-factor uncertainty as a function form total number of simulated bits, and BER value 95% 
confidence intervals for 10-12 nominal. 
4. Mixed WDM transmission system models 
As a start model for our mixed WDM transmission system, 10 Gbit/s three – channel system 
was chosen. In this system optical signal modulation formats applied in each system’s 
channel are different. Per channel transmission bit rate is chosen equal to 10 Gbit/s, because 
our research is focused on ultra – long haul mixed HDWDM transmission system 
development, which expecting existing 10 Gbit/s system’s infrastructure use and further it’s 
development. 
4.1. Simplest model of mixed WDM  
In the mentioned system’s first channel optical signal is transmitted for which modulation 
differential phase shift keying with non – return – to – zero encoding technique is used 
(NRZ – DPSK). For the system’s second channel on – off keying method and NRZ encoding 
is used, despite the fact, that NRZ – OOK modulation format is not well situated for high 
density WDM systems with a large number of transmission channels and high transmission 
rate and, as consequence of that, a high total transmission capacity. This modulation format 
can be used as a good foundation and reference point for comparison of different 
modulation formats, because it’s traditionally used modulation format in optical 
transmission systems, due to its relatively simple realization and historical domination “in 
[2]”. As modulation format for the system’s third channel binary polarization shift keying (2 
– POLSK) was chosen. It’s the newest modulation format and in the same times the most 
promising “in [16]”. 
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Then all three differently modulated optical signals are combined and transmitted through 
50 km long standard single mode fibre (SSMF), without using optical amplifiers. On the 
other fibre end optical signals are filtered with optical Gaussian filters, converted to 
electrical signals and then electrically filtered using Bessel electrical filters (see Fig. 2). 
SSMF length was chosen equal to 50 km, because it’s better permissible length between 
two EDFA in an ultra – long haul transmission system, if fibre attenuation coefficient is 
0.2 dB/km “in [4]”. Large amplifier spacing in such system would result in a prohibitive 
increase in amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and in order to achieve the 
greater range and information capacity, the amplifiers must be located close together 
with gain no greater than about 10 dB and preferably less “in [17]”. Amplifier spacing 
further increment will lead to increase of ASE noise influence and as a result BER grow 
for each system channel. As well as, we must take into account system’s accumulated 
dispersion level, because 10 Gbit/s network, where for optical signal modulation NRZ 
format is used, operates error free only if residual system dispersion is below 1000 
ps/nm. SSMF has 17 ps/nm*km dispersion and this mean that mentioned above 
dispersion level threshold won’t be exceeded if length of the used fibre is below 58 km. 
In our case, we start studied optical signal transmission over only one span of ultra – 
long haul transmission system and that’s why fibre length was taken from its possible 
optimal configuration.  
In the first previously mentioned system for optical signal modulation in all three channels 
differential binary phase shift keying (DPSK) was used, in the second – the intensity 
modulation (IM) and in the third – polarization shift keying were used, while the fourth is a 
mixed transmission system, where for the first channels optical signal modulation NRZ – 





Figure 2. Simulation model of 3 – channel mixed WDM system 
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10 Gbit/s WDM System 
Channel Spacing, GHz









 1st 5,11˟10-12 6,49˟10-13 1,78˟10-16 5,90˟10-17 6,27˟10-17 
2nd 3,25˟10-9 6,12˟10-10 1,00˟10-15 1,98˟10-17 4,00˟10-17 








 1st 4,19˟10-29 9,00˟10-18 4,56˟10-22 4,54˟10-26 3,03˟10-26 
2nd 1,06˟10-21 2,53˟10-13 1,04˟10-21 4,85˟10-26 1,84˟10-26 













 1st (DPSK) 1,88˟10-25 9,95˟10-17 7,70˟10-17 3,49˟10-17 2,55˟10-17 
2nd (NRZ) 3,23˟10-12 2,63˟10-10 3,68˟10-24 3,54˟10-25 2,18˟10-26 
3rd (2POLSK) 1,00˟10-40 5,12˟10-27 1,00˟10-40 1,00˟10-40 1,00˟10-40 
Table 1. Simulation results 
The configuration type of this system was chosen precisely in order to clarify interchannel 
crosstalk influence effect to transmission in adjacent channels, if modulation formats applied 
for each channel are different. Number of channels in systems, where just one modulation 
format is used for the optical signal modulations, was chosen equal to the number of 
channels of mixed system under study. It was specially done, in order to provide, that a 
total amount of input optical power coupled into the fibre would be approximately equal. 
This condition was specially held, in order to provide, that fibre nonlinearities could become 
apparent to the same extent and transmission would take place under same conditions, to 
make a comparison of these four different transmission systems for a range of channel 
spacing values. Each system simulation was performed for five different channels spacing, 
whose values were chosen based on the establishment principle of ITU – T 
Recommendation G.694.1. As the result, systems were simulated at following values of 
channel intervals: 25, 37.5, 50, 75, 100 GHz. Systems channels were grouped around 193.1 
THz central frequency value and were located in C – Band (1530 – 1565 nm). The simulation 
results are summarized (see Table 1.).  
Let’s also note, that optical bandpass Gaussian filters with -3 dB bandwidth equal to 0.11 nm 
were used for signal filtering at 25 GHz channel spacing, rather than in the other cases, 
where -3 dB bandwidth is equal to 0.3 nm. For electrical signal filtering Bessel filters with 
number of poles equal to 5 and -3 dB bandwidth equal to 10 GHz were used. 
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Figure 3. 3 – Channel NRZ – OOK system’s output spectrum, signal eye diagrams and BER value in 
case of 25 GHz channel spacing, and 3 – channel NRZ – DPSK system’s output spectrum, signal eye 
diagrams and BER value in case of 25 GHz channel spacing 
At the beginning of the results analysis we will focus on traditionally used NRZ – OOK 
modulation format. As one can conclude form the simulation results, in the case of small 
channel spacing values the worst systems bit – error – ratio is for the second system 
channel. This is explained by the fact, that in this case interchannel crosstalk effects are 
more quintessential and signal spectrum compaction is maximal affordable (see Fig. 3). As 
one can see from this figure, further compaction leads to different signal spectrum 
overlapping and as a consequence imminent grow of BER values. If we increase the value 
of channel spacing, this difference between BER values of each channel disappears. But if 
we increase channel spacing up to 37.5 GHz, the worst channel BER is already less than 
desired 10–12 at the same filter characteristics. In the data transmission networks with 10 
Gbit/s bitrates and higher, if forward error correction techniques (FEC) are not used, BER 
value must be <10–12.  
If we increase channel spacing value form 37.5 GHz up to 50 GHz, the worst channel BER 
improves till 1.04.10–21. Further increment of spacing form 50 to 75 GHz or even up to 100 
GHz at the given modulation and coding format, as well as bit rate, is not needed, because 
the BER improvement is not significant (see Fig. 4 – 5). 
 









Figure 5. Eye diagram of the best (2nd) NRZ – OOK system’s channel, 100 GHz channel spacing and 
BER=1.84.10–26 
If we use for optical signal modulation NRZ – DPSK format, the resulting BER values for 
each simulated channel at certain channel spacing values is several orders worse than it is in 
the NRZ – OOK format cases (see Fig. 6 – 7). Channel spacing reduction form 100 GHz to 50 
GHz, leads to reduction of the worst channel bit – error – rate by one order. This lets make a 
conclusion about NRZ – DPSK modulation formats suitability to high spectral density 
transmission conditions. It’s non-susceptible to channel spacing decreases or increases, if it 
happens to specified threshold values, above which a sudden channel degradation process 
is unavoidable. 
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Figure 6. Eye diagram of the best (2nd) NRZ – DPSK systems channel, Δf=100 GHz and BER=4.00.10–17 
 
 
Figure 7. Eye diagram of the worst (3rd) NRZ – OOK systems channel, Δf=100 GHz and BER=6.82.10–26 
However, if the channel spacing is reduced to 25 GHz, then all three channels BER values 
are greater than required 10-12 but middle channels BER is even greater than ITU – T defined 
10-9. If the modulation format, applied for optical signal in each WDM system transmission 
channel, is polarization shift keying (2 – POLSK), it is possible to achieve the best possible of 
channel BER values, irrespective to the channel spacing values as compared to other 
modulation formats. This is possible due to 2 – POLSK modulated signal spectrum (see Fig. 
8). As can been seen, 2 –POLSK modulated optical signal spectrum is narrower than NRZ – 
DPSK and NRZ – OOK modulated signal spectrum. This property provides to a data signals 
greater error protection, when it is spread through the optical fibre transmission systems, 
and WDM signal spectrum lines at the beginning and at the end differ only by the level, 
spectrum extension and nonlinear effect influence are minimal. 
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If in multi-channel communication system for optical signal modulations different 
modulation formats are used, then obtained BER values for each channel will depend not 
only on the individual modulation format capability to resist from interchannel distortion, 
but also form that, which modulation format is used in the channel, which is the source of 
this disorders. This feature gets stronger on small (<50 GHz) channel spacing values, and the 
obtained simulation results for mixed system allow us to conclude this. 
If in a mixed system 50, 75 or 100 GHz channel spacing are used for channel separation, then 
the channel BER values corresponding to BER values obtained for systems, where only one 
modulation format is used for the optical signal modulation. It is approximately 10-17 in NRZ 
– DPSK case, about 10-25 in NRZ – OOK and 10-40 in 2 – POLSK. Reducing channel spacing to 
37.5 GHz, become evident special features of combined transmission and they stand out 
even more against the background, if 25 GHz interval is used for channel separation. As it 
can be seen from the obtained results, the first channel, where is used phase modulation, 
BER level is several orders lower (10-25) than it is for the first channel of 3 – channel NRZ – 
DPSK system (10-12) (see Fig. 8), the same can be applied to the second channel of the mixed 
system (10-12) and 2nd channel (10-21) of 3 – channel NRZ – OOK system (see Fig. 8). 
 
 
Figure 8. NRZ – DPSK, NRZ – OOK, 2 – POLSK optical signal spectrums at the transmitter end after 
electrical conversion, and 3 – Channel mixed system’s output spectrum, signal eye diagrams and BER 
value in case of 25 GHz channel spacing 
As one can see from these figures, eye opening in both cases are materially different, eye 
opening for mixed system is narrower than for traditional NRZ – OOK system’s 2nd channel 
signal, if 25 GHz interval is used for channel separation.  
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The next step for mixed WDM system performance evaluation is to increase the channel 
quantity, bitrate and also transmission line length. Upgraded mixed WDM scheme contains 
nine channels, which are grouped in three groups with an identical transmitter and receiver 
block configuration but with different channel central wavelengths. It was specially done in 
order to take into account linear and nonlinear crosstalk influence, which experience 
central’s group channels from adjacent channels. The central group consists from channels 
number 1 to 3, left group consists from channels number 4 to 6 and right group – from 7 to 9. 
For further system’s analysis we will use only channels number 1 – 3, but 4 – 6 and 7 – 9 is 
used as sources of transmission impairments. 
In the first channel as in previous model the NRZ – OOK signal optical modulation format is 
used. This modulation format can be used as a reference point for comparison of different 
modulation formats. It is traditionally used modulation format in optical transmission systems 
due to its relatively simple realization and historical domination “in references [8, 12]”. Data 
transmission rate for this channel is chosen equal to 40 Gbit/s. For the system’s second channel 2 
– POLSK modulation format was chosen, because it’s the newest and in the same time the most 
promising modulation formats for optical transmission systems “in [2]”. In this case per channel 
bit rate was chosen equal to 40 Gbit/s. And finally, as modulation format for the system’s third 
channel NRZ – DPSK was chosen. Per channel bit rate was chosen equal to 10 Gbit/s. 
Modulation format allocations to each system’s channels was performed on the basis of the 
fact that such modulation formats distribution among channels provides the lowest possible 
average BER value for system channels at 10 Gbit/s per channel bit rate and 25 GHz channel 
spacing, comparing to other five possible formats distribution variants. As for per channel 
bit rate assignment, then such variant provides SE = 0.4 bit/s/Hz and an average BER value 
not greater than 10-40, if for CD compensation ideal FBG is used (see Fig. 9). Comparing with 
two other mixed data rates mixed system variants, which can provide SE = 0.4 bit/s/Hz, then 
their can secure BER < 10-12 or even < 10-14, but their average channel BER >10-40 “in [3]”. 
Thus, as a simulation model of mixed system was chosen a transmission system with a 
following configuration: [NRZ – OOK (40 Gbit/s, 193.025 THz)] – [2 – POLSK (40 Gbit/s, 
193.100 THz)] – [NRZ – DPSK (10 Gbit/s, 193.175 THz)]. 
As one can see (see Fig. 9), then SE equal to 0.4 bit/s/Hz was obtained in case, if 75 GHz 
interval is used for channel separation. That channel spacing value was selected based on 
the establishment principle of ITU – T Recommendation G.694.1, which provides a 
frequency grid for dense wavelength division multiplexing applications. The frequency 
grid, anchored to 193.1 THz, supports a variety of channel spacing’s ranging from 12.5 GHz 
to 100 GHz and wider. Afterwards all optical signals from nine channels are combined and 
transmitted through 50 km SSMF using 4dBm fixed output power optical amplifier, which 
operates on basis of EDFA. This amplifier is necessary, because we simulate optical signal 
transmission through one span of ultra-long haul system. 
The output power level is chosen equal to 4 dBm due to the fact that this level can ensure 
the lowest average BER values for transmission channels of that configuration mixed 
transmission systems but with bit rate of 10 Gbit/s per channel and 25 GHz channel spacing 
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comparing to other fixed output power levels “in [3]”. On the other fiber end optical signals 
are filtered with optical Super Gaussian filters, converted to electrical signals and then 
electrically filtered using Bessel electrical filters.  
 
 
Figure 9. Mixed HDWDM system 1st/2nd/3rd channel’s BER correlation diagram, detected signals eye 
diagrams and BER values at 75 GHz channel spacing 
In order to achieve the greater range and information capacity, the amplifiers must be located 
close together with gain no greater than 10 dB and preferably less “in [2]”. Amplifier spacing 
further increment will lead to increase of ASE noise influence and as a result BER growth for 
each system channel. As well as, we must take into account system’s accumulated chromatic 
dispersion management strategy, which will be the next sections main goal.  
4.2. Chromatic dispersion management strategies 
Chromatic dispersion divides into material and waveguide dispersion.Waveguide 
dispersion is caused by physical structure of optical fiber core and cladding (refractive index 
profile), and as a result different wavelengths propagate at different velocities in the core 
and cladding. Material dispersion is dominant part of chromatic dispersion, and it is caused 
by change of optical fiber core and cladding refractive index with wavelength “in [4]”.  
Dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and optical phase 
conjugator (OPC) can be used for chromatic dispersion compensation.  
DCF has large negative dispersion (D = -80 ps/(nm*km), that helps to compensate chromatic 
dispersion. Such an optical fiber with negative dispersion is achieved by developing a 
complex refractive index profile. The effective core area (Aeff) of a DCF is much smaller than 
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standard ITU – T G.652 single mode fiber, thereby dispersion compensating fiber experience 
much higher optical signal distortions caused by nonlinear optical effects (NOE). Typical 
dispersion compensating fiber has small effective core area Aeff = 12 μm2 whereas standard 
single mode optical fiber has Aeff = 80 μm2, and DCF has attenuation coefficient up to α = 0.6 
dB/km, whereas standard single mode optical fiber has α = 0.2 dB/km. Impact of nonlinear 
optical effects can be reduced by lowering optical power “in [4]”.  
Chirped fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is effective technology for chromatic dispersion 
compensation, because it is more suitable for large transmission capacity WDM systems. It 
has grating period which is not constant, but changes linearly over the length of the grating 
with the shorter grating period located at the beginning of the grating. FBG grating period is 
distance between two adjacent maximum values of the refractive index.  
The fiber grating reflects a narrow spectrum of wavelengths, that are centred at reflected 
wavelength (λB) and passes all the other wavelengths. Dispersion affected input pulse with 
width τ is passing Chirped fiber Bragg grating and at output its width is decreased by Δτ 
and shape is restored. Chirped fiber Bragg grating has shorter grating periods at beginning, 
but over the length of the grating these periods linearly increase. Therefore shorter signal 
wavelengths are reflected sooner and have less propagation delay through the FBG, but 
longer signal wavelengths travel further into the fiber grating before they are reflected back 
and have more propagation delay through the FBG. Typically the length of the fiber grating 
is from 10 to 100 cm “in [4]”. 
A significant advantage of using fiber Bragg grating over DCF fiber is its relatively small 
insertion loss. For comparison, commercial DCF specified to compensate accumulated 
chromatic dispersion of 100 to 120 km standard single mode fiber span have about 10 dB of 
insertion loss, whereas a FBG based dispersion compensation unit, capable to compensate 
the same fiber span length, insertion loss is only up to 4 dB. In contrast to DCF fiber Bragg 
grating can be used at higher optical powers without inducing nonlinear optical effects. 
These CD compensation methods described above will be practically implemented in our 
investigated mixed system model. 
4.3. Advanced model of mixed WDM  
There are three different combined chromatic dispersion compensation methods and one 
combined method described in this work. These simple CD compensation methods are DCF 
and FBG, but as a combined CD compensation method for practical realization we offer the 
compound solution of these two methods (DCF – FBG). In this work we are studied 
chromatic dispersion compensation solutions that can be implemented in transmitter or 
receiver side, as close as possible to beginning or end of fiber optical link. In these places it is 
possible to access directly to the optical fiber and place dispersion compensation modules. 
The aim of this research is to find the best chromatic dispersion compensation solution that 
can be used for implementation and adaptation in already working mixed fiber optical 
transmission systems to improve the performance of these systems (see Fig. 10). As 
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Figure 10. Simulation scheme of 9 – channel mixed HDWDM system and channels’ transmitting and 
receiving parts of NRZ – OOK/ 2 – POLSK/ NRZ – DPSK modulated optical signals 
performance improvement we mean the improvement of data transmission rate and / or 
transmission distance, simultaneously guaranteeing a stable system working condition with 
the recommended bit error ratio BER<10-12. 
If dispersion compensation is not used in developed mixed WDM model, then performance 
of 1st and 2nd channel is seriously affected by accumulated dispersion. The 3rd channel is 
affected by accumulated CD at the same level, but this channel’s tolerance to CD is much 
higher, because there is used NRZ – DPSK as a coding format and optical signals are 
transmitted with 10 Gbit/s per channel bit rate. Without dispersion compensation the BER 
value of the 1st and 2nd channel are high (there are many bit errors) and we can assume it is 
because of inter-symbol interference (ISI), which causes pulse overlapping and receiver has 
difficulties to separate transmitted bit sequence. In this case BER > 10-12, system performance 
is poor and fiber optical WDM transmission system is not able to qualitatively transmit 
information over distance of 50 km, until CD compensation will not be realized (see Fig. 11).  
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Figure 11. Output eye diagram for all three channels of mixed WDM system without CD compensation 
As one can see from obtained detected signal eye diagrams, then 3rd channel’s eye is wide 
open and has almost ideal form. This fact let us to conclude, that in this channel it is possible 
an error-free transmission even without using some CD compensation schemes. As for 1st 
and 2nd system’s channel, then CD compensation is vital necessary, because eye openings 
are completely closed for these transmission system channel’s eye diagrams. Without CD 
compensation signal transmission in these channels over 50 km of SSMF with BER<10-12 is 
impossible. 
The first realized compensation method includes the implementation of dispersion 
compensating fiber (DCF). We used pre- and post-compensation schemes for effective 
chromatic dispersion compensation in our mixed WDM system. The best proportion of LDCF1 
and LDCF2 was studied, where LDCF1 is a DCF fiber length at transmitter side (pre-
compensation) and LDCF2 is DCF fiber length at receiver side (post-compensation), in km. As 
shown in Fig. 12, we found that the optimal required DCF fiber length proportion is 5/5 km.  
That proportion of DCF length was found by analyzing Q – value correlation diagrams. As 
one can see from 2nd channel’s (system’s worst channel) Q – value correlation diagram, then 
the highest - value (20.75 dB) is for fiber length proportion equal to 5/5 km. DCF proportion 
length was chosen on basis of 2nd channel Q – value due to the fact, that this channel is the 
most affected by transmission impairments and it has BER values higher than for 1st and 3rd 
channels. Implementation of two DCF fiber spans, with length equal to 5km each, provides 
the best CD compensation results for our investigated mixed fiber optical transmission 
system.  
The second realized compensation method includes the implementation of fiber Bragg 
grating (FBG). At the first stage we changed FBG compensated CD value from -1000 ps/nm 
to -600 ps/nm with 25 ps/nm step and found that optimal compensation level providing 
BER<10-12 is equal to -750 ps/nm. As displayed in Fig. 13, the best BER results for the 1st and 
2nd channel can be achieved, if we compensate all CD level, which is accumulated during 
optical signal transmission over the 50 km of SSMF (800 ps/nm). The optimal compensation 
level was chosen on the basis of BER results obtained from the 1st channel of mixed WDM 
system. If we overcompensate accumulated dispersion (if compensated CD level exceeds -
875 ps/nm then BER value grows rapidly and exceeds 10-12 value for the systems first 
channel. 
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Figure 12. Mixed WDM system 1st/2nd/3rd channel’s Q-factor correlation diagrams, detected signals eye 
diagrams and BER values at 75 GHz channel spacing 
At the second stage the optimal dispersion slope compensation value for FBG used in our 
simulation scheme was investigated. Dispersion slope value was changed from -6 ps/nm2 to 
-1 ps/nm2 with 0.5 ps/nm2 step. As shown in Fig. 13, the optimal dispersion slope value was 
chosen equal to -2.5 ps/nm2. Such a conclusion was obtained basis on the first channel BER 
value at above mentioned dispersion slope value. This was done due to the fact that BER 
values for this channel are higher than for the second channel’s BER values, but BER values 
for the third system’s channel do not vary depending on compensated CD and dispersion 
slope levels (see Fig. 13). 
In comparison, if we use DCF pre- and post-compensation modules to compensate 750 
ps/nm of accumulated CD, then the worst system’s channel (1st) BER value is equal to 
2.78.10-14 (Q=17.60 dB). This value was obtained in case, if used DCF length proportion is 7:3. 
Numerically this means that pre-compensation module compensates 525 ps/nm, but post-
compensation module compensates 225 ps/nm. As one can see, despite the fact that DCF 
length proportion 5:5 provides better BER results for the 2nd system’s channel, it is not 
providing the optimal Q values (or BER values) in each system’s channel. The system’s 1st 
(worst) channel BER=2.34.10-13 (Q=17.28 dB), if DCF length proportion, which is used in pre- 
and post-compensation modules, is equal to 5:5. 
The last inspected dispersion compensation method is combined and includes the common 
implementation of dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in 
our combined fiber optical transmission system. This combined CD compensation method 
will be named as DCF-FBG. In pre-compensation module DCF fiber will be used, but in 
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post-compensation module FBG will be used. For dispersion compensation we changed 
DCF length LDCF from 0 km to 15 km, with step 1 km to find out optimal DCF length and 
FBG dispersion compensation level proportion, see Fig. 13. The DCF dispersion D=-80 
ps/nm/km and total accumulated dispersion amount in fiber optical link that must be 
compensated is -750 ps/nm to obtain BER values in each system’s channel smaller than 10-12, 




Figure 13. Mixed WDM system 1st/2nd/3rd channel’s BER correlation diagrams, which represents 
channel’s BER value as a function from compensated CD level and BER as a function from compensated 
dispersion slope value at the dispersion compensation level equal to 750 ps/nm; eye diagrams of 
detected signals and BER values at chosen compensated CD and slope values  
Therefore we used a following formula: DFBG= -750 + 80.(LDCF), where DFBG is FBG CD 
compensation amount provided by FBG. Dispersion amount that can be compensated by 
DCF fiber can be expressed as DDCF = -80.LDCF, where LDCF is the length of used DCF.  
As one can see, in Fig. 14, the optimal proportion |DDCF/DFBG| is 21/79 %. It means that 
21% of -750 ps/nm must be compensated by DCF, but remaining 79% must be 
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compensated by FBG. Numerically, in our investigated system, it means that DCF 
compensate 160 ps/nm (2 km of DCF are used), but FBG compensates remaining 590 
ps/nm of accumulated CD amount. This proportion was found basis on the 1st system’s 
channel BER values. This channel is the most affected by chromatic dispersion due to the 
fact that for optical signal modulation in this channel NRZ – OOK modulation format is 
used. This modulation format has smaller CD tolerance comparing to 2 – POLSK and NRZ 
– DPSK formats.  
   
   
Figure 14. Mixed WDM system 1st/2nd/3rd channel’s BER correlation diagrams, eye diagrams of detected 
signals and BER values at optimal DCF-FBG dispersion compensation proportion level 
This is recommended DCF-FBG proportion for optimal accumulated CD compensation in 
[NRZ – OOK (40 Gbit/s, 193.025 THz)] – [2 – POLSK (40 Gbit/s, 193.100 THz)] – [NRZ – 
DPSK (10 Gbit/s, 193.175 THz)] mixed fiber optical transmission system. 
To identify channel that is a source of larger amount of interchannel crosstalk noise than the 
rest of system’s channels six mixed systems were investigated. These systems differ from 
each other only with modulation formats distribution among channels. This distribution 
scheme is as follows: [NRZ-DPSK (1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1)]-[NRZ – OOK (2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3)]-[2 – POLSK 
(3, 3, 2, 1, 2)]. This configuration represents modulation format and channel’s number where 
one on these formats is used. The system’s channels central frequencies are anchored to 
193.1 THz according to ITU-T Recommendation G.694.1 and the first channel’s central 
frequency is equal to 193.075 THz, the second is193.100 THz and the third is193.125 THz. 
After this crosstalk source have been detected simulation model were updated in order to 
find out the optimal modulation format distribution, which provides the lowest in system’s 
channels detected signals’ BER values. For this purpose existing transmission systems 
model were updated to nine-channel WDM system. These channels are grouped by three 
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and these groups have identical transmitter and receiver blocks configuration but with 
different channels’ central wavelengths. It was specially done to take into account linear and 
nonlinear crosstalk influences to optical signal transmission which are experience central’s 
group channel (1st-3rd) from adjacent groups (4th-6th and 7th-9th). For system’s further analysis 
we will use only channels number 1-3, but 4-6 and 7-9 are used as sources of interchannel 
crosstalk. 
Then NRZ – DPSK, 2 – POLSK and NRZ – OOK modulated optical signals are combined, 
optically preamplified with fixed output power erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and 
send over 50 km of single mode optical fiber. There are two different types of single mode 
fiber used in this research: standard single mode fiber or SSMF (according to ITU – T 
Recommendation G.652 D) and non-zero dispersion shifted fiber or NZ – DSF (according to 
ITU – T Recommendation G.655). Then optical signals are filtered with Super Gaussian 
optical filters, converted to electrical signals and then electrically filtered using Bessel 
electrical filters. Fiber span length was chosen equal to 50 km in order to avoid increase of 
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. Larger amplifier spacing would require gain 
greater than 10 dB, but this in a prohibitive leads to growth of ASE noise “in [14]”. The aim 
of this task was to investigate optimal configuration for mixed WDM systems where 
differently modulated optical signals are transmitted. To achieve this goal several objectives 
must be solved. 
Firstly it is necessary to identify channel in [1st: NRZ – DPSK, 10 Gbit/s, 193.075 THz]-[2nd: 2 
– POLSK, 10 Gbit/s, 193.100 THz]-[3rd: NRZ – OOK, 10 Gbit/s, 193.125 THz] mixed WDM 
FOTS that is a source of larger amount of interchannel crosstalk noise than the rest of 
channels. 
For this purpose six different systems were studied. These systems differ from each other 
only with modulation formats that are used in each particular system’s channels. These 







In each systems channel were determined signals BER values that further were used for 
system’s performance analyze. The obtained results are summarized below (see Table 2). 
Using these results for each configuration system’s average detected signals BER values 
were calculated. As one can see, sufficiently smaller BER value is for the third mixed system 
configuration then it is for the rest of possible configuration. The third configuration is as 
follows: [1st: NRZ – OOK\193.075 THz]-[2nd: 2 – POLSK\193.100 THz]-[3rd: NRZ – 
DPSK\193.125 THz]. After careful analysis of these obtained results it was found that 
investigated mixed system channel, where for optical signals modulation NRZ-DPSK 
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modulation format is used, is a source of larger amount of interchannel crosstalk than 
channels, where NRZ – OOK or 2 – POLSK format is used. This was concluded based on 
obtained NRZ – OOK and 2 – POLSK channels BER results for different system’s 
configurations. This become evident if we analyze obtained BER values for the fourth, fifth 
and sixth system. 
 
f (THz) 1st system 2nd system 3rd system 
193.075 3×10-24 2×10-8 1×10-40 
193.100 9×10-12 9×10-25 1×10-18 
193.125 1×10-40 1×10-13 3×10-27 
Average 3×10-12 7×10-9 5×10-19 
f (THz) 4th systems 5th system 6th system 
193.075 1×10-40 1×10-21 4×10-27 
193.100 2×10-8 6×10-25 8×10-14 
193.125 3×10-25 6×10-12 1×10-40 
Average 5×10-9 2×10-12 3×10-14 
Table 2. BER values for different mixed systems channels 
Firstly let’s focus to the fifth system’s BER values. As one can see from this configuration 
scheme then in this case NRZ – DPSK modulated optical signals are transmitted in central 
system’s channel. As a result detected signals BER values in adjacent channels are 
sufficiently higher than they are in cases, when NRZ – OOK or 2 – POLSK modulated 
optical signals are located further from NRZ – DPSK channel as it is in the sixth system. 
Comparing BER results obtained for 2 – POLSK modulated signals in the fourth and sixth 
system (1×10-40 and 9×10-14 respectively), we can conclude that in mixed system detected 
signals BER value decreases if channel, where these signals are transmitted, is located 
further from NRZ – DPSK channel.  
To assess NRZ-DPSK channel created crosstalk impact to optical signals transmission in all 
others mixed system’s channels previously studied three-channel mixed systems model was 
modified and supplemented with 2 × 3 channels that have appropriate system’s 
configuration. As before, in system channels detected signals BER values were obtained for 
six different mixed system configurations (see Table 3). 
As well as using these data two different channels average BER values were calculated: 
system’s average BER that takes into account all system channels (1st-9th); central group 
channels’ average BER that takes into account only channels number one to three. 
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No. f (THz) 1st system 2nd system 3rd system 
4 193.000 5×10-23 2×10-11 1×10-40 
5 193.025 5×10-11 4×10-24 1×10-11 
6 193.050 1×10-13 3×10-16 9×10-24 
1 193.075 4×10-22 2×10-8 1×10-10 
2 193.100 5×10-10 2×10-23 4×10-15 
3 193.125 3×10-16 3×10-13 4×10-23 
7 193.150 4×10-24 8×10-8 1×10-11 
8 193.175 7×10-9 2×10-23 4×10-17 
9 193.200 1×10-40 1×10-14 4×10-29 
Average (1st-3rd) 2×10-10 7×10-9 4×10-11 
Average (1st-9th) 9×10-10 1×10-8 2×10-11 
No. f (THz) 4th systems 5th system 6th system 
4 193.000 1×10-40 3×10-31 9×10-27 
5 193.025 3×10-11 2×10-23 6×10-15 
6 193.050 3×10-24 2×10-11 3×10-11 
1 193.075 1×10-11 2×10-15 4×10-23 
2 193.100 1×10-8 3×10-26 1×10-14 
3 193.125 4×10-22 3×10-10 5×10-10 
7 193.150 1×10-12 2×10-15 3×10-22 
8 193.175 3×10-8 5×10-24 2×10-13 
9 193.200 1×10-23 3×10-12 1×10-40 
Average (1st-3rd) 3×10-9 9×10-11 2×10-10 
Average (1st-9th) 4×10-9 3×10-11 5×10-11 
Table 3. BER values for different 9-channel mixed systems’ channels 
As one can see from obtained data (see Table 3), then the lowest average BER values for 1st 
till 3rd and 1st till 9th channel are for the third mixed system configuration and they are equal 
to BER1st-3rd = 4 × 10-11and BER1st-9th = 2 × 10-11 respectively. But the highest BER values are for 
the second configuration and they are equal to BER1st-3rd = 7 × 10-9 and BER1st-9th = 1 × 10-8. So, 
BER difference between the best and worst case scenario, corresponding to [(NRZ – 
OOK)\193.075 THz]-[(2 – POLSK)\193.100 THz]-[(NRZ – DPSK)\ 193.125 THz] and [(NRZ 
– OOK)\193.075 THz]-[(NRZ – DPSK)\193.100 THz]-[(2 – POLSK)\ 193.125 THz] 
configuration respectively, is approximately three orders. 
In these both cases channel with highest detected signal error probability is the first one, 
where by the way NRZ-OOK modulated optical signals are transmitted. Comparing BER 
values obtained for NRZ-OOK and 2-POLSK modulated optical signals for these two 
systems configuration, we have to conclude that these values differ by no more than two 
orders (1 × 10-10 and 2 × 10-8 in NRZ – OOK case and 4 × 10-15 and 3 × 10-13 for 2 – POLSK 
channels). As for NRZ – DPSK channel then the resulting BER values differences in both 
cases are not significant: 4 × 10-23 and 2 × 10-23 (see Fig. 15). 
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Figure 15. Nine-channel mixed system’s with the third configuration output spectrum and eye 
diagrams in case of 10 Gbit/s per channel bitrates and 25 GHz channel spacing, and nine-channel mixed 
system’s with the second configuration output spectrum and eye diagrams in case of 10 Gbit/s per 
channel bitrates and 25 GHz channel spacing. 
As a result, for further research of optimal mixed system configuration will be used as a 
starting point nine-channel mixed WDM system with the third configuration. 
Previously it has been detected that channel, where NRZ – DPSK modulated optical signals 
are transmitted, is larger amount of interchannel crosstalk source than NRZ – OOK or 2 – 
POLSK channels. So, to reduce that type of noise it has been decided to decrease optical 
power level radiated by distributed feedback lasers (DFB) in continuous wavelength (CW) 
regime that are used in these channels.  
As previously, using these BER results for each system channel average BER value for 
central channels were calculated. It revealed that in system channels detected signals 
average BER values are below 10-12 if NRZ – DPSK channels’ lasers output power level is in 
the range from 3.5 to 4.5 dBm. The lowest average channels’ BER value is reached if these 
lasers output power is equal to 3.5 dBm. In this case BER1st-3rd = 3 × 10-18 and the worst 
channel is the second one (2 – POLSK) and its BER2nd = 1 × 10-17 (see Fig. 16). 
Assuming that we are dealing with one sector of ultra-long haul backbone optical network, 
it was decided to supplement this model of mixed WDM system with additional optical 
element is fixed output power optical amplifier. It allowed take into an account ASE noise 
arising from EDFA which is the most widely used optical amplifier. To find out optimal 
amplifier output power level, that provides minimal channels’ BER values, BER correlation 
diagram for each were obtained. It represents in systems channels detected signals BER 
values as a function from amplifier fixed output power level (see Fig. 17). Let is note, that in 
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this case NRZ-DPSK channel laser output power level remains unchanged as it was in initial 
mixed WDM system model “in [2]”. 
As one can see from Fig. 17, then BER value for the system’s first channel varies around 10-11 
value, for the second channel around 10-16 and for the third is10-24. Knowing that the worst 
mixed system’s channel is the second one, where 2 – POLSK modulated optical signals are 
transmitted, and then was decided to choose amplifier output power level that provides 
minimal BER value exactly in this channel. 
 
Figure 16. BER as a function from NRZ – DPSK channel laser radiated output power level, and BER as 
a function form optical amplifier fixed output power level. 
Consequently, optical amplifier fixed output power level equal to 4 dBm was chosen. This 
level provides in the second system’s channel detected signals BER2nd = 1 × 10-17. 
If both these optimal parameters are used in mixed system model configuration, then in 
system channels detected signals BER values are well below the maximal acceptable BER 
threshold 10-12, that is defined for 10 Gbit/s per channel bitrate (see Table 4). Channels BER 
values for revealed optimal system configuration were obtained for two types of single 
mode fiber. The first fiber was standard single mode fiber (SSMF) according to ITU-T 
Recommendation G.652 D and the second was non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZ – DSF) 
according to ITU – T Recommendation G.655. 
 
System description 1st 2nd 3rd 
Initial 1×10-10 4×10-15 4×10-23 
PNRZ-DPSK = 3.5 dBm 1×10-23 1×10-17 2×10-19 
FIXPOWER = 4 dBm 4×10-11 1×10-17 2×10-24 
Optimal and SSMF 5×10-26 7×10-19 6×10-22 
Optimal and NZ-DSF 9×10-20 6×10-21 1×10-40 
Table 4. BER value for different system configurations 
For these two cases BER results as well as detected signals eye diagrams were compared one 
to another (see Fig. 17). 
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BER value for the first system channel sufficiently dropped from 1 × 10-10 to 5 × 10-26 if SSMF 
is used and to 9 × 10-20 if NZ-DSF is used. Exactly for this first channel, where NRZ – OOK 
modulated optical signals are transmitted, experiencing the most radical BER value 
improvement comparing to 2 – POLSK and NRZ – DPSK channels. In these channels 
detected signal BER values do not improve so noticeably. The second channel’s BER value 
decreases from 4 × 10-15 to 7 × 10-19 for SSMF and to 6 × 10-21 for NZ – DSF, but the third 
channel’s BER value variation is not essential from 4 × 10-23 to 6 × 10-22 if SSMF is used. But if 
in this system instead of SSMF NZ – DSF is used then it is possible to obtain lower BER 
values for NRZ – DPSK channels. In this channel detected signals BER value decreases to 1 × 
10-40. In addition, coherence between detected signals BER values and channels’ central 
frequency position in C-band (191.6-195.9 THz) was investigated. As well as, for each 
system channel the worst and the best position in C-band, that provides the highest and the 
lowest possible signals BER values, respectively, for previously found optimal mixed 
system’s configuration, was revealed (see Table 4). As previously, this research was held for 
two types of optical fiber: SSMF (G.652 D) and NZ – DSF (G.655). 
 
Figure 17. Optimal configuration nine-channel mixed WDM system output optical spectrum and eye 
diagrams: (a) SSMF; (b) NZ – DSF. 
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It showed that depending on channel central frequency the first channel’s BER value varies 
around nominal value of 10-20 if SSMF is used and around 10-30 if NZ – DSF. But BER values 
obtained for the second channel and NZ – DSF are for several orders worse comparing to 
transmission over SSMF. They vary around 10-20 and 10-25, respectively. 
In addition, as one can see from Table 5, then BER value obtained for NZ-DSF and the worst 
case of 2nd channel central frequency is approximately for six orders larger comparing to the 
worst case of SSMF. 
These let us conclude that 2-POLSK modulated signals are not suitable for transmission over 
NZ – DSF fiber in [NRZ – OOK]-[2 – POLSK]-[NRZ – DPSK] mixed WDM systems and they 
are sufficiently distorted at appropriate channel central frequency. 
 









) best 195.725 8×10
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worst 192.350 2×10-16 
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best 193.950 3×10-31 
worst 192.150 2×10-20 
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best 195.100 8×10-25 
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Table 5. Best and worst channels positions in C-band and their BER values 
As result system’s average BER value is significantly higher than it might be in case of 
SSMF (see Table 6). In same time the lowest 1st-3rd channels average BER value is gained 
with NZ – DSF and it is about two orders lower than in case of SSMF. As for the third 
channel, then in case of SSMF and different channel central frequencies obtained BER 
values vary somewhere around 10-23. Whereas in case of NZ – DSF these values remain 
constant and approximately equal to 10-40 in all C-band. It allows to judge about NRZ – 
DPSK modulated optical signals transmission suitability over NZ – DSF single mode 
optical fiber. 
Let is note, that Corning LEAF non-zero dispersion shifted fiber characteristics and 
parameters were used in OptSim in order to obtain mathematical model of a NZ-DSF. This 
fiber is the world’s most widely deployed NZ-DSF and is specially optimized for high-speed 
and high capacity long-haul and metro networks. 
 





















Table 6. Minimal and maximal in system’s 1st-3rd channel detected signals BER values 
5. Results and discussions  
In summary it can be concluded, that the mixed WDM solution allows combining channels 
with a variety of modulation formats, which are used for optical signal modulation, in one 
single transmission system, preserving a previously used channel spacing values. We would 
like to point out one more time, that such mixed solution of transmission system is being 
offered as the transition state form traditionally used NRZ – OOK modulation format to the 
alternative modulation formats, such as NRZ – DPSK or 2 – POLSK, which use provides a 
number of superior properties due to their abilities of providing greater protection from 
interchannel crosstalk, less exposed to expression of non-linear effects and better exposed to 
channel filtration, as well as less exposed to chromatic dispersion effect. By gradually 
introducing new system channels, can be increased the total transmission capacity of fibre, thus 
avoiding of core networks bottleneck effect and in the same time minimize growth of non-linear 
optical effect influences, because the alternative modulation formats are able to provide the 
same BER levels as traditionally used NRZ – OOK, but only at lower input power levels. 
The suitability of different chromatic dispersion compensation methods for the most 
efficient high – speed mixed HDWDM systems, with a 50 km of SSMF span length and 
following system’s configuration: [1st channel: NRZ – OOK, 40 Gbit/s, 193.025 THz] – [2nd 
channel: 2 – POLSK, 40 Gbit/s, 193.100 THz] – [3rd channel: NRZ – DPSK, 10 Gbit/s, 193.175 
THz], has been evaluated. This configuration represents channel’s number, modulation 
format, per-channel data rate and channels’ central frequencies at 75 GHz channel spacing. 
The following recommendations and conclusions are summarized below for the next 
generation of WDM transmission systems. 
 The use of both CD pre- and post-compensation modules together, which might contain 
DCF of different length, allow to achieve better system’s BER values comparing with pre-
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compensation or post-compensation schemes used separately. We have found, that the 
best CD compensation and lowest channels BER results for investigated mixed HDWDM 
systemwith mixed data rates , mentioned above, can be achieved using 5 km of DCF in 
pre- and post-compensation modules. The similar results can be achieved using 7 km of 
DCF in pre-compensation module and 3 km in post-compensation module. 
 Minimal CD level that needs to be compensated, using FBG, to achieve investigated 
mixed HDWDM system channels’ BER<10-12, is equal to 750 ps/nm, without dispersion 
slope compensation. If CD slope compensation of -2.5 ps/nm2 is realized in addition to 
dispersion level compensation of 750 ps/nm, then the worst channel’s (NRZ – OOK 
channel) Q-value increases by 0.17 dB, from 18.25 dB to 18.42 dB.  
 As combined CD compensation methods we have investigated DCF – FBG solution. 
DCF is used in pre-compensation module, but FBG is used in post-compensation 
module. The minimal average system’s channel BER value can be achieved, if 
dispersion amount compensated by DCF and FBG is equal to 21 % and 79 % from 
minimal accumulated CD level, which must be compensated to obtain BER < 10-12 in 
each system’s channel. In our case this accumulated CD level is equal to 750 ps/nm. 
Similar results could be obtained, if 57/43% dispersion level compensation proportion is 
used for realized mixed HDWDM system.  
Investigating coherence between BER values and channels’ central frequencies position in C-
band, it have been stated several facts. Firstly, obtained channels central frequency values 
for each system channel the worst and the best position in C-band, that provide the highest 
and the lowest possible detected signals BER values. Secondly, 2 – POLSK modulated 
signals are not suitable for transmission over NZ – DSF fiber in investigated mixed WDM 
system, because these signals are sufficiently distorted at appropriate channel central 
frequency. If mixed system’s channels are allocated around nominal of 195.750 THz, then 
obtained average detected signals BER value is about 10-14 and it is the worst possible case. 
Whereas the lowest possible average BER value (5×10-25) can be reached anchored mixed 
systems channels frequency grid to 192.825 THz. Thirdly, NRZ – DPSK modulated optical 
signals are well suitable for transmission over NZ – DSF.  
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1. Introduction 
Due to the fast development of Internet, the traffic load of data network has increased 
dramatically in past decades. Accordingly, optical network, as the major carrier for data 
transmission, needs to increase its capacity to meet the increasing data rate requirement. As 
stated in the white paper of Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) (see [1]), the rapid growth 
of data flow demands optical network to double its capacity every 12-18 months. As a result, 
this critical requirement pushes various types of optical transmission systems to improve 
their delivered data rate at the same time. 
Generally, in high-speed optical communication, the increase on data rate usually comes 
with the increase on signal bandwidth and sampling rate. In this case, due to the 
sensitiveness of optical and electronic devices, the additive transmission noise will 
inevitably increase as well. Therefore, how to increase the throughput of optical network 
without loss of robustness is an essential task when designing modern high-speed optical 
network. 
To date, various techniques have been employed to enhance the quality of data transmission 
in optical network. Among those approaches, Forward error correction (FEC), or commonly 
called error correction coding (ECC), is viewed as the most cost-effective solution, and has 
been widely adopted in many industrial optical transmission systems. Many specific FEC 
codes, including Reed-Solomon (RS), BCH, and LDPC codes, are proposed in different 
industrial standards for error correction in physical layer. Among them, RS code is the 
earliest and most widely used FEC code in optical communication. For example, RS (255, 
239) was the first generation FEC code for submarine fiber-optical transmission in [2], and 
its code rate is still the standard parameter for frame design. In addition, for Ethernet 
network such as 10GBase-LR in [3], Reed-Solomon (255, 239) code is also the standard FEC 
code. 
© 2012 Yuan et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,





There are several reasons for the wide application of RS code. First, modern long-distance 
optical network, especially long-haul network, is very high-speed system (10Gbps and 
beyond). For other promising FEC codes, such as LDPC or Turbo code, the corresponding 
decoding throughput usually can not meet such stringent requirement on data rate, or with 
the penalty of very high hardware complexity. Instead, RS decoder can achieve such high 
throughput with affordable hardware resource. Second, for local optical network, such as 
Ethernet network, the real-time response is an important metric for system design. 
Compared with its counterpart, RS code has the particular advantage on low decoding 
latency. Therefore, RS codes are widely employed in modern optical transmission system 
and are believed to play an important role in next generation optical networks. 
Considering the importance of RS code, its efficient implementation is quite important for 
the optical transmission system. A low-complexity high-speed RS encoding/decoding 
system will improve the overall performance significantly. Particularly, since RS decoding is 
the most complex procedure in the RS-based FEC system, efficient RS decoder design 
should be well-studied. Therefore, targeted to different level of optical communication 
ranging from short-distance Ethernet network to long-haul backbone system, this chapter 
fully introduces efficient VLSI design of RS decoder. In addition, to meet the requirement of 
100Gbps era, this chapter also discusses some new FEC schemes for ultra high-speed 
application (beyond 100Gbps). 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the RS decoding. The low-complexity 
high-speed RS decoders for short-distance network are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 
analyzes performance-improved RS burst-error decoder for medium-distance system. Some 
recent FEC schemes targeted to 100Gbps long-haul network are introduced in Section 5. 
Section 6 draws the conclusion. 
2. Review of RS decoding 
According to the coding theory in [4], the procedure for decoding RS code contains three 
main steps: syndrome computation (SC), key equation solving (KES) and Chien search & 
error evaluation (CSEE). Therefore, the decoding procedure of RS code is summarized as 
below: 
Step 1. (Syndrome computation): For an (n, k) RS code defined over GF(2m) whose 
primitive element is α in reference [4], let C(x) and R(x) be the transmitted and received 
codeword polynomial respectively, and then assumes R(x) = C(x) + E(x), where E(x) is 
the error polynomial which reflects the errors induced by transmission channel noise. 
Then, the syndrome polynomial S(x) is computed as follows: 
  S(x)=s0+s1x+s2x2+…+s2t-1x2t-1, where si=R(αi+1) and t=(n-k)/2.  (1) 
The architecture of SC block of an example RS (255, 239) decoder is shown in Fig. 1. Here 
R(x)=rn-1xn-1+rn-2xn-2+…+r1x+r0 is serially transmitted to SC block with the sequence of rn-1 , rn-2 
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in every clock cycle. After n=255 clock cycles, the 2t=16 syndromes are computed and 
serially transmitted to the next KES block. 
 
Figure 1. The block diagram of syndrome computation for example RS (255, 239) code. 
Step 2. (Key equation solving): With the help of inputted S(x), in this step, Key equation 
solver (KES) block will calculate error evaluator polynomial Ω(x) and error locator 
polynomial Λ(x) by solving key equation: Λ(x)S(x)≡Ω(x) mod x2t. This part is the most 
important step in the whole RS decoding procedure, which usually dominates the 
performance of the overall decoder. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on the 
algorithm and architecture optimization of KES block. 
Generally, Berlekamp-Massey (BM) algorithm or modified Euclidean (ME) algorithm can be 
employed to solve key equation. To data, many efforts have addressed for efficient VLSI 
implementation of the above two algorithms. In [5], BM algorithm was reformulated as 
RiBM with the same regular architecture format compared with conventional ME algorithm 
in [6] and [7], and a folded BM algorithm based on RiBM was introduced in [8]. Reference 
[6] and [7] implemented conventional ME algorithm with systolic and recursive 
architecture. In Section 3 and Section 4, based on the above efforts, some improved KES 
algorithms and their corresponding hardware implementations will be discussed for 
efficient RS decoder design. 
Step 3. (Chien search & error evaluation): After KES block finishes its computation for the 
current codeword, the calculated error locator polynomial Λ(x) and the error evaluator 
polynomial Ω(x) will be outputted to CSEE block to generate the error positions and 
magnitudes. 
Chien search is a widely employed approach to look for error position. Its basic idea is 
simple but efficient: If Λ(α-i)=0 for current i, it indicates that the i-th symbol of the received 
codeword is wrong and needs to be corrected. After obtaining the position of error, the 
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Based on the above described Chien search and Forney algorithm, the architecture of CSEE 
block for example RS (255, 239) code is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of several unit cells 
(shown in Fig. 2(a)). Both of the sub-blocks that carry out Chien search and Forney algorithm 
consist of these basic cells. In the beginning, λi, and ωi, (represented by Ui in the figure), as the 
coefficients of Λ(x) and Ω(x), are parallel loaded into these basic cells (enable=1). Then, during 
the next 255 cycles, those basic cells will carry out multiply iteratively. Fig. 2(b) is the overall 
architecture for CSEE block. Once a zero is detected in Chien search, the corresponding error 
magnitude will be computed via executing the above Forney algorithm. 
 
Figure 2. (a) The diagram of CSEE cell. (b) The block diagram of CSEE. 
The overall architecture of RS decoding is summarized in Fig. 3. 
 
Figure 3. The overall architecture of RS decoder. 
As mentioned in previous paragraph, since KES is the dominating step in the whole RS 
decoding, Section 3 and 4 will focus on the algorithm and architecture optimization of KES 
block. 
3. Low-complexity high-speed RS decoders for short-distance network 
For short-distance optical transmission, such as 10GBase-LR, since the noise rendered from 
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As mentioned in previous paragraph, since KES is the dominating step in the whole RS 
decoding, Section 3 and 4 will focus on the algorithm and architecture optimization of KES 
block. 
3. Low-complexity high-speed RS decoders for short-distance network 
For short-distance optical transmission, such as 10GBase-LR, since the noise rendered from 
transmission distance is quite limited, the requirement of coding gain is not as strict as long-
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distance backbone network (which will be discussed later). Therefore, as discussed in 
Section 1, Reed-Solomon (255, 239) code is widely used in this kind of network due to its 
high code rate and good error correction capability. 
Although coding gain is not the major concern in this scenario, because of limited hardware 
resource, in order to implement efficient RS decoder, the designers have to consider the 
challenge of achieving high data rate with low hardware complexity. Accordingly, 
optimization of RS decoding architectures is necessary for high-efficiency hardware 
implementation. 
In this section, based on the two main RS decoding algorithms, the improved ME-based and 
BM-based decoders are introduced. 
3.1. rDCME-based RS decoder 
In traditional ME algorithm, the inherent degree computation and systolic architecture 
renders large consumption of area and power (see [6] and [7]), which is not suitable for the 
discussed application. To reduce the unnecessary degree computation, DCME algorithm 
was introduced in [9]. By generating internal switch and shift signals, the DCME algorithm 
can achieve the same function as ME algorithm without degree computation. 
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Fig. 4 shows the FSM for generating control signals. In each iteration, there are two possible 
states: S0 and S1. S0 represents the case when both of ai and bi are nonzero; otherwise the 
state of FSM is S1. The different combinations of the current and previous states will 
determine control signals in the current iteration. 
When the leading coefficients of Ri and Qi are both nonzero, it denotes that polynomial 
computation can be carried out (pc=1), otherwise shift operation would be performed (pc=0) 
to reduce leading coefficient (and in this case the leading coefficient must be zero, the details 
will be shown in next paragraph). In each iteration, the possible shift operation would be 
executed once at most. The whole shift process would not stop until both of ai and bi are 
nonzero, which means the degrees of Ri and Qi are equal again. And in that case KES block 
starts executing polynomial computation. So it is clear that in each iteration the algorithm 
would perform only shift operation or only polynomial computation operation. 
It should be pointed out that after every polynomial computation, if being carried out, the 
original leading coefficient of Ri+1 must be zero due to the arithmetic character of Ri+1 = biRi + 
aiQi. Different from the leading coefficients referred in above paragraph, this kind of leading 
zero is a “false” leading coefficient which will cause logic errors in next iteration. (For 
example, after polynomial computation if Ri+1 is represented by 0, 0, 0, α2, α3, the “false” 
leading coefficient is the first zero, and the real representation of Ri+1 should be0, 0, α2, α3.) 
So in every possible polynomial computation process, the designed rDCME KES block has 
automatically eliminated this kind of leading zero with the aid of “start” signal in hardware 
design (Fig.5): the coefficients which arrive simultaneously with “start” signal are selected as 
the leading coefficients. So once polynomial computations are finished, by delaying Qi+1, Ui+1 
and start signal one more clock cycle, the “false” leading zero is eliminated, and degRi+1 is 
one less than deg Ri or equal to it (this condition happens when the previous iteration’s 
actual input is xRi brought by initial input R0=xS(x)). Then ai and bi represent the real leading 
coefficients respectively. 
 
Figure 4. The FSM for generating control signals. 
If the previous state and the current state are both S0, it indicates that the polynomial 
computation is able to be executed in the two successive iterations. So pc=1 since the current 
operation is polynomial computation. Due to the fact the previous state is S0, after the 
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If the previous state and the current state are both S0, it indicates that the polynomial 
computation is able to be executed in the two successive iterations. So pc=1 since the current 
operation is polynomial computation. Due to the fact the previous state is S0, after the 
previous polynomial computation and the degree reduction, degRi is one smaller than deg 
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Ri-1 or equal to it. So deg Ri is the same with degQi or one smaller than degQi. These two 
possible conditions occur successively and the switch signal (sw) alternates successively 
(sw=~sw). 
If the previous state is S0 and the current state is S1, KES block would process shift 
operation to eliminate leading zero (pc is set to 0) in the current iteration, because S1 shows 
leading coefficient is zero. sw is also 0 because switch operation always be carried out with 
polynomial operation. 
If the previous state and the current state are both S1, it indicates that the two successive 
iterations are both in shifting operations. Similar with the above condition, sw and pc are 
both set to 0. 
If the previous state is S1 and the current state is S0, the polynomial computation would be 
executed (pc=1) in the current iteration. Since in the previous iteration Ri is in shift operation 
(Qi is never in shift operation because of its character in polynomial computation, it is also 
guaranteed by rDCME’s initial conditions), actual degree of Ri must be smaller than Qi, so 
sw is set to 1. 
After 2t=16 iterations, the rDCME KES block stops and outputs error value polynomial 
R(x)=Ω(x) and error locator polynomial L(x)=Λ(x). 
 
Figure 5. The block diagram of KES. 
Fig. 5 shows the detailed architecture of rDCME algorithm. The KES block is designed 
with single PE. It is commonly known that recursive architecture usually can not be 





high-speed. However, in the rDCME architecture, these disadvantages can be avoided. A 
11-stages (2t-5=11) shifter registers are used to store the last iteration results and feedback 
to the next iteration for avoiding dependency between successive iterations: At the end of 
each iteration, the leading coefficients of five updated inputs (R, Q, L, U and start) are just 
stored back into the leftmost registers of shift registers and ready to be updated in the 
next iteration. Because during the computation procedure the whole iteration process of 
KES block is a close loop, the property of leading coefficients’ in-time arrival makes 
dependency between iterations be avoided and logical validity guaranteed. Furthermore, 
because the former SC block takes n clock cycles to output one codeword, the PEs in 
conventional systolic DCME architecture in [10] and [11] are idle in the most of processing 
time and at the same time it occupies a large amount of chip area. So the multi-stages 
pipeline can be employed in the area efficient recursive KES block with valid logic and 










Tech.(μm) 0.18 0.13 0.25 0.13 
PE 1 2t 3t+2 1 
SC 2900 2900 2900 2900 
KES 11400 46200 21760 17000 
CSEE 4100 4100 4100 4100 
Total gates 18400 53200 28760 24000 
fmax(MHz) 640 660 200 625 
Throughput
(Gb/s) 5.1 5.3 1.6 5 
Table 1. Implementation results and comparisons 
Table 1 presents performance comparisons between the rDCME RS decoder and other 
existing RS decoders. It can be observed that the rDCME decoder has very low hardware 
complexity and high throughput. Compared with the existing ME architectures, the total 
gate count of the rDCME architecture is reduced by at least 30.4%. Therefore, the hardware 
efficiency is improved at least 1.84 times, which means under the same technology condition 
our design would be much more area-efficient compared with other existing RS decoder 
designs for multi-Gb/s optical communication systems. 
3.2. PI-iBM-based RS decoder 
Besides ME algorithm, BM algorithm is another main decoding approach for RS codes. An 
important and inevitable disadvantage of traditional iBM/RiBM algorithms is the high cost 
of area or iteration time for computing error value polynomial Ω(x). In iBM architecture 
stated in [12], one third of total iteration time or half of hardware complexity is employed to 
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designs for multi-Gb/s optical communication systems. 
3.2. PI-iBM-based RS decoder 
Besides ME algorithm, BM algorithm is another main decoding approach for RS codes. An 
important and inevitable disadvantage of traditional iBM/RiBM algorithms is the high cost 
of area or iteration time for computing error value polynomial Ω(x). In iBM architecture 
stated in [12], one third of total iteration time or half of hardware complexity is employed to 
compute Ω(x); in RiBM architecture stated in [5], one third of processing elements (PE) are 
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utilized to calculate and store Ω(x). Therefore, the calculation of Ω(x) impedes further 
performance improvement of current BM architectures. 
The PI-iBM algorithm employs simplified Forney algorithm to compute error values. 
Simplified Forney algorithm, presented in [13] and [14], replaces Ω(x) with scratch 
polynomial B(x) as follows: 
0










In each iteration, scratch polynomial B(x), discrepancy δ, error locator polynomial Λ(x) and 
its coefficient λ0 are simultaneously updated. After completing iteration, KES block outputs 
them to CSEE block for calculating error values Yi. So the computation of Ω(x) is completely 
eliminated, which enables KES block to reduce a large amount of extra computation 
circuitry and iteration time. 
Furthermore, in order to reduce hardware complexity significantly without sacrificing 
throughput per unit area, pipeline interleaving techniques in [15] is employed in the PI-iBM 
algorithm and architecture proposed in [16]. 
As depicted in the following PI-iBM algorithm, interleaving factor g is a crucial factor to 
design overall architecture. In practical RS (n, k, t) codes, such as (255, 239, 8) code, t=8 is a 
common value. So in this paper we set both p and g as 3 for demonstrating PI-iBM 
architecture. 
The PI-iBM architecture consists of two blocks: pipeline interleaving error locator update 
(PI-ELU) block and pipeline interleaving discrepancy computation (PI-DC) block. As it is 
illustrated in Fig. 6, PI-ELU block is designed to execute Step3 for updating polynomials. 
Fig. 6(a) shows the internal architecture of the i-th PE. Initial values of upper and leftmost 
registers are shown in the figure and other registers are initialized to zero. For the i-th PE, in 
each iteration 10 cycles are required to update the stored coefficients of Λ(x) and B(x), 
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current iteration is completed, b3i(r+1), b3i+1(r+1), b3i+2(r+1) and λ3i(r)γ(r), λ3i+1(r)γ(r), λ3i+2(r)γ(r) 
are just fed back to the initial registers which stored them at the beginning. The two dashed 
rectangles indicate that the critical path between lower multiplier and adder has been 3-
stage fine-grain pipelined; the path between upper multiplier and adder is tackled in the 
same way. 
In addition, PI-DC block mainly implements the function of updating discrepancy δ(r) 
(Step1). A low-complexity and high-speed architecture of PI-DC block is shown in Fig. 7. As 





registers every 10 cycles. The initialization of leftmost register is S0 while other registers are 
initialized to zero. In each iteration “ctrl 1”signal is set to be “0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0”. In the first 5 
cycles of each iteration, input λj, λ3+j, λ6+j and corresponding syndromes selected by 
multiplexers are multiplied by three 3-stage pipelined multipliers (shown by dashed lines). 
At the end of 6-th cycle accumulator circuit computes δ(r) and outputs it to control block for 
updating γ(r) and SEL(r). Passing another register which cuts path between PI-ELU and PI-
DC in control block, the three signals are fed back to PI-ELU block. In the overall 
architecture of PI-iBM (Fig. 8), it takes 7 cycles to calculate and output δ(r) (PI-DC block), 
and another 3 cycles is the cost for calculating new coefficients (PI-ELU block), so the total 
time for one iteration is 10 cycles. 
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Table 2 gives the implementation results of PI-iBM decoder and also lists some other 
designs. From this table we can find that the PI-iBM architecture deliver very high 
throughput with relatively low hardware complexity: the total throughput rate and 
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Table 2 gives the implementation results of PI-iBM decoder and also lists some other 
designs. From this table we can find that the PI-iBM architecture deliver very high 
throughput with relatively low hardware complexity: the total throughput rate and 
throughput per unit area in the PI-iBM design are at least 200% more than those existing 
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works. To achieve data rates from 10 Gb/s to 100 Gb/s, PI-iBM decoder has the lowest 
hardware complexity. If 65 nm CMOS technology is used in the implementation, the 
throughput of our design can be increased significantly. Thus the current designs can fit 
well for 10 Gb/s-40 Gb/s optical communication systems. For 100 Gb/s applications, we may 
need two to three independent hardware copies of the designs. However, the PI-iBM 
architecture will remain to have the lowest hardware complexity compared with existing 
designs. In short, the PI-iBM decoder is very area-efficient for very high-speed optical 
applications. 
 
Figure 6. The diagram of PI-ELU block. (a) The internal architecture of the i-th PE. (b) The overall 
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Table 2. Implementation results and comparisons 
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4. High-performance low-complexity RS burst-error decoders for mediate 
distance network 
For mediate distance optical network, such as Metro Ethernet network, traditional RS 
decoding can not provide enough coding gain for the data transmission in this scenario. 
Instead, enhanced FEC scheme should be employed for improved error-correcting 
capability. Notice that in this kind of systems, long burst error is the major error pattern in 
transmission procedure; therefore, burst-error decoding algorithm and architecture are 
attractive solutions for this case. In this chapter, we introduce efficient burst-error-correcting 
RS decoder to meet the requirement in this type of application. 
4.1. Reformulated inversionless burst-error correcting (RiBC) algorithm 
As excellent Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code [20], RS code is very effective in 
correcting long burst errors. However, previous RS burst decoding algorithms in [21] and 
[22] are infeasible for hardware implementation due to their high computation complexity. 
In [20], Wu proposed a new approach to track the position of burst of errors. By introducing 
a new polynomial that is a special linear function of syndromes, this approach can correct a 
long burst of errors with length up to 2t-1-2β plus a maximum of β random errors. Here β is 
a pre-chosen parameter that determines the specific error correcting capability. In this case, 
the miscorrection probability is upper bounded by (n-2f)(n-f)β2m(β+f-2t). 
Although the approach in [20] has reduced computation complexity, it still contains 
inversion operation and long data path, which impedes its efficient VLSI implementation, 
therefore, the algorithm in [20] was reformulated to the RiBC algorithm. The RiBC algorithm 
is a kind of list decoding algorithm. 8 polynomials are updated simultaneously in each 
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loop are marked as overall error locator polynomial * ( )x  and error evaluator polynomial
*( )x  respectively. Finally Forney algorithm is used to calculate the error value in each 
error position with the miscorrection probability up to (n-2f)(n-f)β2m(β+f-2t. 
The RiBC algorithm is targeted for correcting burst error plus some random errors. By 
observing step2.3 and step 2.4, it can be founded that both of them are quite similar to the 
essential update equations in RiBM algorithm (see [5]). Therefore, it inspires us that both of the 
RiBC algorithm for burst-error correction and RiBM for random error correction can be 
implemented one the same hardware. Furthermore, considering single burst error correcting 
algorithm in [20] is a specific instance of RiBC algorithm with β=0, so it can also be implemented 
on the RiBC architecture. Accordingly, a unified hybrid RS decoder, which can be configured to 
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4.2 Unified hybrid decoding (UHD) architecture 
The overall UHD architecture is shown in Fig. 9. Here different blocks are used to process 
different steps in algorithm. Since excluding KES and PT blocks, other blocks are quite 
straightforward to be implemented; in this section we only introduce the architectures of 
KES and PT blocks and focus the discussion for the case of RiBC work mode. Interested 
readers can refer to [23] for the introduction of other blocks and other modes. 
 
Figure 9. The overall architecture of the UHD decoder. Three types of lines illustrate data flows for 
different work modes: solid line (mode-1) for burst combined with random error correction RiBC 
algorithm, dashed line (mode-2) for only burst-error correction and dotted line (mode-3) for only 
random error correction. 
4.2.1. KES block architecture 
For RiBC algorithm, KES block is employed to carry out steps 2.4. Fig. 10 presents the 
overall architecture of KES block and the internal structure of its two types of processing 
elements (PE): PE0 and PE1. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the KES block consists of 2t-1 PE0’s and 
2t PE1’s. In the r-th iteration, each register in PE0i/PE1i stores the corresponding coefficients 
of different polynomials (Fig. 10(b) (c)). For each outer iteration, it takes 2β cycles to 
compute (2 )i
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4.2.2. Position track (PT) block architecture 
PT block is used to track the longest consecutive polynomials that are identical (step 3). 
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Figure 10. (a) The overall architecture of KES block. (b) The block diagram of PE0i.  
(c) The block diagram of PE1i. 
0( )l
 0 ( )temp

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Figure 11. The architecture of PT block for mode-1. 
Table 3 presents the comparison between UHD and RiBM decoder. Here for the example RS 
(255, 239) code, n=255, t=8 and m=8. The hardware complexity is estimated based on the 
work in [24]. Although the area requirement of the UHD decoder is about 1.7 times of that 
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Table 3 presents the comparison between UHD and RiBM decoder. Here for the example RS 
(255, 239) code, n=255, t=8 and m=8. The hardware complexity is estimated based on the 
work in [24]. Although the area requirement of the UHD decoder is about 1.7 times of that 
of the RiBM decoder, the UHD decoder can achieve significantly enhanced burst-error  
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5.1. Hard-decision BCH product codes 
One candidate for 100Gbps application is BCH-based binary product codes such as the one 
presented in [25]. The component BCH (992, 960) and (987, 956) codes are constructed 
carefully over GF(210) for hardware amenity, which have the 3-error correction capability, 
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therefore its decoder design can be developed based on simple PGZ algorithm in [4]. The 
simulation results show the performance of this FEC scheme can be very close to the 
Shannon limit. 
 
Figure 14. Decoding performance of product BCH codes based on maximum 7 iterations. 
5.2. Some other soft-decision based concatenated codes 
The above binary product scheme is based on hard-decision. If soft information is available 
in the system, soft-decision decoding approach can work with the product codes to enhance 
the overall decoding performance. Fig. 15 illustrates a LDPC code concatenated with BCH-
based product code for long-haul network systems in [26]. In this scheme, LDPC code is 
used as inner code and BCH-based product code is used as outer code. Some other soft-
decision based concatenated FEC scheme such as RS code concatenated with LDPC coding 
system in [27] can also provide significant coding gain for targeted ultra high-speed optical 
communication. 
 
Figure 15. Product BCH-LDPC concatenated scheme in [26]. 



























With the evolution of optical network, the employed FEC scheme has been developed in 
several generations. The requirement on high data rata and large coding gain is always 
challenging the design for efficient FEC decoder. In this chapter, targeted to different types 
of optical transmission networks, ranging from local Ethernet to long-haul backbone system, 
different FEC solutions with efficient VLSI implementations are discussed. For short-
distance networks, two kinds of area-efficient high-speed RS decoders are analyzed for the 
scenario. For mediate distance networks, which require some tradeoff between decoding 
performance and hardware efficiency, the introduced RS burst-error decoder can be 
employed to meet such requirement. For long-haul systems, which have stringent 
requirement on decoding performance, some candidate FEC schemes targeted to the future 
100Gbps era are discussed. In summary, these various FEC architectures and schemes are 
good candidates for their specific targeted optical transmission applications. 
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1. Introduction 
The development of nanotechnology in photonics offers significant scientific and 
technological potentials for miniaturized photonic integrated circuits (PICs) [1,2]. It fosters 
the substantial efforts for exploring novel materials, developing easy fabrication techniques, 
reducing the size of photonic components, improving device integration density, and 
fabricating low-cost nanodevices. One-dimensional (1D) nanomaterials are promising 
candidates for photonics integration due to their intriguing optical, electronic, and 
mechanical properties [3-9]. In 2003, L. Tong et al. experimentally demonstrated low-loss 
optical waveguiding in silica micro/nanofibers (MNFs) with diameters far below the 
wavelength of the guided light [10], which renewed research interests in optical MNFs as 
potential building blocks for applications in high density and miniaturized PICs [11-22]. In 
particular, polymers have been widely regarded as useful materials for manipulating light 
in optical waveguide applications due to their good processability, biocompatibility, tunable 
properties, flexibility, and low cost for integration [15-22]. On the other hand, polymeric 
materials offer a unique opportunity to carry other chemical composition and to readily 
produce hybrid nanocomposites. 1D nanostructures fabricated from polymers have been the 
hot subject of recent research with regard to their special physical, chemical, electronic, and 
photonic properties [19,23-38]. Demonstration of viable polymer MNF based elements and 
architectures will require the development of reliable methods for the production of such 
structures with good control over critical parameters such as diameter, length, morphology, 
and chemical composition. Up to now, a bunch of new materials and new techniques have 
been developed to fabricate subwavelength and nanometer diameter polymer fibers, 
including electrospinning, phase separation, self assembling and one-step drawing, etc. [29]. 
© 2012 Xing et al., licensee InTech. This is a paper distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Polymer MNFs with diameter down to several nanometers and length up to hundreds of 
millimeters have been reported. Besides its low cost and tiny size, polymer MNFs are easy 
to couple with other general optical devices, enabling them to fulfill their potentials in 
optical functions. Due to their good flexibility and large tunability, many shapes and 
structures can be achieved from polymer MNFs, including optical splitters [18,30], resonator 
[31], couplers [32], Mach–Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) [33], light-emitting polymer 
nanofibers [34], photodetector [35], organic nanofiber laser [36], sensors [37,38], polymeric 
nanofiber architecture [38]. 
In this chapter, we will introduce the fabrication techniques of polymer MNFs. Then we will 
focus on polymer MNF-based elements and assess their potential used as passive and active 
components in miniaturized photonic devices. Final is a perspective. 
2. Fabrication methods of polymer MNFs 
A number of different techniques including physical, chemical, thermal, and electrostatic 
method have been used to fabricate polymer MNFs. Ten of these fabrication methods are 
briefly described in the following section [29]. 
2.1. Electrospinning 
Electrospinning is an electrostatically driven method of fabricating polymer nanobers. 
Nanofibers are formed from a liquid polymer solution or melt that is feed through a 
capillary tube into a region of high electric field [39]. The electric field is most commonly 
generated by connecting a high voltage power source in the kilovolt range to the capillary 
tip (Fig. 1). As electrostatic forces overcome the surface tension of the liquid, a Taylor cone is 
formed and a thin jet is rapidly accelerated to a grounded or oppositely charged collecting 
target. Instabilities in this jet cause violent whipping motions that elongate and thin the jet 
allowing the evaporation of some of the solvent or cooling of melts to form solid nanobers 
on the target site. Nanober size and microstructure can be controlled by several processing 
parameters including: solution viscosity, voltage, feed rate, solution conductivity, capillary 
to collector distance, and orice size [40]. The electrospinning technique is very versatile and 
a wide range of polymer and copolymermaterials with a wide range of fiber diameters 
(several nanometers to several microns) can be fabricated using this technique. Many 
different types of molecules can be easily incorporated during the electrospinning 
fabrication process to produce functionalized nanofibers. Electrospun nanobers are usually 
collected from an electrospinning jet as non-woven randomly or uniaxially aligned sheets or 
arrays. 
2.2. Phase separation 
Nanofibrous foam materials have been fabricated by a technique called thermally induced 
liquid-liquid phase separation [41]. This fabrication procedure involves (a) the dissolution of 
polymer in solvent (b) phase separation and polymer gelatination in low temperature (c) 
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solvent exchange by immersion in water and (d) freezing and freeze-drying (Fig. 2). The 
morphology of these structures can be controlled by fabrication parameters such as 
gelatination temperature and polymer concentration. Interconnected porous nanofiber 
networks have been formed from polymers such as, poly-L-lactide acid (PLLA), poly-lactic-
co-glycolic acid (PLGA), and poly-DL-lactic acid (PDLLA) with fiber diameters from 50–500 
nm, and porosities up to 98.5%. 
 
Figure 1. (a) schematic of a standard electrospinning setup [39] and a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) image (b) of electrospun polyurethane nanofibers. 
 
Figure 2. A schematic (a) of nanofiber formation by phase separation [42], and an SEM image (b) of 
nanofibrous structure fabricated by this technique [41]. 
2.3. Self assembly  
Self assembly is a process by which molecules organize and arrange themselves into 
patterns or structures through non-covalent forces such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic 
forces, and electrostatic reactions. Dialkyl chain amphiphiles containing peptides were 
developed to mimic the ECM. These peptide amphiphiles (PA), derived from a collagen 
ligand, allow for a self assembling system that consists of a hydrophobic tail group and a 
hydrophilic head group [43]. Figure 3 shows the hierarchy of structure found in the self-
assembled PA nanofiber networks [44]. The specific composition of amino acid chains in 
peptide amphiphile systems determines the assembly, chemical, and biological properties of 
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the system, and therefore PA systems can be tailored to specific applications [45,46]. 
Nanofibers with diameters around 5–25 nm can be formed by the self assembly process. 
Cells can be encapsulated in a nanofibrous PA structureif they are added during the self 
assembly process and PA can also be injected in vivo where they subsequently self assemble 
into a nanofibrous network. It has been demonstrated that self assembled peptide 
nanofibers can spontaneously undergo reassembly back to a nanofibers scaffold after 
destruction by sonication, and after multiple cycles of destruction and reassembly, the 
peptide nanofibers scaffolds were still indistiquishable from their original structures [47].  
 
Figure 3. Schematics of the (a) molecular structure and (b) nanostructure, and images of the (c) micro 
and macro structure of a self assembling peptide amphiphile nanofiber network [44]. 
2.4. One-step drawing technique 
Nanofibers can be mechanically drawn from viscous polymer liquids directly [48]. In one 
example, nanofibers were drawn directly when a rod was placed in a polymer melt and 
moved up forming a thin filament that cooled to form a nanofiber [17]. Figure 4 shows the 
schematic illustration of the drawing process. Fig. 4a shows a vertical direction tip-drawing 
process. Poly(trimethylene terephthalate) (PTT) pellets (melt temperature Tm = 225°C) was 
melt by a heating plate and thetemperature was kept at around 250°C during the wire 
drawing. First, an iron or silicarod/tip with radius of about 125 μm is being approached and 
its tip is immerged into the molten PTT. Then the rod tip is retracted from the molten PTT 
with a speed of 0.1−1 m/s, leaving a PTT wire extending between the molten PTT and the 
tip. The extended PTT wire is quickly quenched in air and finally, a naked amorphous PTT 
nanowire is formed. PTT nanofibers with diameters as low as 60 nm, and lengths up to 500 
mm have been achieved. A SEM image (Fig. 4b) shows part of the coiled nanofiber with a 
length of about 200 mm and an average diameter of 280 nm. The diameter variation ratio is 
about 8.410-8. Figure 4c demonstrates flexible and elastic connection by pulling the polymer 
nanofibers with diameters of 140 and 170 nm. To examine surface roughness of the polymer 
nanofibers, high-magnification transmission electron microscope (TEM) was done. Figure 
4d shows a TEM image of a 190-nm-diameter nanowire, indicating no visible defect and 
irregularity on the surface of the polymer nanofiber. Typical average sidewall root-mean-
square roughness of the polymer nanofiber is 0.28 nm. The electron diffraction pattern (inset 
of Fig. 4d) demonstrates that the obtained PTT MNF is amorphous. The results demonstrate 
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mm have been achieved. A SEM image (Fig. 4b) shows part of the coiled nanofiber with a 
length of about 200 mm and an average diameter of 280 nm. The diameter variation ratio is 
about 8.410-8. Figure 4c demonstrates flexible and elastic connection by pulling the polymer 
nanofibers with diameters of 140 and 170 nm. To examine surface roughness of the polymer 
nanofibers, high-magnification transmission electron microscope (TEM) was done. Figure 
4d shows a TEM image of a 190-nm-diameter nanowire, indicating no visible defect and 
irregularity on the surface of the polymer nanofiber. Typical average sidewall root-mean-
square roughness of the polymer nanofiber is 0.28 nm. The electron diffraction pattern (inset 
of Fig. 4d) demonstrates that the obtained PTT MNF is amorphous. The results demonstrate 
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that the obtained polymer nanofibers exhibit high surface smoothness, length uniformity, 
high mechanical properties, and excellent flexibility. 
 
Figure 4. Schematic of nanofiber fabrication by the drawing technique. (b) SEM images of a nanofiber 
with average diameter of 280 nm coiled on a 12-μm-diameter PTT bending rod, the length of the 
nanofiber displayed is about 200 mm. (c) Flexible and elastic enough nanofiber connection with 
diameters of 140 and 170 nm. (d) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a 190-nm-diameter 
fiber. The insetshows its electron diffraction pattern [17,18]. 
 
Figure 5. (A) Schematic of the fabrication of polymer nanofibers using a nondestructive templating 
technique (grey: alumina template, green: resin, blue: polymer nanofibers, pink: silica replica template. (B-
E) SEM images of 120 nm (b&c) and 1μm (d&e) polymer fibers fabricated by the above technique [49]. 
2.5. Templating 
Polymer nanofibers can be fabricated using templates such as self-ordered porous alumina. 
Alumina network templates with pore diameters from 25 to 400 nm, and pore depths from 
around 100 nm to several 100 μm have been be fabricated. Polymer nanofiber arrays can be 
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released from these molds by destruction of the molds or mechanical detachment (Fig. 5) 
[49,50]. The length of polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers fabricated from alumina templates 
can be controlled as a function of parameters such as melt time and temperature [51]. 
2.6. Vapor-phase polymerization 
Polymer MNFs have also been fabricated from vapor-phase polymerization. Plasma-
induced polymerization of vapor phase vinyltrichlorosilane produced organosiloxane fibers 
with diameters around 25 nm and typical lengths of 400–600 nm and cyanoacrylate fibers 
with diameters from 100 to 400 nm and lengths of hundreds of microns (Fig. 6) [52,53]. 
 
Figure 6. (a) Schematic describing a proposed mechanism for nanofiber formation by vapor-phase 
polymerization (b) Arial (1) and side views (2) of polymer nanofibers fabricated from vapor-phase 
polymerization at high (b), intermediate (c) and low (d) packing densities [52]. 
2.7. Extraction 
Nanofibers can be extracted from natural materials using chemical and mechanical 
treatments. Cellulose fibrils can be disintegrated from plant cell walls. In one example, 
cellulose nanofibers were extracted from wheat straw and soy hull with diameters ranging 
from 10 to 120 nm and lengths up to a few thousand nanometers (Fig. 7) [54]. Invertebrates 
have also been used as a source for the extraction of nanofibers. Chitin nanofibers 3−4 nm in 
diameter and a few micrometers in length were extracted from squid pen and Poly-N-acetyl 
glucosamine nanofibers isolated from a marine diatom demonstrated prothrombotic 
interactions with red blood cells [55,56]. 
 
Figure 7. Images of natural wheat straw [57], wheat straw microfibers [54] after chemical treatment and 
wheat straw nanofibers [54] after chemical treatment.  
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2.8. Conventional chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline 
Chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline is a traditional method for synthesizing 
polyaniline and during the early stages of this synthesis process polyaniline nanofibers are 
formed (Fig. 8). Optimization of polymerization conditions such as temperature, mixing 
speed, and mechanical agitation allows the end stage formation of polyaniline nanofibers 
with diameters in the range of 30–120 nm [58,59]. 
 
Figure 8. Schematic showing the nucleation of polyaniline nanofibers [59]. (I) Under non-ideal 
nucleation conditions aggregate formation is present. (II) When ideal nucleation conditions are 
predominant, well-dispersed polyaniline nanofibers are formed. Typical images of the reaction vials 
and microstructure are displayed next to the schematic. 
2.9. Bacterial cellulose 
Cellulose nanofibers produced by bacteria have been long used in a variety of applications, 
including biomedical applications [60]. Cellulose synthesis by Acetobacter involves the 
polymerization of glucose residues into chains, followed by the extracellullar secretion, 
assembly and crystallization of the chains into hierarchically composed ribbons (Fig. 9). 
Networks of cellulose nanofibers with diameters less than 100nmare readily produced, and 
fibers with different characteristics may be produced by different strains of bacteria [49]. 
Copolymers have been produced by adding polymers to the growth media of the cellulose 
producing bacteria [50,51]. 
2.10. Kinetically controlled solution synthesis 
Nanofibers and nanowires have been fabricated in solution using linear aligned substrates 
as templating agents such as iron-cation absorbed reverse cylindrical micelles and silver 
nanoparticles [61]. Poly(vinyl alchohol)-poly(methyl methacrylate) nanofibers were 
fabricated using silver nanoparticle that were linearly aligned in solution by vigorous 
magnetic stirring (Fig. 10) [62]. These nanoparticle chain assemblies acted as a template for 
further polymerization of nanofibers with diameters from 10 to 30 nm and lengths up to 60 
μm. 
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic of Acetobacter cells depositing cellulose nanofibers, (b) an SEM image of a 
cellulose nanofiber mesh produced by bacteria [60]. 
 
Figure 10. (a) Schematic of silver nanoparticle embedded polymer nanofibers fabrication (b) SEM and 
TEM images of silver nanoparticle embedded Polymer nanofibers [62]. 
3. Polymer MNF based photonic components and devices  
Optical fiber based components and devices have been very successful in the past 30 years 
and will surely continue to thrive in a variety of applications including optical 
communications, optical sensing, power delivery and nonlinear optics [63-65]. With 
increasing requirements for higher performance, wider applicability and lower energy 
consumption, there is a strong demand for the miniaturization of fiber-optic components or 
devices. When operated on a smaller spatial scale, a photonic circuit can circulate, process 
and respond to optical signals on a smaller time scale. Only at wavelength or 
subwavelength size does the photonic structure manifest evident near-field features that can 
be utilized for interlinking and processing optical signals highly efficiently. For example, it 
was estimated that to reach an optical data transmission rate as high as 10 Tb/s, the size of 
photonic matrix switching devices should be reduced to 100-nm scale [66]. At the same time, 
to perform a given function that relies on a certain kind of light-matter interaction, usually 
less energy is required when smaller quantities of matter are involved. MNFs featured at 
subwavelength scale, provide a number of interesting properties such as mechanical 
flexibility, high optical cross-sections, large and ultrafast nonlinear responses, and broad 
spectral tunability that are highly desirable for functionalizing high density and 
miniaturized PICs [67]. Besides its low cost and tiny size, MNFs are also easy to couple with 
other general optical devices, providing excellent compatibility with standard optical fiber 
systems.This section gives an up-to-date review of polymer MNF based photonic 
components/devices that have been investigated very recently. 
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3.1. Polymer MNF-based passive components/devices 
3.1.1. MN coupling photonic splitters and sensors 
X. Xing et al. have demonstrated PTT nanofibers with high surface smoothness, diameter 
uniformity, as well as high mechanical strength and excellent flexibility, make them 
promising candidates for building blocks to construct ultracompact photonic devices and 
device arrays [17,18]. Fig.11a shows a 44 photonic coupling splitter assembled by twisting 
four PTT nanofibers with diameters of 450, 450, 510, and 570 nm for branches A to D [18]. 
The inset of Fig. 11a shows that the coupling section is composed of a 34 and a 14 
couplers, where the total width of the coupling section is 1.98 m. The maximum length of 
the coupling regionis about 16.1 m, and that for the 14 splitter is about 8.5 m. When two 
red lights (650 nm) are simultaneously launched into the branches A and B, the measured 
splitting ratio is 29182924. As shown in Fig. 11b, blue light (532 nm) are coupled into the 
branchG of an 88 coupling splitters and divided into branches 1 to 8.The coupling section 
of the splitter (Fig. 11b, inset) is 38-m-long and 2.5-m-wide. We also launched other 
visible lights into the devices to observe the splitting phenomenon. Experimental 
demonstration shows that the properties of the splitters are dependent on the operation 
wavelength and the input branch which the optical signal launched into. For a fixed 
operation wavelength and the input branch, desirable splitting ratio can be tuned by 
controlling input/output branching angle. 
As shown in Fig. 11c–e, a tunable refractive index sensor with ultracompact structure in a 
22 PTT nanofiber coupling splitter assembled by twisting two flexible PTT nanowires with 
diameter of 400 nm [19]. The sensor consists of two input branches, a twisted coupling 
region, and two output branches. The changes of optical power caused due to variations in 
the surrounding medium around the twisted coupling region were measured in the output 
branches.The highest measured sensitivity of the sensor is 26.96 mW/RIU (refractive index 
unit) and the maximum detection limit on refractive index change is 1.8510-7. 
 
Figure 11. Optical microscope images [18,19]: (a) A 44 photonic coupling splitterwith diameters of 450, 
450, 510, and 570 nm for branches A to D when red light (650 nm) was launched into branches of A and 
B. (b) An 88 photonic coupling splitter of guided blue light (532 nm) with diameters of 400, 400, 400, 
400, 400, 750, 750, and 600 nm for branches A to H. The inset of Fig. a and b shows the coupling section 
of devices. (ce) the sensor (400-nm-diameter) taken with (c) red light, (d) green light (532 nm), and (e) 
blue light (473 nm) (without sample solution).The white arrows show the propagation directions of the 
launched lights. 
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3.1.2. Cascaded MZI[21] 
Figure12 shows an optical microscope image of the assembled two-cascaded MZI (wire 
diameter, 900 nm) [21]. The inset (a) showsa scanning electron microscope image of MZI 1 
and the inset (b) shows guided red light (650 nm) in the cascaded MZI. Themeasured 
insertion loss is about 0.94 dB for the red light. The total length of the cascaded MZI is 327 
μm. The width and length of each bow-shaped MZI are 32 μm and 121 μm, respectively. 
According to the analysis, to get coupling ratios of 0.147, 0.501, and 0.147, the lengths of the 
couplers C1, C2, and C3 are 27, 31, and 27 μm, respectively. The estimated totalpath-length 
difference is 40 μm. The bright spot in the inset (b) of Fig. 12 is the scattering spot of the 
input light at the end of the tapered fiber I. The average bandwidth of 3-dB pass-band is 
measured to 33 nm for the cascaded MZI over the wavelengthsof 1.3 to 1.6 μm. The 
measured extinction ratio for the cascaded MZI is 16 to 19 dB, and optical insertion loss is 
1.1 to 1.8 dB at wavelengths of 1.3 to 1.6 μm.This is good for band-pass filter applications. 
 
Figure 12. Optical microscope image of the assembled cascaded MZI (wire diameter, 900 nm) [21]. Inset 
(a) shows the scanning electron microscope image of bow-shaped MZI 1 and inset (b) shows the optical 
microscope image of guided red light (650 nm) in the cascaded MZI. Estimated path-length difference is 
40 m. The white arrow in the inset (b) indicates propagation direction of the light. 
3.1.3. Ring resonator[31] 
Owing to relatively high quality (Q) factor and ease off abrication, fiber-based microrings 
were widely used for resonators. Y. Wang et al. have assembled microring resonators by 
knotting a uniform PTT wire with micromanipulator assistance under an optical 
microscope. Subsequently, two ends of the microring resonator were fixed on two branches 
of a tunable microstage as schematically shown in Fig. 13a. Then an input microtaper and an 
output microtaper were used to launch and collect optical signals, respectively, by 
evanescent wave coupling. In Fig. 13a, when we adjust the tunable microstage to the right, 
the wire will be pulled tightly and finally, the ring radius will become smaller. The red 
arrows in Fig. 13a show the propagation directions of the optical signals while the yellow 
one indicates the moving direction of the tunable stage. As an example, Fig. 13b shows a 
SEM image of the microring with aradius of 70 μm, which was assembled by the PTT wire 
with adiameter of 3.5 μm. 
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Three tunable microrings were assembled by PTT wire withdiameters of 3.5, 2.5, and 2.0 
μm, respectively. Ring radius and wire diameter dependent optical properties were 
demonstrated by measuring the FSRs and the Q factors and showed that, the maximum Q 
factors are 28090, 28071, and 23528 at the ring radii of 417 (wire diameter, 3.5 μm), 258 (wire 
diameter, 2.5 μm), and 204 (wirediameter, 2.0 μm) μm, respectively. Their corresponding 
FSRs are 0.55, 0.92, and 1.19 nm. The FSR is mainly dependent on the ringradius and little 
affected by the wire diameter. By using anappropriate wire diameter with an appropriate 
ring radius, amaximum Q can be obtained with a desirable FSR. The tunable microring 
resonators would be useful for optical filters and sensors. Also, the assembly method used 
in this work could become acandidate for fabricating highly-integrated photonic devices 
basedon micro/nano-wire rings. 
 
Figure 13. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The red arrows show propagation directions 
of the optical signals whereas the yellow one indicates moving direction of the tunable stage. (b) SEM image 
of a microring assembled by the PTT wire. The wire diameter is 3.5 μm and the ring radius is 70 μm [31]. 
3.1.4. Arbitrary and vertical optical couplers using flexible polymer MNFs[32] 
The polymer MNFs were directly drawn from a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) solution 
in which acetone was used as a solvent. To investigate the possibility of arbitrary and 
vertical optical couplers, different topologies were assembled. Figures 14a, b show the 
optical microscope images of two crossed interconnect structures with different cross angles. 
The structure of Fig. 14a as assembled by two polymer fibers with diameters of 1.05 m 
(wire 1) and 1.00 m (wire 2). Cross angle between channels C1 and C2 is 57° while the cross 
angle between channels C3 and C4 is 42°. Figure 14a shows that a light (wavelength =650 
nm) was launched into channel C1 and divided into channels C2, C3, and C4. The output 
powers were collected using the tapered fibers. For this structure, 4% optical power was 
divided into channel C2. The powers divided into channels C3 and C4 are 41% and 42%, 
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respectively. The total insertion loss is 0.6 dB. Figure 14b further shows a crossed 
interconnect structure, which was assembled by two wires with diametersof 1.18 m (wire 
1) and 1.40 m (wire 2). The cross angle between channels C1 and C2 is 55° and that between 
channels C3 and C4 is 89°. For this structure, when the light (=650 nm) was launched into 
channel C1, the measured powers at channels C2, C3, and C4 are 1%, 39%, and 42%, 
respectively. The total insertion loss is 0.86 dB. Figure 14c shows the optical microscope 
image of the star topology network with five channels. It was assembled by twisting three 
wires with diameters of 1.08 m (wire 1), 917 nm (wire 2), and 970 nm (wire 3). The cross 
angle between channels C1 and C2 is 29°, that between channels C2 and C3 is 57°, between 
channels C3 and C4 is 110°, and between channels C4 and C5 is 35°. When the light ( = 650 
nm) was launched into channel C2, the measured powers in the channels C3, C4, and C5 are 
1%, 40%, and 36%, respectively. The total insertion loss is 1.14 dB. Figure 14d shows a tree 
topology network, which was assembled by three wires with diameters of 1.17 m (wire 1), 
1.37 m (wire 2), and 1.20 m (wire 3). The cross angle between channels C1 and C3 is 87° 
and that between channels C4 and C5 is 39°. When the light ( = 650 nm) was launched into 
channel C2, it was dividedinto channels C1 and C3 by the first node A with a splitting power 
ratio of 0.41:0.40. At the second node B, the light inchannel C3 was divided into channels C4 
and C5 with a splitting power ratio of 0.16:0.17. The total insertion loss for this structure is 
1.31 dB. By using the structures shown in Figs. 14a–c, optical channels can be further 
increased while keeping one node. This is very useful for ultracompact arbitrary and vertical 
optical interconnect structures. We hope that the arbitrary and vertical coupling structures 
could find applications in high-density PICs and miniaturized optical networks. 
 
Figure 14. Optical microscope images of different arbitrary and vertical optical couplers [32]. The insets 
schematically represent respective structures,and the white arrows indicate the transmission direction of 
the guided light. (a) Optical microscope image of a crossed interconnect structure assembled by wires 1 
and 2 with diameters of 1.05 and 1.00 m, respectively. (b) Optical microscope image of a crossed 
interconnect structure assembled by wires 1 and 2 with diameters of 1.18 and 1.40 m,respectively. (c) 
Optical microscope image of a star topology network assembled by three wires with diameters of 1.08 m 
(wire 1), 917 nm (wire 2), and 970 nm(wire 3). (d) Optical microscope image of a tree topology network 
assembled by three wires with diameters of 1.17 m (wire 1), 1.37 m (wire2), and 1.20 m (wire 3). 
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3.2. Polymer MNFs as active waveguides  
The development of miniaturized PICs are challenging directions in next generation all-
optical signal processing, in which light-emitting sources are important elements for 
integration [68,69]. In the past decades, doped glass optical fibers have been widely used as 
solid hosts for photonic applications such as tunable lasers and amplifiers for optical 
communication [70,71]. For most widely used rare-earth-doped glass fibers, the 
concentrations of rare-earth dopants are limited by the concentration quenching, for 
example, typically lower than 1% for Er3+ in silica fibers, resulting in relatively low energy 
conversion efficiency within a limited length. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain efficient 
energy conversion in doped glass fibers within a scale comparable to the compactness of a 
nanophotonic integrated system. Compared to those of glass fibers, the most attractive 
prospects of polymer MNFs are as follows: First, the polymer matrix can host functional 
dopants ranging from metal oxides, quantum dots (QDs), and fluorescent dyes to enzymes 
that can be used to tailor the properties of the MNFs with greater versatility. Second, the 
dopants can be easily doped into the solvated polymer and drawn into polymer MNFs at 
room temperature with higher doping concentration than that in glass fibers. Also, the 
mechanical flexibility, perm-selective nature to gas molecules, biocompatibility, easy 
processing, and low cost of the polymer materials [72] offers more opportunities for doped 
polymer MNFs over doped glass fibers in nanophotonic systems. Especially, high efficient 
light emission dopants (e.g., fluorescent dyes and QDs), which are much more compatible 
with polymer MNFs, show great potential to realize compact light-emitting sources with 
feature sizes acceptable in nanophotonic integrated systems. 
3.2.1. Fluorescent dye doped polymer MNFs 
In 2010, F. Gu et al. reported light-emitting polymer nanofibers based on waveguiding 
excitation [34]. By waveguiding excitation light along the polymer nanofiber, the interaction 
of light with polymer nanofiber is enhanced over 3 orders of magnitude compared with the 
currently used irradiating excitation. Intriguing advantages such as enhanced excitation 
efficiency, low excitation power operation down to nW levels, tightly confined excitation 
with low cross talk, and high photostability of the light-emitting polymer nanofibers are 
obtained. The waveguiding excitation allows incorporation of various fluorescent dyes into 
polymer nanofibers to generate multicolor emitting sources covering the entire visible 
spectrum. 
Figure15a shows a photoluminescence (PL) microscope image of a 380-nm-diameter 520-
μm-length RhB-PS nanofiber taken with a long-pass emission filter [34]. Upon 473-nm laser 
(λex) launched from the left side with excitation power (Pex) of 70 nW, bright fluorescent 
emission with a peak (λem) around 578 nm is generated and guided along the nanofiber. For 
reference, Fig. 15b shows the PL image taken without the emission filter, in which a small 
light spot at the output end of the nanofiber and no obvious scattering along the nanofiber 
are observed, suggesting that the excitation light was efficiently absorbed during its 
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waveguiding excitation. The absorption spectrum of the RhB-PS nanofiber in Fig. 15c (black 
line) exhibits a peak at 560 nm due to the absorption of the doped RhB molecules. The 
measured absorption coefficient α of the RhB-PS NFs at 473 nm is ~50 cm-1. 
 
Figure 15. PL microscope images of a 380-nm-diameter 520-μm-length RhB-PS nanofiber excited by 
473-nm light from the left side at Pex = 70 nW, taken with (a) and without (b) the long-pass emission 
filter. (c) PL spectra of the RhB-PS nanofiber under 70-nW waveguiding (orange line) and 3-μW 
irradiation (blue line) schemes. The absorption spectrum of the NF is also provided (black line). (d) PL 
intensity of the RhB-PS nanofiber at 579 nm with Pex = 30 nW as a function of time [34].  
3.2.2. Quantum-dot-doped Polymer MNFs 
H. Liu et al. incorporated semiconductor QDs as integrated light sources into the polymer 
fiber to produce subwavelength-diameter optical waveguides [16]. Fibers of polymeric 
photoresist were fabricated with diameters down to 50 nm and lengths up to tens of 
millimeters using an electrospinning method, and QDs consisting of CdSe/ZnS (core/shell) 
were incorporated into the polymer fibers. A fluorescence optical image (Fig. 16a), taken by 
uniformly illuminating the fiber by a mercury lamp light source and imaging the 605 nm 
wavelength fluorescence, shows the distribution of luminescence along the fiber length. The 
image suggests that the QDs were not uniformly distributed along the fiber. Nanometer-
sized QDs were clearly recognizable, and were observed to be concentrated in a constrained 
region as a strand parallel to the fiber axis (Fig. 16b). 
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Figure 16. QD distribution in the SU8 nanofiber [16]: a) Fluorescence image of ensembles of QDs 
embedded in an SU8 nanofiber, showing the distribution of luminescence along the fiber length. b) TEM 
image of QD distribution inside the SU8 nanofiber. 
3.2.3. QD-Decorated Polymer MNFs 
H. Yu et al.developed a one-step process to decorate PTT nanofiber with the CdSe/ZnS 
core/shell QDs [73]. The QDs-decorated nanofibers with diameters of 400800 nm can be 
used as active subwavelength waveguides with some advantages such as good 
photostability, low excitation power operation (less than 0.2 μW), low propagation loss (11.3 
dB/cm), low absorption coefficient (down to 2.6 cm1), and 200 times enhancement in 
excitation efficiency excited by the evanescent waveguiding excitation than that of by the 
irradiation excitation. 
Figure 17a shows an optical microscope image of adrop of a rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated 
cross structure, composing of a PTT nanofiber 1 (495 nm) and a PTT nanofiber 2 (590 nm), 
excited by the EW excitation from laser B at Pex = 0.1 μW. It can be seen that red light was 
excited in the rugby-ball-like QDs. Figure 17b shows the optical microscope image of the 
cascaded rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated nanofiber with diameter of 597 nm, in which there 
are seven rugby-ball-like QDs. The lengths of the QDs B1 to B7 are 2.3, 2.2, 2.3, 2.2, 1.8, 2.0, 
and 2.0 μm, respectively. Their corresponding maximum widths are 1.6, 1.5, 1.6, 1.6, 1.0, 1.1, 
and 1.1 μm. The average length of the rugby-ball-like QDs is 2.1 μm and the average value 
of maximum width is 1.4 μm. Figure 17c shows the corresponding optical microscope image 
with seven red spots excited by the 473 nm blue light fromlaser B at Pex = 1.2 μW. 
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Figure 17. Optical microscope images of nanofibers with a rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated cross 
structure and a cascaded rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated structure [73]. (a) Crossed structurewith a 
guided 473 nm blue light in nanofiber 2 and excited 630 nm red light at the cross junction. The inset 
schematically representsthe cross structures. (b) Cascaded rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated structure. The 
lengths of the QDs B1 to B7are 2.3, 2.2, 2.3, 2.2, 1.8, 2.0, and 2.0 μm, respectively. The corresponding 
maximum widths are 1.6, 1.5, 1.6, 1.6, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.1 μm. (c) Rugby-ball-like QDs-decorated fiber 
excited by 473 nm blue light at Pex = 1.2 μW. The blue arrow shows the direction of propagation of the 
input blue light. 
3.3. Polymer nanofiber laser 
3.3.1. Dye Doped Polymer MNF Knot Resonator Laser 
Recently, many kinds of microsized polymer fiber and dye doped polymer fiber were also 
successfully demonstrated. Q. Song et al. reported the lasing action in a dye doped PNF 
knot ring resonator [74]. The dye doped polymer nanofiber was fabricated by general fiber 
drawing technique. Then it was bent to a knot ring resonator and fixed onto glass tubes (the 
inset of Fig. 18a), which can increase the stability of the knot resonator and fix its diameter 
[74]. Laser emission was observed. The emission spectrum of knot resonator is shown in Fig. 
18b. Here the pump intensity is 4.2 mJ/cm2. Periodic peaks can be observed in the laser 
spectrum. This group of peaks is considered to come from the whispering galley mode 
resonance inside the ring resonator. The linewidth of laser peaks is only 0.07 nm and the 
mode spacing in Fig. 18 is about 0.206 nm. 
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Figure 18. Laser spectrum of dye doped polymer fiber [74]. 
3.3.2. Random lasering in a singleorganic Nanofiber 
One-dimensional light random lasing in individual p-sexiphenyl nanofibers (p-6P) is 
investigated by F. Quochi et al [36]. The laser action happens in single p-6P nanofibers 
grown on (001)-oriented muscovite mica. Isolated nanofibers are shown to yield low-
threshold random laser emission in the deep blue. Random lasing from isolated nanofibers 
starts at pump fluences on the order of 10 μJ/cm2 per pulse. Lasing nanofibers are 
demonstrated. Figure 19a shows a lasing micrograph taken in imaging mode slightly above 
threshold. It displays both lasing from vertically aligned nanofibers and spontaneous 
emission from a set of neighboring nanofibers oriented approximately at 60° with respect to 
the vertical axis of the detection system. The latter faintly appear in the lower part of the 
graph. Scattering of the lasing emission into out-of-plane directions does not take place 
homogeneously along the nanofibers’ axis; conversely, scattering is highly spotted, 
indicating that wave-guiding is interleaved with light scattering and outcoupling at special 
sites along the fibers. Emission spectra relating to the ~100 μm long nanofiber placed at the 
center of the imaging field of view in Fig. 19a are reported in Fig. 19b. They refer to the 
emission spatially integrated over the whole nanofiber length. Below threshold, 
spontaneous emission exhibits a broad vibronic progression with 0–1 and 0–2 emission 
bands peaked near 425 and 450 nm, respectively. 
3.3.3. Optically pumped lasing in single conjugated polymer nanowires 
Conjugated polymers have chemically tuneable opto-electronic properties and are easily 
processed, making them attractive materials for photonics applications [75,76]. Conjugated 
polymer lasers, in a variety of resonator geometries such as microcavity, micro-ring, 
distributed feedback and photonic bandgap structures, have been fabricated using a range 
of coating and imprinting techniques [77-80]. D. O’Carroll et al. reported the first 
observation of optically pumped lasing in single conjugated polymer nanowires [81]. The 
waveguide and resonator properties of each wire are characterized in the far optical field at 
room temperature. The end faces of the nanowire are optically flat and the nanowire acts as 
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a cylindrical optical cavity, exhibiting axial Fabry–Pérot mode structure in the emission 
spectrum. Above a threshold incident pump energy, the emission spectrum collapses to a 
single, sharp peak with an instrument-limited line width that is characteristic of single-
mode excitonic laser action. Fluorene-based conjugated polymers are attractive.  
 
Figure 19. (a) Gray-scale optical emission intensity image of lasing and luminescent p-6P nanofibers 
excited at a pump fluence (Φ) of 15 μJ/cm2 per pulse. The gray-level scale is logarithmic. The y 
coordinate refers to the position along the vertical direction, which is parallel tothe input slit of the 
detection system. (b) Emission intensity spectra of the nanofiber positioned at x ≈ 30 μm in panel a and 
extending vertically from y ≈ 50 μm to y ≈ 150 μm for different values of the pump fluence. Note that the 
threshold fluence is lower than 12 μJ/cm2 per pulse [36]. 
Fluorene-based conjugated polymers are attractive photonic materials because they exhibit 
high photoluminescence quantum efficiencies, large stimulated emission crosssections and 
chemically tuneable emission wavelengths [82]. Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) is a 
prototypical main-chain liquid-crystalline homopolymer that emits in the blue and exhibits 
polymorphic behaviour, with striking implications for its photophysical properties [83]. 
Isolated PFO nanowires were uniformly excited by the 355-nm output of a 0.7 ns, 1.25 kHz 
pulsed Nd/YVO laser and spatially resolved photoluminescence spectra were acquired from 
the bodies and tips (Fig. 20a). To confirm that the wires operated as axial Fabry–Pérot 
microcavities, the mode spacing at 460 nm was plotted versus the inverse nanowire length 
for 14 wires, and was shown to exhibit a linear dependence (Fig. 20b). The number of Fabry–
Pérot modes per guided mode that could propagate in a nanowire microcavity was 
estimated from Δλspont/Δλm, where Δλspont is the full-width-at-half-maximum, FWHM, of the 
spontaneous emission and is ~19 nm. 
Single isolated PFO nanowire microcavities were then uniformly excited (355 nm, 0.7 ns, 
1.25 kHz) and tip emission spectra were collected as a function of pump energy (Fig. 21a). 
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At lower pump energies, tip spectra exhibited nanowire microcavity emission, with 
pronounced Fabry–Pérot modes apparent at the 0–1 peak. Above an energy threshold of 
~100 nJ (2.8 mJ cm–2), a single spectrally narrowed emission peak developed by preferential 
gain in a single Fabry–Pérot mode and the onset of lasing. A slight blue shift in peak 
position with increasing pump energy suggested that stimulated emission occurred on 
timescales comparable to or faster than exciton energy migration. Concerning the 
dependence of tip emission intensity on pumpenergy, below the energy threshold, emission 
increased linearly with excitation energy (Fig. 21b). Above threshold, a kink in emission 
output was followed by a super-linear increase due to optical gain. Also, the emission peak 
width narrowed from 19.6 nm to 1.4 nm (instrument-limited) at threshold, indicating the 
high quality factor of the nanowire cavity. 
 
Figure 20. Microcavity effects in single PFO nanowires [81]. a, Emission spectra collected from the tip 
(blue) and body (grey) of an isolated PFO nanowire under uniform pulsed excitation (1.4 nJ). Inset: 
emission image of an excited wire (1nJ) with spatially filtered emission images of the tip and body 
locations from which spectral data were acquired; mauve lines indicate the area over which each 
spectrum was integrated. Scale bars, 2 μm. b, Plot of mode spacing measured at 460 nm versus inverse 
nanowire length for 14 different nanowires. Black squares, experimental data points; green triangle, 
extrapolation to infinite length; dashed blue line, fit of Fabry–Pérot equation to data for λ =460 nm and 
[n –λ(dn/dλ)] = 5.4. Inset: schematic depiction of a nanowire with well-defined end facets acting as a 
Fabry–Pérot microcavity. 
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Figure 21. Optically pumped single PFO nanowire laser [81]. a, Emission spectra collected from the tip 
of an isolated PFO nanowire under uniform excitation, as a function of increasing pump energy at room 
temperature. Inset: emission image of the wire (1.3 nJ) along with spatially filtered emission images of 
the tip and body locations from which spectral data were acquired. Scale bars, 2 μm. b, Plot of the tip 
emission peak intensity (blue squares) and FWHM (red triangles) versus pump energy for the wire 
shown in a. The intensity of emission from the nanowire body (green squares) is low and almost linear 
with pump energy. Solid symbols correspond to experimental data points and lines are guides to the 
eye. Inset: above threshold (230 nJ) emission spectra acquired from the wire tip (blue) and body (green). 
3.4. Polymer nanofiber photodetector 
Semiconducting polymers are attractive materials due to their chemically tunable optical and 
electronic properties, as well as their facility for solution processing [84,85]. Garret A. O’Brien 
et al. have demonstrated that solution-assisted template wetting may be successfully exploited 
for high-yield controlled synthesis of poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(bithiophene)] 
(F8T2) nanofibes and employed single nanowire devices as ultraminiature photodetectors. [35] 
Discrete nanowires with average lengths of 15 μm and mean diameters of 200 nm has been 
fabricated. As expected, structural data point to a low degree of crystallinity within the wires. 
Individual nanowires can be electrically interfaced using either bottom- or top-contact 
geometries. Top-contacted single-nanowire devices with interelectrode gaps of approximately 
5 m were fabricated on glass substrates using shadow masking and gold evaporation, see  
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Fig. 22a. The blue curve in Figure 22b shows the measured dark current (Idark) for a typical 
device. The data show quasilinear characteristics at low bias, similar to measured data for 
bottom-contacted nanowires, with some asymmetry at higher bias. The red curve in Fig. 22b 
shows the measured current (Iillum) under continuous 405 nm illumination. A marked increase 
in the measured current is observed across the entire bias range. The green curve in Fig. 22b 
shows the measured current under manually chopped 405 nm illumination, where the 
illumination was switched on or off at 10 V intervals during the bias sweep, corresponding to a 
duty cycle of 50 %. The present photoconductivity measurements of F8T2 nanowire devices, 
which yield single-nanowire responsivities of approximately 0.4 mAW–1 and external quantum 
efficiencies of approximately 0.1% under monochromatic illumination; these values are 
comparable with data reported for single-inorganic-nanowire devices. The results demonstrate 
the promise of these novel nanostructures as ultraminiature photodetectors with the potential 
for integration into future hybrid nanophotonic devices and systems. 
 
Figure 22. a) Schematic of a top-contact nanowire device. b) I–V characteristicsof a top-contacted F8T2 
nanowire acquired in the dark (blue line) and under 405 nm illumination (red line). Reversible switching in 
I–V data measured under manually chopped 405 nm illumination is alsoshown (green line). Inset: optical 
microscopy image of a typical top-contacted F8T2 nanowire device. Scale bar: 10 m.[35] 
3.5. Nanopatterning of single light-emitting polymer nanofibres 
Polymer nanofibers are compatible with sub-micrometre patterning capability and 
electromagnetic confinement within subwavelength volumes [2,86], they can offer the 
benefits of organic light sources to nanoscale optics. F. D. Benedetto et al. reported on the 
optical properties of fully conjugated, electrospun polymer nanofibres, demonstrated the 
enhancement of the fibre forward emission through imprinting periodic nanostructures 
using room-temperature nanoimprint lithography, and investigate the angular dispersion of 
differently polarized emitted light [87]. Fibers with diameters intentionally produced to be 
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in the range 0.5–5 m are used to collect reliable fluorescence micrographs and 
photoluminescence spectra. Confocal microscopy (Fig. 23a) on nanopatterned fibres shows 
uniformly bright imprinted gratings. The spectra of a typical poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-
ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) fibre are displayed in Fig. 23b. in the 
emission of the untextured fibre the two replicas exhibit almost the same relative intensity, 
that is, a relative decrease of the high-energy spectral component (λ < 600 nm). Different 
angular dispersion for light with s- and p-polarization, namely with the electrical field 
vector parallel or perpendicular to the grating grooves and corresponding to transversal 
electric (TE) or transversal magnetic (TM) guided modes, is demonstrated in Fig. 23c, 
respectively. The two modes are concomitantly present in the Bragg outcoupled emission, 
with TM peaks blueshifted by 18–46 meV with respect to the TE peaks, indicating a lower 
effective refractive index (neff) for light polarized perpendicularly to the nanoimprinted 
features. For an MEH-PPV nanopatterned fibre, neff for TM and TE light monotonously 
decreases from ~1.9 to 1.2 upon increasing the wavelength from 570 to 575 nm, whereas the 
difference, Δneff = neff,TE –neff,TM, slightly increases from 0.01 to 0.04 (Fig. 23d). 
 
Figure 23. Emission properties of nanopatterned fibres [87]. a, Confocal microscopy pictures of 
nanoimprinted fibres. The grating period varies from 520 nm (green GE fibre from 1:8 dimethyl 
formamide:chloroform solution) to 640 nm (red MEH-PPV fibre from 1:5 dimethyl formamide:chloroform 
solution, inset). The GE fibre was imaged under two-photon excitation at λ = 800 nm. b, Normalized angle-
resolved photoluminescence spectra of an unpatterned and nanoimprinted single MEH-PPV fibre, for 
various collection angles and TE polarization of the guided mode. The 0–0 and 0–1 vibronic replicas of the 
untextured MEH-PPV fibre, obtained by fitting this spectrum with a Gaussian superposition, are shown as 
blue curves. The arrows indicate the angular dependence of the emission peaks. c, Angular dispersion of 
the Bragg-outcoupled modes with s- (that is, for TE guided modes, filled circles) and p- (transverse 
magnetic (TM), open circles) polarizations. The error bar shown is the same for all points. The lines are 
guides for the eye. d, Wavelength dependence of the effective refractive index of the Bragg-outcoupled TE 
(filled circles) and TM (open diamonds) modes of the nanoimprinted fibre, and of the corresponding 
difference, Δneff = Δneff,TE– neff,TM (open circles). The dotted line is a guide for the eye.  
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3.6. Optical sensors 
Single-nanowire detection presents special advantages of high sensitivity and fast response 
and may offer potentials for highly localized sensing with small footprint and high spatial 
resolution, as have been recently demonstrated in single-polymer-nanowire electrical 
sensors [88,89]. And optical sensing offers potentials of high sensitivity, fast response, 
immunity to electromagnetic interference, and safe operation in explosive or combustive 
atmosphere, as well as more options for signal retrieval from optical intensity, spectrum, 
phase, polarization, and fluorescence lifetime [90]. L. Tong group have demonstrated that 
polymer single-nanowire optical sensors with extraordinary fast response and high 
sensitivity for humidity and gas sensing [37,91]. 
When blended or doped with other functional materials,polymer nanowires can be used for 
optical sensing with high versatilities. For instance, here a 250-nm-diameter PANI/PS 
nanowire was employed for gas sensing. The nanowire is drawn from a polymer-blend 
solutionof 2 wt % PANI doped with 10-camphorsulfonic and 5 wt% PS in chloroform and is 
suspended by a 250-m-width MgF2 microchannel and optically connected to fiber tapers at 
both ends. The sensor is operated by applying a nitrogen-diluted NO2 gas onto the nanowire 
witha probing light of 532-nm wavelength. When exposed to NO2, the increase of the 
oxidation degree of PANI resultsin spectral absorption at the wavelength of the probing 
light, in which the absorbance is proportional to the degree of the oxidation that increases 
with the concentration of NO2. Figure 24a shows a typical response of a 250-nm-diameter 
PANI/PS nanowire to 1 ppm NO2. A clear absorbance is observed,with a response time of 
about 7s, which is orders ofmagnitude faster than in other types of NO2 sensors [92]. The 
time-dependent absorbance of the nanowire at roomtemperature to cyclic NO2/nitrogen 
exposure with NO2 concentration from 0.1 to 4 ppm is given in Figure 24b, indicating good 
reversibility of the nanowire response. The linear dependence of the absorbance over the 
NO2 concentration(see inset) suggests that the PANI/PS nanowire couldfunction as a NO2 
optical sensor with a detection limit below 0.1 ppm. 
For optical sensing, we suspended a QD/PS nanofiber across a 245-m-wide MgF2 
microchannel with two ends of the NF coupled to fiber tapers for optical launching and 
signal collection, as schematically illustrated in Figure 25a. For robustness, the coupling 
region between the QD/PS NF and fiber tapers was bonded to the substrate using low-
index UV-cured fluoropolymer (EFIRON PC-373; Luvantix Co. Ltd.), and the sensing 
element was sealed inside a glass chamber. To operate the sensor for humidity sensing, 
532 nm excitation light was launched from the left-hand fiber taper, and measured the 
light output from the right-hand fiber taper, while changing the surrounding relative 
humidity (RH) from 7% to 81% by circulating moisture gases insidethe chamber. The 
optical response of the nanofiber sensor is shown in Fig. 25b, which works well with the 
excitation power ofabout 100 pW used here. The RH-dependent PL intensity can be 
attributed to the passivation of surface trap states of QDs by water molecules [93-95]. The 
monotonic increase of the PL output with increasing RH can be used for RH sensing, with 
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estimated resolution (calculated from the response curve in Figure 25b) better than 1% 
RH. Excellent reversibility of the nanofiber sensor was obtained on alternately cycling 
19% and 54% RH air, as shown in Figure 25c. The instant response of the sensor was 
investigated by introducing sudden changes of the humidity in the chamber, with 
measured response time less than 90 ms (Figure 25d), which is 1–2 orders of magnitude 
faster than those of RH sensors based on films ormonolayers [96–98]. In addition, the PL 
intensity of the CdSe/ZnS QD-doped PS matrix was also found to be sensitive to 
otherspecies, such as CN-ions [99]; the nanofiber sensor proposed here is promising for 
optical detection of many other types of samples. 
 
Figure 24. PANI/PS single-nanowire NO2 sensors [37]. (a) Opticalresponse of a 250-nm-diameter 
PANI/PS nanowire to 1 ppm NO2 with a 532-nm-wavelength light. Inset, a close-up optical micrograph 
of the sensing element with a 532-nm-wavelength probing light guided along the nanowire. Scale bar, 
50 μm. (b) Time dependentabsorbance of the nanowire to cyclic NO2/nitrogen exposure with NO2 
concentration from 0.1 to 4 ppm. Inset, dependence of the absorbance over the NO2 concentration 
ranging from 0.1 to 4 ppm. 
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Figure 25. QD/PS single-NF humidity sensors [91]. a) Schematic illustration of the sensor. b) Integrated 
PL intensity of the nanofiber exposed to ambient RH ranging from 7% to 81%. Inset: Optical microscopy 
image of the waveguided-light-excited 480-nm-diameter 245- m-long QD/PS nanofiber used in the 
sensor. Scale bar: 50 m. c) Response of the nanofiber sensor to alternately cycled 54% and 19% RH air. 
d) Typical time-dependent integrated PL intensity of the nanofiber reveals a response time of about 90 
ms when RH jumps from 33% to 54%. 
4. Polymeric nanowire architecture as full-color micro/nanodisplays 
Recently, a number of crossed nanofiber structures for full-color micro/nanodisplays has 
been reported by H. Yu et al. [22] The crossed array structures were formed by assembling 
flexible PTT nanofibers under an optical microscope with the assistance of 
micromanipulators while avoiding the use of color filters and complicated photolithography 
processing. The color pixels of the displays consist of micro/nanometer sized color spots in a 
radius of 3001500 nm. The colors and sizes of the spots were tuned by changing the total 
power and power ratios of the launched red, green, and blue (RGB) lights.  
As shown in Fig. 26a, a 33 structure was assembled by using nanofibers 1, 2, and 3 with 
diameters of 558, 598, and 598 nm, respectively, and RGB lights were launched into the 
nanofibers 1, 2, and 3, respectively, with a total power of 63.4 μW and a power ratio of about 
50:13: 10. Inset of Figure 25b shows that a white colour at the centre of the spot with a radius 
of about 818 nm was observed at the crossed junction. The colour coordinate was (0.41, 
0.35). Its correlated colour temperature (CCT) is 3026 K. 
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Figure 26. 33 crossed structure [22]. (a) SEM image of the device with diameter of 558, 598, and 598 
nm for the nanofibers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The nanofiber 1 is perpendicular to the nanofiber 2, the 
cross-angle of the nanofibers 2 and 3 is about 50. (b) Optical microscope image of the guided visible 
lights in the structure. The inset shows a magnified (5) view of the white spot at the crossed junction. 
The arrows show the propagation directions of the launched lights. Scale bar in the inset is 20 μm. 
5. Potential to construct integrated optical circuit  
The requirement for any photonic device in optical computing, data communications or 
telecommunications is to be robust, lowcost, high speed and easy to integrate. Polymer 
MNFs are an ideal material for assembling structures that address both of these 
requirements, as they offer lowcost processing and are easy to integrate into existing and 
future networks made either entirely from polymeric or a combination of polymeric with 
semiconductive. Inaddition, polymer MNFs posses many other advantages such as 
versatility for biofunctionalization, and the promotion of specicdesired cell behaviors that 
are elicited by the nanofibers architecture. Polymer MNF shave can be easily produced by 
current technique, which exhibiting many advantages such as mechanical flexibility, perm-
selective nature to gas molecules, biocompatibility, easy processing, and low cost. It is 
demonstrated that polymer nanofibers offer a unique materials platform for producing key 
photonic elements including lasing, light emitting diode, detectors, cavity resonator, and 
passive elements. All these indicate that polymer MNFs is an promising candidate for 
integrated optical circuit with high density and multifunction. As an excellent research 
platform merging ber-optic technology and nanotechnology, there is no doubt that 
polymer MNFs will continue to open up new opportunities in broad areas including micro- 
and nanoscale photonics, nonlinear optics and quantum optics in the near future. 
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric free-space optical (FSO) transmission using intensity modulation and direct
detection (IM/DD) can provide high-speed links for a variety of applications, being an
interesting alternative to consider for next generation broadband in order to support large
bandwidth, unlicensed spectrum, excellent security, and quick and inexpensive setup [9].
Recently, the use of FSO transmission is being specially interesting to solve the “last
mile” problem, as well as a supplement to radio-frequency (RF) links [35, 41]. However,
atmospheric turbulence produces fluctuations in the irradiance of the transmitted optical
beam, which is known as atmospheric scintillation, severely degrading the link performance
[3, 50]. Additionally, since FSO systems are usually installed on high buildings, building
sway causes vibrations in the transmitted beam, leading to an unsuitable alignment between
transmitter and receiver and, hence, a greater deterioration in performance.
Error control coding as well as diversity techniques can be used over FSO links to mitigate
turbulence-induced fading [6, 7, 13, 33, 44]. In [20, 24, 26], selection transmit diversity
is proposed for FSO links over strong turbulence channels, where the transmit diversity
technique based on the selection of the optical path with a greater value of irradiance has
shown to be able to extract full diversity as well as providing better performance compared to
general FSO space-time codes (STCs) designs, such as conventional orthogonal space-time
block codes (OSTBCs) and repetition codes (RCs). The combined effect of atmospheric
and misalignment fading is analyzed in the case of single-input/single-output (SISO) FSO
channels in [5]. In [16], the effects of atmospheric turbulence and misalignment considering
aperture average effect were considered to study the outage capacity for SISO links. In [38]
the error rate performance for coded FSO links over strong turbulence and misalignment
fading channels is studied. The capacity calculation and the analysis of error rate performance
for FSO links over log-normal and gamma-gamma turbulence and misalignment fading
channels is presented in [8] using a wave optics based approach. In [18, 39], a wide
range of turbulence conditions with gamma-gamma atmospheric turbulence and pointing
©2012 García-Zambrana et al., licensee InTech. This is an open access chapter distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0),
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errors is also considered on terrestrial FSO links, deriving closed-form expressions for
the error-rate performance in terms of Meijer’s G-functions. In [36], average capacity
optimization is considered in this same context by numerically solving the derivative of
the corresponding capacity expression, also mathematically treated as a Meijer’s G-function.
In [17], the study of the outage probability and diversity gain has been considered
for multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) FSO communication systems impaired by
log-normal atmospheric turbulence and misalignment fading, assuming repetition coding
on the transmitter side and equal gain combining on the receiver side and showing that
the diversity gain is conditioned only by misalignment parameters. In [21, 25], comparing
different diversity techniques, a significant improvement in terms of outage and error-rate
performance is demonstrated when MIMO FSO links based on transmit laser selection are
adopted in the context of wide range of turbulence conditions (weak to strong), showing that
better performance is achieved when increasing the number of transmit apertures instead of
the number of receive apertures in order to guarantee a same diversity order.
An alternative approach to improving the performance in this turbulence FSO scenario is the
employment of rate-adaptive transmission in order to make suitable the communication to
the adverse channel conditions, depending on the available signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) until
a sufficiently low error probability can be attained. Various FSO systems using adaptive
modulation have been proposed [10, 12, 14, 34]. In [34], a variable rate FSO system
employing adaptive Turbo-based coding schemes with on-off keying (OOK) formats was
investigated. In [12, 14], an adaptive transmission scheme that varied both the power and
the modulation order of a FSO system with M-ary pulse amplitude modulation (MPAM) has
been studied. In [10], an adaptive transmission technique employing subcarrier phase shift
keying (S-PSK) intensity modulation has been proposed. Another solution is the employment
of adaptive transmission based on repetition coding, a well known technique employed in
RF systems [2]. Based on the concept of temporal-domain diversity reception (TD-DR),
this idea has been applied for FSO links in [32, 42, 43], where two separate channels over
the same transmit and receive path are implemented. Both channels carry the same data,
but one of the channels is delayed by the expected fade duration. In [23], a new and
simple rate-adaptive transmission scheme for FSO communication systems with intensity
modulation and direct detection over atmospheric turbulence channels is analyzed. This
scheme is based on the joint use of repetition coding and variable silence periods, exploiting
the potential time-diversity order (TDO) available in the turbulent channel as well as allowing
the increase of the peak-to-average optical power ratio (PAOPR), which has shown to be a
favorable characteristic in IM/DD FSO links [19, 24, 26].
In this chapter, this approach is extended to FSO communication systems using IM/DD
over atmospheric turbulence channels with pointing errors. Novel closed-form asymptotic
expressions are derived when the irradiance of the transmitted optical beam is susceptible
to either a wide range of turbulence conditions (weak to strong), following a gamma-gamma
distribution of parameters α and β, or pointing errors, following a misalignment fading model,
as in [16–18, 38], where the effect of beam width, detector size and jitter variance is considered.
Obtained results provide significant insight into the impact of various system and channel
parameters, showing that the time-diversity order that can be fully exploited is independent of
the pointing error when the equivalent beam radius at the receiver is at least 2(min{α, β})1/2
times the value of the pointing error displacement standard deviation at the receiver. In this
fashion, the same slope of the bit-error rate (BER) performance versus average SNR as in a
similar FSO scenario without pointing errors is corroborated. However, different coding gain,
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i.e. the horizontal shift in the BER performance in the limit of large SNR, is achieved as a
consequence of the severity of the pointing error effects and turbulence conditions. Here, not
only rectangular pulses are considered but also on-off keying (OOK) formats with any pulse
shape, corroborating the advantage of using pulses with high PAOPR. Moreover, since proper
FSO transmission requires transmitters with accurate control of their beamwidth, asymptotic
expressions are used to find the optimum beamwidth that minimizes the BER at different
turbulence conditions. Simulation results are further demonstrated to confirm the accuracy
and usefulness of the derived results, showing that asymptotic expressions here obtained lead
to simple bounds on the bit error probability that get tighter over a wider range of SNR as the
turbulence strength increases.
2. System and channel model
The use of infrared technologies based on IM/DD links is considered, where the
instantaneous current in the receiving photodetector, y(t), assumed to be ideal noncoherent
(direct-detection) receiver can be written as
y(t) = ηi(t)x(t) + z(t) (1)
where η is the detector responsivity, assumed hereinafter to be the unity, X  x(t) represents
the optical power supplied by the source, assumed to be intensity-modulated, and I  i(t)
the equivalent real-valued fading gain (irradiance) through the optical channel between the
laser and the receive aperture; Z  z(t) is assumed to include any front-end receiver thermal
noise as well as shot noise caused by ambient light much stronger than the desired signal
at detector. In this case, the noise can usually be modeled to high accuracy as AWGN with
zero mean and variance N0/2, i.e. Z ∼ N(0, N0/2), independent of the on/off state of the
received bit [31]. Since the transmitted signal is an intensity, X must satisfy ∀t x(t) ≥ 0. Due
to eye and skin safety regulations, the average optical power is limited and, hence, the average
amplitude of X is limited. Although limits are placed on both the average and peak optical
power transmitted, in the case of most practical modulated optical sources, it is the average
optical power constraint that dominates [30]. The received electrical signal Y  y(t), however,
can assume negative amplitude values. We use Y, X, I and Z to denote random variables
and y(t), x(t), i(t) and z(t) their corresponding realizations. In this fashion, the atmospheric
turbulence channel model consists of a multiplicative noise model, where the optical signal is
multiplied by the channel irradiance.
We consider OOK formats with any pulse shape and reduced duty cycle, allowing the increase
of the PAOPR parameter [19, 26]. In spite of the atmosphere can cause pulse distortion
and broadening during propagation at extremely high signalling rates and, especially, at
high levels of turbulence strength when increasing either C2n or the path length L, or both,
pulse shape distortion is assumed to be negligible for the typical FSO scenario here analyzed
[15, 49]. A new basis function φ(t) is defined as φ(t) = g(t)
/√
Eg where g(t) represents
any normalized pulse shape satisfying the non-negativity constraint, with 0 ≤ g(t) ≤ 1 in
the bit period and 0 otherwise, and Eg =
∫ ∞
−∞ g
2(t)dt is the electrical energy. In this way,







G( f = 0)
g (t − kTb) (2)
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where G( f = 0) represents the Fourier transform of g(t) evaluated at frequency f = 0, i.e. the
area of the employed pulse shape, and Tb parameter is the bit period. The random variable
(RV) ak follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p = 1/2, taking the values of 0
for the bit “0” (off pulse) and 1 for the bit “1” (on pulse). From this expression, it is easy
to deduce that the average optical power transmitted is P, defining a constellation of two
equiprobable points in a one-dimensional space with an Euclidean distance of d = 2P
√
Tbξ
where ξ = TbEg/G2( f = 0) represents the square of the increment in Euclidean distance due
to the use of a pulse shape of high PAOPR, alternative to the classical rectangular pulse.
Since atmospheric scintillation is a slow time varying process relative to typical symbol rates
of an FSO system, having a coherence time on the order of milliseconds, we consider the time
variations according to the theoretical block-fading model, where the channel fade remains
constant during a block (corresponding to the channel coherence interval) and changes to a
new independent value from one block to next. In other words, channel fades are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). This temporal correlation can be overcome
by means of long interleavers, being usually assumed both in the analysis from the point of
view of information theory and error rate performance analysis of coded FSO links [4, 37, 45].
However, as in [48], we here assume that the interleaver depth can not be infinite and,
hence, we can potentially benefit from a degree of time diversity limited equal to TDO.
This consideration is justified from the fact that the latency introduced by the interleaver
is not an inconvenience for the required application. For example, for repetition coding
and a time diversity order available of TDO=2, i.e. two channel fades i1 and i2 per frame,
perfect interleaving can be done by simply sending the same information delayed by the
expected fade duration, as shown experimentally in [32] for a rate reduction of 2. In this


















Figure 1. FSO system with rate-adaptive transmission.
not only at the receiver but also at the transmitter (CSIT). The knowledge of CSIT is feasible
for FSO channels given that scintillation is a slow time varying process relative to the large
symbol rate. Adaptive transmission here considered is based on reducing the initial bit rate,
Rb = 1/Tb, for a rate reduction (RR) parameter as Rb/RR in order to satisfy a predefined BER
requirement.
2.1. Proposed rate-adaptive transmission scheme
In this subsection, we firstly explain the case corresponding to the rate-adaptive transmission
only based on variable silence periods; secondly, we present the case corresponding to the
rate-adaptive transmission only based on repetition coding and, finally, we consider the
adaptive transmission scheme here proposed and based on the joint use of repetition coding
and variable silence periods, exploiting the potential time-diversity order available in the
turbulent channel as well as allowing the increase of the PAOPR, which has shown to be a
favorable characteristic in IM/DD links.
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A rate-adaptive transmission scheme based on variable silence periods has already been
proposed in [28] for indoor optical wireless communication systems as a consequence of
the good performance of signaling techniques having a reduced duty cycle [27] and, hence,
providing a high PAOPR. The advantage of using pulses with high PAOPR has also been
corroborated in FSO links over atmospheric turbulence channels by closed-form expressions
corresponding to the average BER performance [19, 24, 26], suggesting its application to the
turbulent FSO scenario. A similar expression to (2) for the optical intensity corresponding to







G( f = 0)
g (t − kRRsTb) (3)
where RRs − 1 is the number of silence bit periods added in order to accomodate the
transmission rate to the channel conditions, so that the higher rate reduction (RR = RRs), the
larger silence time. From this expression, it is easy to deduce that an increase of the PAOPR is
required in order to maintain the average optical power at the same constant level of P.
In relation to the rate-adaptive transmission only based on repetition coding, the expression











g (t − lTb − kRRrcTb) (4)
where RRrc represents the repetition of each information bit and, hence, a rate reduction
of RR = RRrc is considered. From this expression, it is easy to deduce that an increase
of the PAOPR is not achieved; however, unlike rate-adaptive transmission only based on
variable silence periods, a potential diversity gain can be exploited based on the concept of
temporal-domain diversity reception [32]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, closed-form
expressions for the error rate performance corresponding to this rate-adaptive scheme in the
context proper to FSO systems over atmospheric turbulence channels with pointing errors
where a limited time-diversity order is only available have not been reported in the open
literature.
Next, we combine the best of previous approaches, proposing a novel adaptive transmission
scheme based on the joint use of repetition coding and variable silence periods and, this
way, exploiting the potential time-diversity order available in the turbulent channel as well
as allowing the increase of the PAOPR. In this fashion, the expression for the optical intensity











g (t − lRRsTb − kRRTb) (5)
where the final rate reduction RR = RRrc · RRs. In this adaptive transmission technique,
repetition coding is firstly used in order to accomodate the transmission rate to the channel
conditions until the whole time diversity order available in the turbulent channel by
interleaving is exploited, i.e. RRrc ≤ TDO and RRs = 1. Then, once no more diversity
gain is available, the rate reduction can be increased by using variable silence periods in order
to increase the PAOPR, i.e. RRrc = TDO and RRs > 1. For the sake of simplicity, we here
consider values multiples of 2 for RR when rate reduction is applied, i.e RR = {1, 2, 4, 8, · · · }
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as well as for the time-diversity order effective TDO which is provided by interleaving, i.e.
TDO = {1, 2, 4}, in this fashion, allowing to satisfy different latency requirements in the
system [48].
2.2. Atmospheric turbulence channel
The irradiance is susceptible to either atmospheric turbulence conditions and pointing error
effects. In this case, it is considered to be a product of two independent random variables, i.e.
I = I(a) I(p), representing I(a) and I(p) the attenuation due to atmospheric turbulence and the
attenuation due to geometric spread and pointing errors, respectively, between transmitter
and receiver. Although the effects of turbulence and pointing are not strictly independent, for
smaller jitter values they can be approximated as independent [8]. To consider a wide range
of turbulence conditions (weak to strong), the gamma-gamma turbulence model proposed in
[1, 3] is here assumed, whose probability density function (PDF) is given by









, i ≥ 0 (6)
where Γ(·) is the well-known Gamma function and Kν(·) is the νth-order modified Bessel
function of the second kind [29, eqn. (8.43)]. The parameters α and β can be selected to
achieve a good agreement between Eq. (6) and measurement data [1]. Alternatively, assuming
spherical wave propagation, α and β can be directly linked to physical parameters through the





















where χ2 = 0.5C2nk7/6L11/6 and d = (kD2/4L)1/2. Here, k = 2π/λ is the optical wave
number, λ is the wavelength, D is the diameter of the receiver collecting lens aperture and
L is the link distance in meters. C2n stands for the altitude-dependent index of the refractive
structure parameter and varies from 10−13 m−2/3 for strong turbulence to 10−17 m−2/3 for
weak turbulence [3, 45]. Since the mean value of this turbulence model here considered is
normalized and the second moment is given by E[I2] = (1 + 1/α)(1 + 1/β), the scintillation














It must be noted that PDF in Eq. (6) contains other turbulence models adopted in strong
turbulence FSO scenarios such as the K-distribution (β = 1 and α > 0) and the negative
exponential distribution (β = 1 and α → ∞) [20, 38, 44]. From the point of view of scintillation
index, it is easy to deduce the fact that the strength of atmospheric fading represented by the
gamma-gamma distributed turbulence model with channel parameters β = 1 and increasing
α tends to be closer and closer to 1, SI corresponding to the negative exponential distributed
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turbulence model. Regarding to the impact of pointing errors, we use the general model of
misalignment fading given in [16] by Farid and Hranilovic, wherein the effect of beam width,
detector size and jitter variance is considered. Assuming a Gaussian spatial intensity profile of
beam waist radius, ωz, on the receiver plane at distance z from the transmitter and a circular
receive aperture of radius r, the PDF of I(p) is given by






2−1, 0 ≤ i ≤ A0 (10)
where ϕ = ωzeq /2σs is the ratio between the equivalent beam radius at the receiver and the









πerf(v)/2v exp(−v2), A0 = [erf(v)]2 and erf(·) is the error function [29, eqn.
(8.250)]. Here, independent identical Gaussian distributions for the elevation and the
horizontal displacement (sway) are considered, being σ2s the jitter variance at the receiver.
Using the previous PDFs for turbulence and misalignment fading, a closed-form expression











ϕ2 − 1, α − 1, β − 1
)
, i ≥ 0 (11)
where Gm,np,q [·] is the Meijer’s G-function [29, eqn. (9.301)]. Even though Meijer’s G-function
can be expressed in terms of more familiar generalized hypergeometric functions, this PDF
appears to be cumbersome to use in order to obtain simple closed-form expressions in the
analysis of rate-adaptive FSO systems, leading to numerical solutions that obscure the impact
of the basic system and channel parameters on performance. To overcome this inconvenience,
the PDF in Eq. (11) is approximated by a single polynomial term as f I(i) ≈ aib, based
on the fact that the asymptotic behavior of the system performance is dominated by the
behavior of the PDF near the origin, i.e. f I(i) at i → 0 determines high SNR performance
[46]. Hence, using the series expansion corresponding to the Meijer’s G-function [47, eqn.
(07.34.06.0006.01)] and considering the fact that the two parameters α and β related to the
atmospheric conditions are greater than each other, different asympotic expressions for Eq.
(11), depending on the relation between the values of ϕ2 and min{α, β}, can be written as
f I(i) ≈ ϕ
2(αβ)min{α,β}Γ(|α − β|)
Amin{α,β}0 Γ(α)Γ(β) (ϕ2 − min{α, β})











2−1, ϕ2 < min{α, β} (12b)
It must be noted that the assumption α �= β can be assumed under a wide variety of simulated
turbulence conditions [1].
3. Error-rate performance analysis
In this section, using the previous asymptotic expressions for the combined PDF, we
reveal some insights into the BER performance of rate-adaptive FSO links over atmospheric
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turbulence and misalignment fading channels. We can take advantage of these simpler
expressions in order to quantify the bit error-rate probability at high SNR, showing that
the asymptotic performance of this metric as a function of the average SNR is characterized
by two parameters: the diversity and coding gains. Assuming channel side information at
the receiver, we present closed-form expressions for the average BER when the scintillation
follows a gamma-gamma distribution, which cover a wide range of atmospheric turbulence
conditions.
For the adaptive scheme in (3) wherein only variable silence periods are used for
implementing the rate reduction and the information is detected each RRs bit periods, the
conditional BER is given by









− t22 dt. Substituting the









γ = P2Tb/N0 is the average receiver SNR in the presence of the turbulence [50], knowing
that PDF in (6) is normalized. It can be noted that the parameter Φsc = RRs is related to the
coding gain corresponding to this rate-adaptive scheme. Hence, the average BER, Pbs (E), can









In relation to the adaptive scheme in (4) wherein only repetition coding is used for
implementing the rate reduction, the information is detected each bit period, combining
with the same weight RRrc noisy faded signals in a similar manner to a single-input
multiple-output (SIMO) FSO scheme with equal gain combining (EGC) [44] and, this way,
achieving a diversity gain, never greater than TDO. When TDO > RRrc, considering that the
variance of the noise of the combined signal is RRrc N0/2 and substituting the value of d, the
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where Φrcd = min{TDO, RRrc}, representing the diversity gain corresponding to the adaptive
transmission scheme and Φrcc , the parameter related to the coding gain corresponding to this
rate-adaptive scheme, will be Φrcc = 1/
√
RRrc when TDO ≥ RRrc and Φrcc =
√
RRrc/TDO



























f Ik (ik)di1di2 . . . diΦrcd . (18)
From the expressions in (14) and (18), it can be deduced that a greater value for the parameter
related to the coding gain using silence periods can be achieved once the whole time diversity
order available in the turbulent channel by interleaving is exploited in order to achieve
as much diversity gain as possible. In this way, repetition coding is firstly used in the
rate-adaptive transmission proposed in (5) and then, once no more diversity gain is available,
RR is increased by using variable silence periods in order to improve the coding gain. A
better performance can be obtained when TDO < RR, being RR = TDO · RRs. In this way,

















where Φrcsd = min{TDO, RR}, representing the diversity gain corresponding to the
rate-adaptive transmission and Φrcsc , the parameter related to the coding gain corresponding
to this rate-adaptive scheme, will be Φrcsc = 1/
√
RR when TDO ≥ RR, as in repetition coding,
and Φrcsc = RRs/
√
TDO when TDO < RR, a greater value than Φrcc . Hence, the average BER,



























f Ik (ik)di1di2 . . . diΦrcsd . (20)
Finally, the average BER corresponding to the three previous rate-adaptive transmission








f IT (i)di (21)




Ik whose PDF is given by f IT (i), Φc represents
the parameter related to the coding gain, being equal to Φsc, Φrcc and Φrcsc , respectively, and Φd
represents the diversity gain, i.e. the slope of the BER versus average SNR, being equal to 1,
Φrcd and Φ
rcs
d , respectively. Since the variates are independent, knowing that the resulting PDF
of their sum is the convolution of their corresponding PDFs, obtained via single-sided Laplace
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and its inverse transforms, approximate expressions for the PDF, f IT (i), of the combined
variate can be easily derived as








iΦdΩmin−1, ϕ2 > Ωmin (22a)












2−1, ϕ2 < Ωmin (22b)
where Ωmin = min{α, β} and Ωmax = max{α, β} are used for readability. To evaluate the
integral in Eq. (21), we can use that the Q-function is related to the complementary
error function erfc(·) by erfc(x) = 2Q(√2x) [29, eqn. (6.287)] and the fact that� ∞
0 erfc(x)x
a−1dx = Γ((1 + a)/2)/(π1/2a) [29, eqn. (6.281)], obtaining the corresponding






















































, ϕ2 < Ωmin (23b)
The results corresponding to this FSO scenario are illustrated in the Fig. 2, when different
levels of turbulence strength of (α, β) = (4, 2) and (α, β) = (2, 1) are assumed together with
values of normalized jitter of σs/r = {1, 3} and a normalized beamwidth of ωz/r = {5, 10},
corresponding to values of scintillation index of SI = 0.875 and SI = 2, respectively. Here,
rectangular pulse shapes with ξ = 1 are used for values of TDO = {1, 2, 4}, rate reductions of
RR = {1, 2, 4, 8} and the three rate-adaptive transmission schemes presented in the previous
section, based on: the only use of silence periods (Sil), the only use of repetition coding (Rep)
and, finally, the joint use of repetition codes and variable silence periods (Rep&Sil). Monte
Carlo simulation results are furthermore included as a reference, confirming the accuracy
and usefulness of the derived results. Due to the long simulation time involved, simulation
results only up to BER=10−8 are included. Simulation results corroborate that asymptotic
expressions here obtained lead to simple bounds on the bit error probability that get tighter
over a wider range of SNR as the turbulence strength increases. In particular, Eq. (23a) is
corroborated in this figure since ϕ2 > Ωmin is satisfied when values of (ωz/r, σs/r) = (5, 1)
and (ωz/r, σs/r) = (10, 3) are assumed. It is straightforward to show that the average BER
behaves asymptotically as (Gcγξ)−Gd , where Gd and Gc denote diversity order and coding
gain, respectively [40, 46]. At high SNR, if asymptotically the error probability behaves as
(Gcγξ)−Gd , the diversity order Gd determines the slope of the BER versus average SNR curve
in a log-log scale and the coding gain Gc (in decibels) determines the shift of the curve in SNR.
In the same way, Eq. (23b) is corroborated in Fig. 3 when (α, β) = (4, 2) is assumed together
with values of normalized jitter of σs/r = {1, 4} and a normalized beamwidth of ωz/r = 5.
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Figure 2. BER performance in FSO IM/DD links using different rate-adaptive transmission schemes
over gamma-gamma atmospheric and misalignment fading channels, when different levels of
turbulence (a) (α, β) = (5, 1), (b) (α, β) = (10, 3) are assumed together with values of normalized jitter of
σs/r = {1, 3} and a normalized beamwidth of ωz/r = {5, 10}.
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Here, rectangular pulse shapes with ξ = 1 are used for values of TDO = {2, 4}, rate reductions
of RR = {2, 4, 8} and rate-adaptive transmission schemes presented in the previous section,
based on: the only use of repetition coding (Rep) and the joint use of repetition codes and
variable silence periods (Rep&Sil). It can be noted that the bound corresponding to Eq. (23b)
is displayed in this figure when σs/r = 4 is considered since ϕ2 < Ωmin is satisfied, showing
lower performance due to the diversity order is determined by the pointing errors. At this
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Figure 3. BER performance in FSO IM/DD links using different rate-adaptive transmission schemes
over gamma-gamma atmospheric channels with/without pointing errors, assuming TDO= {2, 4} and
values of normalized jitter of σs/r = {1, 4} and normalized beamwidth of ωz/r = 5.
point, it can be convenient to compare with the BER performance obtained in a similar context
when misalignment fading is not present. Knowing that the impact of pointing errors in
our analysis can be suppressed by assuming A0 → 1 and ϕ2 → ∞ [16], the corresponding





















In Fig. 3, BER performance in FSO links using different rate-adaptive transmission schemes
over gamma-gamma atmospheric channels with/without pointing errors is displayed,
exploiting a potential time-diversity order available in the turbulent channel of 2 and 4, and
values of σs/r of 1 and 4 with normalized beamwidth of ωz/r = 5, where a turbulence
strength of (α, β) = (4, 2) has been assumed. From this asymptotic analysis, it can be deduced
that the main aspect to consider in order to optimize the error-rate performance is the
relation between the values of ϕ2 and min{α, β}. So, it is shown that the diversity order is
independent of the pointing errors when the equivalent beam radius at the receiver is at least
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2(min{α, β})1/2 times the value of the pointing error displacement standard deviation at the
receiver. Once this condition is satisfied, taking into account the coding gain in Eq. (23a), the
impact of the pointing error effects translates into a coding gain disadvantage, D[dB], relative










In a similar way as in the outage and error rate performance analysis of MIMO FSO links
[21, 25], it is also here corroborated that the impact of pointing errors is not related to
the rate-adaptive scheme, obtaining the same coding gain disadvantage regardless the rate
reduction. According to this expression, it can be observed in Fig. 3 that a coding gain
disadvantage of 23.9 decibels is achieved for a value of (ωz/r, σs/r) = (5, 1), for both a rate
reduction of RR = 2 and RR = 4.
Additionally, as previously reported by the authors [25, 26], a relevant improvement in
performance must be noted as a consequence of the pulse shape used, providing an increment
in the average SNR of 10 log10 ξ decibels. This superiority has been previously reported by the
authors in terms of closed-form expressions corresponding to the average BER performance in
several FSO scenarios [19, 24, 26], as well as from the point of view of information theory [22].
Following the approach here presented, this improvement can be viewed as an additional
coding gain, regardless of the rate-adaptive transmission scheme employed. So, for instance,
when a rectangular pulse shape of duration κTb, with 0 < κ ≤ 1, is adopted, a value of ξ = 1/κ
can be easily shown. Nonetheless, a significantly higher value of ξ = 4/κ
√
π is obtained
when a Gaussian pulse of duration κTb as g(t) = exp
(−t2/2ρ2) ∀|t| < κTb/2 is adopted,
where ρ = κTb/8 and the reduction of duty cycle is also here controlled by the parameter
κ. In this fashion, 99.99% of the average optical power of a Gaussian pulse shape is being
considered. Ultrashort pulses from mode-locked lasers often have a temporal shape which
can be described with a Gaussian function. This improvement in performance due to the
pulse shape can be even increased when a squared hyperbolic secant (sech2) function is
employed which is another temporal shape proper to ultrashort pulses from mode-locked
lasers [11]. In this way, a value of ξ = 8/3κ, greater than that of the Gaussian pulse, is
obtained when a sech2 pulse of duration κTb as g(t) = sech
2 (t/ρ) ∀|t| < κTb/2 is adopted,
where ρ = κTb/8 and the reduction of duty cycle is also here controlled by the parameter κ.
As in previous pulse shape, 99.99% of the average optical power of a sech2 pulse shape is
being considered. Obtained results corresponding to the sech2 pulse shape with κ = 0.25 for
the rate-adaptive transmission (Rep&Sil) here proposed with TDO = 2 and rate reductions of
RR = {1, 2, 4, 8} are displayed in Fig. 4 together with results previously displayed in Fig. 2(a)
where rectangular pulse shapes with κ = 1 are used. From this figure, it can be observed that
a significant horizontal shift in the BER performance above 10 decibels is achieved in any case,
regardless of the rate reduction assumed.
4. Achievable information rate performance analysis
In this section, the analysis of the achievable information rate corresponding to the three
rate-adaptive transmission schemes here presented is considered. From the mode of operation
based on reducing the initial rate, Rb = 1/Tb, for a RR parameter as Rb/RR in order to achieve
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Figure 4. Performance of the sech2 pulse shape with κ = 0.25 for the rate-adaptive scheme (Rep&Sil)
with TDO = 2 and RR = {1, 2, 4, 8} in FSO IM/DD links over gamma-gamma atmospheric channels
with pointing errors, assuming a value of normalized jitter of σs/r = 1 and normalized beamwidth of
ωz/r = 5.
a target BER requirement Pb, the achievable information rate, R, in bits/channel use, can be
defined as R = 1/RR. While the required value of RR to satisfy a target BER requirement
can be numerically solved from analytical results in (21), we can significantly simplify this
analysis when target BER requirements and levels of turbulence imply a sufficiently tight
performance for the corresponding asymptotic BER in (23). From results displayed in Fig. 2,
it can be deduced that the asymptotic BER expressions are closer and closer upper bounds for
the BER performance as the level of turbulence is increased. This is an expected conclusion
since a greater value of average SNR is required to satisfy the same predefined target BER
requirement. In this sense, making use of the asymptotic BER in (23a), the achievable
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Figure 5. Achievable information rate in FSO IM/DD links corresponding to the rate-adaptive
transmission schemes Sil, Rep and Rep&Sil over gamma-gamma atmospheric and misalignment fading
channels for two different target BER requirements, Pb = 10−4 and Pb = 10−8, and time-diversity orders
of TDO={2, 4}. Here, (α, β) = (4, 1) is assumed together with values of normalized jitter and normalized
beamwidth of (a) (ωz/r, σs/r) = (5, 1) and (b) (ωz/r, σs/r) = (10, 3) .
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be observed that the rate-adaptive scheme Sil does not take advantage of the potential
time-diversity order available in the turbulent channel. The achievable information rate in
(26), (27) and (28) is depicted in Fig. 5, corresponding to the rate-adaptive transmission
schemes Sil, Rep and Rep&Sil, respectively, for two different target BER requirements,
Pb = 10−4 and Pb = 10−8, and TDO={2, 4}. It can be noted that obtained results are in
excellent agreement with previous results presented in terms of BER performance in Fig. 2. In
this sense, it can be observed that the required value of SNR to satisfy a target BER is greater
when the impact of pointing errors is more severe, even when the same level of atmospheric
turbulence strength is considered.
From this figure, it can be deduced not only the superiority of the rate-adaptive transmission
scheme based on the joint use of repetition coding and variable silence periods but also that
an adaptive transmission design approach based on taking advantage out of the potential
time-diversity order available in the turbulent channel is required, corroborating the fact
that the rate-adaptive transmission scheme only based on variable silence periods implies
a remarkably inefficient performance from the point of view of information theory. In this
way, it can be observed that even when the available time-diversity order is low (TDO=2)
a relevant improvement in achievable information rate is obtained, especially when a lower
target BER is demanded. In spite of high values of TDO cannot be possible because of the
latency introduced by the interleaver, to achieve a time diversity order available of TDO=2,
perfect interleaving can be done by simply sending the same information delayed by the
expected fade duration, as shown experimentally in [32] for a rate reduction of 2. It must be
commented that the rate-adaptive transmission scheme proposed is not based on an adaptive
signal constellation where more complicated modulation techniques can be defined, being
assumed the use of OOK signaling due to its simplicity and low implementation cost, and,
hence, an achievable information rate not higher than 1 bit/channel use can be achieved,
since this is determined by the signal constellation and how the coding technique is able to
take advantage of it. At the expense of a greater simplicity in hardware implementation, lower
values of capacity are achieved if compared to rate-adaptive transmission schemes based on
adaptive modulation or coding techniques more sophisticated than repetition coding and the
inclusion of variable silence periods [10, 12, 14].
5. Conclusions
In this chapter, a simple rate-adaptive transmission scheme for FSO communication systems
with intensity modulation and direct detection over atmospheric turbulence channels with
pointing errors is analyzed. This scheme is based on the joint use of repetition coding
and variable silence periods, exploiting the potential time-diversity order available in the
turbulent channel as well as allowing the increase of the PAOPR, which has shown to be a
favorable characteristic in IM/DD FSO links [19, 24, 26]. Here, repetition coding is firstly
used in order to accomodate the transmission rate to the channel conditions until the whole
time diversity order available in the turbulent channel by interleaving is exploited. Then,
once no more diversity gain is available, the rate reduction can be increased by using variable
silence periods in order to increase the PAOPR. Novel closed-form asymptotic expressions are
derived when the irradiance of the transmitted optical beam is susceptible to either a wide
range of turbulence conditions (weak to strong), following a gamma-gamma distribution
of parameters α and β, or pointing errors, following a misalignment fading model, as in
[16–18, 38], where the effect of beam width, detector size and jitter variance is considered.
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Furthermore, we extend the concepts of diversity and coding gain, which are well known
from the RF communication literature [40], to the rate-adaptive FSO systems under study,
allowing us to provide simple, insightful, and accurate closed-form approximations for the
BER performance at high SNR. Simulation results are further demonstrated to confirm the
analytical results. Here, not only rectangular pulses are considered but also OOK formats
with any pulse shape, corroborating the advantage of using pulses with high PAOPR, such
as Gaussian pulses or squared hyperbolic secant pulses, and concluding the fact that this
improvement can be viewed as an additional coding gain, regardless of the rate-adaptive
scheme employed or even in absence of rate-adaptive transmission.
In terms of pros and cons of using the adaptive transmission scheme Rep&Sil here analyzed
and proposed, we can conclude that one of the pros of this adaptive transmission scheme
is the greater simplicity, requiring a lower implementation complexity if compared to
alternative rate-adaptive transmission schemes proposed for use in FSO systems [10, 12,
14, 34]. In this sense, the use of OOK signaling with repetition coding implies a hardware
implementation of a significant lower complexity if compared to that required by the variable
rate turbo-coding scheme as proposed in [34], the adaptive LDPC-coded modulation and
transmission scheme that varied both the power and the modulation order of a FSO system
with M-ary pulse amplitude modulation as proposed in [12, 14] and the adaptive transmission
techniques employing subcarrier phase shift keying intensity modulation as proposed in
[10]. Additionally, together with the use of repetition coding, the adaptive scheme Rep&Sil
here proposed considers the inclusion of variable silence periods once no more diversity
gain is available, providing a higher level of PAOPR and, hence, a better performance,
without the need of increasing complexity in hardware implementation. On the contrary,
one of the cons of the rate-adaptive transmission scheme here proposed in relation to
previous rate-adaptive transmission schemes is the lower capacity achieved since no adaptive
modulation is considered, proposing the use of OOK signaling due to its simplicity and low
implementation cost and, hence, providing an achievable information rate not higher than 1
bit/channel use.
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1. Introduction 
All-optical signal processing is essential for optical communication systems transmitting high 
speed data signals. All-optical wavelength conversion (WC), pulse generation, orthogonal 
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), demultiplexing, regeneration, modulation format 
conversion are the important signal processing functions. The limiting factors in the existing 
ultra long haul optical communication systems are spectral efficiency (SE), fiber attenuation, 
insertion losses, chromatic dispersion, polarization mode dispersion (PMD), and the optical 
fiber nonlinearity [1]-[4]. Optical communication systems can be divided into two groups. In 
the first group, an electrical signal modulates the intensity of an optical carrier inside the 
optical transmitter, the modulated optical signal is transmitted through the optical fiber and 
converted to the original electrical signal by an optical receiver [1]. Such a scheme is called an 
intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) [1], [5]. In the second group, information is 
transmitted by modulation of the optical carrier frequency or phase, and then the modulated 
optical signal can be linearly down-converted to a baseband electrical signal by heterodyne or 
homodyne detection [1], [5]. The phase coherence of the optical carrier is essential for the 
realization of the second group called coherent optical communication systems [1]. 
Coherent optical communication systems possess the following advantages with respect to 
IM/DD systems: (i) the shot-noise limited receiver can be achieved with a sufficient local 
oscillator (LO) power; (ii) the frequency resolution at the intermediate frequency (IF) or 
baseband stage is high enough in order to separate close wavelength-division multiplexed 
(WDM) channels in the electric domain; (iii) the phase detection improves the receiver 
sensitivity compared with IM/DD systems; (iv) the multilevel modulation formats can be 
introduced into optical communications by using phase modulation [5]. 
The rapid development of digital communication and digital signal processing (DSP) caused 
by the necessity of high SE and, at the same time, by the advance of the high-speed 
© 2012 Lembrikov et al., licensee InTech. This is a p per distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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electronics required advanced modulation, coding and digital equalization [6]. Recently, 
coherent optical communications attracted a large interest due to the feasibility of the high 
SE, the large bandwidth and multilevel modulation formats [5]. Coherent optical systems 
using multilevel modulation formats can increase SE up to M b/s/Hz where M is the number 
of bits per symbol for a given modulation format [5]. 
Coherent optical OFDM (CO-OFDM) has been recently proposed in order to increase 
receiver sensitivity, SE, and especially, provide the dispersion compensation at high data 
transmission rates tending to 100Gb/s [3], [4], [7], [8]. Generally, OFDM is a kind of 
multicarrier modulation (MCM) in which the data information is carried over many lower 
rate subcarriers [4]. In OFDM spectra of individual subcarriers overlap, but due to the 
orthogonality, the subcarriers can be demodulated without interference and without analog 
filtering for the received subcarrier separation [7]. The signal processing in the OFDM 
system can be carried out by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)/Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT) [3], [4], [7]. In CO-OFDM systems the digital signal processing is used in 
order to mitigate the channel dispersion, nonlinearity and different types of noise. 
CO-OFDM system combines the following advantages of coherent detection and OFDM 
modulation essential for the high-speed optical fiber communication systems: (i) in CO-
OFDM systems, chromatic dispersion and PMD can be mitigated; (ii) the SE of CO-OFDM 
systems is high due to the partial overlapping of OFDM sub-carrier spectra; (iii) linearity in 
radio frequency (RF)-to-optical (RTO) up-conversion and optical-to-RF (OTR) down-
conversion; (iv) the electrical bandwidth requirements for the CO-OFDM transceiver can be 
greatly reduced by using direct up/down conversion which results in the low cost  of the 
high-speed electronic circuits [3], [4], [8]. Recently, all-optical FFT scheme enabling Tbit/s 
real-time signal processing has been proposed [9]. The method based on only passive optical 
components realizes the highest speed signal processing without the power consumption 
where electronics cannot be used. This approach combines the advantages of the  
electronic high precision processing of the low bit rates and the optical processing of high bit 
rates [9]. 
However, OFDM is characterized by the inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and inter-carrier-
interference (ICI) caused by a large number of subcarriers [4]. In the RF systems ISI is 
mainly due to multipath channel delay spread [10], [11] and ICI is mainly due to the carrier 
frequency offset [12]. In the case of CO-OFDM, ISI and ICI are caused by channel chromatic 
dispersion and PMD [3], [4]. A so-called cyclic prefix (CP), i.e. the cyclic extension of the 
OFDM waveform into the guard interval (GI) G , has been proposed in order to prevent ISI 
and ICI [4]. If the GI is long enough to contain the intersymbol transition, then the 
remaining part of the OFDM symbol satisfies the orthogonality condition and receiver cross-
talk occurs only within GI [9]. The addition of CP requires an increase of a bandwidth and 
sampling rate of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-to-analog converter (DAC). 
CP appeared to be an easily recognizable feature of an OFDM system making the signal 
vulnerable to interception by surveillance receiver [10].  The elimination of CP reduces the 
probability of interception and improves SE [10]. 
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The need for CP can be avoided if the wavelet packet transform (WPT) is used in CO-OFDM 
systems instead of discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT) [13]. The 
sinusoidal functions are infinitely long in the time domain while wavelets have finite length 
being localized in time and in frequency domains [13]. Wavelet signal analysis can be a base 
for an effective computational algorithm which is faster and simpler than FFT [14]. Wavelets 
have been used in optical communications for time-frequency multiplexing and ultrafast 
image transmission [14]. A signal may be expanded in an orthogonal set of wavelet packets 
(WPs) as the basis functions, each channel occupies a wavelet packet (WP), and IDWPT/ 
DWPT are used at the transmitter and receiver, respectively [13]. 
In this chapter, we consider the CO-OFDM based on WPT and its influence on the optical 
communication network performance. The chapter is constructed as follows. In Section 2, 
we review the coherent optical communication systems. In Section 3, we discuss high SE 
CO-OFDM system. In Section 4, we discuss the OFDM based on WPT and present the 
original results for the WPT-OFDM system performance. In Section 5, we present the 
original results concerning the simulations of the structure and operation mode of the novel 
passive components for all-optical signal processing based on Si-on-insulator (SOI) 
structure, and a novel hierarchical architecture of the 1Tb/s transmission system based on 
WPT-OFDM [15]. In Section 6, conclusions are presented. 
2. Coherent optical communication systems 
The number of publications concerning the coherent optical communications is enormous. 
In this section, we can only relate to a limited number of the fundamental works concerning 
the concept of the coherent detection and the modulation formats used in digital 
communication system since these topics are related to high SE CO-OFDM systems. 
The most advanced detection method is coherent detection based on the recovery of the full 
electric field containing both amplitude and phase information [16]. The concept of the 
coherent detection is to combine in a receiver the modulated optical signal with a 
continuous wave (CW) optical field generated by a narrow linewidth laser, or local oscillator 
(LO) before the photodetector (PD) [1]. Coherent detection requires the carrier 
synchronization with respect to LO that serves as an absolute phase reference [16]. For this 
purpose, optical systems can use two types of the phase-locked loops (PLLs): (i) an optical 
PLL (OPLL) that synchronizes the frequency and phase of the LO laser with the transmitter 
laser; (ii) an electrical PLL where down-conversion with a free-running LO laser is followed 
by a second-stage demodulation by an electrical voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) with the 
synchronized frequency and phase [16]. 
The basic component of coherent optical systems is a coherent optical receiver [1], [5]. Its 
block diagram is shown in Figure 1 [5]. 
The electric fields  sE t  and  LOE t  of the received optical signal and LO, respectively, are 
given by [5] 
          0exp ; exps s s LO LO LO LOE t A t j t E t A j t              (1)  
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the coherent receiver 
where   0, , , , ,s LO LO s LOA t A     are the amplitudes, frequencies and phases of the received 
optical signal and LO, respectively. A 3db optical coupler (OC) is used that adds a  phase 
shift to either the signal field or the LO field between the two output ports. When the signal 
and LO fields are co-polarized, the electric fields 1,2E  incident on the upper and lower 
diodes are given by, respectively. 
      1,2
1
2 s LO
E E t E t       (2) 
The output photocurrents  1,2I t  are given by, respectively [5] 
        1,2 2 cos2 s LO s LO IF s LO
RI t P P P P t         (3) 
where  2 2 0/ 2, / 2,s s LO LO IF LOP A t P A        is IF,  0/qR e    is the detector 
responsivity, e  is the electron charge, q  is the PD quantum efficiency, / 2 ,h h  is the 
Planck's constant. The sum frequency component is neglected since it is averaged out to 
zero over the bandwidth of PD. Balanced detection is used in order to suppress the DC 
component and maximize the signal photocurrent  I t  at the balanced detector output 
given by [5] 
        2 coss LO IF s LOI t R P t P t        (4) 
Eq. (4) demonstrates the main advantage of the coherent detection as compared to the direct 
detection. The photocurrent  I t contains explicitly the signal phase s  making possible to 
transmit information by modulating the phase or frequency of the carrier signal [1], [5]. 
There are two cases of the coherent detection: (i) the heterodyne detection when the signal 
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carrier frequency ω₀ and the LO frequency LO  are different, and  / 2 1IF IFf GHz   ; 
(ii) the homodyne detection when the signal carrier frequency ω₀ and the LO frequency LO
coincide, and IF 0IF   [1]. In the heterodyne detection case, eq. (4) describes the output 
photocurrent. Typically, the LO power is much larger than the received signal power: 
LO sP P , and LO amplifies the received signal improving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [1]. In 
the case of the heterodyne detection, the optical signal is demodulated in two stages: it is 
first down-converted to IF and then to the baseband [1]. The output photocurrent  I t  (4) 
then takes the form. 
        2 coss LO s LOI t R P t P        (5)  
Similarly, the increase of the average electrical power up to 20dB can occur in the case of the 
homodyne detection. If additionally, the LO phase is locked to the signal phase so that 
0s LO    eq. (5) takes the form [1].  
    2 s LOI t R P t P   (6) 
The phase difference s LO   can be kept constant by using an OPLL. However, the 
implementation of OPLL makes the design of optical homodyne receivers a comparatively 
complicated problem [1], [5]. 
The coherent detection allows the greatest flexibility in modulation formats, since 
information can be encoded by modulating the amplitude, the phase, or the frequency of an 
optical carrier as it is seen from equations (1)-(6) or in both in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
components of the carrier [1], [16]. In the case of the digital communication systems, these 
methods correspond to three modulation formats: amplitude-shift keying (ASK), phase--
shift keying (PSK), and frequency-shift keying (FSK) [1]. The increased performance, speed, 
and reliability, and the reduced size and cost of integrated circuits permit to use DSP for the 
information recovery from the baseband signal [5]. Typically, the M-ary PSK modulation is 
used in SE high-speed CO-OFDM systems such as quaternary PSK (QPSK) (M=4), 8-PSK 
(M=8), as well as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) such as 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-
QAM in single or dual polarization [4], [5]. The digital coherent receiver linearly detects 
incoming signal including phase and polarization diversities and converts this information 
to digital data by using ADCs while the digital information is processed by DSP circuits [5]. 
3. High-speed and high SE CO-OFDM system 
In this section we present a brief review of the operation principle and architecture of CO-
OFDM system. Detailed analysis of CO-OFDM in optical communication systems may be 
found in the book [4]. 
A generic optical OFDM system consists of five functional blocks: the RF OFDM transmitter, 
the RTO up-converter, the optical channel, the OTR down-converter, and the RF OFDM 
receiver [3], [4]. In such a system the following chain of events occurs [3]. The input data bits 
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are mapped onto corresponding information symbols of the subcarriers within one OFDM 
symbol. The digital time domain signal is obtained by using IDFT. It is inserted with the GI 
ΔG in order to prevent ISI caused by channel dispersion and converted into the real time 
waveform through DAC [3]. The baseband signal is up-converted to an appropriate RF band 
with an IQ mixer/modulator. A linear RTO up-conversion can be achieved by using Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM) [3]. MZM is mainly used for the bit rates of 40GB/s and higher 
due to its high modulation performance and the possibility of independent modulation of 
the electric field intensity and phase [6]. At the receiver, the OFDM signal is down-
converted to baseband with an IQ demodulator, sampled by an ADC and demodulated by 
DFT and baseband DSP to recover the data [3]. A linear OTR down-conversion is provided 
by a coherent detection described in section 2. The high performance of the CO-OFDM 
transmission systems has been shown both theoretically and experimentally [8], [17]. A 
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where kic  is the i th information symbol at the k th subcarrier, ,k ks f  are the waveform and 
the frequency of the k th subcarrier, respectively, SCN  is the number of subcarriers, and sT  
is the symbol period. The optimum detector for each subcarrier could use a filter matched to 
the subcarrier waveform, or a correlator matched to subcarrier [3]. Eq. (7) shows that the 
modulation can be performed by IDFT of the input information signal kic . 
The detected information signal ikc at the output of the correlator has the form [3]. 
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where  sr t iT  is the received time-domain signal. Eq. (9) shows that the demodulation is 
provided by DFT of the sampled received signal  r t  [3]. The classical MCM uses non-
overlapped band-limited signals. In order to prevent overlapping of the band-limited 
signals, a bank of a large number of oscillators and filters is necessary at the transmitter and 
the receiver [3]. The cost-efficient design of the filters and oscillators requires that the 
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are mapped onto corresponding information symbols of the subcarriers within one OFDM 
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channel spacing should be multiple of the symbol rate. As a result, SE reduces and the 
required bandwidth increases [3]. 
The OFDM technique permits to use the overlapped signals under the condition that they 
are orthogonal [7]. The orthogonality condition for any two subcarriers  ks t  and  ls t  is 
given by [3]. 
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Substituting expression (8) into condition (10) we obtain. 
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The left-hand side of (11) vanishes when   
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Then, the two subcarriers  ks t  and  ls t  are orthogonal and can be recovered with the 
matched filters according to (9) without ICI despite the signal spectral overlapping [3]. 
In the high speed CO-OFDM systems the problem of ISI and ICI caused by the channel 
dispersion is critical. ISI is caused by the interference between "slow" and "fast" subcarriers. 
ICI is due to the breaking of the orthogonality condition (12) for the subcarriers [3]. In order 
to prevent ISI and ICI, CP was proposed that is realized by cyclic extension of the OFDM 
waveform into GI [3]. The waveform in GI is essentially an identical copy of that in the DFT 
window [3]. The condition for ISI-free OFDM transmission requires that the dispersive 
channel time delay spread d Gt    [3]. 
SE is defined as the ratio of net per-channel information data rate B to WDM channel 
spacing f  and measured in b/s/Hz [1], [18]. SE of CO-OFDM   is given by [3]    
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where /s SC sR N T  is the total symbol rate,    2 / 1 /OFDM s SC sB T N t    is the OFDM 
bandwidth, st  is the observation period, and the factor of 2 is taking into account two 
polarizations of the optical fiber modes. Typically, the subcarriers number is large: 1SCN  . 
Then eq. (13) takes the form: 2 /s st T  . The optical SE of 3.6bit/Hz can be achieved for QPSK 
modulation of subcarriers, and can be improved by using higher-order QAM modulation 
format [3]. However, the addition of CP requires an increase of a bandwidth OFDMB  and 
sampling rate of ADC and DAC. The need for CP can be avoided if WPT is used in CO-OFDM 
systems instead of DFT and IDFT [13]. This approach will be discussed in the next section. 
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4. WPT based CO-OFDM 
WPT can be used in CO-OFDM instead of the IDFT/DFT since it improves the system 
performance, and in particular, mitigates the channel chromatic dispersion without CP [13]. 
In this section we briefly discuss the main features of WPT and its applications to CO-
OFDM. The theory and applications of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete 
WT (DWT) can be found in a large number of books and articles (see, for example, [13], [14], 
[19]-[22] and references therein). 
CWT  ,TW a   of a given function f(t) with respect to a mother wavelet (MW) ψ(t) is defined 
as follows [19], [20] 
     1,T
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where the real numbers a and   are the scaling and shifting, or translation parameters, 
respectively, and asterisk means complex conjugation. Note that in many practically 
important cases MW ψ(t) is real. The functions     1/2, /a s a s a     are called 
wavelets [20]. The set of wavelets is orthogonal and can be used as a basis instead of 
sinusoidal functions [13]. It is possible to localize the events described by f(t) in time and 
frequency domains simultaneously by means of WT choosing the appropriate values of the 
parameters a and   [19]. For this reason, wavelets are used in the multiresolution analysis 
(MRA) which decomposes a signal at different scales, or resolutions, using a basis whose 
elements are localized both in time and in frequency domains [14]. 
DWT is given by [19], [20] 
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where m,n∈Z, Z is the set of all integers, and the constants 0 01, 1a   . Comparison of eqs. 
(14) and (15) shows that 0
ma a  and 0 0
mn a   [20]. The orthogonal wavelet series 
expansions can be successfully used in DSP and multiplexing when the scaling and 
translation parameters are discrete [14]. In such a case, a signal s(t) ∈V₀ can be represented 
by a smooth approximation at resolution 2M , obtained by combining translated versions of 
the basic scaling function  t , and M details at the dyadic scales  2 , 1,2,..., 1la l M    
obtained by combining shifted and dilated versions of the MW ψ(t) as follows [14]. 
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Here a subspace V₀∈L²(R), L²(R) is a the linear vector space of square integrable functions, 
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 2lV L R  and  2lW L R , respectively, l lV W , (l,k)∈Z, lc k    and ld k    are the scaling 
and detail coefficients, respectively, at resolution 2l , Δτ is the time interval coinciding with 
the inverse of the free spectral range (FSR). The scaling function  t and wavelet function 
ψ(t) satisfy the dilation equations [14], [19], [21] 
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where h[k] and g[k] are the coefficients of two half-band (HB) quadrature mirror filters 
(QMFs) described by the following functions H(ω) and G(ω) 
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and Δτ is the inverse of their FSR. The functions H(ω) and G(ω) (18) satisfy the conditions 
[14], [22]. 
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The evaluation of the discrete wavelet coefficients is equivalent to filtering the signal s(t) by 
a cascade of mutually orthogonal bandpass filters [21]. An optical HB filter can be realized 
by using Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [14], [22]. 
The DWT decomposition procedure is described by the following recursive expressions for 
the scaling and detail coefficients ,l lc n d n        [14], [22] 
 1 12 ; 2l l l l
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where 
     0c s t t n dt     (21) 
In the DWT case only the scaling coefficients lc n    are recursively filtered, while the detail 
coefficients ld n   are not reanalyzed [14]. In the case of the WP decomposition both the 
scaling coefficients lc n    and the detail coefficients ld n   are recursively decomposed 
following the same filtering and subsampling scheme, and consequently, all outputs have 
the same number of samples span over the same frequency bandwidth [14]. The WP 
decomposition based on the wavelet atom functions  ,l mw t  is performed as follows [14] 
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where l is the decomposition level, 0 2 1lm   is the wavelet atom position in the tree, 
 0,0w t  and 
     , ,l m l m
k
w t f k t k        (24) 
and ,l mf k    is the equivalent filter from the root to the  ,l m th terminal recursively 
evaluated using eqs. (22), (23). The orthogonality condition for WP atoms has the form [14] 
            , ,2 2ll mw t n w t k dt l m n k                (25) 
where  ,l Z  , 0 2 1,0 2 1lm       ,  ,n k Z . The waveform orthogonality is used 
in WPT based OFDM in order to transmit multiple message signals overlapping in time and 
frequency domains [14]. The time and frequency localization of wavelets can mitigate the 
optical channel chromatic dispersion which affects only the detail coefficients, or the 
highpass-filtered versions of the original signal. Then, a selective reconstruction of the 
wavelet coefficients is necessary [14]. 
WPTs can provide orthogonality between OFDM subcarriers similarly to DFT, and 
consequently,  DWPT can replace DFT in the CO-OFDM system [13]. The all-optical WPT 
based CO-OFDM (WPDM) system has been proposed where the digital sequences are 
encoded by a set of orthogonal waveforms [13], [14]. The system performance is improved 
due to the orthogonal properties (25) of the wavelet atoms (22)–(24) and their overlapping in 
time and frequency [13], [14]. Each optical pulse is transformed into the corresponding 
wavelet atom function at the device output under the conditions that the input bit duration 
bitt    and the processing gain 2
lF   is equal to the number of simultaneous users [14]. 
In the WPT-OFDM system each channel occupies a WP [13]. At the transmitter, IDWPT 
reconstructs the time domain signal from WPs; at the receiver DWPT is used in order to 
decompose the time domain signal into different WPs by using successive low-pass and 
high-pass filtering [13]. Unlike IDFT/DFT system, in the IDWPT/DWPT OFDM system the 
basis function wavelets are finite in time, the inter-symbol orthogonality in WT is 
maintained due to the shift orthogonal property of waveforms, and symbols are overlapped 
in time domain [13]. As a result, the symbol duration increases, providing the tolerance with 
respect to the chromatic dispersion and eliminating the need of CP [13]. 
Consider the computational complexity WPTC  of WPT-OFDM defined as the total required 
number of complex multiplications [23]. It depends on the specific type of wavelets and 
system configuration. The complexity of one basic block BBC  determined by the 
convolution between complex input data and real QMFs, and the total complexity WPTC are 
given by, respectively [23] 
   ; 1BB QMF WPT QMFC L C N L       (26) 
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where QMFL  is QMF length, N is the number of subcarriers. WTP-OFDM reduces the 
complexity by a factor of 6 to 10 for different wavelets in the range of moderate accumulated 
dispersion as compared to FFT based CO-OFDM without CP [23]. 
The performance of a digital optical communication systems is characterized by the bit error 
rate (BER) defined as the average probability of incorrect bit identification [1]. The 
simulations of the BER for WPT-OFDM and FFT based OFDM have been carried out using 
different wavelets, optical SNR of 20dB , chromatic dispersion parameter of 17ps/(nm⋅km), 
and forward error correction code (FEC) threshold of 10⁻³ [13]. The results show the 
chromatic dispersion tolerance of 5600 ps/nm and the longest distance of 330km for SSMF 
for the Johnston64 (E) wavelet [13]. 
We have carried out the numerical simulations of BER dependence on the transmission 
distance in the single polarization regime for the WPT-OFDM system without CP, with GI 
length of 5% of the symbol interval, and for generic IDFT/DFT systems with values of CP 
length from 5% up to 30% of the symbol interval. We used the single-polarization signal 
with the optical carrier frequency 193.1optf THz , with 128 subcarriers. An optical fiber is 
characterized by the attenuation of 0.2dB/km and chromatic dispersion parameter of 
17ps/(nm⋅km). We assumed that the efficient transmission can be realized with the BER less 
than the FEC threshold of 2⋅10⁻². PMD has not been taken into account. At the receiver, we 
used window synchronization Schmidl - Cox algorithm and 1 tap equalizer in frequency 
domain. 
The BER dependence on the distance for the Haar WPT-OFDM and FFT CO-OFDM with 
different CPs is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. BER dependence on the transmission distance for FFT CO-OFDM with different CPs and 
WPT-OFDM without CP, with GI 5% 
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The results clearly show that WPT-OFDM provides the efficient transmission up to 500km 
without CP with 5% GI, while the FFT based CO-OFDM may achieve the same distance 
with the CP length of 25% of the symbol interval which substantially reduces SE of the 
communication system. 
5. Passive Si-photonic components for all-optical signal processing 
In this section we discuss the implementation of passive WPT-OFDM system components 
based on the Si photonics and a novel hierarchical architecture of the 1Tb/s WPT-OFDM 
transmission system that can be realized by using these components. 
5.1. SOI optical components 
The practical implementation of all-optical signal processing would require some extent of 
device integration. Much effort is dedicated over the last two decades to the development of 
photonic integrated circuits (PICs), which bring together multiple discrete devices on a single 
substrate. Integration helps to minimize the losses associated with the coupling of light in and 
out of devices, to enhance functionality, and to reduce cost and footprint. Numerous material 
platforms are prevalent in PICs, such as LiNbO₃, GaAs, InP and SiO₂. Among those platforms, 
the SOI wafer structure stands out as an advantageous choice for the realization of passive 
devices, such as couplers, interferometers, arrayed-waveguide gratings etc [24], [25]. Silicon is 
a low-cost material with an excellent crystalline quality, high thermal conductivity and high 
optical damage threshold. It is transparent over a broad range of wavelengths of 1.1-7 μm, 
including the telecommunication wavelengths. The silica SiO₂ lower cladding of SOI wafers 
provides a large contrast in refractive index with respect to silicon, which allows for the tight 
confinement of light into sub-micron structures. The fabrication of photonic devices in SOI can 
benefit from the advanced manufacturing technology of electronic integrated circuits. Silicon 
photonic devices may lead to a true merger of optics alongside electronics in unified devices. 
The realization of modulation of light on the silicon material platform is more challenging. The 
concentration of free charges in silicon changes the real and imaginary parts of the refractive 
index, and this effect in pure silicon is more strongly pronounced than the Pockels effect, the 
Kerr effect and the Franz-Keldysh effect [26]. Most of the fast modulators integrated on Si are 
based on free-carrier concentration variations [27]. Optical modulation using SiGe/Si and all-
silicon phase shifters based on carrier depletion has been investigated theoretically and 
experimentally [27]. An all-silicon phase-shifter based on carrier depletion in a doped layer 
inserted into a PIN diode has been demonstrated [28]. SiGe/Si and all-silicon modulators can 
be integrated in rib waveguides and in MZIs [27]. Another modulation technique for SOI 
optical devices is based on the thermo-optic effect, in which the refractive index n of silicon is 
varied by applying heat to the material [24]. The thermo-optic coefficient in silicon is given by 
4 1/ 1.86 10dn dT K   , and the refractive coefficient variation of 31.1 10n     for the 
controllable temperature increase of 6K [24]. It has been shown experimentally that a 500μm 
length device thermally isolated from the substrate can provide a phase shift of   radians for 
an applied power of 10mW [24]. 
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5.2. Example of SOI MZM for all-optical signal processing 
In this section we present an example of the SOI based MZI which can realize the WPT 
operation. The most basic family of wavelet shapes is the Haar transform, proposed initially 
by Alfred Haar in 1910 [19]. The Haar wavelet and scaling functions    ,t t   and the filter 
coefficients h[n], g[n] have the form, respectively [13], [19]. 
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       1 11,1 , 1,1
2 2
h n g n           (28) 
Note that the equivalent definitions    1,1 / 2 , 1, 1 / 2h n g n          also may be used 
[21]. Since it is the simplest to implement, we adapt it in the proposed realization of the 
WPT based CO-OFDM photonic integrated circuit. An n-points signal is decomposed into 
two groups of n/2 samples. The first group is the sum of pairs of c[n] of the original signal, 
and can be described as the output of a discrete low-pass filter (LPF) followed by a down-
sampling operation by a factor of two. The second group describes the differences between 
pairs d[n], and can be represented as the output of a discrete high-pass filter (HPF) followed 
by factor of two down-sampling operation [14]. The Haar WPT can be described by the 
scheme shown in Figure 3. Here s[n] is the input signal, g[n] and h[n] are the discrete HPF 
and LPF impulse responses. 
 
Figure 3. Two levels Haar wavelet-packet decomposition (WPD) 
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The inverse operation recovers the original signal from its decomposition coefficients. Its 
scheme is shown in Figure 4. Here S[n] is the output signal, g[n] and h[n] are the discrete 
HPF and LPF impulse responses, c[n] and d[n] are the approximation and detail coefficients 
respectively mentioned above. 
 
Figure 4. Haar inverse wavelet-packet decomposition (IWPD) transform 
The realization of Haar wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) transform and the 
corresponding inverse wavelet packet decomposition (IWPD) in an optical integrated circuit 
was theoretically suggested by Gabriella Cincotti and co-workers [14], [22], [29], [30]. The 
method is based on the following MZI delay line architecture shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Optical implementation of Haar WPD / IWPD based on MZI. Left: Haar-IWPD used for the 
transmitter unit. Right: Haar-WPD used for the receiver unit. 
The IWPD is represented by the optical field  2outE t  at the lower output of a MZI that is 
driven by two inputs  1,2S t . 
          2 1 2 1 2
1 1
2 2out
E t jS t S t jS t S t                   (29) 
Expression (29) shows that a single MZI could provide the sum and the difference of its two 
input fields, in series, in one of its output ports. The operation is equivalent to the LPF and 
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HPF operation of the inverse Haar IWPD. Similarly, the same MZI can generate the sum of 
successive values in one of its input ports at one output  2outE t , and the difference of the 
same values at the other output  1outE t , in parallel. 
            1 1 1 2 1 1
1 1;
2 2out out
E t S t S t E t j S t S t                 (30) 
The latter configuration described by expression (30) can realize the Haar WPD. Hence, 
MZIs can function as a basic building block of a discrete Haar WPD and IWPD. As can be 
seen in equations (29) and (30), the MZI realization of the WPD includes an additional 
relative phase shift of 90° in between the two inputs/outputs, which is not part of the Haar 
formalism. This additional phase must be compensated for. Furthermore, the optical path 
lengths connecting between cascaded MZIs cannot be controlled at the fabrication stage to a 
sub-wavelength precision. Hence, metallic resistors must be deposited in proximity to the 
waveguides [31], [32]. The driving of currents through the resistors would locally heat the 
nearby silicon structure, and modify its refractive index through the thermo-optic effect 
mentioned above [24]. A schematic drawing of a single MZI with the thermo-optic phase-
shifters is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. A schematic drawing of a single MZI stage used in a Haar WPD receiver including three 
thermo-optic phase-shifters 
Three-stage MZI-based photonic integrated circuits for the realization of Haar WPT-OFDM 
encoding and decoding based on the single MZI stage are shown in Figures 7, 8.  
In the Haar WPT-OFDM encoder presented in Figure 7, S₁-S₈ are low rate input data 
channels, with a seven-bits zero padding. The output is the multiplexed Haar transform 
signal. 
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Figure 7. All-optical Haar WP Encoder used as optical transmitter 
In the all-optical Haar WP Decoder shown in Figure 8, the input signal is constructed from 
eight data channels, which are recovered individually at the eight outputs. The output 
channels must be down sampled by factor of 8.  
 
Figure 8. All-optical Haar WP Decoder used as an optical receiver 
The all-optical WP encoder calculates the Haar IWPD of eight coefficients, incoming from 
eight parallel input values. The reconstructed signal appears in series at the output of the 
circuit. Note that padding by seven zeros is necessary between successive bits at each input, 
so that the transform coefficients of one input parallel word do not overrun those of the next 
word at the output [9], [33], [34]. The zero padding is the optical-domain equivalent of the 
up-sampling that is part of a digital IWPD. Similarly, a proper gating is necessary at the 
each of the eight outputs of the decoder circuit, since the original data is only reconstructed 
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at specific time slots within the symbol duration [33]. The remainder of the symbol duration 
is occupied by noise-like ISI. 
A WPT based CO-OFDM communication network, employing the encoding and decoding 
PICs, is shown in Figure 9. Light from a CW laser diode is split in eight paths. Light in each 
path is individually modulated by a separate stream of data, which are prepared with the 
necessary zero padding as described above. The eight channels are multiplexed by the WPT-
OFDM PIC. At the other end of the link, each of the eight outputs of the WPT-OFDM 
decoder PIC is separately gated by an electro-optic switch and detected. 
The SOI waveguide is a basic component of the Si photonic systems. We calculated the 
modal profile of such a waveguide in a single mode regime for each polarization of the 
optical wave. The SOI waveguide cross-section and the modal profile are shown in Figure 
10. The analysis of such waveguides can be carried out only by numerical methods [35]. We 
used the commercial software modeling (COMSOL). The modal field distribution (Figure 
10b) clearly shows the electric field confinement in the waveguide core. 
A basic building block of a MZI is a directional coupler. Couplers are realized by bringing 
two SOI waveguides in close proximity for a certain length Z₀. The degrees of freedom in 
the design are the length and gap between the SOI waveguide cores. A relatively large gap 
of the order of magnitude of 300nm is advantageous with respect to fabrication 
imperfections. COMSOL simulations were used to calculate the coupling coefficient ab
between two waveguides  separated by a chosen gap. An even splitting ratio of incoming 
optical power between the two outputs is obtained when the two waveguides remain in 
proximity over a length  / 4 abL   . The simulation results are shown in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 9. WPT based CO-OFDM data channel based on transmitter and receiver PICs 
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Figure 10. A single mode SOI-based waveguide; (a) schematic diagram; (b) COMSOL simulation of the 
transverse profile for the EM mode field super-imposed on the waveguide cross section 
Consider now the differential delays of the MZIs. As discussed earlier, different stages in the 
cascaded MZI PIC require different delays. The basic delay unit is T/8, where T is the 
symbol duration. For a data rate of 2.5 GSymbols/s for each of the eight multiplexed 
channels, the fundamental delay unit is 50psec, which corresponds to a physical length of 
about 3.5mm in SOI waveguides. The heat dissipation from aluminium heaters in proximity 
of the SOI waveguides was simulated, once more using COMSOL. Figure 12 shows the 
resulting temperature profile. The Al heaters are heated by an external current up to 60°C. 
Simulation results show that a temperature in the Si core of the SOI waveguide is 40°C 
compared to 20°C in the unheated regions. This temperature difference stems from the 
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Figure 11. Coupler dimensions design with COMSOL software simulations: (a) an example of a three-
dimensional modelling of a directional coupler; (b) calculated coupling length that is required between 
two parallel waveguides as a function of the gap size. The coupling length for the chosen gap size of 300 
nm is approximately 110µm  
 
Figure 12. Cross section of heat dissipation in an SOI waveguide with the aluminium heaters located in 
both sides of the SOI waveguide 
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5.3. Hierarchical architecture and performance of the WPT based OFDM system 
The DSP in CO-OFDM systems is carried out by the algorithms realized with the field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 
electronic processors. Their computational power is limited with the operation rate of the 
VLSI electronic elements. For this reason, the electronic "bottleneck" can be eliminated and 
the system operation rate can be improved if high data rates signal processing is realized by 
all-optical methods such as all-optical WPT-OFDM. 
We proposed a novel hierarchical architecture of the 1Tb/s transmission system based on 
WPT-OFDM in order to reduce the computational complexity of the DSP algorithms [15]. 
The hierarchical architecture concept is based on the separation of low bit rate and high bit 
rate signal channels, unlike the system discussed in Ref. [13]. We used an IDWPT/DWPT 
system based on the Haar WPT with the wavelet function  t , scaling function  t , and 
filter coefficients g[n] and h[n] given by eqs. (27), (28) [13], [19]. 
The WPT-OFDM hierarchical transmitter and receiver are shown in Figures 13 and 14, 
respectively.  
The high data rate bands are multiplexed using all-optical IDWPT. The transmitter includes 
IQ modulator. QAM 16, QAM 4 and other multilevel modulation formats can be used for 
each subband. Subbands are multiplexed in electrical domain also by utilizing the IDWPT. 
At the receiver side, the multiband signal is demultiplexed into the 8 bands using all-optical  
 
Figure 13. Hierarchical architecture of the WPT-OFDM transmitter (S/P - serial/parallel; E/O - 
electrical/optical) 
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Figure 14. Hierarchical architecture of the WPT-OFDM receiver (O/E - optical/electrical, WS-window 
synchronization, S/P-serial/parallel, P/S-parallel/serial) 
filters and consequently demultiplexed into the subbands in the electrical domain by the 
DWPT. The performance of the WPT-OFDM communication system based on the 
hierarchical architecture has been investigated theoretically taking into account the 10% 
non-ideality of the system devices and the white Gaussian noise model. We used the 
modulation format QAM 16, 8 level decomposition, the bit rate of 500Gb/s. The 500Gb/s 
multiple band consists of eight 62.5Gb/s bands. The simulated constellation of the 
transmitter-receiver "back-to-back" system, i.e. without optical fiber link is shown in Figure 15.  
 
Figure 15. Constellation diagram for all-optical WPT-OFDM with a 500Gb/s bit rate, QAM-16 
modulation format and 8 level decomposition 
The constellation clearly shows the high performance of the transmitter-receiver system.  
6. Conclusions 
We discussed in this chapter the structure, operation principle and basic properties of the 
all-optical high SE CO-OFDM systems. The CO-OFDM is the most promising modulation 
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method in the modern optical systems combining the advantages of the coherent detection 
and OFDM modulation. However, the high data rate transmission is strongly influenced by 
the optical channel chromatic dispersion and PMD. As a result, the transmission system 
performance significantly deteriorates due to ISI and ICI. The dispersion influence can be 
mitigated by an appropriately chosen CP. Unfortunately, a long enough CP would decrease 
the system SE. The problem can be solved and the necessity of CP may be eliminated if a 
generic DFFT based CO-OFDM is replaced with a WPT-OFDM since WPs are localized both 
in time and frequency domains. The simulation results show that WPT-OFDM system 
provides a 500 km transmission distance at the FEC level of 22 10 without CP, with a 
small 5% GI. We proposed a novel hierarchical architecture of the WPT-OFDM system 
based on the separation of the low data rate and high data rate signal processing. The 
former ones are processed in the electrical domain, while the latter ones undergo the all-
optical processing. The numerical simulations show that such an approach improves the 
WPT-OFDM system performance which is demonstrated by the constellation of a signal 
with QAM 16 modulation. The WPT-OFDM all-optical signal processing units can be 
implemented by using the passive SOI waveguide components. The passive components of 
this architecture are the wavelet filters realized by the SOI waveguide based MZIs. The 
change of the Si refraction index is realized by using the thermo-optic effect. We presented 
the numerical simulations of the Haar wavelet filters for all-optical signal processing based 
on such MZIs. The modal profile of a SOI waveguide in a single mode regime for each 
polarization of the optical wave has been calculated. 
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1. Introduction
Vortices are fundamental objects which appear in many branches of physics [1] such as optics
[2, 3] and Bose-Einstein condensates [4]. In nonlinear optics, vortex solitons are associated
with the phase dislocations (or phase singularities) carried by the nondiffracting optical
beams [5], and share many common properties with the vortices observed in other systems,
e.g., superfluids and Bose-Einstein condensates [6, 7]. In a homogeneous medium, stable
vortex solitons were proposed to exist in the so-called cubic-quintic or other similar nonlinear
media, for example, combination of χ(2) and χ(3) nonlinear media, based on competing
self-focusing and self-defocusing nonlinearities [8–11]. However, the experimental realization
of vortex solitons in such media is hard, as the requirement of very high energy flow of light
usually excites other higher-order nonlinearities, which may be dominant and suppress the
occurrence of competing nonlinearities.
Successful alternatives are confined systems, such as graded-index optical fibers [12],
nonlinear photonic crystals with defects [13], linear and nonlinear optical lattices [14–19], or
optical lattices with defects [20], where the azimuthal instability of vortices can be suppressed
by the corresponding confining potentials. Stable vortices with charges lower than two are
possible within certain ranges of lattice (transverse refractive index modulation) parameters
[14, 17, 21–28]. Different types of vortex solitons, such as discrete vortices [21], vortex-ring
“discrete” solitons [28], and second-band vortices [22] were observed in experiments. For a
review of early works, see [5, 29, 30] and references therein.
Thus far, dynamics of higher-charged vortex solitons are still poorly understood. The optical
settings allowing stable higher-charged vortex solitons are rare. Main efforts in bulk or
lattice-modulated nonlinear media were devoted to the analysis of vortex solitons with
charges less than or equal to two. In the following sections, three different schemes for the
realization of vortex solitons with higher charges will be addressed.
In section 2, the dynamics of vortex solitons in a radial lattice with a lower-index defect
covering several lattice rings is revealed. The defect scale can be utilized to control the energy
flow of vortices. Vortex solitons with various charges are stable in a region near the upper
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cutoffs of propagation constant. Although higher-charged vortices at higher energy flow
suffer oscillatory instability, they can survive very long distances without visible distortions.
Vortex solitons at lower or moderate energy flow are completely stable under appropriate
conditions. The variation of topological charges slightly influences the existence and stability
domains of vortex solitons. This property provides an effective way for the experimental
realization of vortex solitons with higher charges in an optical setting with fixed parameters.
In section 3, the existence, stability and propagation dynamics of vortex solitons in a
defocusing Kerr medium with an imprinted azimuthally modulated Bessel lattice are
investigated. Since the special amplitude distribution of vortex soliton resembles to the
azimuthons stated in [31] and the phase distribution is also a staircase function of the polar
angle, such vortex solitons can also be termed as “azimuthons”. The azimuthal refractive
index modulation admits stable vortex solitons with lower or higher topological charges. The
“stability rule” of azimuthons in defocusing cubic media is exactly opposite to that of vortex
solitons in focusing media with the same transverse refractive index modulation. It is the first
example of stable azimuthons in local nonlinear media.
In section 4, the stability of vortex solitons supported by a circular waveguide array
with out-of-phase modulation of linear and nonlinear refractive indices is studied. The
out-of-phase competition between two effects substantially modifies the stability properties of
vortex solitons. Vortex solitons undergo remarkable power-dependent shape transformations.
They expand or shrink radially with the propagation constant, depending on the phase
difference between the neighboring lobes. In particular, we revealed that increasing
waveguide number of circular array can stabilize vortex solitons with higher topological
charges.
2. Higher-charged vortex solitons in defected radial lattices
2.1. Introduction
Defects and defect states exist in a variety of linear and nonlinear systems, including solid
state physics, photonic crystals, and Bose-Einstein condensates. When lights propagate in
an optical lattice with a local defect, the band-gap guidance results in the formation of
linear or nonlinear defect modes [32, 33]. Recently, defect guiding phenomena of light in
diverse settings, such as photonic crystals [13], fabricated waveguide arrays [34, 35], and
optically induced photonic lattices [36–42], have been predicted theoretically and observed
experimentally. Ye and his coworkers proposed that stable nonlinear modes can be trapped
in a lower-index defect sandwiched between two optical lattices, or in the cylindrical core of
a radial lattice [43]. The variation of defect scales, depths and shapes can be used to stabilize
and reshape the fundamental, dipole and vortex solitons [20].
In this section, we reveal that the defocusing media with an imprinted radially symmetric
lattice with a lower-index defect covering several lattice rings can support stable vortex
solitons with higher charges under appropriate conditions. In contrast to the cases in
competing media, vortex solitons can propagate stably at lower or moderate energy flow.
In lattices with fixed depth and defect scale, vortex solitons are completely stable provided
that the propagation constant exceeds a critical value. In particular, we illustrate that the
variation of topological charges slightly influences the existence and stability domains of
vortex solitons. This is in contrast to all previous studies and allows the experimental
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an optical lattice with a local defect, the band-gap guidance results in the formation of
linear or nonlinear defect modes [32, 33]. Recently, defect guiding phenomena of light in
diverse settings, such as photonic crystals [13], fabricated waveguide arrays [34, 35], and
optically induced photonic lattices [36–42], have been predicted theoretically and observed
experimentally. Ye and his coworkers proposed that stable nonlinear modes can be trapped
in a lower-index defect sandwiched between two optical lattices, or in the cylindrical core of
a radial lattice [43]. The variation of defect scales, depths and shapes can be used to stabilize
and reshape the fundamental, dipole and vortex solitons [20].
In this section, we reveal that the defocusing media with an imprinted radially symmetric
lattice with a lower-index defect covering several lattice rings can support stable vortex
solitons with higher charges under appropriate conditions. In contrast to the cases in
competing media, vortex solitons can propagate stably at lower or moderate energy flow.
In lattices with fixed depth and defect scale, vortex solitons are completely stable provided
that the propagation constant exceeds a critical value. In particular, we illustrate that the
variation of topological charges slightly influences the existence and stability domains of
vortex solitons. This is in contrast to all previous studies and allows the experimental
realization of vortex solitons with higher charges without changing the parameters of an
optical setting.
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2.2. Theoretical model
We consider light propagation along the z axis of a defocusing Kerr medium with an
imprinted transverse modulation of the refractive index. Dynamics of the beam can














+ |A|2A − pR(x, y)A. (1)
Here, the longitudinal z and transverse x, y coordinates are scaled in the terms of diffraction
length and beam width, respectively; p denotes the lattice depth; the refractive-index profile
is given by R(x, y) = cos2(Ωr) for r ≥ (2N − 1)π/(2Ω) and R(x, y) = 0 otherwise, where
r = (x2 + y2)1/2 is the radial distance, Ω is the frequency, and N = 1, 2... is the number of rings
removed from the lattice and characterizes the defect scale. Thus, the transverse modulation
of refractive index features a lower-index guiding core. By comparing the defocusing bulk
media without external potentials, the radial lattices with defects can confine the beams in a
local region. An example of such refractive-index landscapes is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Radial lattice with a defect.
Although there are defects in radial lattices, the wings of nonlinear modes still penetrate
into the bulk of lattices. Thus, the existence of nonlinear modes strongly depends on the
transverse lattices. Since the term 1/rd/dr in Laplacian can be neglected at r → ∞, the
band-gap structure of a radially symmetric lattice is slightly different from that of 1D periodic
lattice [43]. Thus, it is convenient to use the band-gap structure of 1D periodic lattice to
approximately analyze the existence of solitons. Due to the fact that nonlinear modes in
defocusing Kerr media can only be found in the finite gaps, we are interested in the solitons















We search for stationary solutions of Eq. (1) by assuming A(x, y, z) = q(r) exp(ibz + imφ),
where q is a r-dependent real function depicting the profile of stationary solution, b is a
propagation constant associating with the energy flow, and m is an integer known as the
topological charge of vortex soliton. The nonlinear mode degenerates to a fundamental











q − 2bq − 2q3 + 2pRq = 0, (2)
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which can be solved numerically by means of a Newton iterative method. Mathematically,
various families of stationary solutions are determined by the propagation constant b, lattice
depth p, modulation frequency Ω and defect scale N. We vary b, p, N and fix Ω ≡ 2 in this
section.
The stability of solitons can be analyzed by considering the perturbed solution in the form
of: A(x, y, z) = [q(r) + u(r) exp(λz + inφ) + v∗(r) exp(λ∗z − inφ)] exp(ibz + imφ), here the
perturbation components u, v could grow with a complex rate λ during propagation, and
n is an integer representing the angle dependence of the perturbation and is termed as an
azimuthal index. The substitution of the perturbed solution into Eq. (1) results in a system of
eigenvalue equations:
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− (m − n)
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r2
)v + bv + (u + 2v)q2 − pRv. (3)
The coupled equations can be solved by a finite-difference method. In Cartesian coordinates,
the square of the above linearization operator is self-adjoint if the stationary solutions are
angle independent (fundamental solitons). Thus, the discrete eigenvalue is either purely real
or purely imaginary. The instability growth rates with purely real parts correspond to the
Vakhitov-Kolokolov (V-K) instability [44]. When the stationary solutions are angle dependent
(vortex solitons), the eigenvalues may have both real and imaginary parts associating with an
oscillatory instability. Stationary solutions are completely stable provided that all real parts of
eigenvalues equal zero.
2.3. Discussions
First, we consider vortex solitons with unit charge supported by the defocusing Kerr media
with an imprinted radial lattice with a defect. Without loss of generality, we set the defect
scale N = 10 in the following discussions. In contrast to the fundamental solitons, the energy
flow U of vortices is always a monotonically decreasing function of propagation constant
b [Fig. 2(a)]. We stress that the vortex solitons here are bright or ring-profile ones whose
amplitudes decay to zero at infinity. Such vortices cannot be bifurcated from the dark vortices
supported by the bulk defocusing media in the vanishing lattice. In other words, vortex
soliton only exists when the lattice depth exceeds a critical value. For example, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), the threshold value of lattice depth for the appearances of vortices with unit charge is
pth ≈ 1.18, below which no vortex solutions can be found. Therefore, the vortex in the present
lattice system is not a continuum of dark vortex in the vanishing lattice case, and it belongs to
a different soliton family. For p ≤ 2.57, the existence domain expands with the lattice depth.
It shrinks with the growth of lattice depth if p ∈ (2.57, 7.05], due to the restriction of the
ascending lower edge of the first band gap. It is the restriction of the first gap which accounts
for the hoofed existence domain [Fig. 2(b)].
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) display two typical profiles of vortex solitons with unit charge at different
energy flow. The vortex at higher energy flow looks like a flat-topped beam embedded with
a dark core at which the amplitude is zero and the phase is undefined. Vortices become more
localized with the growth of propagation constant. Vortices at higher energy flow penetrate
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oscillatory instability. Stationary solutions are completely stable provided that all real parts of
eigenvalues equal zero.
2.3. Discussions
First, we consider vortex solitons with unit charge supported by the defocusing Kerr media
with an imprinted radial lattice with a defect. Without loss of generality, we set the defect
scale N = 10 in the following discussions. In contrast to the fundamental solitons, the energy
flow U of vortices is always a monotonically decreasing function of propagation constant
b [Fig. 2(a)]. We stress that the vortex solitons here are bright or ring-profile ones whose
amplitudes decay to zero at infinity. Such vortices cannot be bifurcated from the dark vortices
supported by the bulk defocusing media in the vanishing lattice. In other words, vortex
soliton only exists when the lattice depth exceeds a critical value. For example, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), the threshold value of lattice depth for the appearances of vortices with unit charge is
pth ≈ 1.18, below which no vortex solutions can be found. Therefore, the vortex in the present
lattice system is not a continuum of dark vortex in the vanishing lattice case, and it belongs to
a different soliton family. For p ≤ 2.57, the existence domain expands with the lattice depth.
It shrinks with the growth of lattice depth if p ∈ (2.57, 7.05], due to the restriction of the
ascending lower edge of the first band gap. It is the restriction of the first gap which accounts
for the hoofed existence domain [Fig. 2(b)].
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) display two typical profiles of vortex solitons with unit charge at different
energy flow. The vortex at higher energy flow looks like a flat-topped beam embedded with
a dark core at which the amplitude is zero and the phase is undefined. Vortices become more
localized with the growth of propagation constant. Vortices at higher energy flow penetrate
deeply into the bulk of lattice, which leads to the multi-ring structures of beam intensity
distributions.
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To examine the stability of vortex solitons with unit charge, we conduct linear-stability
analysis on the stationary solutions according to Eqs. (3). Typical spectra of the linearization
operator for vortex solitons at b = −0.8 and b = −0.1 in lattice with defect scale N = 10
at p = 4.2 are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Vortices at higher energy flow
suffer an oscillatory instability with complex growth rates [Re(λ) �Im(λ)], while vortices
at lower or moderate energy flow are completely stable [Re(λ) = 0]. To confirm the stability
analysis results, we numerically integrate Eq. (1) with a standard beam propagation method
code, using the stationary solutions as the initial inputs. Representative unstable and stable
propagation examples are illustrated in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Obviously, unstable vortex solitons
can survive large distances (hundreds of diffraction lengths), greatly exceeding the present
experimentally feasible sample lengths.
We summarize the linear-stability analysis results in Fig. 2(b). We show the critical value
of propagation constant bn=1cr above which no perturbations with the azimuthal index n and
nonzero real part of growth rate were found. Vortex solitons are dynamically stable in a broad
region near the upper cutoffs of propagation constant. It is the combination of defocusing
nonlinearity and confining potential who affords the stability of vortex solitons. The precise
structure of instability regions (patched) is rather complicated. There may exist multiple
narrow stability windows.
Now, we focus on the vortex solitons with higher topological charges in radially lattices with
defects imprinted in a defocusing Kerr medium. Figure 4(a) shows the hoofed existence
domain of vortex solitons with m = 3. Vortex solitons can be found in lattices with
p ∈ [1.18, 6.97]. By comparing the existence domains of vortex solitons with m = 1 [Fig. 2(b)]
Figure 2. (a) Energy flow of vortex solitons with m = 1 vs b for different p. (b) Areas of existence and
instability (patched) on the (p, b) plane. Solid lines denote the edges of the first gap of 1D periodic lattice.
(c, d) Contour and amplitude profiles of vortices at p = 4.2, b = −0.8, U = 556.2 and p = 4.2, b = −0.1,
U = 37.9, respectively. In all cases N = 10.
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and m = 3, one can find that the upper cutoff of propagation constant drops from ∼ −0.04
to ∼ −0.08, which leads to the decrease of the upper threshold value of lattice depth p (from
7.05 to 6.97) and thus the shrinkage of the existence domain. Yet, the existence area of vortex
solitons with m = 3 still occupies almost the whole of the first gap of undefected lattice (for
b < 0).
The energy flow of vortex solitons with m = 3 also decreases with the propagation constant.
The pronounced decaying oscillations of such modes in the bulk of lattice become stronger
with the decrease of propagation constant [Fig. 4(b)]. The maxima of intensity distribution
around the phase dislocation move towards the center of the defect core with the growth of
propagation constant. Figure 4(c) displays an example of screw-type phase distribution of
vortex soliton with m = 3.
The instability of vortex solitons with higher charges usually depends on the azimuthal index
n [17, 26, 45]. Linear-stability analysis results reveal that for vortices with m = 3, the instability
area associating with n = 2 is always dominant. For vortex solitons with m = 3 in a lattice
with p = 5, the widths of instability windows associating with azimuthal indices n = 1, 2
and 3 occupy ≈ 26.77%, ≈ 38.69% and ≈ 16.93% of the width of the whole existence domain,
respectively. An example of instability growth rate corresponding to azimuthal index n = 2
versus propagation constant is illustrated in Fig. 4(d). It indicates that vortex solitons suffer
weak azimuthal instability, which allows them to propagate without obvious shape distortion
over large propagation distances. Vortex solitons will be completely stable provided that the
propagation constant exceeds a critical value.
By comparing the stability areas of vortex solitons with m = 1 [Fig. 2(b)] and m = 3 [Fig. 4(a)],
one finds that the stability area of vortices with m = 3 is slightly narrower than that of
Figure 3. Spectra of the linearization operator (a, b) and unstable and stable propagations (c, d) of
vortex solitons shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
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vortices with m = 1, which constitutes one of our central results. That is to say, the stability
area is slightly affected by the growth of topological charge, which allows one to realize
stable vortex solitons with even higher charges. Since vortices with different charges share
a collective stability area, one can input beams with different charges to excite vortex solitons
with corresponding charges in certain parameter windows without changing the lattice depth,
defect scale, modulation frequency, etc. It should be noted again that vortex solitons with
different charges can propagate stably at lower or moderate energy flow, which is in sharp
contrast to the cases in competing media, where very high energy flow is needed to stabilize
the vortices [8, 10]. Thus, in addition to the Bessel lattice [17], the radial lattice with a defect is
another effective alternative for the realization of stable vortex solitons at lower or moderate
energy flow, especially for vortices with higher charges.
To confirm the above conclusions, we investigate the dynamics of vortices with m = 4, 5...10.
The existence and stability domains shrink slowly with the topological charge due to the
slow decrease of the upper cutoff of propagation constant. The energy flow decreases with
the growth of topological charge when the lattice parameters are fixed [Fig. 5(a)]. This can
be explained by the law of conservation of energy. For linearly polarized vortex beam, the
total energy includes two parts. The first part is the energy carried by the photons, and the
second part is the rotational energy associating with the orbital angular momentum. From the
definition of the energy flow of vortex solitons, one finds that the expression of energy flow
only defines the energy carried by the photons. Yet, the rotational energy of vortex solitons is
proportion to the square of topological charge and effectively rotational radius. Given that the
allowed energy of different modes in a fixed system is a constant, the energy flow carried by
Figure 4. (a) Areas of existence and instability (patched) of vortex solitons with m = 3 on the (p, b)
plane. Solid lines denote the edges of the first gap of 1D periodic lattice. (b) Profiles of vortices at
p = 4.2. (c) Phase distribution at b = −0.5, p = 4.2. (d) Real part of instability growth rate associating
with n = 2 vs b at p = 5. In all cases N = 10.
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photons decreases with the increase of rotational energy. The conclusion may be generalized
to vortex solitons with continuous intensity distributions in other models.
The above discussions can also explain the decrease of the thickness of vortex solitons
shown in Fig. 5(b). With the growth of topological charge, the decrease of effective mass
of the beam is in companion with the increase of effectively rotational radius and angular
velocity. For fixed propagation constant, the delocalization of vortex soliton weakens with
the growth of topological charge. A representative propagation example of unstable vortex
solitons is illustrated in Fig. 5(c). The vortex can propagate without visible shape distortion
over hundreds of diffraction lengths. Figures 5(d) and 5(e) show two instances of stable
propagations of vortex solitons at b = −0.4 with topological charges m = 6 and 9, respectively.
The phase structure of vortex soliton at z = 1024 with m = 9 is displayed in Fig. 5(f).
Finally, we briefly discuss the influence of lattice parameters on the existence of vortex
solitons. Vortex solutions cannot be found in radial lattices without defects. The existence
domain expands with the growth of defect scale and approaches an ultimate at N = 4. It
shrinks with the increase of modulation frequency Ω. The existence domain shrinks slowly
with the topological charge if other parameters are fixed. No matter what topological charge
or lattice parameters are, the stable area always occupies a region near the upper cutoffs of
propagation constant. We stress that although the vortex solitons residing in the patched
areas shown in Figs. 2(b) and 4(a) are unstable, they can survive large propagation distances.
Unstable vortex solitons with higher charges exhibit a similar behavior. Thus, we expect that
all vortices in radial lattices with defects can be observed in experiments.
Figure 5. (a) Energy flow of vortex solitons with different m vs b. (b) Profiles of vortex solitons with
different m at b = −0.4. (c, d) Unstable and stable propagations of vortex solitons with m = 6 at
b = −0.67 and b = −0.4, respectively. (e, f) Field modulus and phase distribution of vortex soliton with
m = 9 at b = −0.4, z = 1024. In all panels, p = 5.
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3. Higher charged vortex solitons in azimuthally modulated Bessel lattice
3.1. Introduction
Besides the harmonic lattice, there is another important optical lattice with unique symmetry,
the Bessel lattice, which can be created by nondiffracting Bessel beams with cylindrical
symmetry. Kartashov et al. systematically investigated the dynamics of various types of
solitons supported by the Bessel lattices, including multipole-mode solitons [46], ring-profile
vortex solitons [17], spatiotemporal solitons [27] etc. Necklace [47], broken ring solitons [48]
can also be trapped stably in different order Bessel lattices. For a review of the early works,
see [23].
Interestingly, Bessel lattices with azimuthal modulation are also possible [25, 49]. Such lattices
resemble highly nonlinear micro-structured fibres [50] and may be realized in experiment
by several incoherent Bessel beams with different intensities and orders [49]. The complex
lattices can also be created in photorefractive crystals by the phase-imprinting technique
[50, 51]. The azimuthally modulated lattices exhibit several discrete guiding channels of linear
refractive index. Stable soliton complexes and azimuthal switching in focusing cubic media
with modulated Bessel lattices were reported in [49]. Neighboring components in soliton
complex are out-of-phase. Ring-shaped and single-site solitons were observed in azimuthally
modulated lattices [50, 51]. Especially, by using group-theory techniques, Kartashov et al.
derived a general “charge/stability rule” for vortex solitons supported by the azimuthal
Bessel lattice [25].
In Ref. [31], Desyathikov and his coworkers introduced a novel class of spatially localized
self-trapped ringlike singular optical beams in focusing cubic and saturable media, the
so-called “azimuthons”. The amplitude of such states is a spatially localized ring modulated
azimuthally, and the phase of the azimuthon is a staircase function of the polar angle. This
concept provided an important missing link between the radially symmetric vortices and
rotating soliton clusters [52]. Following this work, stable azimuthons in nonlocal nonlinear
media were found when the nonlocality parameter exceeds a certain threshold value [53, 54].
However, stable azimuthons are only found in media with nonlocal responses. Azimuthons
in local nonlinear media unavoidably experience azimuthal modulation instability upon
propagation. In this section, we elucidate the existence and stability properties of azimuthons
(vortex solitons with special amplitude distribution) supported by the azimuthally modulated
Bessel lattices. It is the combination of nontrivial phase and lattice confinement who affords
the existence of azimuthons. Thus, the azimuthons we obtained provide a missing link
between the radially symmetric vortices and nonrotating soliton clusters although they break
the radial symmetry due to the potential we used. Similar to the “azimuthons” stated in [31],
the nonlinear localized modes we discussed can also be attributed to the two contributions
induced by the internal energy flow and the modulated beam respectively. In sharp contrast
to the cases in focusing cubic media [25], we reveal that the “stability rule” in defocusing
cubic media is quite the reverse. The result is in good agreement with the conclusion given by
[55] where the stability of discrete vortex solitons supported by hexagonal photonic lattices in
focusing media is opposite to the stability in the defocusing one, though the discussions were
limited to the single-charged and double-charged vortex solitons.
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3.2. Theoretical model
We consider beam propagation along the z axis in defocusing cubic media with an imprinted
transverse refractive index modulation. The dynamics of the nonlinear modes supported by
such a scheme can be described by Eq. (1)
Here, the parameter p describes the lattice depth. The profile of the modulated lattice is given
by R(x, y) = J2nJ [(2blin)
1/2r] cos2(nφ), where nJ denotes the order of the Bessel function, φ is
the azimuthal angle, n stands for the azimuthal index and blin defines the transverse lattice
scale. Typical transverse linear refractive index modulation induced by the first order Bessel
lattice with azimuthal index n = 2 is shown in Fig. 6(a). The local lattice maxima situated
closer to the lattice center are more pronounced than others. The number of guiding channels
in the main ring is given by 2n.
Figure 6. (a) First-order Bessel lattice with azimuthal index n = 2. (b) Profile of the first linear modes
with n = 2.
Experimentally, Eq. (1) can be realized by launching a modulated Bessel beam into a
photorefractive crystal in the ordinary polarization direction and a soliton beam in the
extraordinary polarization direction [46]. In the particular case of optical lattice induction
in SBN crystal biased with dc electric field ∼ 105 V/m, for laser beams with 10μm the
propagation distance z ∼ 1 corresponds to 1mm of actual crystal length, while amplitude
q ∼ 1 corresponds to peak intensity about 50 mW/cm2 [25]. Note that Eq. (1) can also
be treated as Gross-Pitaevskii equation for a 2D Bose-Einstein condensate with repulsive
interatomic interactions trapped in an optical lattice created by an azimuthally modulated
Bessel beam.
We search for stationary solutions of Eq. (1) in the form of A(x, y, z) = [qr(x, y) +
iqi(x, y)] exp(ibz), where qr and qi are real and imaginary parts of the solution profiles and
b is a nonlinear propagation constant. The twisted phase structure of the stationary solutions
can be defined by m = arctan(qi/qr)/2π, where m is the so-called “topological charge” of










qr,i − bqr,i − (q2r + q2i )qr,i + pRqr,i = 0 (4)
We fix blin ≡ 2 and vary b, p and n without loss of generality.
To elucidate the stability properties of solitons, we search for perturbed solutions of Eq. (1) in
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iqi(x, y)] exp(ibz), where qr and qi are real and imaginary parts of the solution profiles and
b is a nonlinear propagation constant. The twisted phase structure of the stationary solutions
can be defined by m = arctan(qi/qr)/2π, where m is the so-called “topological charge” of










qr,i − bqr,i − (q2r + q2i )qr,i + pRqr,i = 0 (4)
We fix blin ≡ 2 and vary b, p and n without loss of generality.
To elucidate the stability properties of solitons, we search for perturbed solutions of Eq. (1) in
the form A(x, y, z) = [qr + iqi + (ur + iui) exp(λz)] exp(ibz), where ur and ui are the real and
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imaginary parts of the perturbations, respectively. Substituting the perturbed solution into
Eq. (1) and linearizing ur,i around qr,i yield a system of coupled Schrödinger-type equations
for perturbation components ur,i:








ur,i − bur,i + pRur,i − (3q2r,i + q2i,r)ur,i − 2qrqiui,r (5)
where ur,i may grow with a complex rate λ during the propagation of solitons. The
eigenfunctions ur,i and eigenvalues λ can be solved numerically. The solitons are stable only
when all real parts of λ equal zero.
3.3. Discussions
Before we discuss the dynamics of vortex solitons (azimuthons), it is important to understand
the origin of such nonlinear modes. After removing the nonlinear term in Eq. (4),
the linear equation has infinite eigenvalues and the corresponding linear eigen-modes.
Nonlinear modes bifurcate from these linear modes while the nonlinearity cannot be ignored.
Fundamental solitons always bifurcate from the first linear modes and higher order solitons
associate with the other linear modes. Corresponding to the azimuthal Bessel lattice shown
in Fig. 6(a), we plot the first eigen-mode of the linearized equation of Eq. (4) in Fig. 6(b). The
profile of linear mode possesses several amplitude peaks covering on a constitutive ring-like
substrate, thus it looks like azimuthons. Such linear modes intuitively indicate the possible
profiles of nonlinear modes in the nonlinear system.
Mathematically, the refractive index modulation contributed by the modulated Bessel lattice
increases linearly with the growth of lattice depth. However, this relationship cannot hold for
practical crystal when the lattice is modulated very deep. Thus, the practical realization of
stable vortex solitons with higher topological charges becomes infeasible by solely increasing
the lattice depth of the first-order lattice to a very large value. Fortunately, the higher-order
Bessel lattice can suppress the azimuthal instability of vortex solitons effectively [26]. To study
the properties of vortex solitons with higher charges, one must consider the higher order
modulated Bessel lattices.
The following discussion will focus on azimuthons (vortex solitons) carrying different
topological charges supported by azimuthally modulated Bessel lattices imprinted in
defocusing cubic media. For the convenience of comparing with the results of Ref. [25], we
assume R(x, y) = J2n[(2blin)
1/2r] cos2(nφ), where the order of lattice equals to the azimuthal
index. We also search for stationary solutions of azimuthons by a relaxation method. A
Gauss beam multiplying a phase dislocation with charge m was selected as an initial iterative
guess solution. Figure 7 displays some instances of azimuthons supported by the azimuthally
modulated lattices with n = 4 and 6. The azimuthons exhibit spatially modulated patterns
which are in contrast to the vortices in unmodulated Bessel lattices [17], where the vortices are
ring-shaped. The number of amplitude peaks is determined by the azimuthal index n. Like
the vortices in focusing media [25], azimuthons with similar amplitude distributions allow
different topological charges. In the fourth-order Bessel lattices with azimuthal index n = 4,
azimuthons can be found only for m = 1, 2 and 3. In sufficiently deep lattices with fixed b and
p, the discreteness of azimuthons increases with the growth of the topological charge m, while
the “radii” of the azimuthons are almost the same. Such properties are similar to the vortex
solitons in focusing media [25]. For fixed p and n, the azimuthons will expand to the outer
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lattice rings at small b and shrink to the main guiding lattice ring at larger b. The local minima
of azimuthons around the lattice ring approaches to zero when b → bco.
We also find azimuthons supported by lattices with different azimuthal indices. Numerical
study reveals that azimuthon solutions can be found only when the relation 0 < m < n
is satisfied. The relation also holds for the vortex solitons in focusing cubic media [25]. The
phase difference between the neighboring components is mπ/n, which differs from the vortex
solitons in harmonic lattices [56] or necklace solitons in Bessel lattices [47].
The properties of azimuthons supported by azimuthally modulated Bessel lattice are
summarized in Fig. 8. The power of azimuthons is a descending curve due to the defocusing
nonlinearity [Fig. 8(a)]. Azimuthon solutions cannot be found when the propagation constant
exceeds a certain value which corresponds to an eigen-value of the linearized equation of
Eq. (4). The upper propagation constant cutoffs of vortex solutions with m = 1 and 3 are
displayed in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c). The existence areas expand with the growth of lattice depth
for fixed topological charge and shrink with the growth of topological charges for fixed lattice
depth. There is a lower threshold lattice depth for supporting azimuthons. Comparing the
points of b → 0 in Fig. 8(b) and 8(c), we find that the threshold lattice depth grows with the
increase of topological charge m.
To comprehensively understand the stability properties of azimuthons supported by lattices
with different depths and azimuthal indices, we performed the linear stability analysis on
azimuthons in lattices with order (azimuthal index) n up to 10 and lattice depths p ≤ 80.
We numerically derived an important “stability rule” for azimuthons in the azimuthally
modulated Bessel lattice imprinted in defocusing media. That is, azimuthons might be stable
only when the topological charge satisfies the condition:
0 < m ≤ n/2 (6)
Figure 7. Amplitude distributions of azimuthons with m = 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c, d). Parameters
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Lattice order Available charges and stability status
n=2 m=1 unstable
n=3 m=1 stable m=2 unstable
n=4 m=1 stable m=2 stable m=3 unstable
n=5 m=1 stable m=2 stable m=3 unstable m=4 unstable
n=6 m=1 stable m=2 stable m=3 stable m=4 unstable m=5 unstable
Table 1. The stability status of azimuthons for different lattice orders.
where n > 2. Azimuthons with m = n/2 for even n may be stable or unstable depending
on the lattice parameters. There exists a narrow instability area near b → 0 when the lattice
is modulated shallow (near its lower threshold value). For deeper lattices, completely stable
azimuthons are possible. A summary of “stability rule” is presented in Table 1. The table
shows the stability status of azimuthons for different lattice orders. It is exactly opposite
to the Table I in [25], which was derived by the group-theory and is valid in the focusing
cubic media. This finding also verifies the very recent reports [55, 57] in which the stability of
discrete vortex solitons supported by hexagonal photonic lattices in focusing media is proved
to be opposite to the stability in the defocusing ones. We note that our conclusion is more
general since the above two studies are restricted to the single- and double-charge discrete
vortex solitons.
Linear instability analysis results of some unstable azimuthons supported by the fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-order lattices are shown in Fig. 8(d)-8(f). Note the relation between the
azimuthal index and topological charge does not satisfy the condition Eq. (6). The instability
domain vanishes only when propagation constant approaches to the upper cutoff. Direct
propagation simulation examples of stable and unstable propagation of azimuthons are
presented in Fig. 9.
Figure 8. (a) Power of azimuthons with m = 1, 2 and 3 vs propagation constant, n = 4, p = 30.
Propagation constant cutoff bco vs lattice depth p for azimuthons with m = 1 (b) and 3 (c). Real parts of
instability growth rate λ vs propagation constant for azimuthons supported by the fourth- (d), fifth- (e),
and sixth- (f) order lattices with p = 30, m = 3, p = 35, m = 3, p = 35, m = 5, respectively. Azimuthal
index n = 4 in (a-d), 5 in (e) and 6 in (f).
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The azimuthons aforementioned are restricted to the particular cases of n = nJ . In fact,
azimuthon solutions can also be found when n �= nJ . Contrary to the intuition and the cases
in nonlocal media [53], the charge m of available azimuthon solutions is independent of the
lattice order nJ but less than the azimuthal index n. The initial input guess solutions with
m ≥ n may converge to the nonlinear modes of the following three different categories: 1.
an azimuthon with charge m� < n; 2. a multipole mode or necklace soliton with neighboring
components out-of phase; 3. a multipole mode or necklace soliton embedded into a global
skew phase whose charge m�� = m − n. Thus, we conclude that azimuthon solutions can only
be found for m < n. The reason may be attributed to the Kerr media with a local nonlinear
response in our model [31].
4. Higher-charged vortices in mixed linear-nonlinear circular arrays
4.1. Introduction
Recent studies demonstrated that the transverse nonlinearity modulation of optical materials
can substantially affect the existence conditions and stability properties of spatial solitons [58].
Current technologies allow one to realize both the linear refractive index and the nonlinearity
modulation of materials, for example, in photonic crystals with holes infiltrated with highly
nonlinear materials [59]. Nonlinearity can also be modulated by changing the concentration
of dopants upon fabrication [60] or be achieved in arrays written in glass by high-intensity
femtosecond laser pulses [61].
Very recently, various types of one-dimensional solitons in the form of odd, even, dipole,
triple, vector solitons, and two-dimensional solitons in the form of fundamental, multi-pole,
vortex, surface solitons, and three-dimensional solitons in the form of light-bullets and optical
tandems were predicted in competing linear and nonlinear lattices [18, 62–64] or in purely
nonlinear lattices [19, 65–67]. On the other hand, spatially modulated nonlinearity may result
in controllable soliton shape transformations [18, 62]. Bound states with an arbitrary number
of solitons can be found in media with spatially inhomogeneous nonlinearities [68]. The
power-dependent location of stationary solitons and their stability in linear-nonlinear lattices
were analyzed in Refs. [69], where the position and stability of the solitons become functions
of the power.
Besides models with periodically modulated nonlinearity, settings with local nonlinearity
modulation were also suggested [70]. In particular, Kartashov et al. demonstrated
that necklace solitons can be supported by circular waveguide arrays with out-of-phase
modulation of nonlinearity and linear refractive index [63]. They revealed that the stability
domain of necklace solitons expands with the increase of the number of necklace spots.
Figure 9. Stable and unstable propagation of azimuthons. (a, b) n = 5, m = 2, p = 30, b = 0.4. (c, d)
n = 6, m = 4, p = 35, b = 0.4. White noise was added into (a).
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can substantially affect the existence conditions and stability properties of spatial solitons [58].
Current technologies allow one to realize both the linear refractive index and the nonlinearity
modulation of materials, for example, in photonic crystals with holes infiltrated with highly
nonlinear materials [59]. Nonlinearity can also be modulated by changing the concentration
of dopants upon fabrication [60] or be achieved in arrays written in glass by high-intensity
femtosecond laser pulses [61].
Very recently, various types of one-dimensional solitons in the form of odd, even, dipole,
triple, vector solitons, and two-dimensional solitons in the form of fundamental, multi-pole,
vortex, surface solitons, and three-dimensional solitons in the form of light-bullets and optical
tandems were predicted in competing linear and nonlinear lattices [18, 62–64] or in purely
nonlinear lattices [19, 65–67]. On the other hand, spatially modulated nonlinearity may result
in controllable soliton shape transformations [18, 62]. Bound states with an arbitrary number
of solitons can be found in media with spatially inhomogeneous nonlinearities [68]. The
power-dependent location of stationary solitons and their stability in linear-nonlinear lattices
were analyzed in Refs. [69], where the position and stability of the solitons become functions
of the power.
Besides models with periodically modulated nonlinearity, settings with local nonlinearity
modulation were also suggested [70]. In particular, Kartashov et al. demonstrated
that necklace solitons can be supported by circular waveguide arrays with out-of-phase
modulation of nonlinearity and linear refractive index [63]. They revealed that the stability
domain of necklace solitons expands with the increase of the number of necklace spots.
Figure 9. Stable and unstable propagation of azimuthons. (a, b) n = 5, m = 2, p = 30, b = 0.4. (c, d)
n = 6, m = 4, p = 35, b = 0.4. White noise was added into (a).
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Although vortex solitons in linear-nonlinear or in purely nonlinear lattices were studied in
[18, 19], the discussions were limited to the vortices with unit charge. In fact, stable localized
vortex solitons with charges higher than two were only predicted in media modulated by
Bessel-like lattices [25, 26]. In addition, the stability domain of vortex solitons in all previous
studies shrinks rapidly with the growth of topological charge.
In this section, following the theoretical model proposed by Kartashov and his coworkers
[63], we address the existence and stability properties of vortex solitons with higher charges
supported by a circular array with mixed out-of-phase linear-nonlinear refractive index
modulation. We find that vortex solution can be found only when its topological charge is less
than half of the number of waveguides. Vortex solitons expand radially with the propagation
constant when the phase difference between neighboring lobes is greater than π/2 and shrink
radially when the phase difference between neighboring lobes is smaller than π/2. For vortex
solitons with fixed charges, the stability weakens with the growth of waveguide sites. In
particular, we demonstrate that vortex solitons with higher charges tend to be more stable
than those with lower charges, which in sharp contrast to the cases in uniform or periodical
lattice modulated media.
4.2. Theoretical model
We consider a beam propagation along the z axis in a circular waveguide array with
out-of-phase modulation of linear refractive index and nonlinearity coefficient. Evolution of














− [1 − δR(x, y)]|A|2A − pR(x, y)A = 0 (7)
where p and δ are the depths of modulation of linear refractive index and nonlinearity.
We adopt modulation function of the linear refractive index and nonlinearity as R(x, y) =
Σnk=1 exp[−(x − xk)2/d2 − (y − yk)2/d2], which means a circular array composed by n
Gaussian waveguides with widths d = 1/2 and centers (xk, yk) located on a ring of radius
nr0/2 [63]. To guarantee that waveguides do not overlap and the soliton components
residing in neighboring waveguides can interact with each other, we select r0 = 0.6. The
nonlinear coefficient γ = 1 − δR attains its minima where the linear refractive index attains
maxima. Thus, the nonlinearity modulation and linear refractive index modulation are
out-of-phase. The length of the arc between adjacent waveguides remains the same for any n
since the radius of the array increases linearly with n. Equation (1) admits several conserved
quantities, including the power or energy flow U =
∫ ∫ ∞





2 | ∂A∂x |2 + 12 | ∂A∂y |2 − pR|A|2 − 12 γ|A|4]dxdy.
We search for vortex solutions of Eq. (7) in the form of A(x, y, z) = [qr(x, y) +
iqi(x, y)] exp(ibz), where qr(x, y) and qi(x, y) are real and imaginary parts of the solution
profiles and b is a nonlinear propagation constant. Substituting the expression into Eq. (7)
leads to two coupled ordinary differential equations in terms of qr and qi, which can be solved
numerically by a two-dimensional relaxation algorithm. The stability characteristics of vortex
solitons can be understood by numerically solving the eigenvalue of Eqs. (5).
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Figure 10. (a) Power of vortex solitons with unit charge versus b for different δ values. (b) Hamiltonian
versus power corresponding to (a). (c-f) Soliton profiles marked in (a) at b = 2.1 (c) and 3.5, 4.12, 4.60 in
(d-f). In all panels n = 4, p = 6.
4.3. Single-charged vortices
First, we address the properties of vortex solitons supported by a circular waveguide array
with n = 4. Typical vortex solitons with unit charge are illustrated in Fig. 10. Vortex solitons
reflect their distinctive modulated profiles. The field modulus distribution of such state is a
spatially localized ring modulated azimuthally, and the phase changes 2mπ along a closed
trajectory including the beam centre [Figs. 10(c)-10(f)]. Thus, they look like the so-called
“azimuthons” in local and nonlocal nonlinear media [31, 53]. Vortex solitons are composed of
n lobes located in different waveguides of the array with phase difference 2mπ/n between
the neighboring lobes. This phase difference determines the net force contributed by the
interactions of vortex lobes. There are n local intensity minima connecting the n lobes for small
and moderate propagation constant. The discreteness of solitons strengthens for b → blow and
b → ∞.
If the modulation depth of the local nonlinearity is small (δ ≤ 0.5), the lobes of vortices stay
around sites of linear waveguide array. However, the competition between the linear and
nonlinear refraction may result in a remarkable shape transformation at δ > 0.5, due to the
concentration of the light energy in regions where the nonlinearity is stronger. Interestingly,
there exists a transition point of propagation constant btr at which the vortex soliton features
a ring-shaped profile [Fig. 10(e)], which is analogous to the cases in lattice-free media or in
media with imprinted Bessel lattices [17]. The nonlinearity modulation gives rise to unusual
power-controlled soliton shape transformations [Figs. 10(d)-10(f)]. Note that the four lobes
of vortex solitons at b > btr for δ = 1 reside in the regions between neighboring waveguide
sites of the circular array [Fig. 10(f)], while the lobes of vortex solitons at b < btr reside in the
waveguide sites [Fig. 10(d)]. Similar to the cases in harmonic lattices [56], vortex solitons may
be termed as “on-site” vortices at b < btr and “off-site” vortices at b > btr.
The power of vortex solutions is a nonmonotonic function of propagation constant, due to
the competition between the linear and nonlinear refractive index contributions [Fig. 10(a)].
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Figure 11. (a) Power of vortex solitons with unit charge versus b. Soliton profiles at b = 2.50 (b), 5.70 (c)
and 7.57 (d). Rings in (b-d) denote circular array of waveguides. In all panels n = 8, δ = 0.7, p = 6.
It increases firstly for small and moderate b and reaches a maximum, afterwards, the power
decreases gradually and approaches to a constant ultimately. The initial increase of power
indicates that the linear refractive index modulation plays a dominant role. However, the
nonlinear contribution to the refractive index dominates when the power decreases with b.
Thus, nonlinearity modulation imposes a restriction on the maximal power of vortex solitons.
Hamiltonian of vortex solitons has inflexion points corresponding to the propagation constant
value b = bin where dU/db = 0 [Fig. 10(b)]. Despite the fact that power is a decreasing
function when b > bin, the peaks of vortices still increase with the propagation constant,
which implies that the width of vortex lobes decreases rapidly for solitons at b > bin.
Next, we investigate the properties of vortex solitons with unit charge in circular waveguide
array with n = 8. The vortex solitons bifurcate from the linear modes at b = blow (U = 0)
and stop to exist at b = bupp [Fig. 11(a)]. The reason is that, for b > bupp, where the
nonlinearity modulation absolutely dominates, the strong focusing nonlinearity results in
vortex solitons with high peaks and narrow widths, which in return destroy the global
staircase-like phase connection between the neighboring lobes. In other words, the vortices
become eight independent components for b > bupp. Vortex solitons tend to shrink with the
propagation constant [Figs. 11(b)-11(d)], which is quite different from the necklace solitons
in the same regime, where necklace beams expand with the propagation constant [63]. It
can be interpreted in physics that the phase difference between the neighboring lobes is π/4
which results in an attractive force between the neighboring components of vortices. The net
attractive force strengthens with the propagation constant which leads to the radial shrinkage
of vortices. In fact, the positions of four lobes of vortex solitons in waveguide array with
n = 4 do not vary with the propagation constant because the phase difference between the
neighboring lobes is π/2.
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Figure 12. (a) Power of vortex solitons with m = 1, p = 6, n = 8 versus b at different δ values. (b) Power
of vortex solitons with different charges. (c) Instability growth rate of vortices with m = 1, n = 4 versus
b. (d) Instability growth rate of vortices with different m versus b. Field modulus distributions of vortex
solitons with m = 3 at b = 2.5 (e) and 7.17 (f). n = 8, p = 7 in (b-f) and δ = 0.7 except for (a, c).
4.4. Higher-charged vortices and their stability
The stability of vortex solitons, especially for higher-charged vortices, is always an important
problem. The following discussions will focus on the stability of vortex solitons with different
charges in circular waveguide arrays with different n and δ values. Figure 12(a) displays
the power curves of vortex solitons with unit charge in the waveguide array with n = 8 for
varying nonlinearity modulation depth δ. Vortex solitons cease to exist at b = bupp if the
nonlinearity modulation depth exceeds a certain value, which is in contrast to the vortices in
linear lattices. The power curves at different δ share a common lower propagation constant
cutoff. It means that all vortices bifurcate from a common linear mode of linearized version of
Eq. (7). The existence domains of vortex solitons become narrower with the increase of δ.
The power curves of vortex solitons with different charges at fixed δ are shown in Fig. 12(b).
Due to the discrete symmetry group of the circular waveguide array, vortex solutions can only
be found when the condition 0 < m < n/2 is satisfied, just similar to the cases in azimuthally
modulated Bessel lattices [25]. The existence domain of vortex solitons with m = 2 is narrower
than those of m = 1 and 3 which may also be attributed to the group symmetry.
For vortex solitons with unit charge in a waveguide array with n = 4, the stability area shrinks
quickly with the growth of nonlinearity modulation depth δ [Fig. 12(c)]. However, vortex
solitons with unit charge in waveguide array with n = 8 are unstable in their entire existence
domain. Interestingly enough, vortex solitons with higher topological charges can propagate
stably in the same configuration [Fig. 12(d)]. The stability analysis results shown in Fig. 12(d)
suggest that vortex solitons in a circular array can be stable only when the condition n/4 ≤
m < n/2 is satisfied. Furthermore, the stability area of vortex solitons with m = 3 is broader
than that of vortices with m = 2. That is to say, vortex solitons with higher charges are
more stable than those with lower charges which constitutes one of our central findings. We
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Figure 13. Stability (white) and instability (shaded) areas on the (δ, b) plane for vortex solitons at
m = 1, n = 4 (a) and m = 3, n = 8 (b). Vortices in regions above bin suffer V-K instability. In all panels
p = 7.
conclude that waveguide array with larger n tends to stabilize the vortices with charges close
to n/2.
Typical examples of vortices with m = 3 at different b are displayed in Figs. 12(e) and
12(f). Contrary to the vortices with m = 1 shown in Figs. 11(b)-11(d), vortices with m = 3
expand with the increase of b. As can also be explained by the phase difference between
the neighboring lobes. The phase difference between the neighboring lobes of vortices with
m = 1, 2 and 3 is π/4, π/2 and 3π/4 respectively. The net force contributed by the eight
lobes is attractive for vortices with m = 1, zero for vortices with m = 2 and repulsive for












Figure 14. Field modulus distributions of vortex solitons at m = 3, b = 2.1, δ = 0.5 (a) and
m = 5, b = 5, δ = 0.7 (b). (c) Phase structure of (b). (d) Instability growth rate of solitons with different m.
In all panels p = 7, n = 12.
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vortices with m = 3. Since the peaks of lobes grow with the propagation constant, the net
force becomes stronger and the lobes cannot be trapped on the waveguide sites, which leads
to the shrinkage of vortices with m = 1 and expansion of vortices with m = 3. The lobes of
vortices with m = 2 do not change their positions with the variation of b, just similar to the
vortices with m = 1 in waveguide array with n = 4 [Fig. 10]. Thus, we draw a conclusion
that the expansion or shrinkage of vortices is solely determined by the radio between the
topological charge and the number of waveguides.
To comprehensively understand the stability characteristics of vortex solitons, we conduct
linear stability analysis on the stationary solutions with different m in circular waveguide
array with different n for varying nonlinearity modulation depth δ. Representative stability
and instability domains on the (δ, b) plane are illustrated in Fig. 13. At larger b where dU/db <
0 (b > bin), vortices are expected to be linearly unstable according to the Vakhitov-Kolokolov
(V-K) criterion [44]. This is in good agreement to the numerical analysis results. However,
other types of instability (e.g. oscillatory instability with complex growth rates) may arise
when b < bin.
For vortex solitons with m = 1, n = 4 and m = 3, n = 8, the stability domains shrink with
the growth of nonlinearity modulation depth. Note again vortex solitons with m = 1, n = 8
are completely unstable. Comparing Fig. 13(a) with Fig. 13(b), one can immediately find that
the stability area of vortices with m = 3, n = 8 is broader than that of m = 1, n = 4. Thus,
increasing waveguide number can significantly suppress the instability of vortex solitons with
higher charges. There is an instability band near blow for vortex solitons with m = 2, n = 8
[Fig. 12(d)]. We stress that vortex solitons with higher topological charges are stable in a
wide parameter window which is hardly realized in other settings except in Bessel-like lattice
modulated media [25, 26].
Figure 15. Propagation simulations of stable (b-d, f) and unstable (a, e) vortex solitons. (a) Difference
between a vortex soliton at z = 120 and z = 0. m = 1, b = 4.5, n = 4. Propagation results of vortex
solitons at m = 2, b = 3.6, n = 8 (b), m = 3, b = 5.16, n = 8 (c), m = 3, b = 2.1, n = 12, δ = 0.5, z = 69 (e),
and m = 5, b = 5, n = 12 (f). (d) Phase structure of (c). δ = 0.7 except for (e) and z = 512 except for (a, e).
In all cases p = 7.
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To shed more light on the vortex solitons in circular waveguide array, we explore the
stationary solutions, stability and propagation dynamics of vortices in a circular array with
larger n (e. g. n = 12, 18 etc.). Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the field modulus distributions
of vortex solitons at m = 3, δ = 0.5, b = 2.1 and m = 5, δ = 0.7, b = 5 in waveguide array
with n = 12 respectively. As mentioned above, the stability of vortex solitons weakens with
the increase of nonlinearity modulation depth. Yet, vortex solitons with m = 3, δ = 0.5 are
stable in a very narrow area near blow while vortex solitons with m = 5, δ = 0.7 are stable in
a wide parameter window [Fig. 14(d)]. It reveals again that vortex solitons tend to be more
stable when m approaches to n/2.
Finally, we perform extensive propagation simulations of vortex solitons by the split-step
Fourier method to verify the linear stability analysis results. Typical stable and unstable
propagation examples are shown in Fig. 15. Figure 15(a) plots the difference of vortex
profiles at z = 120 and 0. One can infer from the simultaneous increase of four lobes that
the soliton experiences a V-K instability, that is, the unstable eigenvalues of λ are purely
real, which do not destroy the phase distribution. On the other hand, vortex soliton at
m = 3, b = 2.1, n = 12, δ = 0.5 suffers oscillatory instability (growth rate with both real
and imaginary parts) [Fig. 15(e)]. In the numerical simulations, we add white noises into the
initial inputs for stable vortices and add no noises for unstable vortices.
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1. Introduction
People’s ideas about communications have changed completely, nowadays when this
subject is mentioned almost everyone thinks of wireless communications. The demand for
broadband wireless communications offering greater and greater data rates is endless, and
the radio-technology community is trying harder and harder to satisfy this demand. Recently,
there was the worldwide launch of 4th generation (4G) systems promising 100 Mbit/s for high
mobility communications and up to 1 Gbit/s for stationary or low mobility communications.
The key to this technology is the combination of orthogonal frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) applied to multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
On the other hand, researchers in wireless optical communications (WOC) are trying
to find a way to gain the interest of communication companies by providing new and
attractive alternatives to radio communications, as we must not lose sight of the fact that
most wireless communications are established inside rooms. Thus, WOC systems offer
some advantages over their radio-frequency (RF) counterparts [15]: they are, theoretically,
unregulated and have unlimited1 bandwidth. There is also an inherent security capability, as
light (communication) is confined to the room, and there is immunity to multipath fading.
However, they are not exempt from drawbacks: strict power limitations due to eye-safety
constraints, severe path losses and multipath dispersion and, last but not least, limited
maximum achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to unavoidable natural and artificial
noise sources are the main problems.
Over the last few years, OFDM has begun to be proposed for both fibre and wireless optical
communications [4] as an effective solution to mitigating inter-symbol interference (ISI)
caused by dispersive channels. Furthermore, the frequency-domain channel equalization
provided by an OFDM system does not undergo severe complexity penalty when data rates
and dispersion increase as opposed to serial time-domain equalizers, and MIMO techniques
can be applied to these systems with relative ease. Finally, the complexity of transmitters
1 This is not strictly true for new visible-light communication (VLC) systems, where LEDs present a transmission
bandwidth limited to several MHz
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and receivers is transferred from an analogue to a digital domain by employing Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and Inverse FFT (IFFT) blocks as demodulators and modulators, respectively.
Therefore, all these aspects favour the implementation of OFDM systems in the current digital
era.
This chapter describes the characteristics of MIMO-OFDM systems applied to WOC,
discussing their benefits, but also their drawbacks, as compared with other techniques used
in order to obtain high-capacity optical data networks.
2. The optical channel model
In wireless optical communications, the optical link is typically established by means of optical
modulation (IM), in which the desired waveform is modulated onto the instantaneous power
of the carrier, in conjunction with direct detection (DD) as a down-conversion technique at the
receiver end. Therefore, the transmitted waveform x(t) is the instantaneous optical power
of the emitter, and the received waveform y(t) is the instantaneous current in the receiving
photodetector. In this way, the optical channel with IM/DD can be modelled as a baseband
linear system with impulse response h(t) or, alternatively, this can be described in terms of
the frequency response:
H( f ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h(t)e−j2π f tdt (1)
which is the Fourier transform of h(t). This channel model h(t) is practically stationary
because it only varies when emitter, receiver or objects in the room are moved by tens of
centimetres. In many applications, optical links are operated in the presence of intense
infrared and visible background light. The received background light adds shot noise, which
is usually the limiting noise source in a well-designed receiver. Due to its high intensity, this
shot noise can be modelled as white, Gaussian, and independent of x(t). When little or no
ambient light is present, the dominant noise source is receiver preamplifier noise, which is
also signal-independent and Gaussian (though often nonwhite) [15]. Thus, the noise n(t) is
usually modelled as Gaussian and signal-independent, and the instantaneous output current
at the receiver can be represented as:
y(t) = Rx(t)⊗ h(t) + n(t) (2)
where the “⊗” symbol denotes convolution and R is the detector responsivity (A/W).
According to (2), the optical link can be completely characterized by means of the impulse
response h(t) and the noise sources n(t). The knowledge of h(t) allows us to determine the
multipath penalty, which limits the maximum baud rate. The second term is related to the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which determines the performance of the digital link.
In order to evaluate the impulse response on indoor wireless optical channels, several
deterministic methods were first proposed [5]. However, these methods can only be
implemented to determine the impulse response until the third reflection due to their
computational complexity. Later on, modified Monte Carlo-based ray-tracing algorithms
were introduced, which present a lower computational cost and without limit to the number
of reflections being considered [10].
In these algorithms, ray directions are randomly generated according to the radiation pattern
from the emitter. The contribution of each ray from the source or after a bounce to the receiver
is computed deterministically. Consequently, the discretisation error is due to the number of
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random rays. The line-of-sight (LOS) and multiple-bounce impulse responses are considered
when calculating the total impulse response.
Figure 1. LOS contribution to the total received power
2.1. LOS impulse response
Given an emitter E and receiver R in an environment without reflectors (see Fig. 1), with a




RE (φ, n) Aeff (ϕ) (3)
where the emitter is modelled using a generalized Lambertian radiation pattern RE (φ, n).
Aeff (ϕ) represents the effective signal collection area of the receiver.
RE (φ, n) = n+12π PE cos
n (φ) , 0 ≤ φ ≤ π
2
(4)







1, |x| ≤ 1
0, |x| > 1 (6)
Here n is the order or mode number of the radiation lobe that specifies the directionality of the
emitter, PE the power radiated by the emitter, Ar the physical area of the receiver, and FOV
the receiver field of view (half-angle from the surface normal).
2.2. Multiple-bounce impulse response
If we now consider an emitter E and receiver R in a room with reflectors, the radiation from
the emitter can reach the receiver after any number of reflections (see Fig. 2). In the algorithm,
many rays are generated at the emitter position with a probability distribution equal to its
normalized radiation pattern RE (φ, n) /PE. The power of each generated ray is initially PE/N,
where N is the number of rays used to discretise the source. When a ray impinges on a surface,
the reflection point is converted into a new optical source, thus, a new ray is generated with
a probability distribution provided by the reflection pattern of that surface, RS (θ, θ�). The
process continues during the simulation time tmax. After each reflection, the power is reduced
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Figure 2. Geometry of emitter and receiver with reflectors. Reflection pattern of the surface is described
by Phong’s model
by the reflection coefficient of the surface (Pnew ray = ρPI), and the reflected power reaching









where d is the distance between the reflection point and receiver, and Rs (θ, θ�) is Phong’s
model, used to describe the reflection pattern of the surface [21]. This model is able to
approximate the behaviour of those surfaces that present a strong specular component. It
considers the reflection pattern as a sum of both diffuse and specular components. In this way,
surface characteristics are defined by two new parameters, the percentage of incident signal
that is reflected diffusely rd and the directivity of the specular component of the reflection m.










+ (1 − rd) m + 12π cos
m (θ − θ�)
]
(8)
where ρ is the surface reflection coefficient, PI represents the optical power of the incident ray,
θ is the observation angle, and θ� represents the incidence angle (see Fig. 2).
2.3. The MIMO optical channel
In a typical multi-user application, several emitters can be placed in the room and
an angle-diversity receiver, composed of multiple receiving elements oriented in different
directions, could be used. By using (7), the contribution of the ith ray emitted by the lth user
to the received power reaching each jth branch of the receiver during a certain time interval
(p(l)j,i,k, k
th time interval) can be computed. The total received power at the jth branch of the
optical detector in the kth time interval (width Δt) is computed as the sum of the power of the
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where ρ is the surface reflection coefficient, PI represents the optical power of the incident ray,
θ is the observation angle, and θ� represents the incidence angle (see Fig. 2).
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If we consider a normalized receiver responsivity of 1 A/W, the impulse responses h(l)j (t) at





p(l)j,k δ(t − kΔt) (10)
where K = tmax/Δt, and where we have assumed as the time origin the instant when the rays
are generated from the emitter. This process must be repeated in order to obtain the different
impulse responses between each emitter and each receiving branch in the multi-user scenario.
Figure 3. Multi-user MIMO-OFDM system for optical wireless communications
3. The MIMO-OFDM system
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the MIMO-OFDM system for multi-user communications
over an indoor wireless optical channel. As we can see in the transmitter structure, ∑p b
(l)
p
data bits are generated by lth user and modulated by using an appropriate 2b
(l)
p -QAM
(quadrature amplitude modulation) modulator, b(l)p being the number of bits conveyed by
the pth subcarrier (1 ≤ p ≤ SI). In general, we will assume b(l)p = B for every subcarrier
p and user l, but we could accommodate different number of bits to each subcarrier and
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user, adapting the throughput to the frequency characteristics of the channel [9]. Then,
N − SI zeros are padded to this set of SI symbols generated by the modulators, the first
zero being added before, corresponding to the direct-current (DC) value, and the remaining
ones after. Finally, the complex conjugate of the mirror of the word of N symbols is added
before computing the IFFT. The outgoing IFFT symbol is a real sequence of 2N points, which
can be made non-negative by adding an appropriate DC level. Moreover, a cyclic prefix
(Ne-sample extension) is inserted to combat ISI, leading to a transmitted signal with a total
of NS = 2N + Ne samples and duration TS. This positive and real signal can modulate the
intensity of light emitted by the optical source. Note that the cyclic extension prefix will be
ISI-corrupted due to the low-pass channel response and will be discarded at receiver. Next,
the FFT of the remaining 2N points will be computed at each receiving branch, and only the
first SI points (after the DC value) will be considered by the multi-user (MU) detector.
As we have L transmitters and the receiver possesses P receiving branches, the optical channel
constitutes a MIMO system, whose individual impulse responses are given by (10). We can
consider that, after the FFT processing carried out by each branch of a new received OFDM
symbol, the P-branch detector array provides the MU detector with a vector of complex
symbols xp at pth subcarrier, which is the superposition of the independently distorted signals
associated with the L users sharing the same space-frequency resource and also corrupted by
noise at the detector array elements:
xp = Hpsp + np (11)
where the vector xp ∈ CP×1 of received signals at the pth subcarrier, the vector sp ∈ CL×1 of
transmitted signals and the array noise vector np ∈ CP×1, respectively, are given by:









np = (n1p, n2p, . . . , nPp)T
where ( )T means the transpose of ( ), then xp, sp and np are all column vectors. The frequency
domain channel transfer function factor matrix Hp ∈ CP×L is composed of the set of channel





p , . . . , H
(L)
p ) (13)
each of which hosts the frequency domain channel transfer factor between the single emitter










with l = 1, . . . , L. Note that the frequency domain channel transfer factors H(l)jp , ∀p between
the lth emitter and the jth receiving branch are obtained by computing the Fourier transform
(1) at the subcarrier frequency f = p f0 over the corresponding impulse response (10), where
f0 = 1/T. Here, T is the time duration of the part of the OFDM symbol which actually
conveys information, i.e. the OFDM symbol duration excluding the cyclic prefix extension,
T = 2NTS/NS = 2NTS/(2N + Ne).
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3.1. Optimum multi-user detection
The optimum detector, when a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion is considered
and all the symbols are assumed, a priori, to have equal probability of being transmitted, is the
maximum likelihood (ML) detector [26]. This detector finds the specific L-dimensional vector
of M-ary symbols (M = 2B), which is more likely to have been transmitted. In formal terms,
ML detection is based on the idea of maximising the a posteriori probability P(s̆p
∣∣xp, Hp )
that a specific vector s̆p ∈ CL×1 of the different users’ symbols was transmitted over the
MIMO channel characterised by the channel transfer factor matrix Hp ∈ CP×L under the
condition that the vector xp ∈ CP×1 was received at the MU detector end. Note that each
evaluated vector s̆p is an element of a set MLp with a total of ML possible trial-vectors. The
aforementioned maximisation can be expressed as:
s̆p,ML = arg max
s̆p∈MLp
P(s̆p
∣∣xp, Hp ) (15)
For the optical AWGN channel, maximising P(s̆p
∣∣xp, Hp ) is equivalent to minimising the
Euclidean distance metric
∥∥xp − Hp s̆p
∥∥2
2 , ∀s̆p ∈ MLp [12], and hence we have:
s̆p,ML = arg max
s̆p∈MLp
P(s̆p
∣∣xp, Hp ) ⇔ s̆p,ML = arg min
s̆p∈MLp
∥∥xp − Hp s̆p
∥∥2
2 (16)
where � �22 denotes the squared Euclidean norm. The ML detection is excessively costly for
typical values of M-ary modulation and number of transmitting users L, since the receiver
must evaluate a total of ML Euclidean distance calculations (16) for each pth subcarrier, with SI
being the total number of subcarriers. For example, for 16-QAM modulation and L = 3 users,
the total number of operations by each subcarrier is 4 096, which is impractical. Therefore,
sub-optimum detection techniques have been devised in order to reduce the dimensionality
of the classification problem associated with selecting the specific constellation point, which
is most likely to have been transmitted by each user. Linear detection techniques are based
on obtaining linear estimates of the different users’ transmitted signals with the aid of the
weighted combining of the signals received by the different detector elements. This is
followed by separately demodulating each of the L different users’ combiner output signals.
Thus, the original ML-dimensional classification problem associated with the optimum ML
detection is reduced to L individual classification steps, each having a dimensionality of M.
In fact, the corresponding receiver associated with the lth transmitting user only has to carry
out one of these L classifications to retrieve the data that concerns it. However, when using
optimal ML detection, the receiver has to carry out ML evaluations of (16) in spite of being
concerned with only the data transmitted by its corresponding lth user.
3.2. Least squares error detector
Using a linear detector, an estimate ŝp ∈ CL×1 at the pth subcarrier band of the vector of
transmitted signals sp of the L simultaneous users is generated by linear combining the signals
received by the P different receiving branches with the aid of a weight matrix Wp ∈ CP×L:
ŝp = WHp xp (17)
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where WHp denotes the complex conjugate matrix of the matrix Wp. When least-squares (LS)
error detector is considered, also called zero-forcing (ZF) combiner, the weight matrix Wp,LS ∈






By substituting the received signal’s model of (11) and the LS estimation based weight matrix
(18) into (17), we obtain:
ŝp,LS = sp + WHp,LSnp (19)
which indicates that the LS-estimate ŝp,LS of the transmitted signal vector sp of the L





When using the LS combiner, the lth user’s associated vector component of estimate (17) of




where the lth user’s associated weight vector W(l)p,LS ∈ CP×1 coincides with the lth column
vector of the matrix Wp,LS. The complex symbol that is most likely to have been transmitted by
the lth user can be determined upon minimising the Euclidean distance between estimate (20)
of the transmitted signal obtained at the lth user’s combiner output and all the constellation
points associated with the specific modulation scheme employed. This only requires M
evaluations as compared to the ML ones of the optimum ML detector.
3.3. Frequency-domain channel transfer factor matrix estimation
From (18) and (20), we can observe that the LS detector requires the knowledge of the transfer
factor matrix Hp. The method described in [8], where TS known training sequences are used
to estimate the channel transfer function between a single user and the receiver, can be used
to estimate the matrix Hp, assuming that only one user is transmitting in a specific instant
during the training periods. If a certain known training sequence Xp is transmitted by the
lth user over the slowly time-varying wireless optical channel, the channel response of each
sub-band H(l)jp for this user at the j
th receiving branch can be estimated from the SI received




Note that the Ĥ(l)jp values are distorted by noise and therefore several training sequences
should be transmitted, and then the mean values of the estimates can be used to obtain a
better channel characterisation. In fact, by using ten training sequences, the channel response
estimation given by (21) is very close to the actual channel response, and we will obtain a
system performance very similar to that of the ideal case when a perfect knowledge of the
channel response is available [8].
4. Simulation results
In this section, the previously described multi-user OFDM system is evaluated by means of
simulations with a maximum number of L = 6 simultaneous users. The simulated room
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is 7.5 m long ×5.5 m wide ×3.5 m high [5] (see Table 1 for additional information about
the room’s characteristics and other simulation parameters: the north wall is the first you
come across if you enter the room along the x-direction). The emitters are attached to the
ceiling at different positions and their main lobes are pointed straight down (see Fig. 4). The
emitters have three lobes of radiation modelled as second order Lambertian (half-power beam
width, HPBW = 45◦): their side lobes are titled at 45◦pointing in opposite directions with
respect to the ceiling normal and one of them points towards the centre of the room floor,
where the receiver is located. The receiver consists of P = 6 branches of equal field of view
(FOV), φb = 40◦. The central branch is oriented towards the ceiling, whereas the five side
branches are tilted at 45◦and distributed uniformly at 72◦in azimuth, as depicted in Fig. 4.
Table 2 summarises the main characteristics of emitters and receiver (in the table, γi is the
angle subtended between the x-axis and an imaginary line drawn from the position of the ith
emitter towards the centre of the ceiling).
Room parameters
length (x): 7.5 m
width (y): 5.5 m








Number of rays (N): 1 000 000
Number of maximum reflections (K): 20
Resolution (Δt): 0.2 ns
Simulation time (tmax): 100 ns
Table 1. Parameters for simulation
Emitters
Locations: (x y z) m Radiation pattern Receiver
Position (x y z) m: (3.75 2.75 0.75)
Emitter 1: (0.75 0.75 3.5) Mode(n): 2 Area: 1 cm2
Emitter 2: (6.75 0.75 3.5) Number of radiation lobes: 3 FOV: 40◦
Emitter 3: (3.75 2.75 3.5) Orientation (elevation, Orientation of detector branches
Emitter 4: (0.75 4.75 3.5) azimuth): (elevation, azimuth):
Emitter 5: (3.75 4.75 3.5) (135◦ γi), (180◦ 0◦), (0◦ 0◦), (45◦ 0◦), (45◦ 72◦)
Emitter 6: (6.75 4.75 3.5) (135◦ γi + 180◦) (45◦ 144◦), (45◦ 216◦), (45◦ 288◦)
Table 2. Parameters of emitters and receiver
The channel impulse responses from each emitter (user) to each receiving branch have been
computed by using the modified Monte Carlo based ray-tracing algorithm described in
section 2. We can easily anticipate that the impulse responses of the main channel between
a certain user and the receiver will have a predominant LOS contribution because there is
always at least one branch of the receiver directly observing every point on the ceiling (see
observed impulses responses at each receiving branch in Fig. 5). This configuration could
be considered as not sufficiently exploiting the angle-diversity provided by the receiver and
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Figure 4. Location and structure of the six transmitters and the receiver in the simulation room
that non-LOS links should also be taken into account. However, the combination of the
angle-diversity receiver with the MU detector enables multi-user communication whenever
the emitters are moved apart, so the receiver does not see them as quasi-identical light sources.
In addition, the LS combiner also requires that the maximum number L of simultaneous users
does not outweigh the number P of receiving branches [12]. Therefore, we have considered
LOS links as a more realistic situation, especially for a potential system based on visible
LED lighting (VLC: Visible Light Communications). The main advantage of LOS links is the
remarkably lower transmission power required to obtain the same performance as their
non-LOS counterparts. However, it is vulnerable to shadowing: the LOS link can be blocked
momentarily by the presence of an obstacle or a human between emitter and receiver. This can
be solved by using redundant emitters or providing the system with more directive emitters
(larger lobe order n) and receivers (narrower FOVs) where shorter quasi-vertical links prevail
over longer distance smaller-angle horizontally-tilted ones, which are prone to blocking. The
shorter quasi-vertical links allow us to establish different communication networks inside a
room as their high directivity avoids interferences with neighbouring zones beyond a few
metres. This is the underlying idea in VLC, where illumination lamps are used to enable
transmission mainly with the receiving devices just underneath them. However, despite
having chosen to evaluate LOS links in this chapter as a more convenient study of future
applications, the results presented here can be easily extrapolated to non-LOS configurations.
The only difference is that, in the latter, the emissions from one user usually affect several
branches (three or more) at the receiver, which demands a greater “effort” from the MU
detector to “separate” the different signals received. Hence, a greater signal-to-noise ratio
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(SNR) will be required, as compared to the LOS counterparts, to obtain a certain level of
performance. Moreover, we must not forget that greater transmission powers are also needed
to reach those required SNR values. Typical non-LOS configurations would require up to
ten decibels more in the SNR at the receiver than LOS links [9], which would make them
impractical in many applications.
Figure 5. Impulses responses between the transmitting users and each receiving branch
In all the simulation results presented below, the number of subcarriers is N = 64 (128-point
FFT), but only SI = 52 convey data (2B-QAM modulated). A cyclic prefix extension of Ne = 32
samples was used and the transmission symbol rate was 1 Msymbol/s, which leads to a
total system throughput of B × SI × L Mbit/s (e.g. 1.248 Gbit/s for L = 6 users with every
subcarrier 16-QAM modulated). This OFDM symbol extension (Ne/(2N + Ne) = 200 ns) is
large enough to compensate for ISI in most of the non-LOS diffuse links scenarios, hence its
length could be reduced up to four times if only LOS configurations are considered (in this
case, the efficiency of the OFDM transmission 2N/(2N + Ne) would increase from 80% to
roughly 95%). However, here we have considered a more general system, valid for practically
any kind of optical link. In this case, the separation between subcarriers is Δ f = f0 =
1.25 MHz, leading to a transmission bandwidth of approximately BT = SIΔ f = 65 MHz plus
a convenient out-of-band guard [8], which is extremely practical for typical optical devices.
Finally, we used ten training sequences to estimate (using the method described in section 3.3)
the frequency-domain channel transfer function factors of matrix Hp required by LS detector
to obtain the weight matrix (18) or for evaluating (16) in the case of ML detector.
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4.1. Comparison of maximum-likelihood and least-squares detection
In this subsection, the bit error rate (BER) performance of the multi-user detector based on
the maximum-likelihood criterion is compared with that of least-squares error detector for
L = 3 simultaneous users. Fig. 6 shows the BER performance as a function of the number B
of transmitted bits per subcarrier (BPSK, QPSK and 16-QAM are considered). For reference
purposes, the figure also depicts the results for the case of single-user transmission (L = 1)
in contrast to those of the multi-user (L = 3) scenario. As mentioned in subsection 3.1,
ML detection would require 2BL = 4 096 classifications for each subcarrier when 16-QAM
is considered for L = 3 users or when addressing QPSK for L = 6 users, both situations being
impractical in a real application. Therefore, we are not able to assess the Lmax = P = 6 users
scenario in this comparison because it would require 24×6 = 16 777 216 classifications per
subcarrier for 16-QAM, a prohibitive number even in a simulation. Thus, the results shown
have been obtained for the fifth user of the communication scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 when
users 4 and 6 are also transmitting. This constitutes one of the worst-case situations, since
emissions from user 5 are strongly interfered at receiving branches 1, 3 and 4 by other users
(see Fig. 5), especially by users 1, 4 and 6.
Figure 6. Performance comparison of ML and LS detection for the fifth user (worst case) when the
subcarriers are 2B-QAM modulated
For the single-user scenario, Hp ∈ CP×1 is a column-vector which leads to the LS estimation
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where
∥∥Hp
∥∥2 = HH1p H1p + HH2p H2p + . . . + HHPp HPp is a real number. Therefore, for the







Minimising the Euclidean distance between the previous estimate ŝ(L=1)p and all the
constellation points associated with the specific modulation scheme employed is equivalent
to the evaluation of (16) carried out by the ML detector. Hence, both ML and LS methods
perform equally and optimally in the single-user scenario. This is why we can observe
identical results for a given 2B − QAM modulation scheme in the L = 1 cases irrespective
of the detection method used. However, when receivers deal with a multi-user scenario, the
ML detector outperforms the LS-based one by several decibels. Nonetheless, the greater the
modulation scheme employed, the smaller the SNR gain obtained by the optimum receiver
with respect to that of the suboptimal LS detector. Thus, we can see how SNR gains of
about 3 dB for BPSK are reduced to less than 1 dB when 16-QAM is considered. In addition,
taking into account that the LS detector only requires 4 and 16 classifications associated with
a specific user for QPSK and 16-QAM, respectively, in contrast to the 64 and 4 096 needed
by the ML detector for L = 3 users, we can conclude that the simplicity and fairly close to
optimum performance of LS detection makes it a practical and better choice for multi-user
communication scenarios.
4.2. Performance of multi-user LS detector
Fig. 7 draws together the simulation results obtained for each lth user depicted in Fig. 4 for
two situations: when only the desirable user is transmitting (ideal case, specified as L = 1 in
the legend) and for the full-user scenario, i.e. when all the L = Lmax = 6 users are transmitting
simultaneously.





j is the SNR at j
th receiving branch for the lth user). It can be seen how
all the users present the same performance under the single-user scenario, which coincides
with that of 16-QAM OFDM systems over ideal additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels [8]. We can also observe how the fifth user (l = 5) performs the worst under the
multi-user (L = 6) scenario, requiring about ten decibels more than the single-user case. In
contrast, the first user (l = 1) presents a SNR loss of hardly 1 dB between multi-user and
single-user scenarios. The previous results are logical, since the fifth user is located in the
worst position of the room, sharing several receiving branches at the detector with other users
as we mentioned previously, whereas the first emitter is alone in a corner and the only one
that illuminates the fifth receiving branch of the detector (see Fig. 4 and 5).
Despite Fig. 7(a) showing a performance loss of the multi-user system with respect to the
single-user scenario, it does not allow us to discover the required SNR at each branch to obtain
the observed performance. Fig. 7(b) shows the same results as before, but representing the
BER versus the maximum SNR at the receiver for the lth user, i.e. max(SNR(l)j ), j = 1, . . . , P. In
this graph, we can see how users l = 3, 4 and 5 present a very similar performance when facing
the multi-user scenario, i.e. all of them require approximately the same SNR at the branch
which receives the most light power from the corresponding user in order to obtain a given
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(a) BER vs. Total SNR
(b) BER vs. Maximum SNR
Figure 7. BER vs. total and maximum SNR for each lth user when all the subcarriers are 16-QAM
modulated
BER. That is, they require similar “effective” emission powers to obtain a certain performance.
However, user 5 directly illuminates three branches (j = 1, 3 and 4, see Fig. 5), although the
electrical power of the induced-photocurrent at the third receiving branch practically doubles
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those at the other two branches. To the contrary, users 3 and 4 only directly illuminate one
branch, the first and fourth, respectively, the received power at the remaining branches being
negligible. Therefore, given a similar “effective” emitted power, the total electrical power at
the detector due to user 5 is approximately twice that due to users 3 and 4, leading to the
different performances observed in Fig. 7(a) of approximately 3 dB (actually, slightly more)
worse for user 5. Additionally, with this new representation criterion, the loss in dB between
the multi-user and single-user scenario performances remains unchanged for each user (with
respect to that observed in Fig. 7(a)), as expected. However, single-user performances are not
all identical as before: the users that directly illuminate more than one branch improve by
three or more dB their single-user performance, with respect to those which only illuminate
one branch directly. Finally, users 1 and 2 present the best multi-user performances.
Therefore, we can conclude that Fig. 7(b) offers a better performance comparison than Fig. 7(a),
since it shows us the true SNR required at receiver branches to obtain a specific BER,
regardless of how many branches are simultaneously illuminated by each user.
4.3. Complexity reduction of least-squares detector
The main limitation of linear multi-user detectors is the fact that a weight matrix Wp, ∀p
has to be determined. For the simplest LS detector, obtaining each of these weight matrices
involves, according to (18), multiplying two complex matrices (CL×P and CP×L, respectively),
the inversion of the resulting CL×L matrix and a final CP×L × CL×L multiplication. However,
this very complicated operation only has to be carried out once after a specific training period
has provided new estimates of the frequency-domain channel transfer factor matrices Hp.
For slowly time-varying wireless optical channel, this operation could occur with a very low
periodicity in time.
In contrast, obtaining the estimates ŝp of the different users’ transmitted signals for each
subcarrier must be done every OFDM symbol period TS. According to (17), this operation
requires a CL×P × CP×1 matrix multiplication by each subcarrier. When we are only
concerned with the data due to a specific user, operation (20) must be evaluated, which only
requires the multiplication of two P-element complex vectors, i.e. P complex multiplications
and sums by each subcarrier. In any case, the total number of operations can be reduced
considerably if we take into account the actual interrelation between users at the receiver,
that is, how emissions from other users interfere with that of our desired user. For example,
from Fig. 4 and 5, it can be easily observed how the first user is the only one that directly
illuminates the fifth branch of the receiver: the received power on it due to the remaining
users is negligible. Therefore, demodulating the first user’s data could be carried out by only
considering this branch, then turning the evaluation of (20) into a single-user single-branch




















Obviously, the multi-user detection problem could be more complex for other users. For
example, user 3 only directly illuminates the first branch. But this branch is also illuminated
by user 5, which also illuminates branches 3 and 4. However, users 6 and 4, respectively,
also illuminate these branches. Therefore, the demodulation of the third user’s data involves
considering the received signals at, at least, branches 1, 3 and 4. In this case, the number
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of users (L = 4) would outweigh the number of branches concerned (P = 3). Then, an
additional branch must be considered in order to fulfil the condition P ≥ L required by LS
detectors. Thus, branch 2 must be chosen, since this is another one illuminated by user 6,
in addition to branch 3. However, branch 2 is also affected by emissions from user 2, which
additionally illuminates branch 6. Finally, the detection of the data coming from only user 3
requires processing the signals received at all the branches except the fifth.
A simple algorithm can be developed to find the minimum number of branches required for
the detection of a certain user’s data. Let uj be a vector that includes the users’ indexes that
significantly illuminate the jth receiving branch, nj the total number of users illuminating that
branch, and bl a vector that includes the indexes of the branches illuminated by a certain user
l. The algorithm for obtaining the minimum set of branches required to demodulate the data
from the l�th user can be described as follows:
1. Find j so that minimises nj: l� ∈ uj
2. Set x = j
3. Set x� = x
4. ∀j ∈ x, repeat 5
5. ∀l ∈ uj, x = x ∪ bl
6. If x �= x� go back to 3
7. x contains the branches to consider for demodulating l�th user’s data
Fig. 8 compares the performance of the original LS detector, which uses all the Pmax = 6
branches to demodulate the data corresponding to the different users, and a reduced version
of this which only uses the minimum set of Pmin branches obtained by using the previous
algorithm. The modulation mode was 16-QAM for every subcarrier. The results have been
shown versus the total SNR because they are easier to visualise as compared with maximum
SNR results where the greater overlapping of the curves hinders its analysis enormously.
However, here we are concerned with comparing BER performance of reduced and original
LS detectors for each lth user and not comparing the different performances between users.
In the graphs, total SNR refers, as in section 4.2, to the sum of the SNRs at each branch for
the corresponding user: ∑Pj=1 SNR
(l)
j where P = Pmax = 6 irrespective of whether complexity
reduction is applied by using fewer branches during demodulation or not. Therefore, reduced
and original LS detectors are compared fairly, contrasting their performances with the same
total SNR. Surprisingly, we can see how the reduced LS detector outperforms, although
with less than 1 dB gain, the original one for all the users (the unique exception being
l = 2 for SNRtotal > 23 dB). This can be explained by the fact that, when using all the
receiving branches, the residual interference due to the remaining users at each branch
impairs the multi-user detector performance, especially when some branches do not receive
any signal contribution from the corresponding user. Thus, for example, in the case of the
first user, it seems evident that a better performance would be obtained by “switching off”
all the receiving branches except the fifth. Therefore, the results show that not only better
performance is achieved with the reduced LS detector but also a significant reduction in the
complexity of the detection process. Except for users 3 and 4 with slight receiver reductions
from 6 to 5 branches, the remaining users can operate perfectly by using only half or fewer of
the total receiving branches.
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Figure 8. Performance comparison of reduced and original LS detectors for each lth user when all the
subcarriers are 16-QAM modulated
5. Other MIMO techniques for WOC
As we have seen, the main limitation of LS-based multi-user detection is its high complexity,
since it is implemented on a subcarrier-to-subcarrier basis. This complexity can be reduced
significantly as described in section 4.3, without forgetting the beneficial capacity of OFDM
for accommodating the system throughput to the channel characteristics and number of
simultaneous users [9]. However, despite the complexity of the detection process for a
particular user being only proportional to the number P of receiving branches, obtaining the
weight matrix grows exponentially with this number. Therefore, this multi-user technique is
only appropriate for scenarios with a reduced number L of users (since P must always meet
the requirement P ≥ L).
When we are interested in scenarios with large numbers of users, multi-carrier code-division
multiple access (MC-CDMA) is a more practical solution [2]. The lower complexity of
MC-CDMA to accommodate larger numbers of users implies a compensation payment. Now,
the total throughput provided by the OFDM system is shared among all the simultaneous
users. This is accomplished by their corresponding orthogonal codes, which avoid any
collision between the user’s transmissions at a certain subcarrier in a specific instant in time.
That is, never there are two users occupying the same frequency-time resource. This can
be compared with the multi-user detection techniques presented in this chapter, where the
system takes advantage of the spatial diversity provided by the MIMO channel to separate all
the users’ signals that are continuously being transmitted using all the available bandwidth.
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Outside the OFDM context, there are other multiple works addressing MIMO techniques for
indoor wireless optical communications, which are generally applied in conjunction with
conventional optical modulation schemes (on-off keying, pulse-position modulation, etc.).
The main idea of an important group of them relies on creating many nearly-ideal and
independent channels between a specific user and receiver by using multibeam transmitters
and angle-diversity receivers [1, 14]. Imaging receivers have also been proposed to greatly
increase the number of receiving channels at a reduced cost [6, 16], hence providing higher
data rates [3, 29]. Sometimes, the distinctive spatial nature of the channel, which is unique,
between a specific transmitter and the receiver is exploited to carry additional information as
in optical spatial modulation [22].
6. Visible light communications: the new challenge
Visible light communications (VLC), first proposed by researchers at Keio University in Tokyo
[18, 19] have prompted the interest of the scientific community in the last few years [7, 11,
17, 25, 29]. There have also been regulatory efforts made on this technology that have led
to the appearance of a standard [13]. These new VLC systems, using visible LED lamps to
simultaneously transmit information together with their normal use as illumination devices,
share the same advantages as their infrared counterparts [15]. They are also eye-safe (visible
light is not harmful to the human eye), which enables the use of higher transmission powers.
However, the main drawback is the limited transmission bandwidth of current LED devices,
typically several MHz, and whose enhancement has been one of the main issues addressed
by researchers [23, 24]. Zeng et al. [29] have proposed the use of MIMO schemes based on
imaging receivers in order to obtain high capacity VLC networks. Additionally, the OFDM
technique has been proved to be a feasible candidate to obtain these high-speed networks [20],
demonstrating impressive experimental data rates for short-range communications [27, 28].
Therefore, it appears to be clear that combining OFDM technique and imaging reception
could be an interesting research field for the future. Table 3 shows the main parameters of a
simulation scenario in which MIMO-OFDM, based on imaging reception, is evaluated. Fig. 9
illustrates the images of the LED arrays on the pixelated imaging receiver at two different
positions in the room at a height of 0.75 m, which have been obtained by using a paraxial
optic approach, as in the work by Zeng et al. [29]. The performance results of the multi-user
LS receiver for these two positions of the detector array are compared in Fig. 10. In order
to carry out a fair comparison, the BER performance is shown versus the maximum SNR
observed at the receiving pixels for the emissions from the lamp l = 6, which is located
the furthest from the detector, when this is positioned close to the corner (Fig. 9(b)), i.e.
max(SNR(l=6,pos=b)j ), j = 1, . . . , P. Here, the case labelled as L = 6 is referred to the aggregate
system BER (considering those of all the users l = 1, . . . , L jointly). Regarding those labelled as
L = 1, they represent the single-user performances for the user l = 6 (the worst). Finally, Pmin
denotes the number of receiving channels (pixels) required for a correct joint demodulation,
which is always 8 (those illuminated by the lamps, see Fig. 9). We can observe that the
detector, when located close to a corner, requires more than 40 dB in the SNR to make the
BER drop below 10−6 when considering the aggregate performance. This represents a SNR
loss of roughly 20 dB with respect to its corresponding single-user scenario. In contrast,
evaluated under the same illumination conditions (versus the maximum SNR(l=6,pos=b)j ), the
receiver at the centre of the room requires more than 15 dB less electrical power to obtain
the same aggregate performance. Although these SNR values could be practical in a VLC
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Parameter Value
Room size (length×width×height): 7.5 m ×5.5 m ×3.5 m
Number of LED arrays: 6 (3 × 2)
Number of LEDs per array: 3600 (60 × 60)
Dimensions of each LEDs array: 1.2 m ×1.2 m
Positions of LED arrays array 1: (1.50,1.50,3.50)





LED lambertian order (n) 1
LED transmission bandwidth ∼ 15 MHz
Total number of subcarriers (N) 64
Number of information subcarriers (SI) 48
Number of bits per subcarrier (B) 4 (16-QAM)
OFDM symbol period (TS) 4 μs
Cyclic prefix extension (Ne) 16
Aggregate throughput 288 Mbit/s
Imaging lens f-number ( f#) 1
Lens diameter (D) 4 cm
Number of pixels or receiving channels (P) 16 (4 × 4)
Detector size (silicon area) 1.6 cm ×1.6 cm
Table 3. Parameters for simulation
(a) Detector at the room centre (b) Detector close to a room corner
Figure 9. Images of the LED arrays on the detector at two positions
environment, it is evident that moving towards corners degrades enormously the aggregate
performance due to the long distances and low inclination of the rays coming from the furthest
lamps. Hence, it would be a more efficient solution to employ higher-order modulation modes
(greater values of B) for the lamps closer to the receiver and lower ones for those further away,
even deactivating them as necessary, by using adaptive OFDM schemes [9]. In any case, what
seems apparent, according to these preliminary results, is that MIMO-OFDM with imaging
reception is a promising technique, which is worthy of further work.
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Figure 10. Performance comparison of multi-user LS detection based on imaging reception for two
positions of the detector array
7. Conclusions
In this chapter, the employment of multi-user LS detection in conjunction with angle-diversity
receivers and OFDM modulation technique for wireless optical communication has been
evaluated. The MIMO optical channel model, which can be determined by using Monte
Carlo-based ray-tracing algorithms, has been described in detail. This algorithm allows
us to determine LOS and multiple-bounce reflection contributions to the received optical
power at the photodetector, which enables a more accurate analysis of the proposed system
performance. The multi-user detector, which is based on the linear combining of the incoming
signals at its receiving branches, is shown to have a performance very close to that of
the optimum ML detector. Additionally, it has been observed that strategies to find the
truly significant receiving branches, during the data retrieving for a specific user, can be
applied to reduce the complexity of the demodulation problem while maintaining and, even
improving, the system performance. The results have also shown that aggregate high data
rates can be obtained for indoor wireless optical communications at practical signal-to-noise
ratios. Finally, the proposed multi-user OFDM system has been assessed for a visible-light
communication scenario, where imaging reception is assumed. The preliminary results
show that the previous scheme is an attractive candidate for developing high-capacity VLC
networks, but further research still needs to be carried out.
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1. Introduction
Free-space optical (FSO) communications using intensity modulation and direct detection
(IM/DD), is a cost-effective and high bandwidth access technique, which has recently
received significant attention and commercial interest for a variety of applications [30, 44].
Optical wireless communication systems are rapidly gaining popularity as effective means of
transferring data at high rates over short distances due to the necessity of a cost-effective,
license-free, and high-bandwidth access communication technique [12, 30, 36, 44]. These
systems facilitate rapidly deployable, lightweight, high-capacity communication without
licensing fees and tariffs. Terrestrial FSO is not free of challenges though. A major impairment
over FSO links is the atmospheric turbulence, caused by the variations in the refractive index
because of inhomogeneities in temperature and pressure changes. In clear weather conditions,
the atmospheric turbulence results in fluctuations at the intensity of the received signal,
i.e., signal fading, also known as scintillation in optical communication terminology [6, 11].
Turbulence is caused by inhomogeneities of both temperature and pressure in the atmosphere
and can severely degrade the link performance, particularly over link distances of 1 km or
longer. The performance of this technology depends strongly on the atmospheric conditions
between the transmitter and the receiver and the parameters of the link such as the length and
the operation wavelength. Effects of fog, rain, atmospheric gases, and aerosols also result in
beam attenuation due to photon absorption and scattering [25].
The performance of FSO systems over turbulence channels has been addressed in many
previous works. Representative examples can be found in [47, 66, 70, 81] and the references
therein. The results presented in these papers have demonstrated that the performance of
single-input single-output (SISO) FSO links is severely degraded from turbulence. More
specifically, the average bit error probability of such systems is far away from satisfying
the typical targets for FSO applications within practical ranges of signal-to-noise ratio. To
circumvent this problem, powerful fading mitigation techniques have to be deployed. In the
open technical literature on FSO communication, the two most popular existing techniques
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for mitigation of the degrading effects of atmospheric turbulence are error control coding
in conjunction with interleaving [70], [83] and maximum likelihood sequence detection
(MLSD) [82]. However, for most scenarios the first one requires large-size interleavers
to achieve the promised coding gains. On the other hand, MLSD requires complicated
multidimensional integrations and suffers from excessive computational complexity. Some
sub-optimal temporal-domain fading mitigation techniques are further explored in [83] and
[84].
Another promising solution is the use of diversity techniques and the most popular scheme
is the spatial diversity, i.e., the employment of multiple transmit/receive apertures, a well
known diversity technique in Radio-Frequency (RF) systems [46, 48, 49, 61, 69, 72, 78, 80]. By
using multiple apertures at the transmitter and/or the receiver, the inherent redundancy of
spatial diversity has the potential to significantly enhance the performance. Moreover, the
possibility for temporal blockage of the laser beams by obstructions is further reduced and
longer distances can be covered through heavier weather conditions [46]. Concerning the
performance analysis of FSO systems employing spatial diversity, the technical literature is
rather rich. Representative past examples can be found in [14, 19, 21, 26, 27, 29, 46, 54–56, 62,
63, 69, 73–75].
On the other hand, various statistical models, e.g. the log normal, the gamma gamma (G−G),
the I-K, the K, the negative exponential, and the Rician log normal distribution, have been
used in order to describe the optical channel characteristics with respect to the atmospheric
turbulence strength [4, 9, 10, 12, 23, 30, 32, 35, 38, 44, 47, 51–53, 59, 65, 71]. Recently, Al-Habash
et al. proposed the G-G distribution [4] as a tractable mathematical model for atmospheric
turbulence. This model is a two parameter distribution which is based on a doubly stochastic
theory of scintillation and assumes that small-scale irradiance fluctuations are modulated by
large-scale irradiance fluctuations of the propagating wave, both governed by independent
gamma distributions. This distribution has become the dominant fading channel model
for FSO links due to its excellent agreement with measurement data for a wide range of
turbulence conditions [4].
For many practical FSO applications, however, irradiance is temporally correlated. Thus the
derivation of a correlated G − G model is of significant theoretical and practical interest.
It is noted that multivariate distributions have recently attracted the interest within the
research community due to their importance in studying the performance of diversity systems
operating over a multipath fading channels, see, e.g., [1, 2, 5, 15, 33, 45, 49, 58, 64, 68] and
references therein. These distributions are particularly useful in the performance analysis
of practical systems configurations where antenna branches are closely spaced and the
correlation between diversity signals cannot be ignored [68, Chapt. 9]. In the past, several
spatial correlation models have been proposed [5, 68] and used for the performance evaluation
of wireless communication systems over correlated fading channels. Among them, the
exponential correlation model has gained particular interest [2, 33, 45, 64]. This model
corresponds to the scenario of multichannel reception by equispaced diversity antennas, in
which the correlation between pairs of combined signals decays as the spacing between
antenna branches increases [68].
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of multiple-input-multiple output (MIMO)
FSO links over both independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) G−G turbulence channels
as well as for exponentially correlated G − G turbulent channels. A closed-form expression
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for the average bit error probability (ABEP) of SISO links is first derived. This result serves
as benchmark for the performance analysis of FSO links employing multiple apertures and
IM/DD. Rapidly convergent infinite series representations for the joint G − G probability
density function (PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), and moment generating
function (MGF) with exponential correlation are also derived. Based on these statistical
results, the outage probability (OP) of selection diversity (SD) receivers as well as the ABEP
of single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) FSO systems over exponentially correlated turbulent
channels is investigated. Finally, we propose a simple yet highly accurate closed form
approximation to the sum of arbitrary i.i.d. G − G variates. In the context of this chapter,
the α-μ distribution [79] has been chosen as the convenient approximation, for which the
parameters are adequately estimated from the sum of the G− G variates. Based on this result,
simple accurate approximations for the OP and ABEP of MIMO FSO systems operating over
i.i.d. G−G channels and employing equal gain combining (EGC) at the receiver are provided.
Various numerically evaluated and computer simulation results demonstrate the accuracy
of the proposed analysis. The validity of the presented analysis is testified by comparing
numerically evaluated with equivalent computer simulations performance results.
2. Atmospheric turbulence
The refractive index of the atmosphere in the area between the transmitter and the receiver
of a wireless optical link fluctuates randomly due to the atmospheric turbulence [12]. These
fluctuations are induced mainly due to temperature oscillations among the atmosphere, the
ground and the oceans [8, 12, 13, 24, 39]. More specifically atmospheric turbulence is a
phenomenon belonging to different spatial and temporal scales. In the Planetary Boundary
Layer (PBL), where human activities take place, it is generated by the wind’s interaction with
the earth’s surface, which is said to be in a state of turbulent motion [18, 20, 37, 76, 77].
Turbulence is responsible for the transfer of heat, matter, and momentum within the PBL.
However, it is random in nature and remains a complicated phenomenon with many unsolved
aspects. The scientific community relies on the combination of experiments, theory, and
computer models to understand it. Turbulence is created by thermal convection, wind shear
and by the wind flowing over ground obstacles. Within the PBL, turbulence has a diurnal
variation reaching a maximum about midday when the solar radiation is at a maximum.
Solar radiation heats the surface which, in turn radiates heat to the air above it that becomes
warmer and more buoyant and rises while cooler, denser air descends to displace it. The
resulting vertical movement of air, together with flow disturbances around surface obstacles,
makes low-level winds extremely irregular thus turbulent. The turbulence intensity depends
primarily on the temperature lapse rate, i.e. λ = dT/dH, which is essentially the rate
of temperature increase or decrease with increasing height. Under unstable conditions the
temperature decreases with height and a hypothetical parcel of air which is warmer than its
surrounding air would tend to rise [18, 20, 37, 76, 77].
Turbulence in the atmosphere is carried by rotational-like motions called eddies, which exist
in different length scales characterized by different velocity and time scales. The larger eddies
are unstable and break up into smaller ones with the subsequent transfer of the kinetic energy
of the initial large eddy. The smaller eddies in turn break up into even smaller eddies and
the energy is passed on to the new smaller ones. The energy is passed down from the larger
scales to the smaller ones until the viscosity of the fluid (in this case air) can dissipate the
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kinetic energy into internal energy (or thermal energy). This is called the energy cascade
and it is one of the main characteristics of turbulent motion. Other important features of
turbulence are irregularity (or chaotic), diffusivity (mixing), turbulent diffusion (molecular
diffusivity), rotationality (always three dimensional, the mechanism that aids the energy
cascade), dissipation (the transfer of energy from larger to smaller eddies), length scales of
turbulent eddies. The size of eddies spans from the order of a few millimetres to meters,
namely the inner and outer scales, respectively [18, 20, 37, 76, 77]. This inner and outer
scales is the main phenomenon for the choice of the appropriate distribution for turbulence’s
mathematical representation.
It is commonly known that in turbulent flow the actual flow velocity is broken into the
mean velocity U plus the fluctuating turbulent velocity component u, in the three directions,
respectively. Thus, in the x-axis the instantaneous flow velocity is Ux + ux. The values of
the turbulent components namely ux, uy and uz may not be expressed as functions of time,
but a statistical description is only possible. Turbulence within the PBL can degrade the
performance of free-space optical links, particularly over ranges of the order of 1 km or longer.
This phenomenon is not caused by the turbulent eddies which possess different velocities
but only by the parcels of air with different temperatures (and thus different densities)
rising or descending that cross the path of the FSO links. They cause inhomogeneities
in the temperature and pressure profiles of the atmosphere and lead to variations of the
refractive index along the transmission path. Based on the fluctuations of the air density, the
scientific community has developed the refractive index structure parameter C2n (related to
the temperature structure one, i.e. C2T) which takes different values depending on the strength
of turbulence. The parameter C2n may be measured experimentally of computed theoretically
if one knows the outer scale of turbulence (i.e., the large eddy size scale) and the potential
refractive index [18, 20, 37, 76, 77]. Additionally, as we will demonstrate below, there are
many mathematical models for the estimation of the C2n value [6, 7, 44, 52]
Thus, these variation of the refraction index in the free space area that the beam of the optical
link propagates and causes deflections of the light beam into and mostly out of the transmit
path [17, 52]. This random radiation of the laser beam results in fluctuations of the optical
signal’s irradiance at the receiver’s side. This phenomenon is the so-called scintillation [4,
12, 17, 31, 42–44, 51]. The influence of scintillation in the performance of the wireless optical
communication systems is very strong for the terrestrial links because induces fading of the
signal arriving at the receiver in a random way. Thus, in order to estimate the optical signal
arriving at the receiver it is necessary to study the appropriate statistical distribution which
describes the fading statistics of each area.
Many statistical models have been proposed for the simulation of these fading statistics
caused by the atmospheric turbulence effect. Some of them have been arising from
experimental results, while, others, from theoretical studies. It is obvious that each location
has irregularities, depending on the ground’s morphology, the weather conditions, the time
of the day [7, 24] and the turbulence strength. The proposed statistical models concern weak,
moderate, strong or very strong turbulence conditions and the turbulence strength can be
estimated through the turbulence parameter C2n, which depends on many parameters of the
weather conditions.
One of the statistical parameters that we are using for the practical estimation of scintillation’s
influence at the wireless optical links’ performance,is the scintillation index which is given by
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the following mathematical expression [44]:
σ2I =
< I2 > − < I >2
< I >2
(1)
with I being the optical signal’s irradiance at the receiver and <> represents the ensemble
average value. In the weak scintillation theory, under the assumption of plane wave





where C2n is the parameter of turbulence, k = 2π/λ is the optical wavenumber, while L is the
link’s length [44, 49, 52].





In order to estimate the influence of the atmospheric turbulence conditions in the wireless
optical communication system’s performance, we assume a horizontal propagation path of
up to a few kilometers (usually the FSO link is smaller than 4-5 km), where the turbulence
strength value is considered as constant [50, 52]. Many models has been proposed for the
estimation of the turbulence parameter C2n [6, 12, 34, 44]. The most widely employed in
research literature, are the so-called Hufnagel-Valley model and the Hufnagel and Stanley
model, the SLC Day model and the SLC Night model [6, 7, 12, 34, 44, 49, 52].
The estimation of the parameter C2n through the Hufnagel-Valley model (or HV5/7 model)
[7, 44], depends on the wind speed, v, and the altitude, h, where the wireless optical link
operates. The values 5 and 7 of the abbreviation of the Hufnagel-Valley model (i.e. HV5/7)
correspond to the atmospheric coherence length (r0) in cm and the isoplantic angle (θ0) in
μrad respectively, for λ = 0.55μm while for λ = 1.315μm the above values are 14cm and
20 μrad respectively [7, 44, 52]. The mathematical expression of the HV5/7 is the following
[7, 44, 51],
C2n(h) = 0.00594(u/27)
2(10−5h)10eh/1000 + 2.7 × 10−6e−h/1500 + C2n(0)e−h/1000 (4)
where C2n(0) is the value of C2n at the sea level in m−2/3. In general, the turbulence parameter
C2n varies between the values 10−17 m−2/3 and 10−13 m−2/3 for weak up to very strong
turbulence cases, respectively, [44, 51].
Another significant model for the estimation of the turbulence parameter is proposed by
Hufnagel and Stanley [12, 34, 52]. Its mathematical expression is the following,
C2n(h) = K0h
−1/3e−h/h0 (5)
with K0 being the turbulence strength parameter and depends on the characteristics of the
specific location where the wireless optical link has been installed and h is the altitude.
Another model for the estimation of the atmospheric turbulence parameter, C2n, is the SLC
Day model which depends only on the height where the FSO link operates [7, 52]. The
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1.7 × 10−14 if 0 < h < 18.5m;
3.13×10−13
h1.05 if 18.5 < h < 240m;
1.3 × 10−15 if 240 < h < 880m;
8.87×10−7
h3 if 880 < h < 7200m;
2.0×10−16
h0.5 if 7200 < h < 20000m; .
(6)
while for accurate results for night hours are given by the SLC Night model [7, 52], depends





8.4 × 10−15 if 0 < h < 18.5m;
2.87×10−12
h2 if 18.5 < h < 110m;
2.5 × 10−16 if 110 < h < 1500m;
8.87×10−7
h3 if 1500 < h < 7200m;
2.0×10−16
h0.5 if 7200 < h < 20000m; .
(7)
The above mentioned models for the estimation of the turbulence parameter C2n, (i.e
HV5/7, Hufnagel and Stanley, SLC Day and SLC Night), are valid mainly for wireless
optical links which have been installed over terrestrial area. Thus, the estimation of the
turbulence parameter for paths over maritime area can be done through the following accurate
approximation which is valid for low altitude and for specific constant parameters c1, c2, c3,
c4 and c5. The values of the constant parameters are given in [41, 44] and the corresponding
mathematical form is the following:
C2n(h) = c1 + c2e
−h/c3 + c4e−h/c5 (8)
Obviously, as we mentioned above, for the estimation of the turbulence strength through the
above Equations, we assumed that the value of C2n remains constant for relatively long time
interval and for the whole, horizontal, propagation path. This assumption is not always very
accurate and thus, in some cases, it is necessary to handle this parameter as a random variable
(RV), which follows a specific distribution [35, 52].
3. The Gamma-Gamma wireless optical channel model revisited
In the G − G channel model for atmospheric turbulence channels the PDF of the irradiance I
can be derived from the product of two independent Gamma-distributed RVs x and y with



















where Kα(·) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order α, Γ(·) is the gamma
function and E�I� with E�·�. denoting expectation. The parameters k > 0 and m > 0 can
be properly adjusted to provide good agreement between theoretical and experimental data.
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In the G − G channel model for atmospheric turbulence channels the PDF of the irradiance I
can be derived from the product of two independent Gamma-distributed RVs x and y with



















where Kα(·) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order α, Γ(·) is the gamma
function and E�I� with E�·�. denoting expectation. The parameters k > 0 and m > 0 can
be properly adjusted to provide good agreement between theoretical and experimental data.
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Assuming spherical wave propagation, k, m can be directly related to atmospheric conditions































where σI,R is the Rytov variance defined above and d =
√
kD2/4L, with D being the aperture
diameter of the receiver.













with G m,np,q [·] being the Meijer-G function [60, Eq. (8.2.1.1)] 1.






�−ν Γ(k + ν)Γ(m + ν)
Γ(k)Γ(m)
(13)
For the correlated test case, to obtain an analytical expression for the multivariate G-G
distribution, we first define N independent Gamma-distributed RVs Wn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, with




exp (−k wn) H (wn) (14)
where k ≥ 1/2 is the distribution’s shaping parameter and H (·) the unit step function [28,
p. xliv]. Also, let Yn’s be correlated Gamma-distributed RVs with correlation matrix given by
Σi,j = ρ
|i−j|, where 0 ≤ ρ < 1 is the power correlation coefficient [68, Eq. (9.195)]. Performing
N RVs transformations in [33, Eq. (3)] and using [28, Eq. (8.445)], the joint PDF of Y =
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Γ (m + in) in!
�
(15)
1 The Meijer-G function is a standard built-in function available in the most popular mathematical software packages,
such as Maple or Mathematica
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m + i1 if j = 1;
m + iN−1 if j = N;
m + ij−1 + ij if j = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1.
(16)
Then, following the approach presented in [70] and [40], the multivariate G-G distribution
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where I = [I1 I2 · · · IN], with In = Wn Yn, ∀ n, Substituting (14) and (15) to (17) and using [28,
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with Ξ = (k m)/[I
�
1 − ρ2�] , ωn = (k + qn) /2 − 1, ∀ n = 1, 2, . . . , N. Note that for ρ = 0,
all infinite series terms that appear in (18) with ij �= 0, ∀ j, vanish and (18) simplifies to the
product of N independent G-G distributions [16, Eq. (2)].
Next, important statistical properties of the exponentially correlated multivariate G-G
distribution, namely the joint G-G CDF and MGF will be presented.
3.1. Joint CDF
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3.2. Joint MGF

















fI (I) dI (22)
with s = [s1 s2 · · · sN]. Substituting (18) in (22) and using [60, Eq. (8.4.3.1)], [60, Eq. (8.4.23.1)],
























































We consider a MIMO FSO system where the information signal is transmitted via M apertures
and received by N apertures. The information bits are modulated using IM/DD with
on-off keying (OOK) and transmitted through the M apertures using repetition coding
[14]. A high-energy FSO system whose performance is limited by background radiation
and thermal noise is assumed. Under this assumption, the use of the AWGN model as a
good approximation of the Poisson photon counting detection model is applicable [46]. The





Imn + vn, n = 1, . . . , N (12)
where η is the optical-to-electrical conversion coefficient, s ∈ {0, 1} represents the information
bits and vn is the AWGN with zero mean and variance σ2v = N0/2. In the following
analysis, we assume that the Imn-s are either independent or exponentially correlated G-G
random variables. It is noted that the assumption of independence can significantly simplify
the underlying mathematical analysis and it is justified for link distances of the order of
kilometers and for aperture separation distances of the order of centimeters [14]. Finally, we
define the instantaneous electrical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as μmn  (η Imn)2/N0 and the
corresponding average electrical SNR as μmn  (ηE�Imn�)2/N0.
5. Performance analysis of SISO links
The ABEP of the considered system in the presence of AWGN and under the assumption of
perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver side is given by
Pe = P(1)P(e|1) + P(0)P(e|0) (13)
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where P(1) and P(0) are the probabilities of sending 1 and 0 bits, respectively, and P(e|1),
P(e|0) are the conditional bit-error probabilities bit 1 or 0 has been transmitted, respectively.
Without loss of generality, we assume P(1) = P(0) = 0.5 and P(e|1) = P(e|0), a fact also
justified by the symmetry of the problem. Using the analysis presented in [46] one obtains













dt is the Gauss-Q function. The ABEP can be obtaining by




P(e|I) f I(I)dI (15)
















, Pbe can be obtained by performing a change of variables and averaging over
the PDF of the electrical SNR, μ, instead of the PDF of I. Assuming that I follows a G − G
distribution with parameters k and m and by applying a simple power transformation of RVs,





























where F (k, m, μ, s) is given by [57, Eq. (27)] 2

















Another important performance metric is the outage probability. The outage probability is
defined as the probability that the SNR of the signal at the output of the receiver, μ , falls
below a specified threshold, μth. This metric is considered as an important parameter for FSO
links to be operated as a part of a data network and is critical in the design of both transport
and network layer [21]. With the help of (12) and assuming I = 1, the outage probability is
obtained in closed form as



















2 It is noted that Eq. (27) in [57] includes typos which we have corrected in (16)
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Figure 1. Average Bit Error Probability of SISO OOK receivers employing intensity modulation and
direct detection and operating over G − G channels, for different values of parameters k and m, as a
function of the Average Electrical SNR, μ.
Using (16), in Figure 1 the ABEP of SISO OOK receivers employing intensity modulation
and direct detection and operating over G − G channels is depicted, for different values of
parameters k and m, as a function of the Average Electrical SNR, μ. Moreover, in Figure 2 the
OP of the system under consideration is depicted for the same set of parameters as a function
of the inverse normalized outage threshold, μthμ .
As it can be observed, for a SISO FSO link, both the ABEP and OP performance is quite poor
(i.e., higher than 10−3 in the SNR range of 30-40 dB , especially over strong atmospheric
turbulence conditions (that corresponds to small values of k or m) and therefore the use of
diversity techniques is absolutely justified. The use of spatial diversity can be implemented
either at the transmitter (MISO) or at the receiver (SIMO case) or at both of them (MIMO
case). In both figures, our numerically evaluated results are accompanied with semi-analytical
Monte Carlo simulations. In our simulations, more than 106 square G − G samples are
generated to guarantee statistical convergence. The following listings, written in Matlab
2008a demonstrate the evaluation of the ABEP and OP for the SISO case using Monte Carlo
simulations.
function y = BER_OOK(SNR_dB, k , m, SIZE )
%SNR_dB : a v e r a g e e l e c t i c a l SNR
%k , m: t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n p a r a m e t e r s
mu_bar = 1 0 ^ ( 0 . 1 * SNR_dB ) ;
% The f i r s t gamma p r o c e s s :
g = gamrnd ( k , sq r t ( mu_bar)/k , 1 , SIZE ) ;
% The s e c o n d gamma p r o c e s s :
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Figure 2. Outage Probability of SISO receivers employing intensity modulation and direct detection and
operating over G − G channels, for different values of parameters k and m, as a function of the Inverse
Normalized Outage Threshold, μ/μth.
data = gamrnd (m, g/m, 1 , SIZE ) ;
% The f i n a l d a t a
data = data . ^ 2 ;
% ABEP o f OOK
y = sum ( 0 . 5 * e r f c ( 0 . 5 * sq r t ( data ) ) ) / SIZE ;
function y = outage ( k , m, inverse_th_dB , SIZE )
th = 1 0 ^ ( 0 . 1 * inverse_th_dB ) ;
% f i r s t gamma p r o c e s s
f i r s t = gamrnd ( k , 1/k , 1 , SIZE ) ;
% f i n a l p r o c e s s
data = ( gamrnd (m, f i r s t /m, 1 , SIZE ) ) ;
y = length ( find ( data < 1/ sq r t ( th ) ) ) / SIZE ;
In the following analysis, analytical results for both SIMO and MIMO cases will be presented.
5.1. SIMO case: Selection Diversity (SD)
The SD combining scheme is the least complicated among the considered combining schemes
because of the fact that it processes the aperture with the maximum received irradiance (or
electrical SNR). Consequently, the selection is made according to
ISD = max{I1, I2 · · · , IN} (18)
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If In are i.i.d random variables, then using a similar to the previous section analysis, the OP of









If exponentially correlated irradiance is considered, the CDF of ISD is readily obtained using
(20) as










In Figure 3 the OP of three- and four-branch SIMO receivers employing intensity modulation
and direct detection and operating over exponentially correlated G − G channels, for ρ = 0.25
and different values of parameters k and m, is depicted as a function of the Inverse Normalized
Outage Threshold, μ/μth. As it can be observed, the employment of spatial diversity
significantly enhances the outage performance of the considered system. To double-check the
correctness of the proposed analysis, the analytical results are accompanied with numerical
ones obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations. Because of the long computational time,
inherent to Monte-Carlo methods, simulation results of up to 10−6 are given. In order to
generate exponentially correlated G − G samples, we make use of the fact that In can be
written as In = Wn Yn, ∀ n. where Wn and Yn are samples of an uncorrelated and a correlated
gamma process, respectively. Uncorrelated gamma samples with given parameters can be
easily generated using the standard Matlab built-in function gamrnd(). The generation of
correlated gamma random samples with given correlation matrix has been addressed in
several past works. In the context of this work, we used the method presented in [67],
which yields accurate results for the given system parameters, despite the fact that it imposes
certain conditions or constraints on the PDF parameters. Finally, it is noted that although the
analytical expression for the outage probability is given in terms of infinite series, it converges
rapidly and steadily, requiring few terms to obtain sufficient numerical accuracy. As it was
shown in [56], the number of terms depends on the values of the parameters k and m, the
correlation coefficient as well as the SNR. In our terms, a truncation of the infinite series to 25
terms and 18 terms for the three- and four-branch case, respectively, resulted in an excellent
match of the numerical results with the Monte-Carlo simulations.
5.2. SIMO case: Optimal combining
When receive diversity with optimal combining (OC) is applied, following a similar analysis


















where the average irradiance is considered to be normalized to one.
In the following analysis, we assume that In are exponentially correlated G-G random
variables. In general, the N-fold integral in (21) is difficult, if not impossible to be obtained
in closed form. To circumvent this problem, we utilize a simple and accurate exponential
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Figure 3. Outage Probability of triple and quadruple branch SIMO receivers employing intensity
modulation and direct detection with selection diversity and operating over exponentially correlated
G − G channels, for ρ = 0.25 and different values of parameters k and m, as a function of the Inverse
Normalized Outage Threshold, μ/μth.







































where μ is the average electrical SNR and
N (k, m, s) =2
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Figure 4 illustrates the ABEP performance of OC FSO links, operating at λ = 1550nm
with N = 3 and 4 receive apertures, versus μ. Similarly to [70], exponentially correlated
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atmospheric turbulence channels are considered with ρ = 0.175. It is assumed that C2n =
1.7 × 10−14, which is a typical value of refractive index for FSO links near the ground during
daytime. Furthermore, it is assumed that D � L leading to d = 0, and hence, no aperture
averaging is possible. Three different link distances are considered: L = 3, 4, and 5 km. The
resulting values for k and m are obtained via (10) and (11), respectively. As expected, the ABEP
improves as N and/or μ increase and/or L decreases. Furthermore, as it is shown comparing
numerically evaluated results for the ABEP with the equivalent exact ones obtained via Monte
Carlo simulations, the proposed ABEP approximation given by (23) provides a tight upper
bound for all test cases under consideration.
Figure 4. ABEP of triple and quadruple branch SIMO FSO links operating over exponentially correlated
G − G atmospheric turbulent channels and employing optimal combining, versus average electrical SNR
μ for ρ = 0.175 and different link distances.
5.3. MIMO case: Equal gain combining
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where I = ∑Nn=1 In. This integral is very difficult to be obtained in closed form since an
analytical expression for the statistical distribution of I is required. In the following it will
be shown that when In are i.i.d G-G random variables, the distribution of I can be accurately
approximated with the so-called α − μ distribution [79].
5.3.1. α − μ approximation to the sum of i.i.d. G − G variates
Let I = ∑Nn=1 In be a sum of N i.i.d. G − G variates. We propose to approximate the PDF f I(I)















In (28), (29), α, μ > 0 are the distribution parameters, Î = E{Iα}1/α is a scale parameter
and Γ(·, ·) is the incomplete gamma function [28, Eq. (8.350/2)]. The motivation behind
this approximation is twofold: First, in a recently published work [3] it was shown that the
gamma distribution can be used to approximate the sum of independent G − G variates. We
feel that the use of a more generic distribution, which includes as special case the gamma
distribution (in the α-μ case by setting α = 1), will result in a more accurate approximation.
Second, as it will become evident, the estimation of the parameters of the resulting α-μ PDF
requires the knowledge of the first, the second and the fourth moment of I, which can be easily
evaluated given the moments of In. Therefore, the resulting PDF incorporates information
regarding the mean, the variance and the kurtosis of I. In order to render (28) and (29) an
accurate approximation, moment-based estimators for α, μ and Î are used. These estimators
are obtained as [79]
Γ2(μ + 1/α)
Γ(μ)Γ(μ + 2/α)− Γ2(μ + 1/α) =
E2{I}
E{I2} − E2{I} (30)
Γ2(μ + 2/α)
Γ(μ)Γ(μ + 4/α)− Γ2(μ + 2/α) =
E2{I2}


































× E{I1ν−j1}E{I2 j1−j2} · · ·E{IN jN−1}
(33)
where ν is positive integer. Using Maple, the command lines given in (34), can be utilized to
obtain α and μ in a computationally efficient manner. In this case, In  E{In}, n = 1, 2, 4.
The parameter Î can be finally obtained using (32). To demonstrate the accuracy of this
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analysis, Fig. 5 shows the exact and approximate CDFs of the sum of two and nine i.i.d.
G − G variates with I = 1 for different values of parameters k and m. As it can be observed,
in all considered test cases, the proposed approximation is highly accurate and practically
indistinguishable from the exact CDF curves. A comparison of the proposed method with the
one proposed in [3] reveals that our method performs equally well for both small and large
values of N. Thus, a correcting factor, similar to the one introduced in [3] to obtain a sufficient
approximation accuracy, is no longer required. Moreover, in [21], an approximate expression
for the CDF of I in terms of Meijer-G functions [28, Eq. (9.301)] is provided. However, since the
evaluation of Meijer-G functions can be sometimes laborious, (29) may be preferable to [21]
in terms of computational complexity. Finally, our derived formulas are simpler than those
presented in [14], since the latter are expressed as infinite series and require the computation
of convolutional sums.
Figure 5. Exact and approximate CDF of the sum of N = 2 and N = 9 i.i.d G − G variates
In Fig. 6 the OP of the considered system is plotted as a function of the inverse normalized
outage threshold μ/μth for L = 2km and L = 4km. The parameters k and m are obtained using
(10) and (11) assuming λ = 1550nm, C2n = 1.7 × 10−14m−2/3 and D/L → 0. Both numerically
evaluated and computer simulation results are depicted. From the above mentioned plot, it
is clear that the derived approximative expressions are highly accurate for every considered
MIMO deployment and for all considered link distances.
To evaluate ABEP, the PDF of I, f I(I), at the combiner output, will be approximated by the
PDF of a single channel given in (28) where the parameters α and μ are estimated as functions
of k and m. Having obtained these parameters, the ABEP is easily obtained by substituting
(28) into (21) and performing symbolic or numerical integration. In Fig. 7 the ABEP of
the considered MIMO system is depicted as a function of the average electrical SNR, using
the same parameters considered in the OP case. From the observation of Fig. 7, one can
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Figure 6. Outage Probability of MIMO FSO systems employing EGC and operating over i.i.d G − G
fading channels as a function of the inverse normalized outage threshold, (λ = 1550nm,
C2n = 1.7 × 10−14m−2/3 and D/L → 0)
Figure 7. ABEP of MIMO FSO systems employing EGC and operating over i.i.d G − G fading channels
as a function of the average electrical SNR, (λ = 1550nm, C2n = 1.7 × 10−14m−2/3 and D/L → 0)
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verify similar findings to that mentioned in Fig. 6 regarding the accuracy of the proposed
approximation.
X1 := I1ˆ2/(I2 − I1ˆ2); X2 := I2ˆ2/(I4 − I2ˆ2);
f1 := X1 − (GAMMA(mu+ 1/alpha))ˆ2/(GAMMA(mu) ∗ GAMMA(mu+ 2/alpha)
− (GAMMA(mu+ 1/alpha))ˆ2) = 0;
f2 := X2 − (GAMMA(mu+ 2/alpha))ˆ2/(GAMMA(mu) ∗ GAMMA(mu+ 4/alpha)
− (GAMMA(mu+ 2/alpha))ˆ2) = 0;
SOL := fsolve({f1, f2}, {alpha, mu}, {alpha = 0..1000, mu = 0..1000});
(34)
6. Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a thorough performance analysis of FSO communication
systems using spatial diversity over G − G distributed atmospheric turbulence channels.
We obtained accurate approximated closed-form expressions and rapidly convergent infinite
series representations for the average bit error probability and the outage probability of SIMO
and MIMO FSO systems. Our results demonstrated that significant performance gains can be
obtained when multiple apertures at the transmitter and/or receiver are used.
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